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ADVERTISEMENT.

It is necessary to state tliat the seven Essays con-

tained in this volume have, like those Essays to which

they are replies, been " written in entire independence

of each other, without concert or comparison."

Each author was, individually, requested by the

Publishers to write an Essay on a subject named, with

the especial object of replying to a given Essay in the

volume of " Essays and Reviews."

For the selection of writers, and for the choice of

subject assigned to each, the Publishers are respon-

sible. Beyond this, each writer was free to exercise his

own judgment in the mode of treatment of the Essay :

nor was he guided in any way by what others had writ-

ten, or were writing, for the same volume.

This course of proceeding was not adopted without

due consideration. It was thought, firstly, that as the

" Essays and Reviews " professed to be written inde-

pendently of each other and without concert among the

Authors, so ought the " Replies ;
" otherwise, it might

be objected that the latter volume was written under

advantages which did not belong to the former, and

therefore be refused the possession of the same weight

as that volume. Secondly, that the Authors, unfettered
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by suggestions from Publishers or Editor, would be
enabled to treat their subjects more thoroughly, to write

more freely, and so more conyincingly.

In most cases, the Publishers are well aware that

such a course would be attended with danger, but in

this case they have such full confidence in the several

writers that they believe a supervision beyond that of

the ordinary details attendant in passing works through

the press would have been needless. They feel fully

assured that all the main arguments are such as would

be subscribed by all the writers, while on unimportant

and avowedly open questions any discrepancies, if there

should be such, might be reasonably allowed in a vol-

ume written on the plan thus adopted.

The Publishers take this opportunity of tendering

their thanks to the several writers who so readily

accepted the task imposed on them.

To the Bishop of Oxford, not only for the Preface,

but for advice and assistance also in making the neces-

sary arrangements for producing such a volume.

To the Eadclifi'e Observer, and the Reader in Geol-

ogy in the University of Oxford, they are also indebted

for two valuable letters. They insert them in the vol-

ume because, although unreasonably, the " Essays and
Reviews " obtained the title of " The Oxford Essays."

In the volume itself it will be seen that the writers are

selected partly from Oxford and partly from Cambridge,

as was the case in the volume to which it is hoped the

present will be found to be a satisfactory and convinc-

ing reply.

Oxford,

January 1, 1862.
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PREFACE.

The volume which is here placed in the reader's

hands seems to me to need neither preface nor recom-

mendation. The importance of its subject, the gravity

of the occasion which has called it forth, the weighty

names in the catalogue of its writers, all combine to

demand for it the full attention which preface or re-

commendation might solicit for an ordinary volume.

Nevertheless, yielding to the request of those who had
combined to produce it, I had promised to contribute

a preface to it ; and having done so, I desired to enter

at some length into the general subject towards which
these several essays converge, and to the mode in which
it had been dealt with here.

Diocesan engagements compelled me to postpone

my work to an approaching period of comparative lei-

sure. But at this moment my contribution is called

for, and rather than delay the publication of the work,

I have resolved to furnish it at once, reduced to the

narrowest dimensions ^ and even before I have been

able myself to read any of the following Essays.

It is then of the general object only of the work
that I can speak. As to which let me say,—first, that

its object is not so much to reply directly to error, as

to establish truth, and so to remove the foundations on
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whicli error rests ; secondly, that the publication of this

volume is no admission that new or powerful argu-

ments against the truth have rendered necessary new
arguments in its defence. Rather, the re-statement of

old truths of which it consists is a declaration that the

fresh-varnished objections which have called it forth

are neither new nor profound. Further, there is no

allowance here that the views which have called it

forth are open questions or fair subjects for discussion

between Christians, still less between Church of Eng-
land men. Its scope is to shew that the objections to

which it refers are old objections, the urging of which

must of necessity, with our limited faculties, be possible

against all revelation ; and that, as such, they have

been often put forth, repeatedly answered. Such diffi-

culties are to be set at rest in any mind rather by
strengthening the deep foundations of the faith than

by the labored refutation of every separate, captious,

and casuistic objection in which repugnance to all fixed

belief of dogmas, as having been directly communi-
cated by God to man, is wont to vent itself.

That such objections to revelation should appear in

this day, and should clothe themselves in the fresh

garb which they have assumed, will not seem strange

to thoughtful minds. Xot, indeed, that it is other than

a very narrow philosophy which would conceive of

them as a mere reaction from recently renewed asser-

tions of the pre-eminent importance of dogmatic truth

and of primitive Christian prt«ctice, or even from the

excesses and evils which have, as they always do, at-

tended on and disfigured this revival of the truth. To
attempt to account for these phenomena by such a

solution as this, is to fix the eye upon the nearest head-
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land round which the stream of time and thought is

sweeping, not daring to look further ; and so to deal

with all beyond that nearest prospect as if it were not.

No ; this movement of the human mind has been far

too wide-spread, and connects itself with far too gen-

eral conditions, to be capable of so narrow a solution.

Much more true is the explanation, which sees in it

the first stealing over the sky of the lurid lights which

shall be shed profusely around the great Antichrist,

Fpr these difficulties gather their strength from a spirit

of lawless rejection of all authority, from a daring claim

for the unassisted human intellect to be able to dis-

cover, measure, and explain all things. The rejection

of the faith, which in the last age assumed the coarse

and vulgar features of an open atheism, which soon

destroyed itself in its own multiplying difficulties, in-

tellectual, moral, civil, and political, has robed itself

now in more decent garments, and exhibits to the world

the old deceit with far more comely features. For the

rejection of all fixed faith, all definite relation, and all

certain truth, which is intolerable to man as a naked

atheism, is endurable, and even seductive, when veiled

in the more decent half-concealment of pantheism.

•The human soul in its greatness and in its weakness

crying after God, cannot bear to be told that God is

nowhere, but can be cajoled by the^^rtful concealment

of the same lie under the assertion that God is every-

where, for that everything is God. The dull horror of

annihilation is got rid of by the notion of an absorption

into the infinite, which promises to the spirit an un-

limited expansion of its powers, with the misty hope

of retained individual consciousness. ^Nor in this sys-

tem is all former belief to be cast away at the rude as*

1*
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sault of an avowed infidelity ; on tlie contrary, it is to

be treated witli the utmost tenderness. It is not even

stated to be false ; in a certain sense it, too, is allowed

to be true ; for there is nothing which is wholly true

or wholly ^alse. It is but one phase of the true—an

imperfect, childish, almost infantine phase, if you will

;

to be cherished in remembrance like the ornaments or

the delights of childhood, only not to be rested in by

men ; to be put away and looked back upon, as early

forms which, as soon as the Sj)irit w^hich had of old

breathed through them revealed itself in rosy light,

dissolved, like the frost-work of the morning beneath

the full sunlight of noon. On this theory, the facts of

the Bible may be false, its morals deceptive, its philos-

ophy narrow, its doctrines mere shadows cast by the

acting of the human mind in its day of lesser light

:

and yet, on the other hand, it is not to be scorned ; it

is to be loved, and honoured, and revered as a marvel-

lous record of the God-enlightened man in his infancy,

in the comparative obscurity of his intellect, in his

youthful struggles, and reachings forth after the truth

;

only it is not to fetter his now ripened humanity. The
man is not to be swathed in the comeliest bands of his

infancy.

Thus no prejudice is to be shocked, no holy feeling

rudely wounded, -00 old truth professedly surrendered.

Eather, mighty revelations are to be looked for amidst

the glowing feelings with which the past is fondly rec-

ognised and the future eagerly expected. Thus the

pride of man's heart is flattered to the utmost ; thus

the old whisper, '' Ye shall be as gods," disguises itself

in newest utterances ; thus in the universal twilight all

the fixed outlines of revealed truth are confounded
;
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the forms of Christianity are dissoxved into nothing-

ness, and the good deposit of the faith evaporated into

a temporary intellectual myth, which has played its

part, done its work, and may be permitted quietly to

disappear amongst the venerable shadows of the past.

Such a state of the human mind may be traced with

more or less distinctness, during this century, every-

where in Christendom. It may be seen speculating in

German metaphysics, fluttering in French literature,

blaspheming in American spiritualism ; or it may
come, as it has come amongst ourselves, with dainty

step and faded garments, borrowed from one school or

another of stronger unbelievers, as it was supposed

that our less prepared minds could endure the revela-

tion.

The conflict between such a system and all true

Christianity must be certain and complete. For, dis-

guise it as you will, it is simple unbelief. Pantheism

is but a tricked-out Atheism. The dissolution of Kev-

elation is the denial of God.

With such a wide-spread current of thought, then,

the strong foundations of Church-of-England faith came

rudely in contact. Her simple retention of the primi-

tive forms of the Apostolic Church ; her Ministry, and

her Sacraments ; her firm hold of primitive truth ; her

Creeds ; her Scriptures ; her Formularies ; her Cate-

chism ; and her Articles ; all of these were alike at

variance with the new rationalistic unbelief. The

struggles and strifes of the last thirty years have been

the inevitable consequence. Tlie passionate re-asser-

tion of the old truths, with all the evils which have

waited on that passion, as well as all the immeasurable

good which has been the fruit of the re-assertion,—all
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of these have been themselves the consequence of the

widely-acting influence to which the human mind has

of late been subjected. Short-sighted men have looked

at these things with their narrow range, and believed

that the scepticism which on the one side has been

evolved in the struggle, was the fruit of that energetic

assertion of the truth which was itself but one conse-

quence of the unbelief with which it was striving.

As well might they believe that the causes of the

existence of some naked promontory, which has had its

sharp and rocky point defined by the great current it

has long breasted, or of that mighty ocean-like flow

which sweeps against it, are to be found in the bois-

terous waves which roar down the lower stream, and

fleck with foam the agitated waters of its troubled

bosom.

Two distinct courses seem to me to be required by
such a state of things.

First, the distinct, solemn, and if need be, severe,

decision of authority that assertions such as these can-

not be put forward as possibly true, or even advanced

as admitting of question, by honest men, who are

bound by voluntary obligations to teach the Christian

revelation as the truth of God.

I put this necessity first, from the full conviction,

that if such matters are admitted by us to be open

questions amongst men under such obligations, we
shall leave to the next generation the fatal legacy of

an universal scepticism, amidst an undistinguishable

confusion of all possible landmarks between truth and

falsehood.

To say this, be it oboerved, is to evince no fear of

argument against our faith though the freest^ or of en-
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quiry into it though the most daring. From these,

Christianity has nothing to dread. In their issue these

do but manifest the truth. The roughest wind sweeps

the sky the most speedily, and shews forth the soonest

the unclouded sun in all his splendour. It is not, there-

fore, because believers in Revelation fear enquiry, that

authority is bound to interfere. But it is to prevent

the very idea of truth, as truth, dying out amongst us.

For so indeed it must do, if once it be permitted to our

clergy solemnly to engage to teach as the truth of God
a certain set of doctrines, and at the same time freely

to discuss whether they are true or false. First, then,

and even before argument, our disorders need the firm,

unflinching action of authority.

Secondly, we need the calm, comprehensive, scholar-

like declaration of positive truth upon all the matters

in dispute, by which the shallowness, and the passion,

and the ignorance of the new system of unbelief may
be thoroughly displayed.

That this volume may in some measure, at least,

fulfil these conditions^ is the endeavour of its writers,

and the hope of him who ventures now to commend it

to the prayers of the Church, and the study of its

readers.

S. O.

CuDDESDON Palace,

Dec. 1861.
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THE EDUCATION OF THE WORLD.

" Ihe Education of the WorW By Frederick Temple, D. D.,

Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen ; Head Master of Rugby
lO dlS'. 7 ; Chaplain to the Earl of Denbigh. The Second Edi-

and ev( yLondon : John W. Parker and Son, West Strand.

'' The Education of the Human Race^ From the German of
GoTTHOLD Ephraim Lessing. {^London : Smith, Elder, and
Co. 1858.)

*' How charming is Divine Philosophy 1

Not harsh and cr^'bbed, as dull fools suppose
j

But musical as is Apollo's lute."

"We quite echo back these words of our great bard.

Divine philosophy is charming in its every shape ;—not
only that discovery of precious moral truth in ancient

myths which, judging from the context, Milton seems
to have had principally in his thoughts, but any true

theory of the dealings of God with man to which the

words " divine philosophy " might be suitably appro-

priated. If we can at all get a glimpse into the signif-

icance of the Scheme of Grace, as God has been un-

folding it from the j^rimitive prediction of the Seed of

the woman until now, this glimpse cannot fail to be
attractive and cheering,—as attractive and cheering

(though perhaps as much obstructed) as that which the

pilgrim gains, at interstices between tangled boughs,

of the spires and pinnacles of the city to which his steps

are bent. But just as in physical science the true
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philosopher will never form theories independently of

the facts of nature
;

just as his crude guesses will be
originated, modihed, enlarged by those facts, in some
cases retracted and thrown aside in obedience to them

;

just as all natural philosophy consists in being led by
the hand of nature into natural truth,—so the divine

philosopher will never draw up his scheme independ-

ently of the truths of Holy Scripture, (which are in

theology what the facts are in nature ;) his theories will

not only be started, but corrected, by those truths, and
will be safe, and sound, and valuable, just so far as in

forming them he has been led by the hand of God's
Word.
We have before us two essays on the education of

the human race, and the slightest glance at either of

them shews that the author means the religious or spir-

itual education which God is conferring upon man.
We shall attempt to clear the ground for our criticism

by pointing out the senses in which man may be truly

said either to have received from God, or to be receiv-

ing, a spiritual education.

I. First, there can be no doubt that man (or rather

that portion of the human race which is under the di-

vine economy, and which we think, with Dr. Temple,
may not unfairly be regarded as a representative of the

whole race^) is receiving an education in time for eter-

nity. Earth is the school in which God's people are

being trained for heaven. This is clearly implied in

the well-known passage, 1 Cor. xiii. 9, &c. We are

children at present, conceiving darkly, reasoning un-

certainly, and expressing ourselves imperfectly; but
hereafter we shall come to the full maturity of our

* "Tjf the Christian Clnirch he taken as the representative of man-
kind, it is easy to see that the f];;eneral law observable in the development

of the individual may also be found in the development of the Church."

—

Assays and Jievieios, p. 40.

We do not see that the hypothesis can be quarrelled with. Though in

one important sense the world and the Church are opposed to one anotlier,

yet, under another aspect, regenerate humanity is surely a sample of the

whole. " Of His own will begat He us with the word of truth, that we

should be a kind of first-fruits of His creatures.'''' (James i. 18.)
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powers, knowing no longer in the way of discovery,

but intuitively, " even as also we are known," and no
longer needing to express things divine by figures and
images drawn from things earthly. Take the dawning
intelligence and the limited experience of a little child,

not yet emancipated from the restraints of the nursery,

and contrast them with the large research of a Colum-
bus, the sagacious investigations of a Bacon, and the
profound discoveries of a Newton, and you have then,

if the Scripture analogy be correct, some idea of the
proportion which our present mental and spiritual fac-

ulties will bear to our attainments hereafter. The anal-

ogy at once teaches us this, that just as there are many
truths, quite on a level with a man's understanding,
which cannot be at all explained to a child with its

present capacities, and others which can only be ex-

plained very imperfectly, by illustrations drawn from
its own narrow circle of ideas and associations ; so there
are some spiritual truths altogether out of our reach in
our present condition, and others which can be con-
veyed to us only through the imperfect medium of
earthly relations and human language. All man's in-

sight into divine truth is and must be, as its essential

condition, " through a glass," and all his knowledge in

a riddle, (eV alvC^yixarL.) He can only see, not the object
itself, but an image of it reflected in a mirror, whose
surface is never quite true or quite smooth ; he can only
know heavenly things by comparisons with earthly,

(which comparisons must break down somewhere,) not
by conversancy with the realities. And the moral les-

son to be learnt from this education of the human race
would be, that our heavenly Father intends for us, by
our present condition of existence, a discipline of hu-
mility of mind ; and that, therefore, having once seen
our way to faith in God's Word, (and abundant light is

supplied to us for this purpose,) we must thenceforth
acquiesce devoutly in the difficulties and obscurities

which beset some of its statements, remembering that,

if we could see through all entanglements, faith would
cease to be faith, and become sight. This theory of
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man's education humbles his reason, instead of exalting
it, and pours contempt upon his utmost mental progress,

instead of magnifying it as the maturity of his powers.
II. But there is another sense in which we may

speak of the education of man,—a sense more definitely

recognising the race as one creature, and so more nearly
approaching Dr. Temple's theory of " a colossal man,
whose life reaches from the creation to the day of judg-
ment."
We are told that God's ancient Church received from

Him a preparatory discipline to fit it for the reception
of the Gospel :

—" The Law," says the Apostle, " was
our schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ." While the
economy of the Law was running its course, God's child

(His Church) was under " tutors and governors," " in

bondage under the rudiments of the world." But the
fulness of the time came, when the One great Master,
to whose class-room the pedagogue had but conducted*
the learner, appeared upon earth. He taught the truth,

which made men free ; and, hearing this truth, the heir

was emancipated from the restraints of childhood, and
entered upon his inheritance. This education, there-

fore, was terminated, not by the end of the world, or
the day of judgment, but by the first coming of Christ.

Now, guiding ourselves by this clue, a most inter-

esting theory might be drawn out of the education of
the world, the outline of which, at all events, would be
correct. Such a theory has been attempted in a little

work, which has been many years before the public,

but which perhaps is less extensively known than it de-

serv^es.f We can here only find space for the most
rapid sketch of the argument. Before the Saviour ap-

peared upon earth, it was necessary that men should be
prepared to appreciate the blessings and the truth

* Persons acquainted only with the English version of the Holy Scrip-

tures will need to be warned that the word translated ' schoolmaster ' in

the passage referred to, properly denotes, not the actual instructor, but a
domestic employed to take charge of children and see them safe to school.

Christ is our rabbi, at whose feet we sit, to receive the truth which makes
us free ; and the Law is the domestic who '* brought us unto " Him.

f The Philosophy of the Plan of Salvation : a Book for the Times.
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which He would reveal ; otherwise they would never
have intelligently received the Gospel. No mind could
apprehend Christianity, which was not first well

grounded in certain elementary rehgious ideas, which
had been corrupted in the Fall, and further depraved in

that frightful result of the Fall, the degeneracy of idol

worship. In restoring these ideas to the mind of man,
and forming there certain new ones, which were neces-

sary to the intelligent reception of the Gospel, God
determined to act on His usual principle (which runs
through all His dispensations) of using men for the in-

struction of men. One man, however, would not suffice

for so great a work as the preparatory initiation of the
human mind into elementary religious ideas. He would
not live long enough ; and, while he did live, could not
make his -influence felt widely enough. God therefore

must raise up a nation of teachers ; must thoroughly
imbue them with the elementary ideas, and then finally

disseminate them, in the order of His Providence, and
cause them to come in contact with the mind of other

nations. This, accordingly, was the plan which He
adopted. He first prepares the Israelites for His pur-

pose, riveting them together by a common parentage
felt to have the sacredness of caste in it, by a common
worship, distinct altogether from that of other nations,

by the long oppression under which they groaned in a

strange country, and by the miraculous deliverance from
Egypt, which came to them just as their minds were in

a high state of excitement and susceptibility. This is

the account which we should be inclined to give of that
" extraordinary toughness of nature " * in the Jew, upon
which Dr. Temple comments, so far indeed as the result

was brought about by natural causes, and not chiefly

due to the special interference of God, who for His own
purposes has endowed their nationality with extraordi-

nary vital powers. Israel having by these means be-

come a strongly marked and firmly united people, with

* " The people whose extraordinary toughness of nature has enabled it

to outlive Egyptian Pharaohs, and Assyrian kings, and Roman Caesars, and

Mussulman caliphs," &c.

—

E^my on the Education of the World^ p. 14.
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the most exclusive sympathies and antipathies, then
commenced the throwing into their minds those religious

conceptions with which, in long process of time, atid by
varied discipline, their whole souls were to be imbuedf.

First was communicated, as the original ground of all

religious thought, the personality, and existence of God,
altogether independently of His attributes, which were
afterwards to be revealed. If a man does not believe

that God exists, or that a personal God exists, there is

no basis for religion to stand upon in that man's mind.
The first name, therefore, under which God made Him-
self known to the people whom He was training as the
religious teachers of the world, was " I am,"—leaving

all besides to subsequent development, " I am that I
am."

'Next followed the covenant relationship in which
God condescended to stand to them, (for the idea of ab-

solute God is bleak and dreary, however sublime,

—

chilling rather than attractive to the heart) :
*' And God

said moreover unto Moses, Thus shalt thou say unto the
children of Israel, The Lord God of your fathers^ the

God of Abraham^ the God of Isaac, and the God of
Jacob, hath sent me unto you : this is my name for ever,

and this is my memorial unto all generations." * This

personal God, so related to them, was then shewn by
the miracles which preceded and attended the Exodus,
to be mightier than all the gods of the Egyptians ; or,

to use the words of Lessing, (Sect. 12,) " Through the

miracles, with which He led them out of Egypt and
planted them in Canaan, He testified of Himself to

them as a God mightier than any other god." Thus
the Israelitish mind got as far as these three ideas—per-

sonality, covenant relationship, Almighty power. The
moral attributes had next to be impressed upon it.

And this was done by the promulgation of the Law,
both moral and ceremonial. The Ten Commandments,
revealing, as they did, the will of God as regards man's
conduct, proclaimed His holiness. But the people
being still in the infancy of religious knowledge, the

* Exod. iii. 15.
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same lesson was taught in another way by external ob-

servances and an appeal to the senses. The notion of

moral purity was developed in their mind, and con-

nected with the thought of God, by the ceremonial dis-

tinctions between clean and unclean beasts, and the use

of the former class only in sacrifice,—by the separation

of the priests from the people, of the holy of holies from
the holy place, and of that from the court of the taber-

nacle, and by the ceremonial washings and sprinklings

which both sacrifices and priests and worshippers had
to undergo. The justice of God, which exacted the for-

feiture of life as the desert of sin, and at the same time
the possibility of transferring the penalty to an innocent
victim, which constitutes the idea of atonement, would
be taught by the sin-oflferings, with which the wor-
shipper was supposed to identify himself by laying his

hands on the victim. In short, all the observances of

the Mosaic ritual would be to the Jew like so many
pictures in a child's primer, by which rough but lively

ideas are conveyed to the child of objects which it never
yet saw.

The unity and spirituality of God, enforced so often

by positive precepts and minor punishments, were the

truths which the national mind found it most difiicult

to master. Has the propensity to Pantheism,—to the
recognising something divine in every object of the
world of nature,—so entirely ceased among Christians

of the nineteenth century, who live under the ripest

experience of the " colossal man," that we shall be sur-

prised to find a similar propensity somewhat tenaciously

rooted in the minds of a people always stifi-necked, and
uncircumcised in heart and ears ? Is no tendency mani-
fested now-a-days in any part of the Christian Church
to lean unduly upon objects of sense and external aids in

religious worship ? Well,—tendencies similar to these in

principle were to be sternly corrected in those who were

I

to be the appointed religious teachers of the human
I

race. When less severe discipline had failed, God
I

smote them with a stroke so heavy, that the smart of it

. taught them this, the lesson of His unity and spirituality,
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effectually, and printed it in ineffaceable characters

upon their minds. The Babylonish captivity cured
them altogether of idol worship ; while the dispersion

which accompanied it answered another great end,

—

it

hrought the Jews into contact with the u-entile mind^
and thus put God's trained masters into communication
with their scholars. It domesticated many of them in

different parts of the heathen world, made them learn

Gentile tongues, and enabled them to introduce into

those tongues the ideas which they themselves had im-
bibed. The Septuagint translation of the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures enshrined for ever the religious ideas

of the Jews in the language which, through the Mace-
donian conquest, had spread itself over the whole civil-

ized world.

This design of God's providence in the dispersion

of the Jews, is implied in the strongest way, if we can-

not say that it is expressed, in the Holy Scriptures of

the New Testament. The day on which the new dis-

pensation was solemnly inaugurated under the auspices

of the Holy Spirit, found Jews at Jerusalem out of

every nation under heaven,—^' Parthians, and Medes,
and Elamites, and the dwellers in Mesopotamia, and in

Judgea, and Cappadocia, in Pontus, and Asia, Phrygia,

and Pamphylia, in Egypt, and in the parts of Libya
about Gyrene, and strangers of Kome, Jews and prose-

lytes, Cretes and Arabians." And we know from other

parts of the Acts of the Apostles that large bodies of

proselytes were found in all the chief cities of the

ancient world,—Jews by religion. Gentiles by birth,

—

who, as having affinities with both, acted as a ready-

made bridge by which the truths of the Gospel might
pass over from one to the other. Does not the existence

of these proselytes argue that the Jews had leavened
very considerably tlie religious mind of the Gentiles in

the various countries of their dispersion ? They had
leavened it by the diffusion of those fundamental re-

ligious ideas—such as the personality and unity of God,
holiness, the atonement, the inseparable union of moral-

ity with religion—which are necessary to the acceptance
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and appreciation of Christianity. And thus the intellect

of the human race may b5 said to have been matured
for the reception of the Gospel.

In the fuhiess of the Time" came the great Teacher,

to impart the knowledge of the Truth (or, in other

words, of Himself) which should make men free. He
lifted from off their necks the yoke of the ceremonial

Law, which neither that generation to which He came,

nor their fathers, were able to bear. He relieved them
sensibly of the burden of unforgiven sin, cancelling in

His Blood the records of the accusing conscience, and
the handwriting of the moral law, " which was contrary

to us." He relieved them also of the oppressive tyr-

anny of sin by His grace, which communicated a new
spring of energy to their wills, and brought into opera-

tion motives which, if they existed before, were never
before so powerfully elicited. But in speaking of this

'

liberty wherewith Christ made us free, it is observable

how carefully both our Lord and His Apostles guard
themselves against the notion of its being lawless, or

emancipated from moral restraints. He promises to

give rest to those who come to Him, but the rest con-

sists not in the absence of a yoke and burden, but in

its light pressure :
" Take My yoke upon you ....

and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For My yoke
is easy, and My hurden is lights The freedom which
He bestows is a freedom from the service of sin.f It is

an obedience from the heart to a form of doctrine ; it is

* Dr. Temple's Essay is said to have grown out of a sermon (preached
before the University) on " the fulness of the Time."

We have attempted (in a humble way) to shew how, when our Lord
appeared,^Ae Church of God was prepared for His appearance by the
gradual discipline of foregone dispensations. The subject, however, may be
looked at in another light ; and the " fulness of the times " may be consid-

ered in reference to the desperately corrupt state of the world at large,

which called for some direct Divine interference. See a masterly sermon
by Dr. Robertson the historian, (1.759,) " On the Situation of the World at

the Time of Christ's Appearance," in which it is shewn how " the political,

moral, religious, and domestic state of the world at that time " were all

eminently suitable to the great event. The sermon is now, unfortunately,

one of those rare pieces which is only to be found in old collections of
tracts.

t See John viii. 32, 34, 36.
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a service of God.* The Christian has a law, and a law
by which he will be judged ;• although indeed it is a law
of liberty, f And St. Paul, when shewing how he
adapted his ministry to those whom he approached with
it, and how to the Gentiles who were without (revealed)

law he became as without law, retracts the very word
avofjLo^^ (' lawless,') lest it should be misunderstood

:

" Being not without law to God, but under the law to

Christ." He was, even as an apostle, imder a law,

although indeed it was " the law of the Spirit of life."
:j:

Thus the Bible gives no sanction to the idea that the
present state of the Christian is one of emancipation
from law, though no doubt we are exempt from obe-

dience to the ceremonial rules imposed by the old

economy.
Even to this exemption we do not find that the

» original Jewish converts, or even the original Apostles,

easily accommodated themselves. The Jewish mind had
yet need of further training, (even after the descent of
the Holy Ghost,) before it burst the shell of ritual

restraints. The liberty of the Church from ceremonial
bondage, and its essential Catholicity, are gradually de-

veloped in the Acts of the Apostles. St. Peter is recon-

ciled to this part of the Divine plan by a vision, and a
voice from heaven, and a providential circumstance, and
an intimation of the Holy Ghost ; and yet afterwards
recalcitrates, and needs to be publicly expostulated with
by a colleague. § The first Christian Council solemnly
decides for all time the question that circumcision is not
necessary for Gentile converts. St. Paul's preaching
and influence at length, under the blessing of God,
brought about that full and free expansion of religious

thought which had been so long unfolding by various

agencies. But it was only an expansion which refused

to be cramped any longer within the narrow limits of

the Mosaic law ; not one, like that afi'ected by moral
Rationalists, which feels itself narrowed by creeds and
formularies of doctrine. With deference to Dr. Temple,

* Rom. vi. lY, 22. f James i. 25, and ii. 12.

X Rom. viii. 2. § Acts x. 11, 13, 17, 20 ; Gal. ii. 14.
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wlio tells lis that " there are no creeds m the ]S"ew Tes-

tament, and hardly any laws of Church government,"

we think that 1 Tim. iii. 16 sounds remarkably like a

creed, and that " the form of sound words " * which
Timothy is exhorted to hold fast, must have been some-

thing ol' the kind ; and we should be at a loss to define

the contents of the pastoral ^Epistles, if we might not

say that they contained the laws of primitive Church
government.

In concluding this sketch, we may venture to suppose
that the signal for the final emancipation of religious

thought from the bondage of the Mosaic law was given

by God's own hand, when Jerusalem and the Temple
were demolished, and Judaism, had no more a local

habitation upon earth.

And shall we say that after this period all further

religious development of the mind of the Church
ceased ? We think that the intimations of Holy Scrip-

ture, if not its express declarations, lead us to an oppo-
site conclusion. We have seen that even after the day
of Pentecost an Apostle had something of religious

truth yet to learn. We have seen that even the pres-

ence of the Holy Spirit, in His miraculous gifts, did not

supersede the necessity for the sentence of a Christian

Council. And certain it is, that the Apostolic age,

wheu it passed away, left the Church founded in the

earth, and nothing more ; that its full organization had
yet to be given it, its battlements had yet to be con-

structed. Accordingly, as Dr. Temple says, " the

Church's whole energy was taken up, in the first six

centuries of her existence, in the creation of a theol-

ogy." Heresies (that is, deviations from the faith

taught by the Apostles and embodied in their writings)

sprang up, and made it necessary that the truth should

be, not indeed revealed anew, but re-stated, and cleared

by definition and illustration. This was done by CEcu-

menical Councils ; and we have the results of the pro-

cess in our Creeds. In the decisions of these Councils,

forms of expression and technical terms of theology are

* 2 Tim. i. 13.

2
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of course introduced, which are not found in the Holy
Scriptures, (for if the bare Scriptural expressions had
sufficed for the refutation of heresy, where would have
been the need of a conciliar determination ?) but it is

remarkable how the first four Councils found their con-

clusions on the uniform and continuous belief of the

Church from the beginning, shewing that they did not

presume to add anytiiing to primitive truth, but merely
to vindicate and clear it of those parasitical errors which
threatened its existence. In short, divine truth, having
been cast into the seed-plot of human minds, was con-

stantly springing up with certain accretions which came
from the vice of soil, which accretions had to be re-

moved as they arose ; and thus each of the four great

Councils, if in one sense an expositor of the Word of

God, was in another sense a reformer, bringing things

back to the primitive model of belief. They sought per-

fection of theology, not in the developments of future

ages, but in what had been received in the past."^

And shall we say that, since the decisions of the

(Ecumenical Councils, the science of theology has re-

ceived no further accessions ? None, we think, similarly

authenticated. We should attach the greatest deference

now-a-days to the decisions of an (Ecumenical Council,

if such- could be gathered, which should have a suf-

ficient occasion and object, should be impartially con-

stituted, and should found its decisions entirely on Holy
Writ, as interpreted by primitive antiquity. But at the

same time we fully concede that, in the absence of such
Councils, and without the sanction which they would
lend, the evolution of divine truth in the human mind
is always going on.

On this head we quote Mr. Archer Butler's letter

in reply to Mr. Newman's " Theory of Development."
Nowhere else shall we find words at once more succinct

and more exhaustive of the subject :

—

* Mr. Archer Butler describes the functions of the early Councils with

admirable terseness as well as clearness, when he says, (Development, p.

224,) " The function of the early Councils was ... to define received doc-

trine, to elucidate obscured doctrine, to condemn false doctrine. But it

Was not to reveal new doctrine."
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" I have no disposition to conceal or question that theolog-

ical knowledge is capable of a real movement, in time, a true

successive history, tlirough the legitimate apphcation of human
reason. This movement may probably be regarded as taking

place in two principal ways :

—

" The first is the process of logical development of primitive

truth into its consequences, connexions, and applications." [An
instance of what the author means by logical development, is

thus given in a former part of the work :
" AVhen we have

learned, on the infallible authority of inspiration, that the Lord

Jesus Christ is Himself very God, and when we have learned

from the same authority the tremendous fact of His Atoning

Sacrifice, we could collect (even were Scripture silent) the

priceless value of the atonement thus made ; the wondrous

humiliation therein involved; the unspeakable love it exhib-

ited ; the mysteriously awful guilt of sin, which would again re-

flect a gloomy hght upon the equally mysterious eternity of

punishmentr'\
" The second is, positive discovery. Members of the English

Church—which (by a strange dispensation of Providence) has,

since its lapse into ' heresy,' done more to benefit Christianity

in this way than all others put together—will not find much
difficulty in conceiving many classes of these precious gifts of

God to His Church, conveyed through the ministration of hu-

man sagacity. Such are

—

" 1. Unexpected confirmations or illustrations of revealed

doctrine from new sources ; as from unobserved applications or

collations of Holy Scripture ; or from profound investigations

of natural religion, and the philosophy of morals, as in some

parts of the researches of Bishop Warburton.
" 2. New proofs in support of the evidences of religion;

such as the conception and complete estabhshment of the ana-

logical argument by Bishop Butler, or the invention and ex-

quisite application of the test of undesigned coincidence by

Paley. ,

" 3. Discoveries regarding the form and circumstances of the

Revelation itself ; such as those of Bishops Lowth and Jebb on

the remarkable structure of the poetical and sententious parts

of Holy Writ.
"4. Discoveries of divine laius in the government of the

Church and world, so far as the same may lawfully be collected

by observation and theory.
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" 5. Discoveries, through events disclosing the meaning of
prophecy^ or correcting erroneous interpretations of Scripture."

To these we may add what perhaps the learned and
highly-gifted writer intended to classiiy under the third

head :

—

Accessions to the stock of knowledge, already pos-

sessed by the world, of the languages in which the Holy
Scriptures were written.

While upon this point, we cannot avoid quoting the

weighty testimony of one who (great as Mr. Archer
Butler was) was greater than he, to '^ the jiossibility of

a real movement of theological knowledge in time,

through the legitimate application of human reason."

It is a grand passage, and will well rej)ay perusal :

—

" As it is owned, the whole scheme of Scripture is not yet

understood ; so, if it ever comes to he understood, hefore the

restitution of all things^ and without miraculous interpositions

;

it must be in the same way as natural knowledge is come at

,

by the continuance and progress of learning and of liberty
; and

by particular persons attending to, comparing and pursuing,

intimations scattered up and down it, which are overlooked

and disregarded by the generality of the world. For this is

the way, in which all improvements are made ; by thoughtful

men's tracing on obscure hints, as it were, dropped us by nature

accidentally, or which seem to come into our minds by chance.

JSfor is it at all incredible^ that a hook, lohich has been so long in

the possession of mankind^ shoidd contain many truths as yet

undiscovered. For all the same phenomena, and the same
faculties of investigation, from which such great discoveries in

natural knowledge have been made in the present and last age,

were equally in the possession of mankind, several thousand

years before. And possibly it might be intended, that events,

as they come to pass, should open and ascertain the meaning

of several parts of Scripture."

—

Butler^s Analogy of Natural

and Revealed Religion, book ii. ch. 3.

It will be seen that both Mr. Archer Butler and his

illustrious namesake quite admit a certain progress of

the human mind on theological subjects by '' the legit-

imate application of reason." How can such a progress
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be questioned ? Would there be any room at all for

the science of theology, if the illustration, elucidation,

interpretation, application, enforcement of the sacred

Books had been stereotyped at the time they were
given? Does not the Church's ordinance* of preach-

ing, which is to endure for all time, assume that the

human mind is to be brought in contact with the AVord
of God, and to deal with it in the way of explanation,

enforcement, and so forth ? And if a good sermon of a
single preacher, composed with the ordinary lielj) of

God's spirit, often throws real light on the Word of

God, can the ministers of the whole Church of Christ

from the beginnii?g, (thousands of them men of the pro-

foundest erudition as well as the deepest piety,) have
failed to do a great deal, not indeed in the way of re-

vealing any new thing, but of unfolding and illustrat-

ing what has been revealed ? It may be greatly ques-

tioned whether any truth in the world can be fully

appreciated by the human mind, when it is freshly

lodged there. It must first be studied and discussed,

—

must pass through the various stages of questioning,

controversy, advocacy, before it can gain a real and in-

fluential hold. In this respect, of course, later ages of

the Church have an advantage over earlier ones. The
truth has been more maturely considered, filtered

through a larger variety of human minds, devout and
indevout ; and if, on the one hand, it has gained cer-

tain accretions from the process, on the other its bear-

ings and significance are now more fully understood.
It is, however, most important to remark that be-

tween this progress of the mind of the Church, and
the progress, which Dr. Temple brings into comparison
with it, of the individual mind, there is one very strik-

ing difference, which he has wholly overlooked. The
education of the individual is carried on by substantive

accessions of knowledge, and the rudiments are swal-

lowed up and lost as the knowledge grows. But the

education {if we are to call it so) of the Church is all

* An ordinance which surely must not be narrowed to oral addresses

made in a church, but must include also religious instruction by books, &c.
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wrapped up in the rudiments /—it is simply an expan-
sion of " the faith once delivered to the saints." Kev-
elation stands not at the end, bnt at the beginning, of

the Chnrch's career. Tlie his^hest des-ree of knowleds^e
is commnnicated to the Church in the first instance ;.

all that follows is merely a full development of the im-
port of that knowledge. In individual education, the
MORE ADVANCED SCIENCE EMBRACES THE RUDIMENT ; EUT
IN THE EDUCATION OF THE ClIUECH, THE RUDIMENT (wHICH
IS revelation) EMBRACES THE MORE ADVANCED ILN'OWL-

EDCE. He that is perfectly master of a language, so as

to speak and write fluently in it, forgets his rules of

grammar ; they remain with him onTy in the shape of
" a permanent result." But when the Council of Con-
stantinople condemned the Macedonian heresy, it by
no means superseded, but simply unfolded, and brought
out more clearly into the general consciousness of

Christendom, the import of that great precept, " Grieve
not the Holy Spirit of God," and of that comfortable

benediction, " The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and
the love of God, and the communion of the Holy
Ghost, be with you all." The man who can read
Greek has outgrown his English spelling-book. But
the " colossal man " (or, as we should prefer to put it,

the Church of the latter days) can never outgrow Scrip-

ture ; all she can do is to appropriate more thoroughly
the nourishment of divine truth contained in it, and to
" grow thereby."

"We conceive that the above theory of the education

of the world, although not in all its parts explicitly

Scriptural, yet holds all along to the clue which Scrip-

ture furnishes. For,

—

1. Scripture speaks of the law as pedagogic,—a*

discipline of childhood, " to bring us unto Clirist."

2. Scripture s])eaks of a Churcli synod, after tlie first

promulgation of Christian truth, for the determination

of questions vitally atfecting the interests of the Church.
3. Scripture provides a ministry of teaching and

preaching among uninspired men.
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We shall now proceed to examine the iirst of the
" Essays and Eeviews " under the light thus gained.

Yery early one of the fallacies which pervades it

is made to appear. The writer having told us (what
doubtless may be admitted) that the long lapse of time
since the creation of man must have a purpose, and
that " each moment of time, as it passes, is taken up
into the time that follows in the shape of permanent
results," goes on to assert that not only does knowledge
receive continually a fresh accession, but also " the dis-

cipline of manners, of temper, of thought, of feeling, is

transmitted from generation to generation, and at each
transmission there is an imperceptible but unfailing in-

crease." (p. 4.) What, precisely, does the learned
Essayist mean by this " discipline of manners, temper,
thought, and feeling," which is always on the increase ?

Does he allude to the humanizing influences of civili-

zation, which certainly gild and varnish the surface of
society, while they leave the vices of the human heart
untouched ? It may be conceded to him that these in-

fluences do secure an improvement in manner, and to

a certain extent in temper, round ofi" many a sharp
angle, and restrain many an impetuous sally, which
might end in provocation and mischief. We are not
quite sure, however, that civilization has been regularly
and steadily progressive among men. In the more
prominent nations of the world it has had its day, has
run its course, and then has collapsed and become ieffete.

But granted that we could trace in it (as regards man-
kind in general) any regular progression, surely Dr.
Temple does not mean to represent this as a divine ed-

ucation, either of the Church or of the world. Yet the
thought is constantly obtruded upon us, as we read his

Essay, that he is confusing the progress of the species

b}" civilization, with the progress of the Church in di-

vine knowledge.
But will he say that by discipline of manners, tem-

per, thought, and feeling, he means a 7noral advance of

the human species, or of the professing Church ? Then
surely this is contrary to all the facts of experience as
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to the anticipations of man's moral career wliich Holv
bcnptm-e would lead us to form. AVitli Dr Templewe suppose that the long succession of time exists for
a great purpose. A mighty drama is developing its
plot upon the earth, whicli shall issue, if the Scripture

,
be true, not m the moral improvement of the species
but m the glory of God, by the final salvation of His
true people trom the present evil world. So far from
tHe moral improvement of the species being gradually
wort-ed out, as this drama proceeds, the fallen will ofman, instigated by external evil agency, is everywhere
counterworking God, and continually being overruled
by His good Providence to His own greater gloryAnd what we liave to expect, as time goes on, is that
both evil and good will draw to a head together ; that
If on one side of us the lights will be brigliter, on the
other the shadows will be darker, until the KighteousOne and the Evil One in personal manifestatiSn con-
Iront one another on the stage of the earth. Such isthe histmy of the race which Scripture leads us to ex-
pect. But putting out of sight the intimations ofScripture, are any traces of moral progress visible inthe history of the world ? To take^nfy the h/storiesof Eome and Greece, to which Dr. Temple more thanonce refers, is not the picture which they present one

What had become of the stern integrity and primitive

rZlf ,'?';'"' .P"^'l'° ^'rtue and patriotism of

c?a fof 1^", "^'''%'" *'° '^''y' of Aristides or in the

bp?to^ r .?'^' ^f''
^^"^ ^""^'^ of Manasseh's day

nfl^f T-"-'"
*''"" *'•?'<' «f ^'^"d's ? Was the spiritof true rebgion more developed among the Pliariseesand Sadducees of our Lord's time,* than among the

strength of ski."Hp.' lo )
*

^^^^ ^°'' ^°^ ^'^'^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ law the
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little band who, in obedience to the edict of Cyrus,

sought again their country, and rebuilt, amidst mani-
fold oppositions, their temple ? Has even Christianity

eradicated the vices of the human species ? We can-

not think it, when we remember the monstrosities of

the French Eevolution, and the rampant tyranny
which the three worst passions of the human heart

(vanity, ferocity, and lust) then exercised among a

people moving in the first rank of civilization, and.

who had been for centuries nominally Christian. Quite
as much then, we suspect, as in the antediluvian world,

was there to be seen upon earth " brutal violence and
a prevailing plague of wickedness." Surely these and
similar instances prove that whatever development of

human resources, and of the natural powers of the

mind, may attend the lapse of time, there has not been
in the species generally any moral or spiritual progress

;

and that man, if (under certain circumstances) restrained

by law and softened by civilization, is still fundamen-
tally what he became in the moment of his fall,

" earthly, sensual, devilish."

Or again, can it be anyhow made to appear that

from the days when man first began to make his own
nature, relations, and duties a subject of study, morgZ
science has leen steadily advancing f A simple com-
parison of the moral philosophy of Cicero with that of

tlato, will shew that any such theory must be utterly

baseless. Plato embodied the Socratic teaching on
moral subjects ; and never in after ages was there any
heathen teacher of moral truth at all approaching to

Socrates.

What then, precisely, is the progress of the species

to which our Essayist refers ? Great as his abilities

unquestionably are, we cannot but think that his Essay
is pervaded by confusion of thought, and that in its

most fundamental idea. There is the Scriptural asser-

tion, (certain, because Scriptural,) that the ancient

Church was disciplined by the Law for the reception

of Christ. There is the patent fact, that the civilization

of a single people advances (at least up to a certain
0*
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point) and brings in its train certain humanizing influ-

ences. There is the old remark, so beautifully embod-
ied in the first Pensee of Pascal, that in respect of

knowledge and research we enter into the possession of

the stores w^hich our ancestors have accumulated, and
have a wider range of prospect than thev, because,

being mounted higher, we can see further. There is

the admitted fact, that explanations and illustrations of

God's AVord are multiplied and varied " through the

legitimate application of human reason," as time goes

on. Finally, there is all around us in the present age,

when " men run to and fro and knowledge is increased,"

a rapid movement of mind, which continually throws

up new ideas to the surface ; a jewel here and there,

and a great deal of rubbish. The learned Essayist has,

as far as we can see, mingled all these sorts of progress

together, and elicited from them the idea of a " discipline

of manners, of temper, of thought, of feeling, trans-

mitted from generation to generation," which, we are

persuaded, has no existence but in his own mind. This

Tre hold to be the irpSirov ^jrevBo^ of the whole Essay.

But to proceed.

The divine training of mankind, he tells us, has

three stages. In the individual, "first come rules,

then examples, then principles." In the species, " first

comes the Law, then the Son of Man, then the gift of

the Spirit." The sins of the antediluvian world (like

those of a child before he is sent to school) were those

of violent temper and animal appetites :

—

"The education of this early race may strictly be said to

begin when it was formed into the various masses out of which

the nations of the earth have sprung. The world, as^ it were,

went to school, and was broken up into classes."—(p. 7.)

The classes, as it appears from a subsequent part of

the Essay, w^ere four :—the Eoman class, in which the

will was disciplined ; the Greek class, which cultivated

the reason and taste of the race ; the Asiatic class, in

which was developed the idea of immortality ; and the
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Hebrew or highest class, in which the conscience was
trained.

JSTow, independently of the puerility of detail into

which the illustration is allowed to run, we must here

object to Dr. Temple that, letting go of the Scri]3tural

clue which might have guided him to a right theory, he
thereby throws the divine agency in the education of

man entirely into the background. The great Parent,
Master, and Guide of the w^orld's youth is as much as

possible hidden away from our eyes. Where and how
does it appear that Eome, Greece, Asia, were in any
sense religious educators of the human race ? That
they contributed much to the education of the human
miricl^ (and in the way which Dr. Temple eloquently
and beautifully states,) no one will be disposed to deny.
That the mind of the human race has been, and ever
will be, applied to religion, sometimes with evil and
sometimes with good results, must be also universally

admitted. But from these premises we can never col-

lect that the discipline bestowed by Rome, and Greece,
and Asia, was a discipline in divine truth. It gave
nothing heyond simple mental development. A soil is

formed by the fall and decomposition of decayed leaves,

by accidental deposits of manure, or by some alluvial

residuum ; and when it is formed, an agriculturist

throws a fence round it, and sows seed in it, and rears

plants ; but we do not speah of the agencies which acted
upon and prepared the soil, as either seeds or sowers.
Why could not our Essayist have followed w^here Scrip-
ture points the way, and have told us that, man having
proved a disobedient and prodigal son, his heavenly
Father for awhile left him to pursue his own devices,

(as parents will sometimes allow wilful and truant chil-

dren to run riot and injure themselves,) that the hope-
less disorder into which his nature had fallen might be
proved to himself,—and not until this was becoming
apparent by the wide-spread and deepening corruption
of idolatry, did God take in hand the education of the
species, (an education which was of the nature of a re-

covery,) by founding a nation of teachers, and throwing
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His revealed truth like seed into that nation's mind ?

As it is, there is a painful ignoring of any truth divinely

communicated or revealed ; and the impression left is,

that the mental culture, for which the race is indebted

to Greece and Rome, is a thing the same in kind with
the special discipline in truth and holiness which has
been the prerogative of the Church of God.

Moreover, in describing this gradual discipline, as

it took effect npon the ancient Church, while much that

he says is true and forcible. Dr. Temple drops altogether

the idea that the discipline ^^^ ])Te])aTatovyfor .Christ.

The Law, according to him, was a schoolmaster to bring

men—not to Christ, but—to that period of the age of

humanity when the world was ripe for example. iN'ot

a word of the ceremonial Law, darkly prefiguring

Christ. !N"ot a word of the moral Law, convicting and
condemning, and, by doing so, creating a feeling of

moral need which only Christ could meet ; but simply
an expansion of religious thought, paving the way for

its further expansion nnder the Gospel,—a weaning
from idolatry, and a discipline in chastity of morals and
spirituality of conception. All true, no doubt, and
important in its place ; but we become (and surely not
without reason) impatient of the little j)rominence given
to the revealed Object of faith, and of Christ being
represented rather as a stage in the human mincl^ than as

the One Centre ofhoj^e^ and aspiration^ and devout desire.

Having conducted his colossal man through the

period of childhood, the Essayist next notices his

youth :

—

" The tutors and governors," he says, (that is, Greece^

Rome, Asia, and more especially Israel,) "had done their

work. It was time that the second teacher of the human race

should begin his labor. The second teacher is Example. . . .

The youth can appreciate a character, though he cannot yet

appreciate a principle. . . . He instinctively copies those whom
he admires, and in doing so imbibes whatever gives the colour

to their character."

Dr. Temple states very forcibly the power of exam-
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pie in the youth of the individual, and then goes on to
draw out the analogy in this respect between the indi-

vidual and the species :

—

" The second stage of the education of man was the pres-

ence of our Lord upon earth. . . . Our Lord was the Example
of mankind, and there can be no other example in the same
sense. But the whole period from the closing of the Old Testa-

ment to the close of the New, was the period of the world's

youth—the age of examples."

Surely, it is very questionable whether the genera-
tions which lived between the close of the Old Testa-
ment and that of the New, were peculiarly susceptible

to example more than men of the present day. Dr.
Temple himself, perhaps, would hardly have said so,

had not the exigencies of his theory demanded it of
him. At all events, what proof can be given that it

was so ? For our own part, we believe that the in-

fluence of example is now as potent with men in gen-
eral as it ever was. The most profitable and the most
popular of all religious works are the biographies of
saints and eminent Christians ; nor do we believe that

any period of the Church has been left destitute of such
testimony to divine truth, and the indwelling of the

Spirit, as example furnishes. As God has illustrated

His truth by the variety of minds brought to bear upon
it, so He has also confirmed it in the Church's expe-
rience by the variety of hearts in which its sanctifying

power has been recognised. His saints have, no doubt,
adapted themselves to the circumstances and manners
of their own time ; but in all essential graces they have
been one with the saints of the world's youth, and have
all taken up the cross and followed the great Exemplar,
Indeed, Dr. Temple recognises this when he says :

—

" Saints had gone before [our Lord] and saints have
been given since ; . . . there were never, at any time,

examples wanting to teach either the chosen people cr

any other." But his theory demanded that the age of

our Lord should be represented as the age of examples
;
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and accordingly the facts of the case, if admitted, must
be glossed over.

But there are graver charges which lie against this

part of the Essay than that of an analogy which, when
examined, will hardly hold water.

When we are reviewing, as Dr. Temple professes to

be reviewing, the great scheme of God's dealings with
man ; and when we remember that Christ is the key
and corner-stone of all those dealings ; we mnst say that

the position assigned to onr Lord in the theorj^ of the

Essayist is totally inadequate. For what does this posi-

tion amount to ? In the conrse of the world's history

there has been an age of examples ; and Christ, as the

Example of examples, stands at the head of that age.

Now it is true, no doubt, that the atoning work of our
Blessed Lord, in its objeciive character^ it did not come
within the province of the Essayist to notice. He is

writing npon the sanctification, not on the justification,

of man ; he is treating of the work which has to be
done npon the human mind, and does not profess to go
higher. It is man's education, not God's provision for

his salvation, which is in question. But granting this,

(and in fairness it ought to be granted,) should the

subjective hearings of Chrisfs Atonement have been
wholly ignored in an Essay tracing the theory of the
education of the human race ? Was it not a step

in man's education, which at least deserved notice,

when God threw into his mind that new and most
powerful of all motives, the love of a crucified Saviour,

and wholly altered his conceptions of virtue by giving
to the passive graces of character,—submission, resig-

nation, humility, meekness, poverty of spirit,—a lustre

which they never had before ? But no ; tlie theory is

rigidly to confine itself to an imaginary natural ])ro-

gression of the species, analogous to the growth of the
individual, and cannot easily make room for super-

natural interferences on the part of God. In these

omissions of the first Essayist we perceive with sorrow
the germs of those frightful errors which, stated posi-

tively, disfigure the other parts of this unhappy book.
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But worse remains behind in this section of the

Essay. The Essayist is explaining how our Blessed

Lord came in the fulness of time, *' just when the world
was fitted fo feel the power of His presence." And on
this point he says,—'' Had His revelation been delayed
till now, assuredly it would have been hard for us to

recognise His divinity ; for the faculty of faith has
turned inwards, and cannot now accent any outer mani-
festations of the truth of GodP In ])lain words, the

world has now become too wise to accept miracles as

the credentials of a message from God. Surely this

statement is both unphilosophical and unscriptural.

Whatever marvels natural science may have discov-

ered, the laws of the mind have not altered. And can
it be disputed that it is a law of the mind to expect
that a divine message will be accredited by miracles,

and to demand such credentials from a person claiming

to come with a new message to the world ? We believe

instinctively that the eifect will be commensurate with
the cause, and that the work will bear some proportion

to the nature of the agent. We expect from irrational

creatures actions on a level with their capacity,—the

display of appetites and passions, and occasionally the

sagacities of instinct. Eroni men, in like manner, we
expect what we know humanity to be competent to.

From God^ on the same 'principle^ we exjyect {nuohen the

occasion worthy of them arises) actions exceeding human
power. Constituted as we are, we shall never outgrow
this expectation, any more than we can outgrow any
other law of the mind. It is true indeed that the ex-

pectation may take degenerate or superstitious shapes^

that it may form its conclusions with undae precijiita-

tion, and so mislead us. The tendency to expect from
a Divine Being an evidence of supernatural power, lias

often prompted men to credit too hastily the professed

supernatural, or to accept as God's work that which is

the devil's. These are perversions of the instinct which
shew that it needs regulation. But dispense with the

instinct we cannot. It is another instinct of the mind,

which may be depraved, but of which we can never rid
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ourselves, to infer a general truth for particular in-

stances. Hasty inductions are very foolish and very
unscientiiic, and have been the fruitful parents of error.

JBut no one on this account throws oxer the j^rincijple of
induction altogether as a means of arriving at truth.

A man of well-disciplined mind may say that it wants
regulation, and that it must be exercised with discrim-

ination ; but he will never say that we can do Avithout

it. So with the tendency to expect suj^ernatural events

as credentials of a divine message. We may rest too

much on the supernatural events. They may not be
the most important credentials, and in the absence of

others, (such as teaching which approves itself to the

moral sense,) they may be altogether unsatisfactory and
inconclusive. But to reject the supernatural altogether

as a credential is to strain the mind awry out of its

natural constitution ; to cut ourselves ofl* altogether

from one means of access to divine truth ; to shut one
door by which God's revelations reach us.

Kor is the position of the Essayist more Scriptural

than it is philosojDhical. Our Blessed Lord more than
once rests His claims on His miracles :

" If I do not the

works of My Father, believe Me not. But if I do,

though ye believe not Me, believe the works : that ye
may know, and believe, that the Father is in Me, and
I in Hm." - Does our Essayist mean to tell us that

He rested His claim on a ground which did not really

bear it out ? Avhich would not have even seemed to bear
it out, had His generation been more enlightened?
Could our Lord have expressly sanctioned a view of

things which has no foundation in truth ? If *' outer
manifestations of the truth of God " are to an advanced
and disciplined intellect unsatisfactory and inconclusive,

would Christ (whose province surely it was to raise the
tone of the popular mind) have appealed to them ?

Would it not have been far worthier of Him in that

case to come with no other credentials than that of a
doctrine which went home to man's heart, and to have
said, " Believe Me on this ground ; for on no other

* See also John xiv. 10, 11 ; Matt. xi. 4, 5.
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ought a messenger of God to be received and be-
lieved ? " To use sucli language would liave been quite

in the genius of an ancient philosopher ; it is altogether

language which might have been held by Socrates, and
very nearly approaches to much of the language which
Socrates actually did hold :

— '' If what I say does not
carry with it the convictions of your reason, I would
not have you believe it, even were it attested by a sign

from heaven." But our Lord did not use such lan-

guage. He referred to the signs from heaven as render-

ing the people inexcusable for not believing. (" If I
had not done among them the works which none other
man did, they had not had sin.") And yet our Essayist
implies that " the works which none other man did,"

would not have secured credit for Christ as a divine
ambassador from the men of this generation, because,

forsooth, " faith has now turned inwards and cannot
accept any outer manifestations of the truth of God."
Dr. Temple, we are sure, is an earnest and devout
Christian, who would shrink sensitively from shaking
in any mind the evidences of Christianity. Has he
considered what is the real scope and significance of
this unfortunate sentence of his Essay ? It has been
admirably shewn by Davison* that " the vindication
of our faith rests upon an accumulated and concurrent
evidence," derived not from one but from many sources,—" miracles, fulfilment of prophecy, the sanctity of our
Lord's doctrine. His character as expressed in His life,

the triumphant propagation of His religion without
arms, eloquence, or learning, and its singular adaptation
to the nature and condition of man." Our Lord Him-
self seems to have rested the evidence on three main
supports :—I. Miracles.f II. Purity of doctrine, re-

echoed by the moral sense ;
" If I had not come and

spoken unto them^ they had not had sin." HI. Prophe-
cy ;

" Search the Scriptures ; for in them ye think ye
have eternal life : and they are they which testify of
Me." " Had ye believed Moses, ye would have be-
lieved Me : for he wrote of Me." No. I. perhaps

* Discourses on Prophecy, i. f See the passages just referred to.
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miglit be called an appeal to tlie senses ; Ko. II. to the
conscience ; No. III. to the understandmg. No doubt,
one age will attach greater weight to one of these
branches of evidence, another to another. No doubt,
also the present generations 'of men, being to a certain

extent familiarized with scientific marvels and having
gained a considerable power over nature, would be im-
pressed bj miracles in a less lively way than men of

former times, when the material laws which govern the
universe had not been discovered. But is it wise, or is

it reverent, to knock away any one of the fair columns,
on which the Lord Himself has rested the truth of His
holy religion, on the pretext, that the suj)erior enlighten-

ment of the nineteenth century enables us to dispense
with it ? The argument for Christianity being essen-

tially cumulative, is it charitable to weak brethren
(to take the lowest ground) to destroy its cumulative
force ? Yet this is really what Dr. Temple's argument
in the above passage goes to.

Besides our Lord, (though in a scale far inferior to

Him,) the Essayist enumerates certain other examples
vouchsafed to the human creature when in a state of
adolescence. Greece and Rome, who were in the former
period teachers of classes, (" giving us the fruits of
their discipline,") now appear as associates, and " give us
the companionship of their bloom." The early Church
was another associate, " an earnest, heavenly-minded
friend, whose saintly aspect was a revelation in itself."

As regards the placing Greece and Rome in the
same category witli the early Church, (that is, with our
Lord's immediate followers,) we find here another in-

stance of that confusion of thought, by which the men-
tal and social development of mankind—his arts, his

learning, his civilization—is made part of his religious

progress. Dr. Temple writes an exquisite passage (the

gem of his Essay, quite worthy of being preserved in a
commonplace-book) on the distinguishing excellence of

classical literature, the freshness of its grace. "We
thank him for a noble piece of writing ; but how is it

ad rem f "What has the mere cultivation of taste (to
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which, of course, classical literature has very largely

contributed) to do with the very serious subject on
w^hich we are engaged, " God's education of the human
race '^ " That the classics have contributed much to

the civilization of man will not be denied. But are not
civilization and the progress of the Church somewhat
sharply distinguished in Scripture^ which surely is a

sign that the two should be kept asunder as separate

subjects of thought? We commend to Dr. Temple's
notice the pregnant fact, that in the earliest extant

history of mankind it is stated that arts^ loth orna-

mental and icsefnl^ (and arts are the great medium of

civilization,) took their rise in thefamily of Cain. In
the line of Seth we find none of this mental and social

development. Is he not mixing up in his theory the
mental and material progress of the world, with the

spiritual progress of the Church, two things which God
has kept carefully distinct ?

As regards the early (i. e. the Apostolical) Church,
he strives to make out (as his theory requires of him)
that it presents to us example chiefly, to the exclusion

of doctrine and precept. It has left us, he says, little

beyond examples. " The I^ew Testament is almost en-

tirely occupied with two lives, the life of our Lord and
the life of the early Church." As for the Epistles, they
are only " the fruit of the current history." Doubtless,

all the books of the ]^ew Testament (and the same might
be said of most of those of the Old) were written on spe-

cial occasions / but who will deny that principles both
of doctrine and duty, which disentangle themselves
from and rise very much above the occasion, are con-

tinually being thrown out by the sacred writers ? "Who
will deny that the mind of the Spirit, though legislating

primarily for the occasion, contemplates beforehand and
provides for the future emergencies of the Church ? Is

there no warning against future error in the reproof of

the Blessed Yirgin by our Lord ? or in His assertion

that " he who hears God's word, and keeps it, the same
is His mother ? " or in His severe censure of St. Peter ?

or in St. Paul's withstanding St. Peter to the face?
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Great part of the Scriptures are no doubt narratives

;

but the narrative is only the vehicle of doctrine and
precept, which are always more readily received in a

oonei-ete than in the abstract form. No writing, how-
ever eloquent and ingenious, (and Dr. Temple's is

both,) will ev^er successfully gloss over the fact that

the Kew Testament does contain the principles of all

Christian doctrine and duty ; nor would any one {el /jltj

OecTLv hiac^vkdrrcDv) ignore the usual definition of the

Epistles as doctrinal books.

We now come to the last stage of the Essayist's

theory :

—

" The susceptibility of youth to the impression of society

wears off at last. The age of reflection begins. From the

storehouse of his youthful experience the man begins to draw

the principles of his life. The spirit or conscience comes to full

strength and assumes the throne intended for him in the saul.

As an accredited judge, invested with full powers, he sits in

the tribunal of our inner kingdom, decides upon the past, and

legislates upon the future, without appeal except to himself.

He decides not by what is beautiful, or noble, or soul-inspiring,

but by what is right. Gradually he frames his code of laws,

revising, adding, abrogating, as a wider and deeper experience

gives him clearer light. He is the third great teacher and the

last."—(p. 31.)

In this last stage of his progress the individual

learns, we are told, by " the growth of his inner

powers and the accumulation of experience," by " re-

flection," by " the mistakes both of himself and others,"

and by " contradiction." Though free from outward
restraint, he is still under an internal law, " a voice

which speaks within the conscience, and carries the

understanding along with it." If his previous educa-

tion have not given him the control over his will, he
must acquire it by a self-imposed discipline, which
with weak persons assumes the shape of a regular ex-

ternal law. Then passing (as his wont is) from the

moral to the intellectual, from the discipline of the will

to that of the mind. Dr. Temple tells us that persons

of mature age, who really think for themselves, are often
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obliged to put a temporary restraint on their intellects,

and finding their speculations (specially if they turn

on practical subjects) bewildering and unsatisfactory,
" finally take refuge in a refusal to think any more on
the particular questions." Some, on the other hand,
are always forming theories on insufii@ient grounds,
and are " as little able to be content in having no judg-

ment at all, as those who accept judgments at second
hand." Then, finally, even the matured intellect of

the full-grown man does not altogether break with the

associations of childhood :

—

" He can give no better reason very often for much that he
does every day of his life than that his father did it before

him ; and provided the custom is not a bad one, the reason is

valid. And he likes to go to the same church. He likes to

use the same prayers. He likes to keep up the same festivities.

Tfiere are limits to all this. But no man is quite free from the

influence ; and it is in many cases, perhaps in most, an influence

of the highest moral value."—(p. 39.)

Analogous to this, we are then told, is the last stage

in the education of the human race, so far as it has yet

gone. Since the Apostles' days, the Church has been
left to herself to work out, hy her naturalfaculties^ the
principles of her own action. Her doctrines were
evolved, partly by reflection on her past experience,

and by formularizing the thoughts embodied in the
record of the Church of the Apostles, partly by per-

petual collision with every variety of opinion. (This

corresponds to the growth of the individual's inner

powers by " reflection," " contradiction," and " the

mistakes both of himself and others.") But '' before

this process was completed, a flood of new and undis-

ciplined races poured into Europe," and " necessitated

a return to the dominion of outward laAV." The papacy
of the middle ages was '' neither more nor less than the

old schoolmaster (Judaism) come back to bring some
new scholars to Christ." (This corresponds to the self-

discipline which the grown man, who has imperfectly

acquired self-control, is obliged to impose upon him-
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self.) Then came the Eeformation, when the yoke of

medieval discipline was shaken off. Its great lesson

was—not, as one would imagine, the power of God's
pure Word over the human heart, and of the simplicity

of primitive religion, but—the lesson of toleration.

Men then began to see, and have ever since seen more
clearly, that " there are insoluble problems upon which
even revelation throws no light." '' The tendency of

toleration is to modify the early dogmatism by substi-

tuting the spirit for the letter, and piactical religion for

j^recise definitions of truth." (This corresponds to that

state of mind of the individual in which, finding specu-

lations bewildering and unsatisfactory, he refuses to

think any more on the questions which trouble him,
and contents himself with so much of truth as he finds

necessary for his spiritual life.) Some definitions of

truth, however, seem to be necessary, as a point with-

out the world of religious opinion, from which the lever

may be applied to move the world. Accordingly, the

post-Reformation Church looks for these definitions in

the volume of Holy Scripture. In this connexion we
find the passage to which so much objection has been
made. We will not trust ourselves to represent its

meaning in our own words. It runs thus :

—

" In learning this new lesson, Cliristendom needed a firm

spot on which she might stand, and has found it in the Bible.

Had the Bible been drawn up in precise statements of faith, or

detailed precepts of conduct, we should have had no alternative

but either permanent subjection to an outer law, or loss of the

highest instrument of self-education. But the Bible, from its

very form, is exactly adapted to our present want. It is a his-

tory ; even the doctrinal points of it are cast in a historical

form, and are best studied by considering them as recoids of

the time at which they were written, and as conveying to us

the highest and greatest religious life at that time. Hence we
use the Bible—some consciously, some unconsciously—not to

override, but to evoke the voice of conscience. When con-

science and the Bible appear to differ, the pious Christian im-

mediately concludes that he has not really understood the Bible.

Hence, too, while the interpretation of the Bible varies slightly
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from age to age, it varies always in one direction. The school-

men found purgatory in it. Later students found enough to

condemn GaUleo. Not long ago it would have been held to

condemn geology, and there are still many who so interpret it.

The current is all one way—it evidently points to the identifi-

cation of the Bible with the voice of conscience. The Bible, in

fact, is hindered by its form from exercising a despotism over

the human spirit ; if it could do that, it would become an outer

law at once ; but its form is so admirably adapted to our need,

that it wins from us all the reverence of a supreme authority,

and yet imposes on us no yoke of subjection. This it does by
virtue of the principle of private judgment, w^hich puts con-

science between us and the Bible, making conscience the su-

preme interpreter, whom it may be a duty to enlighten, but

whom it can never be a duty to disobey."—(pp. 44, 45.)

The advance of toleration, however, is not entirely-

progressive. It is apt to be retarded .by a strong in-

clination, in all Protestant countries, to " go back, in

every detail of life, to the practices of early times."

(This corresponds to the love which grown people often

manifest for the cnstoms and associations of their home,
—a feeling of great moral value, though accompanied
perhaps with something of narrowness.) Still toleration

is progressing in the main, (though, like the tide, it has
refluent waves,) and gains gradually upon the mind of
the race. Then our author (somewhat inconsecntively

it appears to ns) springs from toleration to the sub-
ject of Biblical interpretation. That interpretation, he
thinks, we must expect to be greatly modified. Nor
need we fear such modification. We should welcome
all discoveries which really throw light on the Scrip-

ture, however rndely they may jar with preconceived
notions. This is the age of thought :

" clear thought is

valuable above everything else, excepting only godli-

ness ;
" and to exert it upon Scripture and elicit origi-

nal results is the great task and vocation of the age.

That we should address ourselves to the task candidly
and fearlessly, is the practical exhortation with which
the Essay is wound "up.

Dr. Temple appears to mean by toleration some-
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thing distinct from what commonly goes by the name.
Most people would define toleration as the allowing to

others the free exercise of their religion. Dr. Temple
seems to identify it, as far as we can catch the thread
of his argument, with a free interpretation of doctrhies

and articles of faith. The two things, however, by
no means go together. If we might admit that at the

Reformation, toleration, in the ordinary and popular
sense, first dawned as an idea upon the mind of the

Church, (which yet a person thinking of Servetus and
Joan Bocher might be disposed to doubt,) surely the

Heformation had no conceivable sympathies with laxity

or indefiniteness of doctrine. Only let a person read
the elaborate Confessions of Faith of the Protestant

Churches, and we are persuaded he will come to the

conclusion that sharp and austere definition of doctrine

(and not the reverse) was the genius of the Reforma-
tion. Indeed, the second article of the Solemn League
and Covenant * alone is enough by itself to raise a
question how far, in any sense of the word^ toleration

made its appearance with the Eeformation. Our
modern latitudinarians (we do not mean to include Dr.
Temple under this designation, thous^h we are com-
pelled to apply it to some of his coadjutors) wish to

extract from the carcase of religion the hard skeleton

of definite doctrine, (upon which the whole structure is

built,) and to leave only the pliable and soft parts,

(" practical religion," " the spirit instead of the letter,")

which arc constantly in a transition state, like the flesh

and blood of the animal frame. But they will not find

among the Reformers, either English or foreign, any
sympathies with such a design. The post-Reformation

* " That we shall in like mannor, without respect of persons, endeavour
the extirpation of popery, prelacy, (that is, church-government by arch-

bishops, bishops, their chancellors, and commissaries, deans, deans and
chapters, archdeacons, and all other ecclesiastical officers depending on that

hierarchy,) superstition, heresy, schism, profaneness, and whatsoever shall

be found to be contrary to sound doctrine, and the power of godliness, lest

we partake in other men's sins, and thereby be in danger to receive of

their plagues ; and that the Lord may be one, and His name one, in the
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creeds are generally quite as hard in outline as tlie

Athanasian. And we may confidently assert that the
Reformers were right in building their systems on the
framework of creeds. Without such framework, re-

ligion is apt to collapse and corrupt, as a body of flesh

from which the bones should be withdrawn.
We have been accustomed to think that the Chris-

tian is under the twofold guidance of the Spirit and
Word of God,—distinguished and yet combined in that
admirable collect for St. John's Day :

—" Merciful Lord,
we beseech Thee to cast Thy bright beams of light

"

{the Spirit) " upon Thy Church, that it being enlight-

ened by the doctrine of" (the Word) "Thy blessed
Apostle and Evangelist St. John, may so walk in the
light of Thy truth, that it may at length attain to the
light of everlasting light ; through Jesus Christ our
Lord." But in the education of the individual, the
learner being emancipated from all restraints when he
has reached mature age, it did not suit Dr. Temple's
theory to notice these external guides ; his " colossal

man " must be left to guide himself when he comes to

years of discretion. Accordingly, in the last section of
the Essay, the guidance of the Holy Spirit is entirely

ignored, as far as explicit statement goes ; and were it

.

not for the capital letter in the sentence, " The human
race was left to itself, to be guided by the teaching of

the Spirit within," and for the slight intimation,
" Whatever assistance the Church is to receive in

working out her own principles of action, is to be
through her natural faculties, and not in spite of them,"
we might say of the author what the Ephesian dis-

ciples, who had received only John's baptism, said of

themselves, " He hath not so much as heard whether
there be any Holy Ghost."

Dr. Temple, no doubt, will say that in virtue of His
indwelling in the faithful, he regards the Spirit of God
as identified with the spirit of man. But we cannot
help thinking that a far more explicit recognition of the
Holy Spirit's personality, and a far more constant refer-

ence to His agency, might have been made without the
3
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smallest interference witli the plan of the Essay ; ^
,

indeed, can we think that the office of the blessed C- n-

forter is at all exhausted, or even adequately repre-

sented, by saying that the Church is now to guide her-

self, not by external rule, but by the application of

principles to the varying exigencies of her position.

The guidance of the Word, however, being more
extrinsic than that of the Holy Spirit, some attempt
must be made to surmount the obstacles which it

seems to throw in the way of the theory. And the

attempt is made in the passage quoted at length above.

We find it exceedingly hard to trace the exact con-

nexion of thought between the sentences of which this

passage is composed. We suppose it to be something
of this kind :—" The Bible is indeed external to the

^ mind of man ; but then it is very elastic, and, as the

(ahistory of its interpretation shews, accommodates itself

^on.ry readily to the mind of man. So that the Bible

^^^ liaises at some future, but not distant, time, to

pro'iiP^^ into enlightened reason, and leave the spirit of

resolv l^G sole arbiter of its own duties." We think Dr.

man t"® ^^ \\Qve confounding the conscience of man with

Tempi ierstanding, and the preceptive character of the

his un"?
'^^^ it^ aspect as a history of certain miraculous

Bible wil^Iad he confined his remarks to the prccepftwe

events. ^^ New Testament, every one would of course

^avt of ^-it it is a book of principles rather than rules,

admit t* the adjustment of those principles is left to the

and thaal conscience, under the direction of the Holy
indivi'^^f God. It is also most true (and most impor-
c;,.; truth) that this guidance of the Holy Spirit is in

the New Testament itself thrown very much more into

the foreground than any written document ; that, under
the present economy, it is " the anointing from the

Holy One which teacheth all things," and " the law of

the Spirit of life " (not a law graven on tables) which
presides in the human spirit. Had Dr. Temple said

this, he would have said what not only does not admit
of dispute, but also what appears to us to suit his argu-

ment quite as well as the gravely questionable things
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-rliich lie has said. But, as tlie paragraph stands, he
I :s mixed up the record of miraculous facts in Scrip-

ture, which are in the sphere of niaii^s understanding^"^

(not in that of conscience,) with its precepts, which are
in the sphere of his conscience and not of his under-
standing • thereby producing a sad confusion of
thought. He alludes to certain narratives of Scripture
which, in consequence of modern discoveries in natural
science, are now understood in a manner different from
that in which people once accepted them. This is a
matter for the understanding, surely, and not at all in

the sphere of the conscience. Researches into nature
shew that the miracle in Joshua and the Mosaic cos-

mogony have been misunderstood, and that we must
correct our apprehensions of the meaning of these pas-

sages. "Well, what then? Argal, says Dr. Temple,
" The current is all one way,—it evidently points to

the identification of the Bible with the voice of con-

science,^'' "VYe confess we cannot catch the connexion
between the premises and the conclusion. We should
have drawn the conclusion somewhat in this fashion :

—

" The current is all one way,—it evidently points to a
general recognition of the truth that the interpretation

of Scripture is one thing, and the true sense another."

If there be any connexion between the premises and the
conclusion, we avow ourselves unable to trace it, except
in this most offensive form, (which we believe Dr. Tem-
ple would repudiate as earnestly as ourselves) :

—" Geo-
logical and astronomical discoveries have proved the
Bible wrong on points of natural philosophy. It does
not much matter, however ; for the true "VV ord of God
is not co-extensive with the Bible, but only contained
in it ; that portion only of the Bible is the true "Word
which is recognised by the moral sense or verifying

faculty. So that the current is all one way,—we are

gradually knocking away from the framework of our

* We have said above (p. 42) that mii-acles may be called " an appeal

to the senseay But of course the understanding must operate upon the

notices of the senses, in order that the evidence derived from a miracle

may be appreciated.
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belief those portions of the Bible which the conscience

cannot assimilate ; histories we may doubt or give up,

only retaining their moral ; much more may we give

up cosmogonies ; the only residuum we need leave is

that portion of the sacred volume to which our verify-

ing faculty saith ' Yea ;
' so that at length the Bible

resolves itself into the voice of conscience.'' This gives

the passage in question a certain logical sequence, and
also a melancholy coherence with the avowed senti-

ments of other Essayists. If Dr. Temple meant this,

why did he not say it explicitly ? But we will not be-

lieve he did mean it. Of the two alternatives open to

him, illogical writing and the reduction of God's Word
to the square measure of man's conscience, we joyfully

accept for him the former. And we take his Essay as

a solemn warning of the dreadfully unsafe statements

into which a very good and very able man may be
driven, who will ride an ingenious and plausible analogy

to death, even when at every turn it breaks down
under him afresh.

We turn, with something of a sense of relief, to

notice Lessing's treatise on the " Education of the Hu-
man Race," w^hich, perhaps, may have suggested Dr.

Temple's. If so, we think that the original conception

of Lessing (although parts of it are far more extrava-

gant than anything to be found in the first Essay) has

materially suffered in clearness and power from Dr.

Temple's method oftreatment. Our readers shall judge.

Tlie German author begins with this fundamental state-

ment :

—

" That wliicli education is to the individual, revelation is to

the race.

"Education is revelation coming to the individual man;
and revelation is education which has come, and is yet coming,

to the human race.'"—(Sects. 1, 2.)

Revelation, it will be observed, and Tevelation exclu-

sively^ is, according to Lessing, the educator of the race.

He does not, with Dr. Temple assign a class to Greece,

and a class to Rome, and a class to Asia, recognising
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them as teachers, and thus putting them on a level with
revelation. He supposes, indeed, that when '^ in cap-

tivity under the wise Persians," the doctrine of the
Mosaic Law respecting the unity and spirituality of

God, and its hints and allusions in regard to the doc-

trine of immortality, were developed in the conscious-

ness of the Jews by their contact with the Gentile

mind. But he knows nothing of any educator save
God in revelation, nor of any other persons as educated
by Him, save the people of His covenant. The other
nations of the earth, he thinks, were left without edu-
cation by the Universal Father, in consequence of

which,

—

" the most part had remained far behind the chosen people.

Only a few had got before them. And this, too, takes place

with children who are allowed to grow up left to themselves

;

many remain quite raw ; some educate themselves even to an
astonishino; deojree.o o

"But as these more fortunate few prove nothing against

the use and the necessity of education, so the few heathen na-

tions, who even appear to have made a start in the knowledge
of G-od before the chosen people, prove nothing against a rev-

elation. The child of education begins with slow yet sure foot-

steps ; it is late in overtaking many a more happily organized

child of nature ; bat it does overtake it ; and thenceforth can

never be distanced by it again."—(Sect. 21.)

So far we think the German has the advantage of
the Englishman, inasmuch as he gives revelation a far

more exclusive prerogative.

At the outset of Lessing's Essay he makes the fol-

lowing startling assertion, of which, if we cannot agree
with it in its present form, we may at all events say
that we wish all the assertions of our seven Essayists

were as explicit, and presented as clear an outline to

the understanding :

—

" Education gives to man nothing which he might not educe

out of himself ; it gives him that which he might educe out of

himself, only quicker and more easily. In the same way, too,

REVELATION GIVES NOTHING TO THE HUMAN SPECIES WHICH
THE HUMAN REASON LEFT TO ITSELF MIGHT NOT ATTAIN; ONLY
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IT HAS GIVEN, AND STILL GIVES TO IT, THE MOST IMPORTANT
OF THESE THINGS EARLIER." (Sect. 4.)

It immediately rises to tlie mind of the reader that

there are doctrines of revelation (snch as those of the

Atonement and the Trinity) which never could be at-

tained by the Imman reason, and are plainly altogether

out of its reach. The German theologian is prepared

for this, and carries his theory through with a boldness

which, at all events, is perfectly consistent. He thinks

the doctrines of the Atonement and the Trinity may he

ultimately reached hy the human reason / and he be-

lieves the great end of God's training of the human race

to be the recognition hy reason of all the truths of reve-

lation. But he shall speak for himself :

—

" As we by this time can dispense with the Old Testament,

in reference to the doctrine of the unity of God, and as we are

by degrees beginning also to be less dependent on the New
Testament, in reference to the immortahty of the soul : might

there not in this book also be other truths of the same sort pre-

figured, mirrored as it were, which we are to marvel at, as rev-

elations, exactly so long as until the time shall come when rea-

son shall have learned to educe them out of its other demon-

strated truths, and bind them up with them ?

" For instance, the doctrine of the Trinity. How if this

doctrine should at last, after endless errors right and left, only

bring men on the road to recognise that God cannot possibly

be One in the sense in which finite things are one, that even
His unity must be a transcendental unity, which does not ex-

clude a sort of plurahty ? Must not God at least have the

most perfect conception of Himself, i. e. a conception in which
is found everything which is in Him ? But would everything

be found in it which is in Him, if a mere conception, a mere
possibility, were found even of his necessary reality, as well as

of His other qualities ? This possibility exhausts the being of

His other qualities. Does it that of His necessary reality ? I

think not. Consequently, God can eitlicr have no perfect con-

ception of Himself at all, or this perfect conception is just as

necessarily real (i. e. actually existent) as He Himself is. Cer-

tainly the image of myself in the mirror is nothing but an empty
representation of me, because it only has that of me upon the

surface of which beams of light fall. But now if this image
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had everything, everytliiiig without exception, which I have
myself, would it then still be a mere empty representation, or

not rather a true reduplication of myself? When I believe

that I recognise in God a similar reduplication, I perhaps do
not so much err, as that my language is insufficient for my
ideas : and so much at least remains forever incontrovertible,

that they who wish to make the idea thereof popular for com-
prehension, could scarcely have expressed themselves more in-

telligibly and suitably than by giving the name of a Son
through whom God testifies of Himself from eternity.

*

*' And the doctrine of Original Sin. How, if at last, every-
thing were to convince us, that man standing on the highest

and lowest step of his humanity, is not so entirely master of his

actions as to be able to obey moral laws ?

" And the doctrine of the Son's satisfaction. How, if at

last, all compelled us to assume that God, in spite of that orig-

inal incapacity of man, chose rather to give him moral laws,

and forgive him all transgressions in consideration of His Son,

i. e. in consideration of the self-existent total of all His own
perfections, compared with which, and in which, all imperfec-

tions of the individual disappear, than not to give him those

laws, and then to exclude him from all moral blessedness, which
cannot be conceived of without moral law^s."—(Sects. 72—75.)

How far this attempt at an explanation of them
really clears np the doctrines in question, or even mod-
ifies their difiicnlty to the mind, we leave to met^hy-
sicians to determine. To ourselves, it seems to let in

so little light on these abstruse subjects, that we much
prefer to fall back upon " what is written," that is,

upon the divine authority ; and we cannot but think
that, in respect of such profound verities, our blessed

Lord encourages us to do so, when in answer to one
who asked in reference to the doctrine of regeneration,
*' How can these things be ? " He replied, " Yerily,
verily, I say unto thee, We speak that wo do know,
and testify that we have seen ; and ye receive not our
witness. If I have told you earthly things, and ye
believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell you of heav-
enly things ? And no man hath ascended up to heaven,
but He that came down from heaven, even the Son of

man which is in heaven," At all events, it must strike
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every reader of Lessing's treatise as an objection to his

theory, that if no further advanced towards that end
than it is at present, the human reason will take an
enormous time in fully recognising these abstruse truths

of revelation. This objection is anticipated by the

writer, and is disposed of, unless we misunderstand
him, by the very extraordinary h^^pothesis that each
individual may perhaps live more than once upon the

earth, and come back again to acquire new light on
divine truth by a fresh pilgrimage in a more advanced
stage of thought. But, again, we would not have the

reader trust our own representation of the meaning :

—

" Go tliine inscrutable way, Eternal Providence 1 Only let

me not despair in Thee because of this inscrutableness. Let
me not despair in Thee, even if Thy steps appear to me to be go-

ing back. It is not true that the shortest line is always straight.

" Thou hast on Thine eternal way so much to carry on to-

gether, so much to do ! so many side steps to take ! And
what if it were as good as proved that the vast slow wheel,

which brings mankind nearer to this perfection, is only put in

motion by smaller, swifter wheels, each of which contributes its

own individual unit thereto ?

" It is so ! The very same way by which the race reaches

its perfection, must every individual man—one sooner, another

later—have travelled over. Have travelled over in one and
the same life ? Can he have been, in one and the self-same

life, a sensual Jew and a spiritual Christian ? Can he in the

self-same life have overtaken both ?

" Surely not that ! But why should not every individual

man have existed more than once upon this world?
" Is this hypothesis so laughable merely because it is the

oldest ? Because the human understanding, before the sophis-

tries of the Schools had dissipated and debilitated it, lighted

upon it at once ?

" Why may not even I have already performed those steps

of my perfecting which merely temporal penalties and rewards

can bring man to ?

" And, once more, why not all tliose steps, to perform

which the views of eternal rewards so powerfully assist us ?

'' Why should I not come back as often as I am capable

of acquiring fresh knowledge, fresh expertness? Do I bring
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away so mucli from once, that there is nothing to repay the

trouble of cominsr back ?

'' Is this a reason against it ? Or, because I forget that I

have been here already ? Happy is it for me that I do forget.

The recollection of my former condition would permit me to

make only a bad use of the present. And that which even I

must forget noio, is that necessarily forgotten forever ?

" Or is it a reason against the hypothesis that so much time

would have been lost to me ? Lost ?—And how much then

should I miss?—T!s not a whole eternity mine?"—(Sects. 91
—100.)

Do these extravagances—'this revival of the doc-

trine of Pythagoras in the nineteenth century of the
Christian era—spring (as we believe many modern
errors in theology do) from a morbid hankering after

the novel and the startling ? Why could not Lessing
have been content to say that thefiill revelation of these

suhjects to the human reason is jprohcibly reserved for a
future state of existence f To be sure, this has been
said a thousand times before in sermons and religious

books. But because it. is a very old idea, is it there-

fore a false one ? For our own part, we do not feel sure
that Lessing's theory, apart from its absurd extrava-

gances, is fundamentally wrong. We should be quite

prepared to accept it, if only he would not disfigure it

by insisting that the reason of man may become com-
petent in this condition of existence to recognise all the
truths of revelation. Why should we doubt that it

will recognise these truths in that other land heyond
the grave f That the Atonement was necessaiy in the
nature of things, and not a mere arbitrary arrangement
of the divine will ; that the divine nature necessarily

embraces a tri-personality, just as the human nature
necessarily involves a body, soul, and spirit, few think-

ing persons w^ill be disposed to deny. But whether we
can see into the necessity for the Atonement, or into the

essential constitution of the divine nature, ichile we are

in the hody^ we take the liberty (notwithstanding all

metaphysical explanations) to doubt. Humours hang
about our reason, and a cloudy atmosphere, which in-

3*
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tercepts and refracts the rays of divine truth. But we
entirely believe that a better condition of the intellect

is in store for us, when we shall see no longer " in a

mirror enigmatically," but face to face, and know no
longer partially, but " as we are known."

We have only to add, that Lessing's essay, with all

its wild fancies, will well repay the perusal of thought-

ful persons, and that side by side with theories fla-

grantly unsound, the author throws out hints well

worthy of being preserved and digested. This we sus-

pect (from our very narrow acquaintance with it) to be
the genius of German theology,—three or four dia-

monds in a heap of rubbish, several beautiful and valu-

able thoughts lying hid in a mass of writing and a tan-

gle of talk. Of the latter fault, however, the little

treatise of Lessing now before us is certainly not guilty.

It is (even severely) terse, and may be read through in

a quarter of an hour.

We have noticed it here not only for its intrinsic

interest, but because we think Dr. Temple's mind must,
in the composition of his Essay, have travelled along a

similar line of thought. And we much regret that he
has confounded witli this a line of thought which ap-

pears to us distinct—that of the merely intellectual

progress of the human species, thus producing an en-

tanglement between the Church and the world, between
the advance of civilization and the development of re-

ligious truth, which exceedingly perplexes those who
desire to follow his argument.

In conclusion, may the writer of these pages be
allowed to express the hope that the controversy which
the seven Essays have roused, will be conducted by
those opposed to them not only calmly and temperately,
but with a candid acknowledgment of those truths

after which the Essayists are groping, and with which
their very serious errors are weighted ? Mere denials

and protests do little or nothing ; we must seek to dis-

entangle the truth which they are misrepresenting, and
to set it forth, if possible, free of their perversions.

We do not fear the storm with all its bluster, even
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though it seems that some of the fundamental articles

of faith, nay, the principle of theism itself, is perilled.

Persuaded as we are that our own Clmrch is the pal-

ladium both of Scripture truth and Apostolic order,

we believe that the special providence of God watches
over her, and that Christ Himself is in the tempest-
tossed bark. He can and will overrule this mass of
error and contradiction for good. Indeed, may it not
be said that, except through the antagonism of oppos-
ing error, truth can never be thoroughly appreciated or
developed in its full proportions in the human mind ?

Truth learned by rote, as children learn the Catechism,
is not appreciated, nor even understood. But truth,

which has been beset round about by heresies, and per-

plexed by grave questionings, and which at length has
emerged, with its ground cleared and its limits well
defined, this becomes a valuable acquisition, in which
the mind may take a just and intelligent delight.

Only let us never for^ moment drop the clue to all

religious truth which the Word of God lends to us.

Holding fast to it, we shall find our way with safety

and ease through every labyrinth, however dark and
intricate, and shall emerge into that sunlight of " clear

thought " on subjects of religion, which Dr. Temple
tells us is " valuable above all things, excepting only
godliness."



BUNSEN, THE CRITICx\L SCHOOL, AND
DK. WILLIAMS.

It will scarcely be denied by any man of pure and
elevated mind, that the highest object to which our
faculties can be directed, is the attainment of religious

truth. Our natural longings after immortality, our in-

stinctive apprehensions of the mysterious presence of

Him in whom we live, and move, and have our being,

unite to persuade us that all questions are of inferior

moment to .tlie great question, whether He has made
any revelation of Himself by which we may be guided
in our search after this truth ; and if we are convinced
that He has not left Himself without witness in the

world, then the true interpretation of that revelation

must be, to every pure mind and holy spirit, the
greatest problem on which his energies can be em-
ployed. I think, however, that it will also be gen-
erally conceded, that these questions in the present day
are almost limited to the enquiry into the evidence for

the truth of the Bible, and the true principles on which
it ought to be interpreted. If that book is not derived
from direct revelation, no other source of revelation

will create much discussion among the men of our
own age and nation. Of these two great questions,

—

the trutli of the Bible and its interpretation,—it 19

difficult to say which is the most important. The
enquiry into tlie truth of the document is prior indeed
in order, but when once fairly decided in the mind, its

work is done ; while the interpretation of the word
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that has been revealed will give a deepening interest to
our studies to the end of life. Xav, the very means
employed in the investigation of the true meaning of
Scripture by those who have had any success in inter-

preting it, is worthy the attention of' all who beheve in
its divine origin. It is, therefore, always a source of
gratification to learn any particulars concerning the
lives of men who have devoted themselves entirely to

the study of Scripture, or have attained to distinction

by writings connected with sacred studies.

The late Baron Bimsen may be said to have been
a person of this class. He has written many works
connected with sacred literature, and his name has so

long been before the public, that a general interest is

felt among those, who have not had leisure or an op-
portunity to study deeply the subjects to which his

attention has been directed, to know something definite

about the value of his- researches and the results to

which he has attained. The expectations of this portion
of the public must have been highly raised, when they
learned that Dr. Williams had undertaken the very
task which they desired to see performed. He is a
man of reputation as a scholar, who obtained high aca-

demical distinctions, and is in a position of eminence
as Yice-Principal of a College for the Education of the
Clergy. These circumstances would seem to ofifer a
sufficient guarantee to his readers that the information
he would present to them would be of the most trust-

worthy character, and that matters of such deep and
overwhelming importance, as the truth* and the inter-

pretation of Scripture, would be treated in a manner
suitable to their great value and dignity. But they
who opened this Essay with such expectations would
soon be inclined to close it with feelings of sorrow and
disappointment. They could not fail, however slight

their acquaintance might be with the subject, to per-

ceive that the tone in which these great questions are

treated is, for the most part, that of one wlio plays with
them as if they were subjects for the exercise of inge-

nuity, rather than questions on w^hich it is of vital im-
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portance to us to hold truth rather than error. They
would lind that Baron Bunsen receives almost as high

a meed of praise for missing what his reviewer believes

to be the true explanation of Scripture as for discover-

ing it, and that although Dr. Williams vaunts the great-

ness of the Baron's exploits in sacred literature, he very
carefully abstains from committing himself in general to

the conclusions of this great authority. Indeed, tlie

Essay is so written, that while Dr. Williams would
persuade his readers that Baron Bunsen is immeasur*
ably superior to those English divines who maintain
old-fashioned opinions on Scripture truth and prophecy,
he generally expresses himself in such a manner that

he cannot be charged with holding the opinions he re-

ports. As an instance of this mode of writing, we may
cite the passage where Bunsen's opinion on the anti-

quity of the human race is rej)orted. It is said in p.
64 tiiat

*' He could not have \nndicated the unity of mankind if he
had not asked for a vast.extension of time, whether his petition

for twenty thousand years be granted or not."

Xow certainly it is a matter of deep importance in
regard to the foundations of our faith, whether the
Bible is to be esteemed a trustworthy history even in
its chronology ; and it is, to say the least, surprising
to see it treated as a matter of indifference, whether it

is wholly wrong in its account of the origin of man or
not.'^ But this is the manner in which great questions
appear to be treated in this Essay ; and in the present
instance it will be observed that while the twenty tliou-

sand years are rather unceremoniously disposed of,

Baron Bunsen alone is left responsible even for the
''large extension of time." If Dr. AVilliams were
charojed on the strength of this passage with maintain-
ing that the Hebrew text of the Bibl(3 contains a man-
ifestly false account of the origin of man, lie might re-

* It may easily be shewn that the Bible chronology is scarcely elastic
at all. For a proof of this assertion it will bq sufficient to refer to Clin-
ton's Scripture Chronology in the third volume of his Fasti HellenicL
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ply that he has only asserted that Bunseii could not
maintain the unity of mankind on this hypothesis. He
might say that with Bunsen's standing point this was
impossible, but that he has not asserted that it cannot
be maintained at all. Indeed, after sketching out some
arguments in favour of this view of Baron Bunsen,
through rather more than a page, he ends with the
favourite refuge of reviewers in distress, Avho are de-

sirous to praise, but not inclined to follow the author
they are reviewing, by assuring us that " his theories

are at least suggestweP The real question which we
desire to investigate is this—are they true f And when
an author is put forth as a great luminary to the world,
it may be interesting to speculative students to know
that his theories are suggestive, but to the great mass
of readers the real question must be their truth or

falsehood ! In the same manner we find the highest

praise bestowed on Bunsen for his masterly exposition

of a prophecy, where the reviewer declines to follow

his explanation." Again, Bunsen has exerted all his

ingenuity to persuade us that the latter portion of the

prophecies of Isaiah were written by Baruch, and his

reviewer, in praising the ingenuity of his arguments,
assures us that " most readers of the argument for the

identity will feel inclined to assent
;

" but he takes

care to assure us that the argument does not convince
him, for he adds immediately,

—

" But a doubt may occur, whether many an unnamed dis-

ciple of the prophetic school may not have burnt with kindred

zeal, and used diction not pecuhar to any one ; while such a

doubt may be strengthened by the confidence with which our

critic ascribes a recasting of Job, and of parts of other books, to

the same favorite Baruch."—(p. 75.)

The fact is, that the rashness of Baron Bunsen, in

hazarding conjectures as to the authorsliip of the books
of Scripture, has found little favour with the better

class even of rationalist divines in Germany ; and his

* " Still the general analogy of Scripture . . . may permit us to think

the oldest interpretation the truest."—(p. 73.)
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English reviewer, though he immediately hazards a

conjecture far more rash, has given us a quiet hint

that the German author has put more upon Baruch
than his evidence will warrant. It certainly surprises

one—and if the subject were less sacred it would
amuse a reader not a little—to see with what per-

tinacity Bunsen is exhibited as a great discoverer and
an admirable guide, not for leading us to ti-uth, but
for his ingenuity in dressing up error so as almost to per-

suade men to accept it for truth. We can only remark
that, however strange it may appear to us, this seems to

be the way of Dr. Williams. Every writer has his own
way, and this appears to be his way. We who differ

from him toto coelo^ can have no objection to his re-

moving with one hand the praise he has just bestowed
with tlie other, except that it rather appears likely to

mislead the ignorant. They will remember the praise,

and forget the dissent, which is so delicately hinted.

To those who are able to read Bunsen in his own lan-

guage, or are well acquainted with the subjects he dis-

cusses, such observations are quite superfluous. But
it is clear that although there is a certain parade of
learning in this Essay, it cannot be intended for learned
readers, or if it be intended for them, the author is very
slenderly acquainted with that which men of learning
w^ould require. He can scarcely imagine that any
persons capable of investigating the reading and the
proper translation of a difficult passage in Scripture,
can do anything but smile when he pronounces an
opinion upon it ex cathedra^ and ventures to attribute
improper motives to those who take a different view.
They will naturally ask how he has acquired a right

to pronounce so peremptorily on questions which the
greatest Hebrew philologers have considered to in-

volve very great difficulties. It is therefore to be pre-
sumed, from this and other reasons, that Dr. Williams
intends rather to dazzle the minds of those who are
called ' general readers,' than to address his observa-
tions to those who are capable of discussing these"
questions. An opinion somewhat similar to this is ex-
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pressed in a very learned periodical, of which the first

number has jnst appeared, in a German review of the
" Essays and Reviews," * where we find in p. 173 the
following observation :—

•

''For all who know Bunsen's 'Biblical Researches,' Dr,

"Williams says nothing new ; and those who do not coincide

with Bunsen's notions on certain prophetical portions of Isaiah,

Avill still less be likely to be converted to them by the reasons

alleged by his reviewer. If they [these authors] had taken into

consideration the history of the Jews, and the history of Jew-
ish interpretation of Scripture, they would have seen clearly

why Saadias Gaon and the Rabbis who follow him—from
whom certain men of our own day, and among them Dr. Wil-
liams, derive their dogmatic views—gave up on pai^er the orig-

inal interpretation of the 53rd chapter of Isaiah."

The writer then proceeds to adduce other instances

of a class of criticism, which could have no weight
with persons who are acquainted with the Bible in the
original.

It is clear that the writer views, as I do, the Essay
of Dr. Williams as addressed rather ad populutn than
ad cleriim; and it is on this account that I deplore the
tone in which it is written. • If Dr. Williams believes

that it is for the interest of man, and likely to promote
the advancement of religious truth, that the everlasting

contests which have been carried on in Germany about
the genuineness of the Scriptures and the truth of their

main facts should be imported into our English liter-

ature, and occupy a large share of our attention, he
has a right to introduce them to any extent he may
desire, by writings addressed to those who are capable
of investigating the questions thus brought forward

:

the fair discussion of ScrijDture ditficulties Avill not en-

danger the cause of truth, and we, who believe that the
truth is with those who are op])Osed to Dr. W^illiams,

* Deutsche Vierieljahrschrift fiir Eyir/lisch-Thcolor/ische Forachuntf
und Kritik ; herausr/egeben von Dr. M. Heidenheim^ (in London). No. I.

March 31, 1861. This is a critical journal and review printed at Leipzig,

and published at Gotha, by Perthes, but conducted by Germans living in

England.
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cannot fear the fullest discussion of Scripture questions

:

but if any man addresses to tliose who have neither the

leisure, nor always the acquirements, necessary to the

prosecution of such enquiries, the most peremptory de-

cisions on questions which have exercised the greatest

philologers, and accompanies them with gross insinua-

tions against those who differ from him ; if he repre-

sents the state of opinion in Germany, and the course

of prophetic exegesis in general, with the utmost un-

fairness, and attempts by such representations to bias

the opinions of his readei'S, we may fear that he is

likely to cause many, who are but slightly acquainted

with these subjects, to make shipwreck of their faith.

This is the onl?/ ground of fear. We have no fear that

the truth of Scripture, which has borne for more than a

thousand years the battle and the strife of man, will

succumb under a puny attack like this. It has sur-

vived the assaults of Celsus and Porj)liyry, of Bayle
and Yoltaire, of Gibbon and Hume, and it is not very
likely that it will fall by the hands of Bunsen and Dr.
Williams. It is the unfair representations, the partial

and the one-sided views of this Essay, announced ex

cathedra^ and coupled with contemptuous insinuations

against those who hold the ancient opinions, which
render it worth while to spend a moment in answering
it. They may deceive the unlearned and the super-

ficial, but there is really nothing in the Essay itself

which adds a new argument to the old conditions of
the great problem, or would give the smallest uneasi-

ness to those who really know the history of Scripture
criticism in Germany and England. These accusations

may appear to be expressed in strong language, but if

they can be substantiated they will shew that, however
learned Dr. AVilliams may be, liowever capable of
writing a trustworthy treatise on Scripture, the Essay
he has ventured to publish in this volume is worthless
as a guide to- truth, and altogctlier unworthy of his

reputation and his position. It is a very legitimate
subject of enquiry to ascertain generally, whether the
representations of this Essay, or Review, are trust-
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worthy or not, and to that enquiry I now propose to
devote my attention.

It deals with vast questions and it abounds in very
strong assertions concerning them, and in the most
peremptory decisions about matters of vital import-
ance as to Scripture truth and Scripture interpretation.

The question before us is—What is the vahie of these

assertions and decisions ? Before we enter on the great
point,—the truth of Scripture and the true method of

interpreting it,—as Baron Bunsen was the peg on
which this Essay was suspended, it would be uncour-
teous not to make a few remarks on his life and
labours.

Entirely opposed, as I have always been, to the
opinions of Baron Bunsen, I have no wish to detract

from his merit or to diminish his legitimate reputation.

I believe that few persons will be disposed to deny his

abilities and acquirements, although during the time
he was in great favour with the sovereigns of Prussia

and of England, it is probable that the adulation of his

followers may have given exaggerated notions of both.

Such leisure as was afforded by a life of high diplomatic

employments was eagerly devoted to literature, and I

believe that he had a very earnest spirit with regard

to religion. But, unhappily, these high qualifications

were combined with other habits of mind, which neu-

tralized their value, and rendered his Biblical researches

unsound and mischievous. He appears to liave been
self-confident in the extreme, and rash in speculation,

almost beyond the exam]3le of his countrymen. The
adulation of his friends and followers increased his self-

confidence, gave license to his spirit of speculation, and
thus he announced his decisions with a degree of dog-

matism which contrasted very strongly with the argu-

mentative support on which they rested. He was born
and educated in Germany at a season when the reli-

gious faith of the country had been almost overwhelmed
by the torrent of unbridled rationalism, and even the

lamp of religious feeling burnt very feebly. It seems

to me to have been a dreary time, but Dr. "Williams
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appears to consider it a time of glorious light and
knowledge.

After a few incivilities about England, witli some
remarks on the language of pulpits and platforms, he

speaks thus of the close of the last century and the be-

ginning of the present :—
" But in Germany there has been a pathway streaming

with light, from Eichhorn to Ewald, aided by the poetical pene-

tration of Herder and the philological researches of Gesenius,

throughout which the value of the moral element in prophecy

has been progressively raised, and that of the directly pre-

dictive, whether secular or Messianic, has been lowered.

Even the conser^^atism of Jahn amongst Romanists, and of

Hengstenberg amongst Protestants, is free and rational com-

pared to what is often in this country required with denuncia-

tion, but seldom defended by argument.
" To this inheritance of opinion Baron Bunsen succeeds."

—

(pp. 66, 67.)

This was, unhappily for him, the case. He was
trained in sacred philology at a period when the divine

authority of Scripture was daily undermined by pro-

fessors and divines, and we cannot wonder if the seed

thus sown should have produced very bitter fruit. That
Baron Bunsen did not give up his devotional feelings

and his earnestness in religion is not to be ascribed to

the teaching of the period in which he was educated,

but to the more religious frame of mind with wdiich it

had pleased God to endow him. And in considering

this portion of his character we must never forget the

difference between the German and the English mind.
The paradise of the German appears to consist in un-

limited license of speculation, "while the practical ele-

ment is the prevailing characteristic of the English :

and thus it often happens that a German will not cast

off a certain phase of faith when he has demolished
every ground which an Englishman would deem a

rational and logical foundation for holding it. We
ought not, therefore, to be surprised at finding that,

after denying the genuineness of half of the books in

the Bible, and treating a very large portion of its his-
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tory as mere idle tales or legendary myths, Baron Bun-
sen, to the very end of his life, had a great love for de-

votional hymns, framed npon a very different hypothe-
sis, and addressed to a very different state of mind. I

have heard, on the authority of private friends, that in

his last hours he was cheered and supported by the

words of the old German hymn, " Jesu, meine Zuver-

sicht," *—" Jesus, my trust." The same explanation

will solve the discrepancy which Dr. Williams linds

between the Gesang unci Gebetbuch of Baron Bunsen
and his criticisms :

—" Either reverence or deference

may have prevented him from bringing his prayers

into entire harmony with his criticisms." (P. 91.) The
truth is he was better than his principles : he was not

in flesh and blood what he was upon paper. Dr. Wil-
liams, however, evidently rests his claim to celebrity

on the brilliancy of his Biblical researches. My own
belief is that although some ingenious suggestions in

the Liturgical portion of Baron Bunsen's " Hippolytus
and his Age " may be referred to hereafter, his name
will be unknown in Biblical criticism twenty years

hence. But on this point the opinions of Dr. Williams
and myself are wholly unimportant : it is one of those

questions which posterity alone can decide, and to

which the words of a writer familiar to Dr. Williams
exactly apply,

—

'Afxepat S' cViXotTTOi, Maprvpcs ao(fiQ)TaToi.

And indeed, this Essay on Bunsen has brought for-

ward in the strongest manner other questions, compared
with which, the reputation of any man, however emi-

nent, is insignificant. The truth and the interpretation

of Scripture are discussed in a manner which must
leave an impression on the minds of those who have not

leisure or opportunity to study deeply such questions,

that their faith is founded on ignorance and misappre-

* The hymn is found in Bunsen's collection of Prayers and H3'mns,

1833, among those whose commencement is changed. It is there No. 497,

and begins, " Guter Hirte, willst du nicht." But many of the German
hymns have a commencement nearly similar.
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hension ; and tlius a general spirit of scepticism is likely

to be promoted. Kow this impression I believe to be
promoted by a series of misrepresentations of the most
unfair and one-sided character ; and I therefore j)roceed

to point out some of the most striking of these misrep-

resentations.

It may be convenient briefly to state the nature of

the misrepresentations to wjiich I advert, and the order

in which I propose to consider them.

1. The state of opinion as to the Scriptures among
the learned men of Germany.

If we are to believe Dr. Williams, the researches of

the German critical school have disproved the genuine-
ness of a very large portion of the Bible, and entirely

deprived the prophecies, except in one or two doubt-
ful cases, of any direct Messianic prediction. And
Baron Bunsen, accepting this state of the question,^ is

highly praised by I)r. Williams for endeavouring on
this hypothesis to shew that the doctrine of the - Bible
contains divine truths.

I propose to shew that this is utterly at variance
with fact ; tliat whatever currency such opinions may
have had some years ago in Germany, they are repelled

by the most distinguished men of that nation, and that

they are gradually dying away.
2. The second great misrepresentation with which

* This is of course a mere general statement of Bunsen's views. In
fact, be agrees in details with no writer of eminence whatever, but simply
considers himself at liberty to assign any date to any book in the Bible, to

explain any part of it as legendary or parabolical, and to correct its authors
on all questions in the most arbitrary manner. Thus, the fall of man is not
a narrati\e of a real event, but a history of the fall of man as it appears in

the contemplation of the Divine Mind, the serpent being the symbol of
man's perverted understanding, his reason separated from his conscience

;

the Pentateuch is a late book with a few ancient documents ; an universal

deluge is a simple impossibility ; Jonah is a legendary tale ; the song of
Hannah was not hers, but the song of the mother of Saul on her son's ele-

vation to the kingdom, &c. It would be easy to multiply these instances
to any extent, but it is needless—as needless as to refute such grntuitous
assertions and suppositions in detail. Were every one of them proved im-
possible, their author would have been ready the next day with another
list, just as gratuitous, just as unfounded, and just as absurd.
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I cliarge Dr. Williams relates to the interpretation of

prophecy in our country.

Dr. Williams asserts that as men have become
more learned, each writer on the prophecies has de-

tracted something from the extent of literal prognosti-

cation ; which means in plain language, that the belief

in Messianic predictions has gradually ceased in Eng-
land.

I propose, in the second place, to examine this

statement.

3. I then propose to examine in detail the misrepre-
sentations of Dr. Williams in regard to particular pas-
sages of Scripture.

The first and greatest misrepresentation on which I

would remark occurs in a passage which has just been
quoted, but it pervades also the Avhole Essay. It is the
attempt to insinuate, rather than to assert, that the
opinion of the genuineness of the Old Testament and a
very large part of the 'New has been universally given
up by the scholars of Germany, and that they have
proved that it cannot be maintained. The contemptu-
ous language with which an opposite view is treated

may be judged of by the following specimen.
After an enumeration of all the triumphs of phi-

lology over prophecy, by which only a few doubtful
passages are left to testify of the Messiah and one of
the final fall of Jerusalem, and a declaration that even
these few cases are likely to melt, " if not already
melted, in the crucible of searching enquiry," the author
proceeds thus :

—

" If our German had ignored all that the masters of philol-

ogy have proved on these subjects, his countrymen would have
raised a storm of ridicule, at which he must have drowned him-

self in the Neckar.
" Great then is Baron Bunsen's merit, in accepting frankly

the belief of scholars, and yet not despairing of Hebrew proph-

ecy as a witness to the kingdom of God."—(p. 70.)

We may think it a happy thing for Baron Bunsen
that the miserable trash which rationalism often sends
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I°pit/°7f''^'*?r^
Pl!"?logy, did not rob him alto-gether of his faith in Christ; but if the principles ofthe.e plulologers were erroneous, it is no "merit" thathe was ed astray by them, nor does it much mend tliematter that he lias made some awkward attempts to patchup the cause he supposes them to have damaged, by in-troducing a new source of confusion. But the represen-

ta .0,1 here given of the state of sacred philologV is soutterly unlike the reality, that one wonclers liSV anyperson of the acquirements and knowledge of Dr Wil-liaps could venture to bring it forward! It must besupposed, by those who read it without the means ofcorrecting the statements by an enquiry into Ge mancriticism, that the philologists of Germany hav^ 3ethe spuriousness of the books of the Old Testament
so apparent, and have so confuted the older n"about prophecy, that no man, who had any reSfor his reputation as a scholar, would venturl tomaintain the antiquity and genuineness of the Penta-teuch, or express a belief in the existence of prophecieswdiicum former ages were appealed to in proo?of' thegreat truths of Cliristianity. In short that if a ma^
maintained that Moses wrote the Pentateuch or ls"ahprophesied of Christ, he would be met by" 'a s orm of

Sar' i
'

1

"']'^''" '1"°'' "''^ ^™"1'' ^' intolerable I

T^r W-ir
'^''°/ent^"-e> notwithstanding the sneers ofI)r. Williams, to maintain these opinions, were to fol-low his prescription, the channel of the Neckar wouW

Za^flo
"'^''^ 7- ^' if .P'^rf'^ct'y true that fo a con

tl e Umo,rf!iprl
"''•'

r^'^'"''
''^^''^ "^^^^^ debated with

nin-r of H / "I'"
Germany, and that at the begin-

"le whole iiJThf"'
''".""^ "'^^^ '^l'""'''"^ '''''' "P«nuie wliole, in the ascendant,—even then, however notV ithout opposition although that opposition was' fce-We. But the result of the discussion has been of avery difrerent_ character from that which Dr. Williams

re^ou'^'i r '"''"" '' ''''''''' Ti'e defenders of

g mind T2T% '*'•' "°'^ '"°''^ *''™ maintaining their

HaveKpf n w"""P-"?°t'^' °f ^''^^ t''"^"' of ScHpture.iia^ Iveil, and Havernick, Hengstenberg and Delitzsch,
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Lange and his coadjutors in his Bihlewerh^ Tholuck and
Lechler, withmany others of similar powers, found it nee-

essarj to "drown themselves in the Neckar," or to hide
tJieir heads in privacy ? It is easy enough to make such
an assertion in the j^ages of a volume addressed to general
readers in England, but if the assertion had been made
in Berlin, it would probably have raised so great " a
storm of ridicule," that the author would have been
glad to find himself at Lampeter again. The tide has
turned, and although some writers of great philological

attainments, like Ewald and Hupfeld, maintain the ra-

tionalist opinions with all the violence which seems a
natural inheritance of rationalism, yet the prevailing

tone is conservative, and that in a degree which is con*

stantly increasing.* It would be supposed also, that

in what Dr. Williams calls a "destructive" process,

the rationalist authorities were in agreement, or at

least, not in direct contradiction to each other, in re-

gard to the arguments on which they found their sys-

tem. But when you examine their opinions, you find

that they seem to agree in nothing except a determi-

nation to reject the theory of the truth of Scripture. No
matter what hypothesis is set up in its place, that hy-

pothesis is altogether tabooed. And the consequence

is that their theories are often, not only divergent, but

contradictory and mutually destructive. There are

among these writers three who have done considerable

service in certain departments of Hebrew philology, I

mean Gesenius, Ewald, and Hupfeld, and I am very

glad to avail myself of the fruit of their labours, but

when they begin to reason on the books of Scripture, I

find it necessary to watch every assertion with the ut-

most vigilance, almost every step. When a theory is

at stake, assertions are constantly made of the occur-

rence or non-occurrence of words, which the use of a

Concordance proves to be groundless. Such accusa-

* It is a significant fact that the clever and eloquent sermons of L.

Harms, who assails the rationalists continually, and gives them no quarter,

have been eagerly listened to by crowds, and created an unexampled sen-

sation throughout the kingdom of Hanover.

4
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tions are not to be liglitly made, and therefore I invite

any person who doubts its truth, to examine the list of

words brought forward by Gesenius and Hartmann ^

in order to prove Deuteronomy later than the rest of

the Pentateuch : he will find that six ofthe ten instances

do occur where they are said not to be found. Or let

him examine the phrases said to be peculiar to the

Elohist in Genesis,t and he will find them in passages

wliere the name Jehovah occurs. These are minor
l)oints in the great conflict of opinion, but they serve

to sliew how these opinions are supported. But if we
ask in what conclusion do these critics agree, it w^ould

be diflicult to find any position maintained by one
which is not destroyed by the rest. I must anticipate

an objection which will at once rise to the mind of a
reader of these lines. If these men differ so entirely

in these minor matters, is not their agreement in one
conclusion, viz., that the old belief in the genuineness
of Scripture is untenable, a very strong argument in its

favor ? It might have some weight in the general
argument, if it rested on other and independent grounds,
but when that agreement is founded on arguments
which each new hypothesis destroj^s, it appears to me
that its value is nothing. Perhaps this may be best
illustrated by an example. If a person is enquiring
into the age of the Pentateuch, he would naturally
read what Gesenius has said concerning the age of the
Hebrew language. He has laid it down as a rule
that the language of the prose winters in the greater
part of the Bible is identical with that of the Penta-
teuch in its prose, and of the poets with that of the
poetical parts of the Pentateuch, such as, e. g. the

* See Gesenius, Geschlchte dcr Hchraischen Sprache wid Schrift, p.

32, (1815 ;) and Ilartmann, Historisch-KriHsche Forschtinr/cn, etc., iiber

die Fanf Backer Mosix, p. G60, (1831.)
* See Gramberpr, Libri Genescos seciindwn fontcs rite dignoscendos

adumbratio nova. (Leipzig, 1828.) Some of these incorrect statements
are repeated in the last Introduction to the Scriptures published in Ger-
many. See Dr. Bleek's Einlcitung in das Alte Testament, &c., p. 249.
(^erlin, 1860.) This is only one of the many instances which might be
given of arguments repeated in the most careless way by one writer after
another.
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blessings of Jacob and of Moses. He assures us that

with the Captivity a new epocli of the language
begins. Gramberg tells us that some of the books of
the Pentateuch were written at the conclusion of the
Captivity, and Yon Bohlen declares it altogether to be
a production of the age of Josiah. It is true, they all

agree in rejecting the Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch,
but then the enquiry remains, why they reject it. There
may be prejudices against its Mosaic origin, as well as

prejudices in its favour, and if men are determined at

all events to reject it, one can understand why they
differ when they begin to frame hypotheses to suit the
facts. But if they are led by these enquiries to reject

it, any two out of these three base their rejection of it

on grounds overthrown by the third. Again, the Song
of Solomon is declared by Gesenius to have been written

at a time when the Hebrew language had been altered

by an admixture of Chaldaic forms and phrases. Sup-
pose, with this decision fresh in our minds, we take up
one of the latest publications by a great authority on
the Semitic dialects,—I mean Ernest Kenan,—who
handles all Scripture matters as freely as our Essayists

could wish, we are assured that the Song of Solomon
cannot have been written later than towards the end
of the tenth century before Christ ! The stream of

light, of which Dr. Williams speaks in such glowing
terms as having illuminated Germany from the time of

Eichhorn and Gesenius, does not appear to shine with
all the brightness which he proclaims, even upon purely

philological questions. I am not taking obscure writers

of small tracts, but acknowledged leaders and men of

eminence. Indeed, Gesenius is the highest name among
the philologers of the critical school ; and Ernest Renan
stands very high among the Semitic scholars of the

present day. But the fact is, that each book of the

Pentateuch, and the whole work itself, is hunted up and
down the four centuries between the time of David and
the Captivity, till the heart and the mind are wearied
alike with fruitless enquiries and hypotheses which have
no foundation. Sometimes it is written about the time
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of the Captivity, then it cannot be later than David

;

sometimes it is written before, sometimes after the di-

vision of the kingdoms. And the only conclusion left

for the mind is to Avonder whether it was ever written

at all ! The everlasting differences on these subjects

pervading the lecture-rooms of Germany, must have

-wearied many a noble mind and earnest spirit, that

panted after truth and found only husks like these.

One such spirit" has expressed the loathing with which
he was at last driven to regard such enquiries. He
found, as he tells us, that " one day St. Matthew and
the Gospel of the Hebrews were up, the next day St.

Luke, and then an original Gospel ; and the fourth day
St. Mark ; one day Deuteronomy was a late book, the

next it was an early one," and so forth ; and at last he
felt that he could gain no nourishment for his soul in a

perpetual round of self-destructive hypotheses, and
changed his course.f It might be supposed, from the

rounded periods and positive statements of Dr. Wil-

liams, that this critical school has run a triumphant

course in Germany, but unfortunately for this supposi-

tion, this school is daily losing its influence.

There is a spirit of infidelity spread abroad among
the middle classes in Germany which the writings of

this school have helped to foster, but there is also a

large and increasing number of zealous Christians ; and
the hold of rationalism on those who acknowledge a

revelation is daily relaxing. There is also an altered

tone in the rationalist works themselves. The latest

Introduction to the Old Testament which I have seen is

that of Dr. Bleek,:j; who handles all these questions with

the utmost freedom, and decides in many cases against

the old opinions. He assigns the Pentateuch in its

present form to the time of David, and is against the

* Yilinar, now Professor of Thcolojry at Marburjj. Die Tlicologie dcr

lliafsnchcn wider die Theolor/ie der Rhctorik is the title of his work.
. f Vihnar, p. 1 5.

X This work is postliumous. Its title is Einleitung in das Alte Tcsta-

tnent von Friedneh Bleek. Heram^geciehen von J. F. BlceJc und Ad.
Kamphausen, S^'c. (1860.) A. Kamphausen was a coadjutor of Bunsen in

his Bihelwerk. See the Vorerinnerungen to the Bibelwerk, p. exxv.
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genuineness of Daniel. But his tone is altogether

different from that of the critical school in the day of

Gesenius and his followers. His admissions are such as

would have been treated with scorn in the j)almy days
of rationalism ; and he speaks with reverence of the

prophets, as receiving revelations from God and being
the interpreters between God and man ; and when he
controverts the positions of Hengstenberg or other

writers of orthodox opinions, he does it with courtesy.

It is true the gift of evil-speaking which appeared to be
j)re-eminently the prerogative of rationalist writers, has
not entirely departed, and the mantle of former critics

has fallen on Ewald and Hupfeld. The name of Heng-
stenberg appears to excite a degree of positive fury in

Hupfeld ; and in the preface to his Commentary on the

Psalms he openly declares that he considers it a duty
to drag Hengstenberg forward wherever he can accuse

him of error. He says of Hengstenberg that he is try-

ing to " insinuate his poison into our Mood^'' which is

no doubt very becoming language for a great rational-

ist, but would be thought rude in a Christian divine.

But perhaps if Hengstenberg and the anti-critical re-

actionary school, as he calls it, are so displeasing to

him, Ewald and the rationalists are quite to his taste.

Not at all, I am sorry to say,—for in the same preface

he complains that Ewald has pursued him for many
years " with peculiar fury," {init hesondern wuth^) sim-

ply because in reviewing some of Ewald's critical essays

in Hebrew, Hupfeld had hinted that he wanted more
knowledge of the language. These two men, Ewald
and Hupfeld are mentioned here, because they appear
to be the only two of the rationalist school whose obser-

vations on Hebrew philology are really worth consider-

ing. And as they seem to be rather discordant, the

happy family of rationalism has some chance of break-

ing up altogether before long.

Where every man has—not his psalm and his doc-

trine—but a theory about every book in Holy "Writ,

where it happens that every two or three years the

order in which these books were written is infallibly
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discovered and as infallibly refuted, it would, of course,

be impossible to specify each opinion even on one

book ; but it may be convenient to exhibit to the

English public a glimpse or two of that clear stream of

light wliich has been shed on sacred literature by tlie

scholars of Germany. Let us take for example Genesis,

as that was the book on which rationalist criticism for

some time bestowed its most particular attention.

It was very early observed that two names for God
in the Book of Genesis were used in a peculiar manner

;

that passages occurred in which EloMm was the pre-

dominant, if not the only word used, while in other

passages Jehovah predominated or appeared to be used
exclusively. On this foundation it is almost impossible

to enumerate the various theories which have been
formed. Eichhorn endeavoured to shew that these

different portions of- the book proceeded from two
different and independent writers. But when once this

notion was fairly launched there was no end to the

modifications it underwent. Every few months a new
theory, which of course superseded all the former ones,

made its appearance, and professed to solve all the dif-

ficulties, only just to make room for another more pre-

tentious system. Bgen imagined two Elohists and one
Jehovist. Gramber^modified the hypothesis one way,
Hartmann another, Ewald a third, and so forth till the
world was weary of these endless suppositions.* About
this time it was almost assumed as an axiom that it

was absurd to imagine that a book could be written in

the time of Moses, as the means of writing books were
not discovered at that early period, and a number of
auxiliary arguments of the same kind were pressed into

the service. The result of these discussions has been
that the liypothcsis of a number of independent frag-

ments is generally looked upon with disfavour, and the
prevailing tone is in favour of what is called the TJrkun-

* This representation will be found, with circumstantial details, in
Kcil's edition of Hiivernick's Spczielle Einleitung in den Pentateuch. It

coincides with the results of a more elaborate enquiry which I made into
these theories some years ago.
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den-hypothese^ or theory of one original document re-

ceiving additions during the lapse of time in successive

editions. The objections raised against the probability

of the means of writing being found in the time of

Moses are, I suppose, now generally given up. At
least so Bleek, a rationalist himself, informs us. These
are his words :

" That the art of writing {schriftstellerei)

existed among the Hebrews in the time of Moses, ac-

cording to our ]3reseiit indications, cannot be a matter
of doubt."

I suppose that in the palmy days of rationalism any
divine who ventured to maintain this proposition would
have been met with such " a storm of ridicule," that he
would have been glad " to drown himself in the Neck-
ar ;

" and therefore, when I hear of the unpopularity
of opinions which I believe to be true, I am willing

to hope that further discussion will only prove their

truth.

I find that it is now acknowledged that some of the

most telling arguments against the Mosaic origin of

the Pentateuch must be given up : and I find also from
Nitzsch's " Academical Lectures " that it cannot any
longer be maintained that the demonology and angelol-

ogy of the Jews was learned at Babylon. This was
another point on which the assertions of the rationalists

were most positive. Indeed, this belief of the Baby-
lonian origin of these notions was one of the great argu-

ments on which reliance was placed to prove the late

composition of the Pentateuch. If my readers ask who
Nitzsch is, I must refer them to Bunsen's " Signs of

the Times," (p. 406 in the translation,) where he is said

to be " the man who is almost universally through-

out Germany considered as the first of Evangelical

theologians ; " so that we are not quoting an obscure

writer, but the man who occupies " the most distin-

guished post " in the Prussian Church, i. e. Provost of

Berlin.

The examples which have here been given relate for

the most part to the Pentateuch, because that is one ofthe

chief battle-grounds of the critical school, and it serves
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as well as any other portion of Scripture to shew liow

ranch darkness is mixed with " the stream of light
'^

from Eichhorn and Gesenins to the present day. In

fact, the pliilological and linguistic collections and criti-

cisms of Gesenius and Ilupfeld are highly valuable,

although their conclusions even on these subjects must
be received with caution. But it is self-evident that a

man may be extremely useful in illustrating the lan-

(juacje of Scripture who would be a very unsafe guide in

unravelling the difficulties of its history, or reasoning

Ui^on the genuineness of its books. But it is to be re-

marked that the contradictions I have brought forward
are chiefly contradictions on the very subject on which
alone these men would be entitled to speak with any
authority,—^I mean the determination of date and
authorship from the language of a book. One more
remark shall be made on this subject, and then I leave

it to the reader's own judgment. If Jerome is to be
condemned, as Dr. AYilliams would lead us to believe,

for what he considers an absurd dictum on prophecy, we
might quote numberless absurdities from these critics

of the most flagi*ant kind. Did Jerome ever patronize

so preposterous a notion as that the name Noah was
derived from the Latin no^ or vam^ (!) as Yon Bohlen
gravely conjectures ? ^ or did the best abused of the
Fathers ever propose such drivelling absurdities as that

the story of JEsop, as a great writer of fables, possibly

arose from some report of Solomon's apologues about
the Hyssop on the wall, (!) as Ilitzig suggests in the
preface to his translation of the Book- of Proverbs ?

These circumstances, to which a great deal more of
the same kind might be added, will afford a consider-

able source of modification, to say tlie least, to the asser-

tions of Dr. Williams about the state of Biblical criti-

cism in Germany. They shew tliat the impression
which any reader of his Essay would inevitably derive
from it on this subject is entirely erroneous. Whether
he has wilfully and intentionally misled those who can-

* Von Bohlen on Genesis, vol. ii. p. 106, Eng. Tr.
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not check his statements, can only be known by him-
self and by Him Who searches the heart, and to Whom
he stands or falls.

But if this Essay gives a false impression with re-

gard to the state of Biblical criticism in Germany, its

representation of the progress of opinion in England as

to prophecy is still more plainly mijust, and is calcu-

lated to convey a still more false impression of the

actual state of prophetic exegesis. The most objection-

able passage is the following :

—

'' In our country each successive defence of the prophecies,

in proportion as its author was able, detracted something from
the extent of literal prognostication, and either laid stress on
the moral element, or urged a second, as the spiritual sense.

Even Butler foresaw the possibility that every prophecy in the

Old Testament mj'ght have its elucidation in contemporaneous

history ; but literature was not his strong point, and he turned

aside, endeavouring to limit it [what?] from an unwelcome
idea. Bishop Chandler is said to have thought twelve pas-

sages in the Old Testament directly Messianic
; others restricted

this character to five. Paley ventures to cpiote only one."

—

(p. 65.)

The impression which this language is calculated to

leave on the mind can only be the following, viz., that

as prophecy has become more studied and better under-

stood amongst us, the learned have gradually cast aside

their belief in the Messianic nature of the prophecies of

the Old Testament, till at last there are scarcely any
which are considered to be strictly prophecies of Christ.

Kay, the author seems to give us a descending scale by
whi-ch we may measure the gradual diminution of faith

in prophecy during the last century. " Bishop Chand*
ler is said to have thought,"—surely this phrase is

strange in regard to a book so well known as Chandler's
" Answers to'Collius !

" * Why should not Dr. Williams

* I refer to the following books :—Bishop Chandler's " Defence of

Christianity, from the Prophecies of the Old Testament," &c., against the
" Grounds and Reasons of the Christian Religion " of Collins, and his

" Vindication of the Defence of Christianity," &c., against " The Scheme
of Literal Prophecy considered " of the same author.

4*
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hare taken the trouble to ascertain what Bishop Chand-

ler does say, before he made so loose a statement?

AV^e shall simply place Bishop Chandler's own
words in apposition with Dr. Williams's report of

them :

—

Dr. "Williams. Bishop Chandler.
"Bishop Chandler is said "But not to rest in gene-

to "haTe thought twelve pas- rals, let the disquisition of par-

sages in the Old Testament ticular texts determine the

directly Messianic." truth of this author's assertion.

To name them all would carry

me into too great length. 1
shall therefore select some of the

'principal prophecies^ which be-

ing proved to regard the Mes-

sias immediately and solely,

in the obvious and literal sense

according to scholastick rules,

may serve as a sp)ecimen of

what the Scriptures have pre-

dicted of a Messias that was
to come."

It seems very clear that Dr. "Williams knows even
less of Bishop Chandler than he appears to know of

Bishop Butler. But before we pass on to Bishop
Butler, let me ask those who read this Essay,

what faith they can put in any statement it contains

after reading these words. The allusion to Paley is

even worse. Paley was not writing a book on proph-

ecy, but in treating of the evidences of Christianity he
contents himself with quoting only one prophecy, and
assigns his reason for limiting his quotation to that one,

viz., " as well because I think it the clearest and strong-

est of all, as because most of the rest, in order that their

value might be represented with any tolerable degree
of fidelity, require a discussion unsuitable to the limits

and nature of this work." lie then refers with appro-

bation to Bishop Chandler's dissertations, and asks the

infidel to try the experiment whether he could find any
other eminent person to the history of whose life so
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many circumstances can be made to apply. It is not

that he " ventures to quote " only this as if he were
afraid to meet tlie question, but he actually refers to

the book where these questions which lie out of his

own path are specially treated. And now, what be-

comes of the list of prophecies, " fine by degrees and
beautifully less " as years roll on, which Dr. Williams
would persuade his readers have been given up till a

grave divine " ventured to quote " only one ! The sub-

ject is really too sacred, too solemn to be treated in a

manner like this. On any subject, such misrepresenta-

tion would be very discreditable, but in treating of the

evidence for the truth of Holy Scripture, it becomes
positively criminal.

But if Paley and Bishop Chandler are thus misrep-

resented, what shall we say to the insinuation about
Bishop Butler ? * Instead of Bishop Butler having
turned aside from a future prospect of probable inter-

pretations, he distinctly grapples with those that have
been made on this principle, and denies that they have
any weight. So that in the representation of Bishop
Chandler, Dr. Paley, and Bishop Butler, the author of

this Essay may be said to have misrepresented every one
of them, and to have interwoven his misrepresentations

together into a statement which it would be difficult

to parallel for its contempt of truth. I have no wish
to charge the author with wilful misrepresentation, and
I trust he may not have thought of the impression his

words would inevitable leave on the mind of any reader

* The assertion that " literature was not his strong point " is really

beneath criticism ; though coming in the midst of a sentence which it is

an act of courtesy to designate as English, it may excite something like

wonder. It rather resembles another attack upon an eminent prelate of

our Church—I mean Bishop Pearson. Dr. Williams accuses him of mak-
ing the prose of the Jewish rabbinical writers more prosaic. I never un-

derstood that they professed to write poetry, and therefore, if Bishop Pear-

son has made them intelligible, he will be excused for not rendering tliem

into poetry. But to say the truth, most persons who read what Dr. Wil-

liams has printed in the form of stanzas at the conclusion of this Essay, will

feel that the author's notions of poetry are rather peculiar. These sneers

at great and eminent men are so unworthy of a man of learning, that we
will pass them by, only hoping that Dr. Williams may one day be entitled

to a tithe of the reverence due to those whom he has thus depreciated.
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of his book, but I appeal witli confidence to every reader

of plain common sense, whether that is not the only im-

pression they are calculated to make ? Bishop Butler's

is not a work on prophecy, but in enumerating the

sources of evidence for Christianity he cannot well over-

look prophecy. He is not attempting to expound
prophecy, but shewing how it bears npon the evidence

of Christianity, and answering some objections which
are commonly made against its testimony. He adduces
and answers three lines of objection : 1. The obscurity

of parts of the prophecies ; 2. The objection that, con-

sidering each prophecy distinctly by itself, it does not
appear to be intended of the events to which Christians

apply it : to this he answers, that " a series of prophecy
being applicable to such and such events, is in itself

proof that it was intended of them," &c. ; 3. " That
the shewing, even to a high degree of probability, if

that could be, that the prophets thought of some other

event, in such and such predictions, and not those at

all which Christians allege to be completions of such
predictions,—or that such and such prophecies are ca-

pable of being applied to other events than those to

which Christians apply them,—that this would not de-

stroy the force of the argument from prophecy, even
with regard to those very instances." And after he has
given his reason for this decision, he says, ^' Hence may
be seen to how little purpose those persons busy them-
selves who endeavour to prove that the prophetic history

is applicable to events of the age in which it was writ-

ten, or of ages before it." And he then argues the case
in regard to Porph}Ty, and concludes his remarks.
What colour does this course of argument give for

insinuating that Bishop Butler foresaw the possibility

that every prophecy in the Old Testament might
have its elucidation in contemporaneous history, and
" turned aside " from the thought ? It was an objec-
tion which had heen often made, it formed a strong
point of attack, and Butler quietly points out that it

has no force. To those who have a knowledge of the
waitings of Chandler, Butler, and Paley, or to those
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who have the patience to examine each assertion of
this author, and place it at its true worth, these obser-

vations would be wholly unnecessary. I do not address
myself to them, but I address myself to those who
might be expected to look to a man of the reputation
and position of Dr. Williams for guidance in such mat-
ters, and would receive his statements with trust. Such
persons, whatever Dr. Williams may have meant,
would be entirely deceived. They would suppose that
belief in prophecy in England was well-nigh exploded
among the learned, and left only to platform orators

;

while the insinuation that upon the Continent only
about two or three doubtful passages are now believed
to testify of the Messiah, and one of the destruction of
Jerusalem, seems completely to banish all faith in
prophecy from the world. And this is efiected by a
series of misrepresentations, which it would not be easy
to parallel. Let those therefore who read these pages
endeavour to learn from the examination of such asser-

tions as these, what dependence they may place on-

other portions of this Essay where they have less means
of testing the justice of the statements.

As Dr. Williams has the reputation of an expe-

rienced controversialist, it may be desirable to point

out one subterfuge, to which he has no right to have
recourse : I mean by a quibble .on the words " dii^ectly

Messianic." If he professes to mean no more than that

the prophecies were in the first place applicable to some
other subject, but were intended by the Holy Spirit to

testify of the Messiah, he concedes the whole question.

His whole Essay is constructed on the principle that

there are no real " predictions " in the Bible, with two
or three insignificant exceptions. This Essay would
take away all belief in such predictions, and utterly

banish inspired prophecies as a source of evidence. If

he admits that they are inspired predictions, it matters

not whether they are so in a primary or a secondary
sense. And it is well to suggest to his readers, that

although Dr. Williams aj)pears to think it sufficient to

deny each prophecy individually to apply to Christ, no
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attentive reader of the Bible can fail to see that the

image of the Messiah is foreshadowed and poiirtrayed

in its integrity by the combination of these individual

features, each of which may be contained in a single

propliecy. They are full of wonder when considered

individually, but united, their strength is, or ought to

be, irresistible.

Before we leave the general notion of prophecy as

having a real element of prediction, we would ask those

persons who have been led astray by the assertions—

I

cannot call them arguments—of tliis author to read

attentively the prophecies in which the fall of the great

powers of the world is predicted, and to compare the

predictions with the present state of those powers, e.g.

of Egypt, of Tyre, and of Babylon.* These are among
the most striking of the secular predictions, if we may
so call them, of the Bible. Let the candid enquirer

well consider these side by side with the assertions of

this Essay, and he will then be enabled to form some
judgment of the prejudice and one-sidedness against

which the believer in the Bible has to contend.

There is another subject also to which we may here

allude in a few transient remarks : it is the manner in

which the Essayist has argued against the inspiration

of the apostles by a manifest misconception of a very
plain passage.

In a note at p. 67 Mr. Mansel is reproved, because
in his Bampton Lectures " recognised mistranslations

and misreadings are alleged as arguments." Mr. Mansel
is so abundantly able to make answer for himself, that

it w^ould be superfluous for any friend to answer for

him. But these words are quoted to shew how very
prone we are to commit the very fault which we attri-

bute to others. Dr. AVilliams, both in his Essay, and
in his "Rational GodUness," p. 309, uses as an argu-

ment against the inspiration of the apostles, the words
* Babylon—Tsa. Xiii., xiv., &c. Tyre—Isa. xxiii. ; Ezek. xxvi.—xxviii.

^Sypt—Ezek. xxix. These are not the only prophecies, but sufficient as a
basis for the enquiry. Bp. Xewton in his " Dissertations on the Prophe-
cies " will supply more, as well as the prophecies relating to Nineveh and
other great powers.
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of St. Paul when he assured the Lycaonians that he
and Barnabas were " men of like passions " with them-
selves. Is there a mistranslation more recognised than
this, or can there be an argument more entirely alien

from the subject into connection with which it is drag-
ged, than this quotation of Dr. Williams ? "What
argument can it afford against any theory of inspira-

tion, that the apostles acknowledged to those who were
about to worship them as gods, that they were mortals
like themselves, subject to suffering, sickness, death?
Had the author taken counsel on the subject with a
well-educated fifth-form boy he would, I am willing to

believe, have cancelled this argument.
But Dr. Williams is not content to throw contempt

on the great men of modern days, on Bishops Pearson
and Butler, and on men of re23utation in our own day,
like Mr. Mansel,^ie wings his shafts against the great

men of ancient days also, and has especially selected

Jerome for his mark. It does not appear very proba-
ble, after some fourteen centuries in which the name of

Jerome has been held in high reverence, even by those

who would demur to some of his opinions, that this

eminent Father would sink into contem23t even though
assailed by one who was thoroughly conversant with
his weakest points. But when the attack is so made as

to shew the weak points of the assailant himself, the

effect becomes rather ludicrous than serious. It seems
a pity for the reputation of the Essayist that when he
selects a few crowning absurdities, as he imagines, from
the whole works of this Father, he should flounder at

every step in a manner which almost excites our com-
passion. One feels something like compassion for a

man, who with the pages of an eminent expositor of

Scripture before him, indulges in the littleness of pick-

ing out a single specimen of what appear to him to be
absurdities, and then produces it in a manner which
evidently shews either that his acquaintance with the

author is very slight, or that he is unwilling his readers

should know anything more than the bare assertion

which, quoted by itself, sounds strange to our ears.
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Dr. "Williams, after telling iis that to estimate rightly

Bimsen's services in exhibiting the Hebrew prophets as

witnesses to the divine government would require from

most Englishmen years of study, proceeds thus :

—

" Accustomed to be told [i. e. the English] that modern
history is expressed by the Prophets in a riddle, which requires

only a kev to it, they are disappointed to hear of moral lessons,

however important. Such notions are the inheritance of days

when Justin could argue, in good faith, that by the riches of

Damascus and the spoil of Samaria were intended the Magi and

their gifts, and that the King of Assyria signified King Herod
; (!)

or when Jerome could say, ' No one doubts that by Chah
daeans are meant Demons,' and the Shunamite Abishag* could

be no other than heavenly wisdom, for tlie honour of David's

old age ; not to mention such things as Lot's daughters symbo'

hzing the Jewish and Gentile Churches."—(pp. 63, 64.)

Eor this attack upon Jerome we have the author-

ity quoted in a note. The authority is thus stated,

p. 64:—

"On Isaiah xliii. 14, 15, and again on ch. xlviii. 12—16.

He also shews on xlviii. 22 that the Jews of that day had not

lost the historical sense of their prophecies, though mystical

renderings had already shewn themselves."

In another note, p. 65, we have the following re-

mark :

—

" When Jerome Origenises he is worse than Origen, be-

cause he does not, hke tliat great genius, distinguish the histor-

ical from the mystical sense."

Tliese are very hard words ; but the Fathers have
had the vials of wrath showered down upon them so

often that an ounce or two, more or less, of the virtuous

indignation of the nineteenth century at their short-

comings, can make but little difference. But when tlie

nineteentli century begins to depreciate the fourth and
fifth centuries in theology, it would be well that the

matter should be stated quite fairly. It will be of no
avail for Dr. Williams to state, as he did in reply to an

* This is not worth answering. It occurs in a private letter to Nepo-
tianus, and is simply a case of et^Tnological trifling.
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anonymous critic, tliat lie speaks " in a style abundantly

clear, though with rapid condensation," &c., for in the

present instance he selects his own point of attack, and
if he quotes any statement of an author, he is bound to

quote it with sufficient detail to place his reader in pos-

session of the whole case. I have no means of testing

the familiarity of Dr. "Williams with the works of Je-

rome ; and as he bears the reputation of a learned and
candid man, I should wish to believe that he is not

quoting from a random plunge or two into the depths

of that Father's Commentary, although I can scarcely

imagine that any candid man would endeavour from
such a passage to create so unfavourable an impression

of this eminent commentator, if he really knew much
about him ! Throughout these valuable remains of

ancient exegesis, Jerome compares the Hebrew text and
that of the LXX, and points out the difference of the

interpretations to which they naturally lead. He occa-

sionally gives his opinion on other interpretations, and
gives his reasons for rej ecting or accepting them. Often

two different interpretations are found in the commen-
tary on the same passage, and the sagacity of the reader

must be exercised in judging between them. While he
gives one of these interpretations, he uses the language

which fits that interpretation, whether it expresses his

own sentiments or not. What are we therefore to think

of the fairness of a person who picks out and isolates a

single sentence from the middle of a mystical interpre-

tation, and then presents it to his readers as a specimen

of the exegesis of Jerome ? If he only meant that the

simple fact that such a statement could ever enter into

any mystical interpretation at all, is a proof that exe-

gesis was at a very low ebb, and that Jerome was not

much above liis contemporaries, then his proof would
be worth nothing, and he would only exhil)it pro tanto

his own incompetence to measure the intellectual power
of the age. If he meant to exhibit this as an average

specimen of Jerome's powers, then such a j)roceeding

needs only the simple detail which I have given to shew

its unfairness. It would be unfair to take it as a s^eci-
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men if it were shewn to be Jerome's own opinion and
enounced generally. But when it is she^vn to be a part

of a great interpretation, which is immediately followed

by the words, " But the sense according to the LXX is

entirely diflerent," what shall we say of such a quota-

tion ? And that too on the suj)position that Dr. Wil-

liams has given a true interpretation of the words he
has quoted"^ Any competent Hebrew and Latin schol-

ar, on reading these words, " De Chaldseis nullus am-
bigit quin Dasmones sonent," would be directed by the

words Chaldm and sonent to a paronomasia or play on
words between the Hebrew name for the Chaldoeans and
the word for Demons.^ If he looked for Jerome's own
interpretation of the word among his Hebrew words,

there he would find that the Hebrew word for Chal-

dees is rendered by Jerome, " Chasdim, quasi Dsemo-
nia, Tel quasi ubera, rel feroces." So that after all this

contempt of Jerome, it appears that he is only enoun-

cing, in connection with a particular interpretation of a

certain passage, an etymological fact, not an exegetical

principle. Tlie unlearned would understand from the

account in the Essay that Jerome meant to lay down
as a rule of interpretation, that wherever Chaldeans are

mentioned. Demons are intended, whereas all that

Jerome does say is this, viz., that the Hebrew text lends

itself to a mystical interpretation, by which Babylon is

represented as the world, and there is no doubt that the

word Chasdim may be interpreted ' Dgemones,' ety-

mologically speaking. He immediately adds that the

sense is entirely different according to the LXX. I in-

vite all those wlio have the requisite acquirements to

study this portion of Jerome, and to test the account
which I have given of his meaning with the utmost
severity. I now ask, if this account be. true, can any
reader trust the author of this Essay for a faithful por-

trait of one of the Fathers ? \ But this is by no means

* t:''";r5, Chasdim, or Cliashdim. Now this is, othcrwij;e pointed,

equivalent to " like Demons," the word C^ixi occurring for Demons in the

Pentateuch.

f I must not be misunderstood, however. I quite acknowledge that
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all the retribution due from the author of the Essay to

the memoiy of this eminent Father. So far from being
anxious to interpret Scripture thus mystically, and to

make out the Chaldeans to be Demons, Jerome actually

reproves Origen for this very fault on more occasions

than one.

Any person who desires to judge more fairly of
Jerome, after this paltry attack of Dr. Williams, may
consult, among other passages, his commentary on
Isaiah xiii., with its preface.* He will there see how
carefully he rejects the spiritual interpretation of Euse-
bius, who was not a person commonly run away with
by his imagination, and cleaves to the simple historical

view of the passage, and how he repudiates the alle-

gorizing spirit of Origen. Or, again, let him turn to

Jer. XXV., where he will find the judgment of Jerome
on the allegorical interpretation of Origen :

" The alle-

gorical interpreter " (i.e. Origen) " here talks nonsense,

and puts force upon the historical interpretation." In-

deed, he seems to think the mere statement of such an
opinion here a sufficient refutation. Let him turn again

to Jeremiah xxvii., where he finds these words :
" The

allegorical interpreter " (i.e. Origen) " interprets this

passage about the heavenly Jerusalem, because the in-

habitants of that city are to descend into Babylon, that

is, the confusion of this world, which is in the wicked
one, and to serve the king of Babylon, that is without
doubt the devil." This is his account of Origen's inter-

pretation, and the reader will remark that he makes
here the king of Babylon the devil ; but he immediate-
ly adds, " But we follow the simple and true history,

that we may not be involved in clouds and delusions."

Surely no reader will require further proof that, if

he desires to estimate the character of Jerome fairly, he

this etymology is farfetched, and that this is an unsound mode of interpre-

tation. But to charge Jerome with flagrant absurdity for a single expres-

sion like this, is simply ridiculous and unworthy.
* There can be no doubt that Jerome's translation is faulty here.

£'-'13 cannot be in the nominative, but is in the genitive after " the

doors," " the doors of the princes," but this makes no difference as to the

general sobriety of his interpretation of this passage.
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must go to some otlier source than Dr. Williams. If

Dr. Williams reallj knows much about Jerome,—

a

question I do not presume to answer, although I may
have formed an opinion upon it,—it is quite clear that

he does not intend his readers to benefit by his knowl-

edge. He may be capable of giving them a just notion

of this Father, but he is quite determined to thrust upon
them an unjust view, and depreciate Jerome in order to

libel modern writers who differ from the rationalists.

The specimen already adduced of the method of this

author in dealing with general questions, such as the

interpretation of prophecy and the character of great

patristic authorities, are sufiicient to shew that no con-

fidence whatever can be placed in his statements. But
perhaps it may be thought that he is more happy in his

exegesis or explanation of particular passages of Scrip-

ture. Dr. Williams has ventured, fortunately for us,

and as we deem unfortunately for himself, to give us
his opinion on certain difficult passages of Holy Writ.
If he had not ventured on this exj)eriment he might
have maintained the reputation of being a very compe-
tent Hebrew scholar ; but if in the opinions he delivers

he shews a thorough want of appreciation of the nature
of the passages he brings forward, he must be content

to sink down into the common herd of authors, who
write on what they do not take pains enough to under-

stand.

Whether this is the case with Dr. AV"illiams will ap-

pear from the following statement.

All Hebrew scholars are well aware that some diver-

sity of opinion has existed, especially in Germany, as to

the interpretation of that portion of the prophecy of

Jacob in Gen. xlix. which relates to Judah and Sliiloh.

The English reader who is not acquainted with Hebrew
and German is, of course, unable to refute any misrep-

resentation of the state of the question, and if Dr. Wil-
liams writes for them, he is bound to state it fairly. If

he writes for the learned I need scarcely say that they
will only smile at the presumption of a scholar who, ia

regard to a passage on which there has been a division
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of opinion, considers himself qualified to overturn the

decision of the best authorities and the tradition of more
than two thousand years, and to declare that except for

doctrinal perversions this view would never be main-

tained. Let us now examine the passage and the

authorities for the two divergent views.

The words as translated in our version are, " The
sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver

from between his feet, until Shiloh come." And such

has been the translation from the earliest days till with-

in a comparatively modern period, when the last clause

has been translated by some Hebrew scholars, " until

he come to Shiloh."

If we enquire into the support on which these two
translations respectively rest, we shall find that there

was till within the last two centuries an almost^ unani-

mous concurrrence in the translation given by our ver-

sion, as far as the subject of the verb "to come" is

concerned. It was almost universally translated " until

Shiloh come," although some understood by Shiloh
" He to whom it belongs," and others understood
" rest " or " peace " as a name of the Messiah. It is

one of those prophecies which might seem to press

hardly upon the Jews after the utter dispersion of then-

nation ; but all their writers, as quoted in the Pugio
Fidei^ maintain the old interpretation which their Tar-

gums put upon the passage," " until Messias comes."

A few modern commentators, as well as Gesenius and

other rationalists, have however translated the passage
" until he comes to Shiloh," and this translation Baron

Bunsen has accepted. And of this his reviewer re-

marks :

—

"The famous Shiloh (Gen. xlix. 10) is taken in its local

sense, as the sanctuary where 4he young Samuel was trained
;

* I find a statement in Keinke's Die Weissar/unr/ Jacobin, ^r., p. 124,

which leads me to suppose that Eabbi Lipmann supported this view, but I

am unable to ascertain that he understood the town Shiloh under this word.

His view is given in his poem as published in Wagenseil's' Tela Ignea

Satance, pp. 113, 114, and answered pp. 264-328. In the Nizzachon

Vetus, in the same volume, there is another attack on the Christian inter-

pretation, p. 27.
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which, if doctrinal perversions did not interfere, hardly any one

Avould doubt to be the true sense."—(p. 62.)

The Jews, against whom our interpretation presses

very severely, have had every motive for adopting the

new view, yet we see they adhere to the old. Let ns
tlien look at the teacher of Gesenins, I. S. Yater, a man
entirely free from any bigoted prepossessions in favour

of theological tenets. After enumerating the difierent

views, and giving that in which Shiloli is taken for the

sanctuary a very complete examination, lie adds,

—

" All this would be very suitable under the supposition that

this song was sung at a time in w^hich Shiloh was the centre

of the theocracy. The possibility of such a supposition cannot

be denied. Nor can the possibility also that it was sung under
the influence of a deep feehng of the pre-eminence of the tribe

of Judali in David and his race of kings," &;c.

—

{^Commentary

^

vol. i. p. 321.)

Such is tile language of a very calm rationalist com-
mentator, and yet Dr. Williams quietly tells us that

nobody would maintain our translation except from
" doctrinal perversions." But in fact, the new transla-

tion, though patronized by Dr. Williams, really entails

a series of difficulties, which nothing but very strong
" perversions," whether doctrinal or not, could enable a
competent scholar to overlook. What era did the fixing

of the tabernacle at Shiloh commence ? What histor-

ical importance, except in the religious history of the
people, does it possess ? And could the tribe of Judah
be said then to exercise any pre-eminence when the
leader of the people of Israel was Joshua of the tribe

of Ephraim ? * If this song, as Yater disrespectfully

calls it, was forged in the time of Samuel, what a very
clumsy forger its author must have been ! The man
who swallows this camel may well strain out the few
gnats which he finds in the Authorized Yersion. If

Dr. AVilliams desires to maintain his reputation as a
Biblical scholar, he will avoid assertions by which

* It has been well observed, that in the time of the Judges, Othniel
alone was certainly of the tribe of Judah. Ebzon is doubtful.
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nothing can be proved, except that he has a very ar-

rogant mode of attributing bad motives to those who
diner from him, even when it is ahnost demonstrable
that he is in the wrong. All that can be said is, that

in a passage of some ditlicultj, Dr. Williams has taken
the side which has not only an overwhelming weight
of authority against it, but has very little in its favour,

and, not content with this, he denounces all who differ

from him, very much in the style of a person w^ho is

wholly ignorant of the strength of the case of his oppo-
nents.*

Such is the impression which this first essay of Dr.
Williams in Hebrew criticism in the present Review is

calculated to make on those who have any competent
knowledge of the original passage.

But we have several other passages despatched in

almost as summary a manner, and with about as much
regard to the real circumstances of the case. Take for

example his view of the second Psalm, or rather one
expression of it. Dr. Williams in describing the opin-
ions of Bunsen on various prophetic announcements of
Scripture, seems to take the position of one leading a
poor English neophyte through these dangerous mazes
in order to familiarize his mind with the notion that all

Messianic interpretations have been given up and are
untenable. He speaks thus of Bunsen's views of
Psalm ii. :

—

" If he woukl follow our version in rendering the second
Psalm, 'Kiss the Son,' he knows that Hei)rew idiom con-

vinced even Jerome the true meaning was ' worshijD purely.'
"

In a note he quotes as much of Jerome as suits his

purpose, thus :
—" Cavillatur . . . quod posuerim, . . .

Adorate pure . . . . ne violentus viderer interpres, et

Jud. locum darem." Now so far from Jerome's being
convinced by the Hebrew idiom that this is the real

meaning of the passage, he states clearly that one word

* Those who read German will find a good account of the different

opinions on this passage in Die Weissoffung Jacobs, Six., by Dr. L. Reinke,

(Munster, 1849,) pp. 58-129. The English reader will also find much in-

formation in Hengstenberg's " Christology," vol. i.
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is ambiguous, and although, to avoid calumnies from
the Jews in regard to such an ambiguous word, he
translates in the text Adorate piire^ he appears in his

notes clearly to prefer the other translation, ' Kiss the

Son.' !Now could any unlearned reader dream that

this was the state of Jerome's mind as to this passage

from the bold assertion of the text of Dr. Williams and
the very cautious dotted extract which he gives in his

note?.

I here subjoin an exact translation of the whole
passage :

—

" He is also said to blame me, because in interpreting the

second Psalm, instead of that which is read in the Latin, Ap-
'prehendite disciplinam^ ' Learn instruction,' and which is writ-

ten in the Hebrew, "1:3 "ip^s, nascu har, I have said Adorate

filiuvi, ' Worship tlie Son,' and then, again, in turning the

whole Psalter into the Roman tongue, as if I had- forgotten the

former interpretation, I have put Adorate pure, which it would
seem is a contradiction evident to aU. And, indeed, we may
pardon him for not being accurately acquainted with Hebrew,
when he sometimes is in difficulty in Latin. iptp3, nascu,—if

we are to translate word for word—is equivalent to KaTcj>LXrjaaTe

— deosculamini, ' Kiss ye,' and being unwilling to translate it

baldly, I followed the sense rather [than the words] so as to

translate it adorate, * Worship ye,' because they who worship

are wont to kiss the hand and bow the head, which blessed Job
declares that he had not done to the elements and to idols, say-

ing, ' If I have seen the sun when it shone, and the moon walk-

ing in brightness, and my heart in secret rejoiced, and I kissed

my hand, which is a great sin, and a denial of the most high

God ;

' and the Hebrews, according to the idiom of their lan-

guage, put deosculatio, 'kissing,' for veneratio, 'worship.' I have
translated that which they, to whose language the word belongs,

understand. But na, bar, with them has different meanings,

for it means 'son,' as in Barjona, 'son of a dove;' Bar-

ptolomEeus, ' son of Ptoloma^us
;

' BarthimJBus, &c. It means
also 'wheat,' and a 'bundle of ears of wheat,' and 'elect' and
' pure.' What fault have I committed if I have translated an
ambiguous word in different ways ? In my Conmientary,
where there is an opportunity of discussing the matter, I had
said Adorate filium, ' Worship the Son,' [but] in the text itself,

not to seem a violent interpreter and not to give occasion to
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Jewisli calumny, I said Adorate pure sive elede, ' Worship
purely or in a choice manner,' as Aquila and Symmachus had
translated it."

—

Hieron, adv. Buffinum, lib. i.

The reader will observe how entirely Dr. Williams
omits all reference to Jerome's views, as expressed in

liis notes, and how cunningly he cuts out the word
calumny, as applied to the Jewish objectors. Can the
unlearned English reader trust such a guide as this ?

I must also add that, although Ewald and Hupfeld, as
one might expect, reject the"^Messianic view, Delitzsch,
the last learned commentator on the Psalms, maintains
it very strongly.

There is an amount of misrepresentation in these
statements which entirely precludes any^confidence in

an account given by Dr. Williams, either of the views
of any writer on a given passage' or of the real state of
the case in regard to that passage. In one of these
instances he has not only pronounced ex cathedrd, as it

were, an opinion on the meaning of a prophecy against

the weight of authority and the general bearing of the

passage, but he has coupled the expression of his opinion
with the attribution of bad motives to those who do not
agree with him. In the other, he has told half the

truth as to Jerome's opinion, but only half the truth,

and he has shaped his quotation from that Father in

such a manner as to conceal the fact that the rest of it

altogether makes against him.
The same spirit of rash assertion marks his treat-

ment of the Messianic passage in the 22nd Psalm,
where it is very difficult to ascertain the genuine read-

ing ; but Dr. Williams would persuade the unlearned
reader that the cause has been entirely settled, and that

the evidence is all in his favour. So far is this from
being the case, that it is one of those passages where
learned men find it difficult to make up their mind
what the true reading and interpretation are. My own
belief is, that upon the whole the evidence preponde-
rates for our rendering ; but it is a point on which, from
the evidence of the Old Testament MSS. alone, there
are some difficulties, though the certainty, from the

5
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quotations in the New Testament, that other portions

of this Psahn are Messianic, is a great argument in

favour of the Messianic nature of this verse.*

These are specimens of the manner in which the

evidence for the Messianic interpretation of particular

passages of Scripture is dealt with ; it will hardly be
expected that an answer should be given to every one,

for this would need a volume. A single sentence con-

veys an objection the answer to which must, if complete,

extend to several pages.

But we will now enter upon a larger field of inter-

pretation. The Essayist has given us one interpretation

of a prophetic chapter. It is a chapter in the inter-

pretation of which all our deeper feelings of Christianity

are so intimately interwoven that a religious man might
be expected to approach it with reverence, and if the

force of evidence compelled him to give up the old and
Cliristian interpretation of that chapter, he would an-

nounce his change of view, ifnot with sadness, at least

with gravity and sobriety. The last thing which a re-

ligious man would be expected to do with the 53rd
chapter of Isaiah would be to play with its interpre-

tation—as if it were a matter of utter indifference

whether a vital prophecy were entirely irrelevant or
not to the mission of the Redeemer of the world. "We
are not to be led by our preconceived notions, but at
all events a religious heart might be expected to part
with some of the most striking evidences of our faith

with some regret. And truly, when the question con-
cerns a prophecy which has almost invariably been
held to be one of the most striking in the Bible, to which
the New Testament sometimes in sublime silence gives

" * To examine this passage properly would require several pages : it h
a question both of reading and interpretation. Bp. Pearson considered
this one of the passages confessedly altered by the Jews : but later re-

searches have rather altered the conditions of the question. I shall now
only refer to De Rossi's " Collations," vol. iv. pp. 14-20

; Pfeiffer, Dubia
Vexata, pp. 305-309

; Delitzsch and Hupfeld on the passage ; Davidson's
"Hebrew Text Revised," and Reinke's Mcssianische Psaimen^ vol. i. p.
266, &c. Of these, all but Hupfeld and Davidson either adopt the sense
of " piercing," or consider the evidence nearly balanced. Reinke, as
usual, is very full and valuable.
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a wonderful testimony,* the last tiling we should ex-

pect would be very high praise of an ingenious inter-

pretation, nay an elaborate exposition of it, where the

author after all acknowledges that it does not persuade

him. Why then so elaborately display it ? and why
add, that if any individual can be thought to fulfil the

prophecy that individual would be judged to be Jere-

miah, unless by a kind of insane crusade against the

ordinary view of the passage the author wishes to de-

prive the humble Christian of any possibility ofusing

this passage as a prophecy of the Messiah ? Now if

either of these interpretations,—that which makes col-

lective Israel the subject of the prophecy, as Dr. Wil-

liams appears to believe, or that which makes Jeremiah,

as Bunsen maintains,—were proved to fulfil the pro-

phecy in some sense, it would be no proof that it was
not intended in a fuller and higher sense to describe

the Messiah. But the truth is that if the prophecy be
taken as a whole, there are insuperable objections to

both these interpretations, which it suits Dr. Williams
to ignore, that he may throw a little dust in the eyes of

those who are unfortunate enough to lean on him as an
interpreter of Scripture. Great humiliation, and that

voluntary, and undergone by an innocent man for the

benefit of others, and the most lofty exaltation, these are

the characteristics of the subject of that prophecy. It

is quite true that once Jeremiah was taken from a

dungeon, and so (if this were not a " recognised mis-

translation") "he was taken from prison,"t but where
was his lofty exaltation ? The interpretation fails in a

cardinal point, and the Jews themselves have given it

up. The German periodical before referred to, says

they gave up the Messianic interpretation " on paper,"

that is, in controversy with the Christians ; but if Dr.

* When our Lord was silent before Pilate, " insomuch that the gov-

ernor marvelled," no specific reference is made to the passage, but the

prophecy flashes on our minds at once.

•)• This translation is generally discarded now, so that even this trifling

coincidence is nullified. See Gesenius, M'Caul, Drechsler, and Henderson.

There is a difference of opinion still as to the exact meaning of the pas-

sage ; but none of these interpreters dream of " prison."
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Williams will read their liturgies he will see that they
Btill retain it in reality. Any person well acquainted
with Rabbinical writings knows that frequently they
used in their commentaries to say '' Tliis passage applies

to the Messiah, but to answer the Christians we must
apply it to some other person ;" but when their books
began to be published, in many instances they with-

drew these words as being discreditable to them.
The language of Dr. Williams is somewhat unguard-

ed. After sketching out Bunsen's reasons for apj)ly-

ing the prophecy to Jeremiah, he adds :

—

" This is an imperfect sketch, but may lead readers to

consider the arguments for applying Isaiah Hi. and liii. to Jere-

miah. Their weight (in the master's hand) is so great, that

if any single person should be selected, they prove Jeremiah

should he the oneP

They may prove it to the Essayist, though what the

cogency of a irroof may be which fails to produce con-

viction, I must leave him to explain ; but I doubt
whether he will find many to agree with him. Let us
examine one or two of his quotations. It is true that

Jeremiah appears to have wished to intercede for the

Jews, and the Essayist refers to Jer. xviii. 20, xiv\ 11,

XV. 1, in proof of this ; from which passages (xiv. 11
and XV. 1) we learn that God forbade Jeremiah to inter-

cede for them as he had done, for the judgments must
come upon them ; and in xviii. 20 he says, " Remember
that I stood before Thee to speak good for them, and to

turn away Tliy wrath from them." It is a pity that

the Essayist omitted to give the sequel of this interces-

sion found in xviii. 21, the very next verse, which runs
thus :

—" Therefore deliver up their children to the
famine, and pour out their blood by the force of the

sword ; and let their wives be bereaved of their chil-

dren, and be widows ; and let their men be put to death
;

let their youug men be slain with the sword in battle.

Let a cry be heard from their houses, when Thou shalt

bring a troop suddenly upon them : for they have digged
a pit to take me, and hid snares for my feet. Yet, Lord,
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Thou knowest all their counsel against me to slay me :

forgive not their iniquity^ neitherhlot out their sinfrom
Thy sight, but let them be overthrown before Thee

;

deal thus with them in the time of Thine anger*."

It may suit the Essayist to ignore this sequel to the

declaration of Jeremiah that he had formerly interceded
for the people, in whose prosperity, should it come, ho
himself would have shared, and he may consider this a
striking fulfilment of the prophecy ; but who will fol-

low him in this perversion? I speak not for the

Christian sentiment only, but I simply ask what shall we

* And yet in the very face of these denunciations of his persecutors,

Baron Bunsen ventures to use the following language, which I translate lit-

erally from the German original :
—" Jeremiah says, in speaking of the

cruel persecutions of the citizens of his native town, xi. 18, &c., ' The Lord
has given me knowledge of it, and I know.it : then Thou shewedst me
their doings. But I was like a lamb or an ox that is brought to the slaugh-

ter.' And afterwards kings and nobles wrought all in their power to realize

this anticipation of the prophet. And if Jeremiah, when Pashur cast him
into the dungeon, broke out into loud lamentations on his misfortune, and
prayed God to ennoble his reputation by the punishment of these men who
denied his truth

;
yet we find in the last most bitter trial to which he was

subjected in Judoea, no word of impatience escape him, still less a word of
desire that God should revenge him on his enemies. But on the contrary^

there runs through his whole life the very inmost {die innigste) mtercession

for the transgressors ! to which allusion is made in the end of the cele-

brated chapter of Isaiah."

—

Gott in der Geschichte^ vol. i. pp. 205, 206.

It is true that one-half of a verse of Isaiah appears to be fulfilled by
the declaration of Jeremiah, that he is " led as a lamb or an ox to the

slaughter," but the slightest amount of attention, one would think, would
have sufficed to show that such a fulfilment utterly contradicted the rest of

the verse ! The sheep of Isaiah is dumb, and opens not his mouth, but
Jeremiah utters loud complaints not unmixed with denunciations ! We
are now entitled to ask where the prejudiced view lies ? With Baron Bun-
sen, who is determined that the prophecy shall be no prophecy, or with us

who believe the prophecy, and find its fulfilment where the Church of Christ

has found it for 1800 years? But above all, how can Bunsen dare to say,

that throughout the life of Jeremiah he was constantly interceding for the

transgressors ?

And again, though not a word is said of Jeremiah's death. Baron Bun-
sen assumes that he perished by "a cruel murder," because the great

prophet of truth could " scarcely " be expected to escape martyrdom.
And this fact, (!) for which he appeals to his own conjecture, rather than

the tradition preserved in Jerome, and these contradictions to the prophet's

own words, form the basis of Bunsen's application of this prophecy to

Jeremiah. And this absurd speculation, which scarcely deserves a refuta-

tion, gains for the author from Dr. Williams the high praise of being from
the hand of a master !
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think ofan exegesis which can refer to passages like Jer.

xviii. 20, followed as it is by these denunciations, as a

fultilment of the prophecy of *' interceding for trans-

gressors ; " and dare to prefer it to that most thrilling,

most awful prayer of mercy, which rose from the lips of

One in the very agony of a painful death, when He
who even then spake as never man spake, made that

sublime intercession for His persecutors, *' Father, for-

give them, for they know not what they do."

It cannot be needful to go through the weary task of

examining each quotation in detail, here ; I would only

recommend those who have any desire to investigate

the question, to do as I have done—examine them care-

fully ; and I believe that the conclusion of such persons

will be the same as mine, that no more unfounded as-

sertion was ever made than that, if any single person
should be selected, they prove Jeremiah to he the one !

The English and the argument of this sentence are

nearly on a par, but it is useless to cavil about trifles

when such momentous questions are at issue. The dis-

crepancies between the history of Jeremiah and the

words of the prophecy are so manifest, that Saadias
Gaon has found few followers till Bunsen revived this pal-

pable controversial device. Even Abarbanel himself,

one of the most bitter opponents of Christianity among
the Jews, says, "In truth I do not see even one verse

that can prove the truth of its application to him." And
yet Bunsen is spoken of as a " master " in exegesis here,

not for proving the truth, but for his ingenious defence
of a theory which the Essayist himself rejects. His
notions of a masterly exposition and a "proof" are so

manifestly peculiar, that we must conceive these words
to belong to a private vocabulary of the English language
in use at Lampeter, but not current elsewhere.

Abarbanel proposed both Josiah and the Jewish na-

tion. Josiali is scarcely w^orth considering. But what
particular interpretation Dr. Williams does adopt, it

would be difficult to say. His words are these :

—

" Still the general analogy of the Old Testament which
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makes collective Israel^ or the prophetic remnant,* especially the

servant of Jehovah, and the comparison of chaps, xlii. xHx. may
permit us to think the oldest interpretation the truest ; with

only this admission, that the figure of Jeremiah stood forth

among the Prophets, and tinged the delineation of the true

Israel, that is, the faithful remnant who had been disbeheved

—

just as the figure of Laud or Hammond might represent the

Caroline Church in the eyes of her poet.

" If this seems but a compromise, it may be justified by
Ewald's phrase, ' Die wenigen Treuen im Exile, Jeremjah und
Andre,' (the few faithful in the captivity, Jeremiah and others,)

though he makes the servant idealized Israel."

It would be convenient in considering this author's

views, to be able to ascertain exactly what they are,

but as he does not seem to be quite fixed in any one
view, it is a hopeless task. Collective Israel, or the

faithful remnant, or the prophetic remnant,—though I

suppose by " the faithful remnant " he means the faith-

ful prophetic remnant,—appear to prefer almost equal
claims to acceptance ; and the author seems to oscillate

between them with a beautiful impartiality, throwing
in only a word in favour of Jeremiah, which leaves us
as much in the dark as we were before. Can Dr.
Williams believe that these interpretations are synony-
mous, or that an amalgamation of all of them can possi-

bly stand ? If he does, his character for critical acu-

men will scarcely survive such palpable incongruities

!

And this, it is to be observed, is the criticism of a man
who thinks he is not interpreting a prophecy but an
historical narrative, where a writer would describe
events without ambiguity.

But these vacillations are trifles compared witli the

assertion that the interpretation now in favour with the

Jews is the '-^oldest interpretation." Our own inter-

pretation is at least coeval with the New Testament,
(see 1 Pet. ii. 24, &c.) a clear proof that it rests upon
an older basis still. And though Origen informs us

* The italics are mine, not the author's. The reader will observe that

Dr. Williams leaves it open which of these interpretations we are to choose,

as if either would do.
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that in a dispute with learned Jews one of them at-

tempted to evade the force of this prophecy by such an
interpretation, tliis is a very slender evidence that they

generally accepted it, even then. And, if we enquire

of the Jewish authorities tliemselves, we find them
acknowledging that the ancient Jews interpreted this-

prophecy of the Messiah. The Targum distinctly rec-

ognises it, the most ancient Jewish interpreters acknowl-

edge it: even in the present day, liturgies of the Jews
testify their adhereiice to the ancient view in a man-
ner which is fiir more convincing than a controversial

Btatement would be.

Before however I pass on to another subject, it will

be right to mark the treatment Bishop Pearson receives-

at the hands of Dr. Williams. His vast attainments-

and his great power have obtained for him an homage
wliich has scarcely ever been refused by those who are

competent to test his learning. But, as the late Arch-
deacon Hare used to say, " Many an empty head is

shaken at Plato and Aristotle ; " and in a similar man-
ner we find occasionally a perverse disposition which
seems to rejoice in throwing a stone at departed great-

ness. Thus the Essayist remarks, " It is idle with
Pearson to quote Jonathan as a witness to the Chris-

tian interpretation, unless his conception of the Messiah
were ours." The transparent absurdity of this remark
strikes the mind so forcibly, that it would be a matter
of surprise that the author did not reject it himself, if

we did not find many other illogical remarks through-

out the Essay. So then, it is really the opinion of Dr.
Williams that we do nothing, even if we shew that all

the ancient Jews considered this prophecy as clearly

relating to the Messiah, unless they will acknowledge
that Jesus is the Messiah ! I fear that even the first

class at Lampeter will hardly be contented with husks
like these ; and men of plain sense will consider it of

rather more importance that the whole of the ancient

Jewish Church accepted this view, than that Bunsen
applies it to Jeremiah, and Dr. Williams to the collec-

tive Israel ! Bishop Pearson was probably almost as
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good a judge of the cogency of arguments—if we may
presume to compare any one to Dr. Williams—as the
Essayist himself. And I do not very much fear that

the reputation of Bishop Pearson will suffer much dam-
age from so puerile an attack.

But before I leave this part of the subject, it is only
justice to Dr. Williams to remark that he only denies
that these great declarations of Scripture are predic'
tio?is ; he professes to acknowledge that their moral
teaching has its highest fulfilment in Christ. His
words are :

" A little reflection will shew how the
historical representation in Isaiah liii. is of some suf-

fering prophet or remnant," (which ?) " yet the truth
and patience, the grief and triumph, have their highest
fulfilment in Him who said ' Father, not My will but
Thine.' But we must not distort the prophets to prove
the Divine Word incarnate, and then from the incar-

nation reason back to the sense of prophecy." *

I was not aware of the intention with which the re-

mark in the latter part .of this paragraph was made,
till I happened to find an allusion in Mr. Mansel's
Bampton Lectures to the views of Dr. Williams on
the 53d of Isaiah, as developed in his " Kational God-
liness."

Mr. Mansel (p. 418) argues that if we believe one
such miracle as the incarnation of our Lord, we have
no reason to disbelieve another, such as the prediction

of future events under the inspiration of God. And
this Dr. Williams calls reasoning back from the incar-

nation to the sense of prophecy. It seems strange that

a man of any acuteness could fail to see that Mr.
Mansel did not reason back to the sense of the proph-
ecy ; the sense of the prophecy must be determined

* A little more of the same sort follows. Israel would be acknowledged
as in some sense a Messiah, «S:c., but the Saviour, who fulfilled in His own
person the highest aspirations of Hebrew seers and of mankind, thereby

lifting the words, so to speak, into a new and higher power, would be recog-

nised as having eminently the unction of a prophet whose words die not,

of a priest in a temple not made with hands, and of a king in the realm of

thought, delivering His people from a bondage of moral evil, worse than

Egypt or Babylon, &;c.

5*
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by just principles of interpretation ; but Mr. Manse]

argues that if it must be interpreted of Christ, we have

no reason to reject it from d priori and general objec-

tions to miracles. The only possible effect this can

have on the interpretation of this special prophecy or

any other is this, that it leaves us at liberty to take the

predictive sense, if other considerations lead us to

it.* As we do not therefore reason back from the in-

carnation " to the sense of prophecy," I feel no inclina-

tion to enter on the defence of a course which we do

not adopt.

We shall simply remark that Christ and His apos-

tles tell us that the Hebrew Scriptures testify of Him,
and they expressly ascribe a predictive sense to the

prophecies. We have therefore, on the one hand,

Christ and His apostles, who assure us that the proph-

ecies are predictions ; on the other, we have Dr.

Williams and the critical school, who assure us that

they are not. The question is therefore simply this,

—

Will you believe Christ and His apostles, or will you
believe the critical school ? The pretence of a moral
fulfilment is only a device to cover the barefaced im-

pudence of denying the very words of the Saviour and
His apostles, but is too flimsy to deceive even the most
ignorant. I will not accuse Dr. AVilliams of placing it

there intentionally to deceive the ignorant : I sup-

pose that he himself considers this moral fulfilment

as more than equivalent to the real fulfilment of a

hond fide prediction. But as this is a peculiar view,

and as those who think with me believe that it

cannot be maintained without falsifying the words of

our Saviour and contradicting His own account of the

Scriptures, Dr. Williams must excuse his opponents if

they speak very plainly as to the worthlessness of his

admissions.

* Mr. Mansel says indeed, " Once concede the possibility of the super-

natural at all, and the Messianic interpretation is the only one reconcilable

with the facts of history and the plain meaning of words." He finds out

the plain meaning of the words from a true exegesis ; and he only argues

from the Incarnation that you have no right to reject this sense because jt

implies a miracle.
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The observations which have been made may serve
to shew with how little justice the Essayist has at-

tempted to exhibit this wonderful prophecy as a piece
of historical writing of a date posterior to the time of
Isaiah. This is all which I am here concerned to

shew, but if a commentary on this most astounding
prophecy be required, I may state that great assistance

may be derived towards its exegesis from the Essay of
Hengstenberg, either in its early form as translated in

Clark's " Biblical Cabinet," or in its more developed
condition as found in the " Christology of the Old
Testament," (published also by Messrs. Clark,) and
from the pamphlet of Dr. McCaul, or Dr. Henderson's
" Translation, of Isaiah." From all these sources to-

gether, the mere English reader will obtain a very
sufficient refutation of the non-Messianic interpreta-

tions, and he will be able also to elicit from a com-
parison of the various views of each verse, an inter-

pretation of the whole which will give him much satis-

faction. The works of Bishops Chandler and Lowth,
as well as that of Prebendary Lowth, may be consulted
with advantage.

In the indiscriminate onslaught upon prophets and
prophecy, it could not be expected that Daniel, whose
predictions are the most definite of all included in the
sacred volume, should escape proscription. We have
however, in Bunsen and Dr. Williams, very little which
is new. It seems sometimes to be imagined that the
attacks upon Daniel are due to some new discoveries,
and that the Germans have brought a host of new ar-

guments against the genuineness of this portion of
Scripture ; but if we look at the selection of topics
made by Dr. Williams to overwhelm* this prophet, we
shall find that even down to the very words selected
as proving that the language is later than his time,
they are all the old cramhe repetita. The simple fact
is, that the Germans and Dr. Williams follow Por-
phyry and Collins, while others consider tliat their ar-

guments are insufficient to warrant their conclusions.
It is true that Bunsen and Ewald have added each his
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own particular theory to the general medley of specu-

lation upon this prophet, but they have met with little

favour, even in Germany. The extraordinary facility

with which a prophet or two is extemporized in Ger-

many, w^ould surprise those w^ho are not aware of the

strength of the theorizing faculty in the German mind.
' If one Isaiah or one Daniel will not solve the question

satisfactorily, take two,' appears to be the rule, and ac-

cordingly an earlier Daniel is supposed by Baron Bun-
sen to have lived, not at Babylon, but at the Assyrian

court, about twenty-two years before Sargina (the Sar-

gon of Scripture and the father of Sennacherib) over-

turned the ancient dynasty of Assyria. The history of

Daniel is partly derived, according to this view, from

traditional tales about the older Daniel, and some of

the prophecies are a traditional reconstruction of these,

with sundry confusions between Assyria and Babylon,

It is hardly worth while to spend our time in consider-

ing so gratuitous an hypothesis, for even the German
rationalists assure us that Baron Bansen has done for

Daniel very little except to add to the perplexity in

which his history is involved. Bleek, who also sup-

poses another Daniel of a more ancient date than ours,

entirely repudiates the suppositions of Ewald and Bun-
sen, and closes his remarks upon them with these

words :
" By such assumptions the explanation of the

existence of our Book of Daniel in its present condition

is by no means rendered more easy, but on the con-

trary, more difficult."

it must be clear to every man of plain common
sense, that if the license quidlihet audendl which was
conceded to poets and painters is assumed by German
critics, the theological world cannot be expected to dis-

prove each hypothesis separately. The question must
be argued in a different manner. If the objectors to

the genuineness of Daniel are content to rake up again

and endorse all the miserable mistakes and perversions

of Porphyry and Collins, we are surely entitled to

assert that they have entirely failed to make out their

case, without writing a volume to confute a sentence.
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I shall merely remark with regard to the arguments,
that they chiefly rest on two assertions :

—

1. That the prophecies of Daniel are so clear as to
Antiochns Epiphanes, and so manifestly end with him,
that it is to be inferred that they were written shortly
after his time.

2. That the language is not that of the time of
Daniel, and that Greek words occur in Daniel, espe-
cially in the names of the musical instruments,"^ which
proves that its author lived long after the time in which
Daniel is placed according to the Bible.

These are the two main grounds, and neither of them
is capable of any satisfactory proof. The flrst propo-
sition is also manifestly false in one of its assertions, for

the prophecies extend to far later times than those of
Antiochus. Indeed, the supposition that Antiochns
Epiphanes is intended in some parts of those prophecies
of Daniel which are so confidently applied to him, is

attended with insuperable, difliculties, as any one who is

disposed to enquire into this matter may learn from
Bishop Chandler, especially pp. 140—157, and Bishop
Newton on the prophecies. In chapter vii. (see Chand-
ler, pp. 206—282,) the little horn cannot be Antiochus
Epiphanes, although in another chapter (the eighth)

some things may be attributed to him which belong to

the little horn. But if the fourth kingdom be the Ro-
man, (and what other will answer its description ?) then
the fifth kingdom can be no other than the kingdom
of Christ. We may not be able to explain every part

of these prophecies, but we know enough to shew that

Antiochus Epiphanes could really fulfil only a very
small part of them, and that those who attempt to

apply the rest to him, involve themselves in inextri-

cable contradictions. It is manifestly impossible to

* With regard to the names of the musical instruments, the objectors

fail in two primary points. Tliey entirely fail in proving that they are de-

rived from the Greek ; and, if they did, they cannot prove that this would
necessarily bring down the date to a later period than 536 b.c. They might
almost as well deduce the Akkadhni mentioned in Rawlinson's Memoir on
Nineveh from Academus. See also Dr. Mill's " Historical Character of St.

Luke's First Chapter Vindicated," pp. 65—69.
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answer a general statement like that of Dr. Williams,

because we do not know how many of the prophecies

hie applies to Antiochus Epiphanes, nor how he explains

them.
Again, with regard to the suspicions words, if the

enquirer will consult either Hiivernick's " Daniel," or

Hengstenberg's Die Authentie des Daniel und die In-

tegritdt des Sacharijah^ he will see with how little rea-

son this argument has been alleged. Modern philol-

ogy, upon the whole, has rather tended to remove this

objection than to confirm it.*

The same remark must apply to the statements re-

garding Zechariah. I have now before me two vol-

umes in German, in one of which the author appends a

defence of the integrity of Zechariah to that of the gen-

uineness of Daniel, viz., the volume of Ilengstenberg to

which I have just referred ; the other is a Commentary
on Zechariah, by W. JS'eumann, published at Stuttgart

in the course of last year, which does not seem to think
the hypothesis of the authorship of the book being
divided between Zechariah and IJriah worth mention-
ing. These hypotheses being endless, it is of course
impossible to refute them. If objections are raised

against one, another is ready to take its place. And
with regard to Daniel, it must be observed that w^hile

these hypotheses are as plentiful as blackberries, no one
seems to advert to the utter improbability that a spu-
rious book should be inserted into the canon of the
Jewish Scriptures between the time of Antiochus Epiph-
anes and our Saviour, and that no suspicion of this

ill dealing should ever arise till Porphyry denied the
prophecies because they were clear, and declared that
they must be historical narrative and not prediction.

The camel is swallowed, and the gnat very carefully

strained out. The German rationalists find no difiiculty

* I may direct those who do not read German, and cannot therefore
make use of Havcrnick and Hengstenbcrpj, to an i^say in the " Journal of
Sacred Literature " for January last, on the Chaldee of Daniel and Ezra,
for a great deal of information on this subject.
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in believing in the genuineness of Ossian, while they
repudiate that of the Pentateuch.*

We have now examined a very considerable portion

of the statements, if they deserve the name, of Dr. Wil-
liams, and we have not found one which has the com-
mon merit of fairly representing the truth. An exami-
nation such as this must necessarily be imperfect, but
if it is shewn that the representations of the author
are such that no person who is unable to investigate

thoroughly the questions of which he treats, can gain
any just notion of the state of those questions, but, on
the contrary, is certain to imbibe a most prejudiced and
untrue view of them, the mischief which his statements

can do will be diminished. To those who are compe-
tent to discuss these questions, I do not think that a
single word of reply would be needed. There is not
an objection brought forward with which they are not
familiar, and the only thing which they can deem novel
is the positive and arrogant tone in which our accept-

ance is challenged for what most of them will believe

to be by far the least probable interpretation of the pas-

sages to which allusion is made.
It may perhaps be expected that a few words should

be said about the remarks on the Trinity and the doc-

trines of St. Paul, but they appear so iarmless from

* We must not altogether omit all notice of Bunsen's views on Jonah,
because they have been made in the pages of this Essay the occasion of a

sneer at the English. Baron Bunsen, in his Gott in der Geschichie, defends

the genuineness of Jonah's prayer, but treats the history of Jonah, though
warranted by our Saviour's own words, as a mere myth. On this. Dr. Wil-
liams, with his usual courtesy towards English believers, remarks, " One
can imagine the cheers which the opening of such an essay might evoke in

some of our own circles, changing into indignation as the distinguished

foreigner developed his views." My belief is that no well-informed Eng-
lishman would feel any exultation at finding that Bunsen accepted his

views, because, if he knew much of Bunsen, he would feel his judgment to

be so fallible and weak, that his opinion on a point of genuineness would
be of little value. And in the very chapter in Gott in der Geschichte

which treats of Jonah, he would find a remarkable confirmation of his dis-

trust of Bunsen's judgment on a question of genuineness, for the author

there declares his belief that a very trumpery poem found in -(Elian, which
professes to be the song of Arion, is really the production of this individ-

ual. To account for the inferiority of the style, he tells us that we must
remember that Arion was not a poet, but a ballet-master.
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the superficial and sketchy manner in which they are

delivered, and from their extreme weakness, that it

•VTOuld be unwise to give them importance by raising up
serious objections to them. If any person believes that

the language of Scripture can be explained in regard
to the relation of Father, Son, and Spirit, by consider-

ing these terms as equivalent to will, wisdom, and
love ; as light, radiance, and warmth ; as fountain,

stream, and rmited flow, &c., he is beyond the reach
of argument. Let a person take any one of these triads,

and read the first chapter of St. John, substituting the
middle term of this triad for the Word, and the first for

God, and he will soon perceive the vanity of this mode
of explanation ; or let him attempt to explain the epis-

tles of St. Paul on the principles enounced in p. 81 of

this Essay, and he will very soon leave the guidance
of Bunsen, if he desires either to understand or explain

St. Paul. There is nothing in this portion of the Essay
to overthrow the truth of Scripture facts, and the view
of the doctrines is not profound enough for the learned
nor attractive enough for the simple reader. It may,
therefore, safely be left to its native weakness. Ko at-

temj^t will be made to expose its imbecile weakness un-
less it is supported by fresh developments and new
arguments. It will be left to take its place with other

ambiguous endeavours to explain the Epistles of St.

Paul in a non-natural sense, such as that of Taylor on
the Epistle to the Romans. If there is any truth in

the statements which have here been made against Dr.
Williams, they are suflicient to ruin the credit of his

Essay, and to shew that it is full, even to overflowing,

of misrepresentations, which are highly discreditable

even if they proceed from ignorance and carelessness,

but if they are made with a consciousness of their na-
ture, deserve a still deeper reprobation.

A large portion of this Essay having now been sub-
jected to examination, it may be desirable, before we
conclude our remarks, to recapitulate the results to
which we have attained. We believe that i,t has been
shewn,

—
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1. That the author in his account of the present

state of theological literature in Germany has entirely

misrepresented its condition ; that he has greatly exag-

gerated the achievements of the critical school, and ap-

pears utterly to ignore its miserable failures, blunders,

and extravagances ; and that either from his ignorance

of the fact, or from a wilful suppression of the truth, he

gives the impression that there is an almost unanimous
acceptance of these views among the learned in Ger-

many, while the real truth is that the rationalist cause

is daily losing ground in that country.

2. That in describing the course of prophetical inter-

pretation in England, the author has entirely misrepre-

sented the whole case. That he has specified three per-

sons in particular as giving indirect testimony to his

views, viz.. Bishop Chandler, Bishop Butler, and Dr.

Paley, and that in every case he has utterly misrepre-

sented their testimony. Of Bishop Chandler's views
he appears wholly ignorant ; Bishop Butler's argument
he has entirely misunderstood ; and with regard to Dr.
Paley, he has misrepresented his selection of one case

only as a virtual abandonment of the rest, while the

author himself expressly obviates in the strongest pos-

sible terms any such inference from this selection.

3. That in the exegesis of particular passages * the

author has shewn by the arrogance with which he
treats those who differ from him, even in the most diffi-

cult passages, that he is either wholly ignorant of the

weight of argument and authority against him, or un-

able to appreciate it ; and that in order to favour his

views he has in one case misrepresented the views of

Jerome, and garbled his text so as to favour his mis-

representation ; that he has attributed to Jerome exe-

getical absurdities on a very partial examination of his

words, to which a further acquaintance with Jerome
would give a very different colouring ; and that no per-

son desiring to know the truth on any of these ques-

* The assertions and interpretations which are not examined here are

not one whit more trustworthy, but those which have been selected ofifer

the most definite tests of their inaccuracies.
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tions would derive any assistance from the remarks of

the Essayist, but, on the contrary, would necessarily

derive a very false impression from them.

4. That in regard to the interpretation of Isaiah lii.,

liii., the Essayist has given the highest praise to Bun-
sen for an interpretation which has very little to rec-

ommend it, and what he has exhibited in some partic-

ulars is flatly contradicted by the very passages adduced
to prove it; that notwithstanding his high praise of

this interpretation, he rejects it himself, and yet most
strangely endeavours to amalgamate it with two, if not
three, other interpretations with which it is wholly in-

compatible ; and that he has thus given to the world a

specimen of utter incompetence in the interpretation

of Scripture, which must take away all confidence in

his opinions, until he shews that he has better grounds
for them than any which he has hitherto put forth.

5. That in regard to Daniel, the Essayist has done
nothing except to assert a few of the oldest and the

most commonplace objections to the genuineness of
this part of Scripture ; that he takes no notice of the

fact that they have frequently been refuted, but brings

them forward as if they were irresistible, only because
he yields assent to them himself.

If these charges against the Essayist are founded in

tnith, the least which can be claimed for them is this,

that the Essayist is entirely disqualified as a guide of

those who are unable to pursue such enquiries for them-
selves. They prove, if they are established, that no
person who desires to have a true view of the evidence
for Scripture or for the interpretation of prophecy, can
possibly attain it from the statements of this writer,

and consequently that his Essay, instead of assisting

the well-informed and able enquirer in his search after

truth, is only calculated to mislead the ignorant, and
to induce him to embrace falsehood rather than truth.

These are heavy charges, but the author can have
no reason to complain, because the reason for each
assertion is given. They are not simple assertions, as

his are, without proof. Each charge is supported by
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evidence, and if the evidence is insufficient, the author
has an opportunity of answering it. The assertions of

the rationalists are dangerous only when they are made
without the arguments on which they are founded,
because it is usually impossible really to refute an as-

sertion unless the grounds on which it is made are

alleged, except in regard to matters of positive fact or

of mathematical or scientific truth. K a person asserted

that the three angles of a triangle are greater than two
right angles, the falsehood of such an assertion might
be demonstrated, but if we are told that the contents
of Daniel prove that it is later than the period to which
it is assigned, we cannot answer the statement until the
specific manner in which the anachronism occurs is

indicated.

In answering Dr. Williams, we are obliged to con-

fine ourselves to a destructive process, without attempt-

ing a constructive argument. It is necessary to shew
those whom he misleads that they cannot trust him.
Had this Essay been addressed to men capable of dis-

cussing the questions to which they relate, no answer
would have been required, but as it is calculated to

mislead the uninformed, the truth demands a defence.

I know not with what feelings these authors may re-

gard the circumstance, that infidel societies have as-

sisted in promoting the reading of these Essays in cities

and large towns, by buying copies to cut them up and
lend them out at a penny j)er Essay ! and clubs were
formed that those who could' not afford to purchase this

expensive luxury might at least have the satisfaction

of learning that the Church of which all the Essayists,

except one, are ministers, is teaching them doctrines

founded on a book full of the grossest untruths and the

most extravagant myths, and based upon miracles

which are unworthy of any belief. But this is the fact.

Such is the practical result of this " free handling "

of sacred subjects. If the conclusions to which the

Essayists would lead us were true, it would be our

duty to accept them, with all their awful consequences,

with all the confusion they would bring into our knowl-
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edge, all the uncertainty they throw on the prospects

of a life beyond the grave. But as these views, instead

of being an advance on our present knowledge, are

really a miserable return towards ignorance and heath-

enism, every Christian man, who can examine and ex-

pose them, is bound to the utmost of his power to op-

pose them. Neither the knowledge nor the judgment
shewn in any of the Essays appear to me to warrant
the tone in which the volume is written, for the knowl-
edge of the subject shewn in the Essay of Dr. "Williams

appears to be of the rdost superficial kind, and the judg-
ment for the most part seems to lead the author almost
invariably to embrace the weakest side, and where I

have given any time to the examination of the rest, I

have found that they have no superiority in these re-

spects. For instance, in the Essay on the " Religious

Tendencies of England from 1688—1750,*' the whole
weight of the argument, such as it is, is produced by
ignoring the literature of that period which was not
devoted to evidences, and a great deal of its infidel

literature. Ko notice is taken of the " Oracles of

Reason," a book constantly referred to in the earlier

part of the last century, and very little is said of the
various works of Collins. The author attributes to the
age a sort oi monomania for manufacturing evidences,

and of course with such a theory it is very convenient
to ignore almost all the infidel literature which called

forth these replies. Indeed, I cannot think that any
person can be very much misled by a writer who makes
Humphrey Prideaux, who died in 1724, a voucher for

the state of public opinion in 1718, and who, in talking
very confidently about the controversies as to the ori.gin

of the Gospels, blunders irretrievably between Marsh's
Mlchaelis and his Lectures at Cambridge ! These may
be slips of the pen, but there is too much besides in the
Essay which indicates a very hasty and superficial view,
to permit the author to escape censure under this plea.

When we behold defects like these, and can discover
nothing that contributes in any degree to advance our
knowledge of sacred things, the arrogant tone and the
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assumption of superiority which characterize this vol-

ume would provoke a smile, if they did not stir up
deeper feelings in the heart,—feelings of sorrow for the

ignorant who have been misled, and the certain in-

fidelity and immorality which must result from prin-

ciples like these being disseminated among the half-

educated and the ignorant. For, after all, it is to these

classes that the mischief is done. So far from depre-

cating the fullest discussion of Scripture difficulties

among the learned, 1 am rejoiced when any question is

thoroughly discussed, because I am sure the truth will

prevail ; and I firmly believe that the truth is with
those who believe in Scripture as the inspired word of

God, and bow before its authority. For myself, I am
happy to have been obliged to. examine very carefully

some portions of the evidences for the truth and the in-

spiration of Scripture, because I bring from that ex-

amination the most profound contempt for arrogant

assertions, and the most convincing proofs to my own
mind that they alone who build on Scripture as the

only solid foundation of religious truth, are like the

wise man who laid the foundations of his house in the

solid rock. Every attempt of Dr. Williams to dispar-

age Scripture as an inspired book which I have been
obliged to examine, has only impressed on my mind
more deeply the wonderful nature of that revelation

which God has been pleased to make to man, and the

unassailable strength of the evidence by which He has

recommended it to our acceptance. The endeavour to

reduce it to a mere moral phenomenon, and to reject,

as Bunsen professes to do, all external revelation as a

fable, appears to me to rest on nothing but the deter-

mination to resist all evidence, and to discard all the

rules of sound criticism in interpreting a volume which
is still in some unaccountable way supposed to repre-

sent the will of God. We have no right to attribute

the opinions of Bunsen to Dr. Williams, for he care-

fully abstains from making himself directly answerable

for them, however strongly he may indirectly recom-

mend them to the unwary. But we have a full right
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to bring him face to face with the consequences of that

system which he thus indirectly and by inference sup-

ports, and to those whom he is misleading we are

bound to present the contradictions and absurdities in

which they involve themselves by following such prin-

ciples. And in concluding this review I will endeav-
our to bring the matter to a fair conclusion. When-
ever Dr. Williams officiates in the devotional services

of the Church, he repeats an old—perhaps he may
think an obsolete—form of words, I mean the Apostles'

Creed. ISTow this Creed asserts that our Saviour was
crucified, dead, and buried, and that after three days
He rose again from the dead and afterwards ascended
into heaven. I give Dr. Williams credit for a belief in

that which his lips thus utter, and I ask him whether
he believes that He who thus died and rose again, and
who claimed to be Son of God, is to be supposed less

acquainted with the truth and the meaning of the Scrip-

tures of the Old Testament than Baron Bunsen and the
critical school of Germany, with the additional author-
ity of Dr. Williams himself. He declared that the
Scriptures did testify of Him, and that they did jpre-

diet His sufferings and His death ; Baron Bunsen and
the critical school tell us that they did not. He in-

structed His apostles also in tlie meaning of those Scrip-

tures, and they declare that holy men of old prophesied
as they were inspired by the Holy Spirit of God, and
that they did predict the great facts of the Gospel, and
that God intended by this means to give testimony to

the truth of that Gospel ; Baron Bunsen tells us, and
apparently with the approbation of Dr. Williams,
though he will not make himself answerable for it,

that they did not. The personal faith of Baron Bun-
Ben, of Dr. Williams, and the critical school of Ger-
many is of very small importance to the world at

large ; but for every living man who feels that he has
an everlasting soul, " AVhat shall I believe that I may
be saved ? " is a vital question, and where the broad
facts of revelation are admitted, I believe that there
X\'ill not bo many who will be content to take their
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doctrines from the critical school of the present day in

preference to Christ and His apostles. If the facts of
revelation, the central facts brought together in the
Apostles' Creed, are denied, then we have to deal with
simple, open infidelity, and our arguments must be ad-

dressed to that condition of the mind. But let us not
have an insidious foe, let us have no ambiguity in so

vital a question. Let us steadfastly refuse to hear men
who acknowledge Christ as the Son of God in words,
but deny Him in reality. They acknowledge that He
was the Son of God, and that He is ascended into

heaven, and sits at the right hand of God, and yet they
believe that they know more of the Word of God than
He did ! He declared that the prophets predicted His
coming, and they declare that they did not ! This
brings the question to the true issue. "We must make
our choice between these two authorities, and I tnist

when this issue is fairly tried that there will be very
few, who know and understand the state of the ques-
tion, who will not exclaim with a holy man of old,
" Let God be true and every man a liar !

" who will
not prefer to believe that man's criticism may be
erroneous, to accepting the monstrous dogma that the
Son of God could either deceive or be deceived in the
interpretation of the AVord of God

!
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Since the publication of tlie " Essays and Revie-ws," a de-

fence of them has been attempted in the " Edinburgh Review,"

No. 230. It would be unnecessary to offer a single remark on

so feeble a performance, if it were not desirable to correct one

or two misrepresentations which occur in it.

The first passage on which we shall offer a few remarks is

the following :

—

" The relative importance of the moral and predictive elements
in prophecy, and again of the historical circumstances to which, in

the first instance, the predictions were applied, have been discussed

by Davison and Arnold in a style hardly less repugnant to the lit-

eral views of Dr. M'Caul or Dr. Keith, than anything in Professor

Jowett or Dr. Williams. One of the passages deemed most fatal

to the orthodoxy of the Essayist just named, [Dr. Williams,] (' only
two texts in the Prophets directly Messianic,) was anticipated al-

most verbally even l)y Bishop Pearson :
' Wherever He is spoken

of as the Anointed One (or the Messiah) it may well be first un-
derstood of some other person, except it be in one place in Daniel.'

(Pearson on the Creed, Art. 2.) ' The typical ideas of patience and
glory in the Old Testament,' says Dr. Williams, ' find their culmi-
nating fulfilment in the New.' This is the positive side of liis view
of prophecy, and it is, in fact, coincident with all that the best in-

terpreters of Scripture have said since the Refonnation."

It would seem from this passage that the study of " Essays
and Reviews " has so familiarized the mind of the Reviewer
with dishonest misrepresentations, that he has lost the faculty of

distinguishing truth from falsehood. Bishop Pearson acknowl-
edges that prophecies which are real predictions of the Messiah
may be applicable, in the first instance, to some other person,

although intended to testify of the Messiah and to predict the
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manner of His coming. Dr. Williams maintains that, except
in two cases, there is no such thing as a prediction of the Mes-
siah at all in the Old Testament ; and the Eeviewer holds

these views to be equivalent. He also seems to consider an
assertion that the moral excellence and beauty of the New Tes-
tament are the fulfilment of the prophetical ideas of the Old, to

be equivalent to a behef that these prophecies were inspired

predictions which were literally fulfilled in the facts of the New
Testament. Until he asserts this, he leaves a world-wide
difference between the learned, the reverent, the holy Bishop
Pearson, and the Essayist ; and if he does assert it, we must
decline to characterize his assertion. The complaint against

Dr. Williams is, not that he maintains that the prophecies may
primarily be applied to some other person, but that he denies
that they are intended in any way to be predictions of Christ.

Until the Reviewer can see the difference between these two
propositions, he will do well to abstain from theological discus-

sions, for which he is evidently unfitted. But if Dr. Williams
is compelled to acknowledge that, although spoken in the first

instance of other persons, these prophecies w^ere still intended
as predictions of the Messiah, we shall have gained something
by the controversy. Such a statement would be a contradiction,

if not to the words, to the spirit of his whole Essay, and we
should understand for the future how to estimate his assertions.

Having considered the case of Bishop Pearson, we come to

those of Arnold and Davison. Of Dr. Arnold little need be
said, as he was comparatively little known in theological htera-

ture. His biographer pubhshes his opinions on Daniel, but un-

happily without the arguments on which they were founded.

Thus the prestige of his name—and he was highly popular and
much beloved—is brought to bear on a question which depends
entirely on argument and historical fact. This is the only mis-

chief we have to fear. Where reasons are given and arguments
adduced, they can be answered, and we have no fear of the re-

sult, for in nearly two thousand years the faith of Christ has
never yet been trampled in the dust, nor the heel of the foeman
planted on the neck of the Christian warrior. Arguments can
be answered, but no answer can be given to the mere influence

of a name.
With Mr. Davison the case is very different. There may

be positions in his excellent book on " Prophecy " on which
theologians might differ, but to identify his clear decisive testi-

mony to the predictive element in Scripture prophecies with the
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denial of Dr. ^^illiams that thej contain any such element at

all, is to confound truth and falsehood. The writer who can do

this is scarcely worthy of an answer. Mr. Davison sees in the

Psalms " the most considerable attributes of the reign and the

religion of the Messiah foreshewn. There is a king set on the

holy hill of Sion," &c. He sees there " His unchangeable

priesthood ; His divine Sonship ;
His exalted nature and early

resurrection outrunning the corruption of the grave," &c.

Ao-ain, he admits the twofold sense of prophecy by which the

establishment of the kingdom of David is a type of that of

Christ, and many " memorable events and objects of the first,

the older dispensation," foreshadowing " the corresponding

events and objects in the New." He expressly states in a note

on this passage that it is highly probable that " the profanation

of the temple by Antiochus, and the corresponding profanation

of the Christian Church by the great Apostacy, the tyrannic

corruption of Antichrist, are rightly joined together as correla-

tive terms of a joint prophecy." (p. 206.) Mr. Davison declares

that in " the abyss of the Babylonian bondage Daniel loeighed

and numhered the kingdoms of the earth. There also he meas-

ured the years to the death of the Messiah," &c. Indeed, his

whole volume teems with declarations such as these. We will

add only one extract on the prophecies of Daniel, which may
serve as an antidote to part of the mischief of the Essay. Bun-
sen makes the fourth empire of Daniel ^" the sway of Alexan-

der," to which the Essayist adds the remark, " as is not uncom-
monly held." Any moderately well-informed reader knows that

the Roman empire is commonly held to be the fourth ; but that

would imply more prescience in Daniel than the followers of

Bunsen are willing to concede, and accordingly they deny it.

But we hasten to give Davison's own words. After repudiat-

ing the notion that the prophecies of Daniel could possibly have
been written in the age of Antiochus Epiphanes, and stating

what he thinks " may amount to a refutation of this hypothe-

sis," (p. 497,) Mr. Davison explains in part the prophecy of the

four empires. In the course of the lecture the following pas-

sage occurs :

—

" Once more the termination of the Fonrtli Empire by its sub-
division into a multitude of separate kingdoms is a farther ingre-

dient in the information of the prophecy, and a new test of its

prescience. Those separate kingdoms are indicated to be ten. The
definite number may or may not be a strict postulate of the
prophecy

; a multifarious division unquestionably is denoted. That
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multifarious division took place in the cluster of petty contempora-

ry kingdoms which replaced the Roman empire upon its dissolu-

tion. In that cluster of kingdoms the ten horns of the fourth

beast, diverse from all the rest, find their interpretations, and their

corresponding realities.

" So long, therefore, as the civil history of the ancient world
sliall last, under the scheme of its four successive empires ; so long

as the introduction of Christianity, in the place and order previ-

ously assigned to it, shall remain upon record, and its visible reign

exist ; so long as the conclusion of the Iron Empire of Rome shall

be known in the promiscuous partition made of it by the host of
Northern and Eastern invaders ; so long there will be a just and
rational proof of the inspiration of these illustrious prophecies of

Daniel. If we try to refer such discoveries to any ingenuity of
human reason, they have too much extent and system for the sub-

stituted solution. In that attempt of solution we are cramped by
improbabilities on every side. One adequate origin of them there

is, and that alone can render them intelligible in their manifest

character, if we consent to read them as oracles of God, communi-
cated by Him to His prophets, and by them to others, for the mani-
festation of His foreknowledge and over-ruling providence in the

kingdom of the earth ; and next for the confirmation of the whole
truth of revealed religion. In that light they fall into order. In
that same light, too, their origin and their use explain each the

other."

These passages sufficiently indicate the views of Davison on
prophecy. He believed that while these prophecies sometimes

shadowed out the events of the first dispensation, it w^as chiefly

w^hen those events were the counterpart of the Gospel history

that these prophecies were strictly intended by the Holy Spirit

of God to predict what actually took place in the life of our Sav-

iour and the events of the Gospel, and that they w^ere literally

fulfilled. He believed the prophecies of Daniel to be genuine,

scouted the absurd notion that they were WTitten in the time^of

Antiochus Epiphanes, and in the partition of the Roman empire

he acknowledges the fulfilment of the prophecy of the ten horns.

The fourth empire, in his opinion, was undoiibtedly the Roman.
There is only one point more in this article that deserves

remark here. It is the statement about truth and falsehood.

It is contained in the follow^ing passage of the review :

—

" The truth or falsehood of the views maintained is treated as a

matter of indifference. The lay contributor, however offensive his

statements, is dismissed as ' comparatively blameless.' But the

Christian minister it is said ' has parted with his natural liberty,'

It is almost openly avowed (and we are sorry to see this tendency
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as much among free-thinking laymen as among fanatical clergymen)

that truth was made for the laity, and falsehood for the clergy

;

that truth is tolerable everywhere except in the mouths of minis-

ters of the God of truth ; that falsehood driven from every other

quarter of the educated world, may find an honored refuge behind
the consecrated bulwarks of the sanctuary."

It is needless to spend much time in answering so manifest

a mistake in the apprehensions of the Reviewer. He really

requires a course of logic before he ventures to write on theol-

ogy. The simple question before us is this, Whether it is re-

putable for men to profess one set of principles and teach an-

other ? Does the Reviewer think that it is for the interest of

truth that men who have ceased to believe in the resurrection

of our Saviour, or any other great fact of the Creed, should re-

main ministers of a Church which requires them publicly to

profess their belief in that fact ? What difference can the ab-

stract truth or falsehood of the fact or dogma make to the char-

acter of the man w^ho professes to believe it with his hps, when
he secretly believes it to be false ?

I have instanced the resurrection of our Saviour because

allusion is made to that great central fact of our rehgion in an-

other passage in the review, but the argument is equally ap-

l^licable to any other doctrine or fact.

It surely cannot be needful to add another word in reference

to this argument of the Reviewer. The plain good sense of the

English mind is incapable of admitting such a view for a mo-
ment, and the Reviewer must seek some other ground, if he

desires to vindicate his friends.*

I will only, in concluding these remarks, express my hope
that the discussion which has been caused by these " Essays and
Reviews," may not only result in the firmer establishment of

the great doctrines of our faith, but may induce the writers

themselves to reconsider the questions they have treated so in-

adequately, and bring them to a frame of mind in which they
may seek the glory, of God, not by denying His miracles or ex-

plaining away His word, but in the earnest belief and the prac-

tical enforcement of those great truths which the Church of

Christ has received for nearly two thousand years, and which
have been the stay and the hope of countless millions from the

first formation of tliat Church.

* It must be acknowledged that the Reviewer is candid enough to say,

that considering the abihty with which the Essays are written, it is strange
that they should have added little or nothing to our knowledge of the sub-
jects on which they treat.
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" On the Study of the Evidences of Christianity. By BA-
DEN POWELL, M. A., F. R. S., Savilian Professor of
Geometry in the University of Oxford^

" Professor Powell," says the author of an apol-

ogy for the " Essays and Reviews," " has passed beyond
the reach not only of literary criticism, but of ecclesiasti-

cal censure.* " He has indeed passed beyond the reach
of ecclesiastical censure ; but unhappily his work sur-

vives him : and while it does so, it cannot claim ex-

emption from criticism.

Its subject, as set forth in its title, is "The Study
of the Evidences of Christianity." It would have been
designated more accurately had its title been nar-

rowed into more exact keeping with its real object,

which is to shew that Miracles have no place among
those evidences.

The Essay may be considered as divided into two
parts : After an Introduction (pp. 9i—100), in which
the author deprecates the want of candour and impar-'

tiality with w^iich, as he affirms, the subject of miracles

is often approached, and intreats a fair hearing, he en-

deavours to shew (pp. 100—115) that the antecedent
incredibility of miracles is such that no amount of evi-

dence is sufficient to establish the proof of one : tliis

is th.Q first part. The second (pp. 115—129) is occupied

* Edinburgh Review, April, 1861, p. 475.
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with tlie consideration of the evidential force of miracles

—a labour, by the way, which he might have spared
himself, as needless, if lie had proved his point in the

preceding part. The remainder of the Essay (pp. 129
—144) is of a more discursive character, and is occu-

pied chiefly in gathering up fragments, which miglit

seem to have been droj^ped Irom parts I. and II., and
which the author was either unable to arrange in their

proper places, or which he thought would serve his

pur])ose more eflectually if reserved for the end.

It is a hard matter at the outset to know how to deal

with a writer who occupied the position of Professor

Powell. As a Christian, and a clergyman of the Eng-
lish Church, we should naturally expect that on the

subject of which he treats we should have much com-
mon ground with him,—that, in fact, almost the only

question between us would be, not whether the Chris-

tian miracles are to be acknowledged as miracles, or

whether they are to be appealed to at all among the

evidences of Christianity, but to what extent they are

evidential. But on examination we find the case to be
widely difi'erent.

The reality of the IN'ew Testament miracles is denied,

or, if granted in any wise, is granted,—to use Profes-

sor Powell's own words in another work, of certain

writers whom he censures,—merely as " a nominal
homage to the prejudices of a religious party, a pro-

fession in name, covering a denial in substance, as trans-

parent as that of the Jesuit commentators on Newton,
in their professions of unlimited deference to the Eccle-

siastical dogmas,—^ Creterum latis a summis pontifi-

cibus contra telhiris motum decretis nos obsequi pro-

fitemur,'—wliile they deliberately contravened them
in promulgating, illustrating, and demonstrating the

prohibited doctrines.'' *

* B. Powell, " Order of Nature," p. 222. See " Essays and Reviews,"

pp. 140, 142, 143 ; and compare Bp. Van Mildert's account of some of the

promoters of infidelity in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries :

—

" Some, with strange inconsistency, called themselves Christians, and even
contended for the necessity of faith in the doctrines of the Gospel, while
they acknowledged that faith to be altogether at variance with the philo-
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Further,—the Scriptural account of the Creation is

ignored, and Mr. Darwin's " masterly Yolume," which
established "the grand principle of the self-evolving

powers of nature," is accepted as an authority which
summarily overrides the Mosaic record."^ And thus,

such is the credulity of unbelief, this writer, who can-

not bring himself to believe a miracle except under a
protest, is ready, without hesitation, to acquiesce in a
theory which would deduce the descent of all the ani-

mals that live or have ever lived on this earth, man
included, from one or at most four or five common
progenitors.f There are others, it seems, than the

"ignorant,-' of whom it may be said with truth, that

they are " as obstinate in their contemptuous incre-

dulity, as they are unreasonably credulous." :j:

The existence of a God is indeed acknowledged,
but it is of a God very different from the God whom
the Bible sets before us ; of a God subjected to the

laws which govern the material universe ; laws possibly

of His own framing, but which, once framed, like the

laws of the Medes and Persians, may not be altered

even by Himself. The world, it would seem, is a piece

of clock-work, which having been wound up in the

beginning,—if indeed it ever had a beginning,—was

sophical opinions Vrhicb they espoused."

—

Boyle Lectures^ Serm. ix., vol. i.

p. 822.
* Essays and Reviews, p. 139. See also, in the same page, the non-

chalance with which the autlior sets aside the Scriptural record of the origin

of mankind :
—" Never, in all that enormous length of time which modern

discovery has now indisputably assigyied to the existence of the human
race !

" Again, p. 129 :
—" More recently the antiquity of the human race,

and the development of species, and the rejection of the idea of ' Crea-

tion,' have caused new advances in the same direction," (towards the " dis-

sociation of the spiritual from the physical.") Of a piece with this is the

following from another work by our author :
—" I can only add an expres-

sion of surprise, that so leading and liberal a journal as the ' Edinburgh
Review ' should have so far lost sight of all sound philosophy, and shewn
itself so far behind the advance of enlightenment, as to introduce in a
recent article a new attempt to revive the credit of Bible geology. 21ie

whole argument proceeds on the assumption—as if uncontroverted—of the

authority of the Judaical Scriptures in the matter.
^^—Order of Nature^

p. 219.

f Darwin on the " Origin of Species," p. 518.

J Mill's " Logic," vol. ii. p. 165.
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then set a-gomg, and left to go, in a perpetual motion,
without further interference on the part of its Maker.
Strange that it should be tliought more agreeable to

sound reason to believe of Him who has given to the

creatures which He has made both the will and the

power to control the operations of the laws of matter
to an almost indefinite extent, that He has divested

Himself of the same, than that He has both retained

them, and exercises them according to the dictates of

His infinite wisdom !

What the author's view of revelation is, it is not

easy to understand. He seems expressly to acknowl-
edge a revelation of some sort;* but it is a revela-

tion, which, however it may differ in degree, does not
appear to be different in kind from that accorded to
" poets, legislators, philosophers, and others gifted

with high genius ; " f and yet it is a revelation of
truths, some of which at least transcend the utmost
reach of reason ; nay, according to the author's prin-

ciples, require a sacrifice of reason upon the altar of
faith.j Moreover it is, as this account of it might lead

one to expect, an internal revelation, not an external

one. But by what means its claims, in those points

which transcend the reach of human reason, and which
form, as miracles are said to do, " the main difficulties

and liindrances to its acceptance, "§ are to be enforced
on those to whom it has not been directly communi-
cated, does not appear. One would be strongly tempted
to suppose that none but those to whom it has been
directly communicated are under an obligation to re-

ceive it. This, at least, was Lord Herbert of Cher-

* Essay, pp. 142—144.

f P. 140. " If the use of fire, the cultivation of the soil, and the like,

were divine revelations, the most obvious inference would be that so like-

wise are printing and steam. If the boomerang was divinely communi-
cated to savages ignorant of its principle, then surely the disclosure of that

principle in our time by the gyroscope was equally so. But no one denies

revelation in this sense ; the philosophy of the age docs not discredit the

inspiration oj" prophets and apostles^ though it mag sometimes believe it in
poets, legislators, philosophers, and others gifted with high genius,'''*

X Essay, pp. 140—142. § P. 140.
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bury's conclusion (and a just one), from premises very
similar to those of Professor Powell.*

These will serve as specimens of the author's teach-

ing. But I have no intention of following him into

every particular in which his questionable opinions

come out to view. My object is simply to deal with
the subject of Miracles, which is tlw subject of his

Essay. If I touch upon other subjects, it will only be
as they stand related to this.

Before proceeding to the main question, Professor
Powell " premises a brief reflection upon the spirit and
temper in which it should be discussed." f He would
have it approached with the candour and impartiality

which betit a judge, not with the bias of an advocate.
And though those who deal with it may have no
doubts or difliculties of their own, he would have
them appreciate those of others, and make allowance
for them.

This is all very just. Especially it behoves that

there should be no want of sympathy with minds per-

plexed with difficulties, which they are honestly seek-

ing to have resolved. Harshness is not the treatment
proper for such cases,—not to mention that he who ex-

hibits it is, by that token, wanting himself in a very
important qualification necessary for the attainment of

truth, and may well doubt whether that which he holds,

and would enforce so imperiously, is truth ; or if it is,

at the least whether he holds it practically and to any
salutary purpose. But sympathy with those who are

perplexed and troubled with difficulties, and are con-

scientiously seeking their way out of them, must not

be suffered to run on into a countenancing of those

who have turned aside from the way of truth them-
selv^es, and are availing themselves of their position,

and of the influence which their position gives them, to

turn others aside from it.

That we should approach the question with candour,

* See Yan Mildert's Boyle Lectures, Serm. is., vol. i. pp. 326, 327.

f Essay, p. 95.

6*
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and with an' honest desire to arnVe at the truth, is a
caution very necessary to be borne in mind in other

matters as well as in the one before us. But it is to

be remembered that there may be an undue bias

against as well as for. Dr. AYhewell, in his Bridge-

water Treatise, has assigned reasons for believing that

what he calls deductive habits as opposed to inductive,

—habits formed by following out the discoveries of

others, as opposed to those formed by prosecuting the

work of discovery ourselves,—" may sometimes exer-

cise an unfavourable effect on the mind of the student,

and may make him less fitted and ready to apprehend
and accept truths different from those with which his

reasonings are concerned."* And a critic, certainly

not hostile to our author, said of him in a review of

a previous work, some time before the appearance of
the present, as though finding in him an exemplifi-

cation of the truth of Dr.- Whewell's remark, "It
would not be a harsh criticism to say that Professor

Powell shews a marked fondness for what is new and
arduous in philosophy ; and takes pleasure in stigma-
tizing as hindrances to truth in physical science all

* Chap, vi., " On Deductive Habits ; or, On the Impression produced
on Men's Minds by tracing the Consequences of Ascertained Laws."
Bridgewater Treat., p. 329. See also p. 334 :

—" We ha^e no reason
whatever to expect any help from the speculations (of the mechanical
philosophers and mathematicians of recent times), when we attempt to

ascend to the First Cause and Supreme Ruler of the universe. But we
might perhaps go further, and assert that they are less likely than men em-
ployed in other pursuits to make any clear advance towards such a subject

of speculation. Persons whose thoughts are thus entirely occupied in de-

duction, are apt to forget that this is, after all, only one employment of the

reason among more ; only one mode of arriving at truth, needing to have
its deficiencies complete^ by another. Deductive reasoncrs, those who
cultivate science, of whatever kind, by means of mathematical and logical

processes alone, may acquire an exaggerated feeling of the amount and
value of their labours. Such employments, from the clearness of the no-

tions involved in them, the irresistible concatenation of truths which they

unfold, the subtlety which they require, and their entire success in that

which they attempt, possess a peculiar fascination for the intellect. Those
who pursue such studies have generally a contempt and impatience for the

pretensions of all those other portions of our knowledge, where, from the

nature of the case or the small progress hitherto made in their cultivation,

a more vague and loose kind of reasoning seems to be adopted." See
Burgon on " Inspiration and Interpretation," p. 241.
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siicli opinions as are fostered by ancient "and popular
belief, including those which assume Scriptural au-

thority for their foundation." And presently after-

wards, referring to certain views, wdiich are reproduced
here, relating to the " transmutation of species," and
the asserted '^ creation of animalcule life " in the exper-

iments of Messrs. Crosse and AVeekes, he adds,* " We
have the constant feeling that the leaning is too much
to one and the same side in these questions,—we might
fairly call it the paradoxical side ; while admitting at

the same time, that paradoxes are often raised into the

class of recognised truths." f
So much for candour and dispassionateness in the

conduct of discussions of this kind. At the same time,

it is to be confessed, that they who believe our Lord to

have been what He claimed to be, and acknowledge
the New Testament to contain an authentic record of

His teaching and that of His apostles, cannot approach
the subject but w^ith a foregone conclusion in favour of

the reality of the Christian miracles. AYith them the

question is already settled, upon authority which ad-

mits of no dispute. For it is impossible to deny t^iat

the reality of those miracles is perpetually implied

throughout the ISTew Testament. Not the shadow of a

doubt is ever cast upon it. If the Christian miracles

were not real miracles, what becomes of our Lord's

truthfulness ? Whatever may be thought of His apos-

tles. He at least, on such a supposition, must stand be-

fore us in the character of a deceiver. It is not too

much to say, therefore, that the question is vital as re-

gards Christianity. And it cannot be matter of sur-

prise, that they who have embraced the Gospel, on
whatever grounds, and have staked their dearest hopes

upon its promises, should look upon the denial of the

* See Essays and Reviews, pp. 138, 139.

f Edinb. Review, July, 1858. Campbell makes a like observation re-

specting Hume :
—" No man was ever fonder of paradox, and, in theoretical

subjects, of every notion that is remote from sentiments universally re-

ceived. This love of paradoxes, he owns himself, that both his enemies

and his friends reproach him with."

—

On Miracles^ Part i. § 4,
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reality of the Christian miracles as a sacrilege of the

worst description.

All this Professor Powell seems to have felt ; and
therefore, while asserting in the most positive man-
ner, that " in nature and from nature, by science and
by reason, we neither have nor can possibly have any
evidence of a Deity working miracles," he adds, as

though providing a loophole by which he might es-

cape from the necessity which seemed to lie upon him
of denying miracles altogether, " for that, we must
go out of nature and beyond science ;

" * and he adds
presently,

—

" In the popular acceptation, it is clear the Gospel miracles

are always objects, not evidences of faith ;

" {objects of faith they

must certainly be to Christians, as we have seen

—

evidences

they are also, as I shall hope to shew ;)
" and when they are

connected especially with doctrines, as in several of the higher

mysteries of the Christian faith, the sanctity which invests the

point of faith itself, is extended to the external narrative in which

it is embodied ; the reverence due to the mystery renders the

external events sacred from examination, and shields them also

within the pale of the sanctuary ; the miracles are merged in

the doctrines with which they are connected, and associated

with the declaration of spiritual things which are, as such^

exempt from those criticisms to which physical statements

would be necessarily amenable."f

"What have we here but the hateful principle by
means of which, in so many instances, infidelity has

eaten out the heart of religion, while it has left the

outward form ol it untouched,—that opinions may be
philosophically true yet theologically false, or, con-

versely, philosophically false yet theologically true ? X
"Woe be to the individual by whom such a principle is

p. 142. t P. 143.

\ " To such lengths did some of these Schoolmen proceed, that, when
accused of advancing tenets repugnant to the Scriptures, instead of repel-

ling the accusation, they had recourse to the dangerous position, that opin-

ions might be philosopJiically true yet theologically false ; a position obvi-

ously mischievous in its principle, and opening a door for the admission of

infidelity into the very bosom of the Church."— Van Milderty Boyle Lect.y

vol. i. p. 250.
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accepted ! woe be to tlie Church in which it gains cur-

rency 1

The miracles to which Professor Powell's conces-

sion refers are obviously those which circle more im-
mediately around our Lord's Person,—His Incarnatiouj

Resurrection, Ascension."^ But, it is clear, from what
has been already urged, that the concession, if made at

all, must be extended to the Gospel miracles generally,

seeing that the truth of our Lord's word is bound up
with them. And at the same time, it is to be consid-

ered that if the reality of but one single miracle be
granted, of whatsoever kind,—say, for example, the
Resurrection,—the objection on which the whole stress

of our author's argument rests is done away. What
has been in one instance may have been in another, in

ten others, in a thousand others. The principle is con-

ceded. There is no longer any antecedent incredibility

to be overcome.f
But, in truth. Professor Powell's concession, as will

be seen in the sequel, is but verbal after all. And I

take this opportunity of remarking, that repeatedly, in

the course of his Essay, one has the conviction forced

upon one, either that he had a difficulty in expressing

* See " Order of Nature," p. 69.

f "In one respect, this semi-rationalism, -which admits the authority of

revelation up to a certain point and no farther, rests on a far less reason-

able basis than the firm belief which accepts the whole, or the complete

unbelief which accepts nothing. For whatever may be the antecedent im-

probability which attaches to a miraculous narrative, as compared with one
of ordinary events, it can affect only the narrative taken as a whole, and
the entire series of miracles from the greatest to the least. If a single

miracle is admitted as supported by competent evidence, the entire history/

is at once removed from the ordiriary calculations of more or less proba^

hility. One miracle is sufficient to shew that the series of events with

which it is connected is one which the Almighty has seen fit to mark by
exceptions to the ordinary course of His providence : and this being once

granted, we have no a priori grounds to warrant us in asserting that the

number of such exceptions ought to be larger or smaller. If any one
miracle recorded in the Gospels,—the Resurrection of Christ, for exam-
ple,—be once admitted as true, the remainder cease to have any antecedent

improbability at all, and require no greater evidence to prove them than is

needed for the most ordinary events of any other history. For the im-

probability, such as it is, reaches no further than to shew that it is unlikely

that God should work miracles at all ; not that it is unlikely that He should

work more than a certain number."

—

ManseVs Bampton Lectures^ p. 252.
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himself clearly, or else that, on occasion, he designedly

involved his meaning in a mist of words because he

feared that, if seen in clear sunshine, it would be too

much for the prejudices of his readers.

I.

At all events, as to the point in question, it is plain

that the whole drift and tendency of the Essay is to

deny the reality of miracles altogether. The argument
lies within the smallest possible compass,—^The antece-

dent incredibility of a miracle is such as absolutely to

preclude all a posteriori reasoning on the subject.

And that antecedent incredibility rests on "the
grand truth of the universal order and constancy of

natural causes, as a primary law of belief," a belief " so

strongly entertained in the mind of every truly induc-

tive inquirer, that he cannot even conceive the possi-

bility of its failure"^." Wherever we turn our eyes we
see the operation of fixed laws. The world, in all its

parts, is ordered and governed upon an established plan.

As science extends her domain and pushes her dis-

coveries into new regions, cases which once seemed
exceptional are found to conform to the general rule.

If in any instance the conformity cannot be traced, yet

the instances in which it can are so innumerable, that

there can be no reasonable doubt that in this also the

rule holds.

" The very essence of the whole argument," as the author

expresses himself in another work of a similar tendency with
the one under consideration, " is the invariable preservation of

the principle of order : not necessarily such as we can directly

recognise, but the universal conviction of the imfailino; subordi-

nation of everything to some grand principles of law, however
imperfectly apprehended or realized in our partial conceptions,

and the successive subordination of such laws to others of still

higher generality to an extent transcending our conceptions,

and constituting the true chain of universal causation which cul-

minates in the sublime conception of the Cosnios.'"\

* Essay, p. 109. f Order of Nature, p. 228.
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Professor Powell's view, it will be observed, differs

from Spinoza's and from Ilume'S) to both of which at

first sight it bears some resemblance.

Spinoza held that a miracle is absolutely impossible,

because it would be derogatory to the Deity to depart

from the established laws of the universe,* an argu-

ment which appears to be identical with that of AVeg-

scheider referred to by Professor Powell, "that the

belief in miracles is inconsistent with the idea of an
eternal God consistent with himself"f

Hume did not absolutely deny the possibility of a

miracle, but he denied its capability of being proved
from testimony. With him the matter is simply a
balancing of probabilities, and in his judgment it is

always more probable that the testimony to a miracle

is false, than that the ordinary course of nature has
been deviated from.:j:

Professor Powell does not, with Spinoza, presume
to determine what it heJioved God to do; nor, with
Hume, does he trouble himself nicely to adjust the

balance of probabilities. His reasoning is built upon
analogy. He concludes peremptorily from the analogy
of God's dealings in the material world in every instance

in which His operations can be traced, from the cosmos^

the order which pervades the universe, that a miracle

which, according to his notion, is " a violation of the

laws of matter, or an interruption of the course of phys-

ical causes,"§ is simply incredible.

But it is this very notion of a miracle, unguardedly
countenanced, it is true, in some instances, by writers

of eminence, which makes his whole argument wide of

* " Hinc clarissime sequitur, leges naturae universales mera esse de-

creta Dei, quae ex necessitate et perfectione naturas divinje sequuntur. Si

quid igitur in natura contingeret, quod ejus universalibus legibus repug-

naret, id decreto et intellectui et natura? divinae necessario etiam repugna-

ret ; aut si quis statueret Deum aliquid contra leges natura? agere, is simul

etiam cogeretur statuere, Deum contra suam naturam agere, quo nihil ab-

surdius."

—

Spinoza^ Tract. Tfieol. Folit., c. 6.

f Essay, p. 114. | Hume's Essay, " Of Miracles."

§ Essay, p. 132.
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its mark, as it does also that of Spinoza, which in this

respect agrees with it.*

A miracle, in the Scriptural notion of the word, is

a violation neither of tlie laws of matter, nor of any
other of the laws of nature. It is simply the intervention

of a Being possessing, or endued with, superhuman
power,—an intervention, which, though it temporarily

modifies, or suspends the operation of, the laws ordina-

rily in operation in the world, is yet itself exercised in

strict accordance with the law of that Being's nature,

or superindued nature, by whom it is exercised.

It is true that Professor Powell distinctly acknowl-

edges that lower laws are continually held in restraint

by higher, and quotes Dean Trench with approval as

affirming such to be the case.f But there is one clause

in his quotation, the meaning of which, he confesses, is

not clear to him, that, namely, in which "moral laws"
are spoken of as " controlling physical."

And this is precisely the point to which Professor

Powell's philosophy seems to have been incapable of

reaching. His mind appears to have been so engrossed
with the study of what is called natural science, his eye
so exclusively fixed upon the material world around
him, that he overlooked the fact, that the world con-

tains other elements besides material, that it has other

forces besides physical, and that as matter is perpetu-

ally acted upon in all imaginable ways by those other

forces, so the laws of matter are perpetually, not " vio-

lated," but interfered with, moulded, controlled, kept
in check, as to their operation, by those forces.

Tlie human will is the element, the action of whose
disturbing force upon the material system around us
comes most frequently or most strikingly under our
notice. Man, in the exercise of his ordinary faculties,

is perpetually interfering with, or moulding, or con-

trolling the operation of those ordinary laws of matter
which are in exercise around him. He does so if he
does but disturb one pebble in its state of rest, or stay

* See Dean Trench, *' Notes on the Miracles," p. 15.

f Essay, p. 134.
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the fall of another before it reaches the ground. He
does so to a vastly greater extent when, by means of

the appliances with which art, instructed by science,

has furnished him, he projects a ball to the distance of

four or five miles, or constrains steam, or light, or elec-

tricity, or chloroform to do his bidding. Still his

doings are not miracles, because they do not extend be-

yond the range of his unassisted powers. But are we
sure that God may not, on special occasions and for

special ends, have endued some men with superhicman
powers, by which the laws of the material world may
be controlled to an extent beyond what could have been
done by ^massisted nature ? or that He may not have
directed or permitted beings superior in might to man
to exercise such powers ? * That He has done so, in

sundry instances, Scripture aflirms. What is there in

the reason of things to make the affirmation incredible

or even improbable ? To say that it is contrary to

experience is to beg the whole question at issue.

The fact is, once admit that there is a God, and even
beings who have to do with this earth, inferior to God
but superior in might to man, or admit that man him-

self may, for special reasons, be endued with super-

human power, and you grant that there are agents who
have it in their power to interfere with or control the

laws ordinarily in operation in the material world, so as

to work miracles.

Admit, further, that there may be an occasion calling

for superhuman interference,—and such surely is the

authentication of a revelation containing truths which

* " What degrees of power God may reasonably be supposed to have

communicated to created beings, to subordinate intelligences, to good or

evil angels, is by no means easy for us to determine. Some things abso-

lutely impossible for men to effect, it is evident may easily be within the

natural powers of angels ; and some things beyond the power of inferior

angels, may as- easily be supposed to be within the natural power of others

that are superior to them, and so on. So that excepting the original power

of creating, which we cannot indeed conceive communicated to things

which were themselves created, we can hardly affirm with any certainty

that any particular effect, how great or miraculous soever it may seem to

us, is beyond the power of all created beings in the universe to have pro-

duced."

—

8. Clarke^ Evidences^ p. 298.
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it was of the utmost consequence for man to know, but

of which, except by revelation, he could know nothing,
•—and the possibility is advanced to probability. We
have, if we may without irreverence use the heathen

poet's words in such connection, both a mndex, and a

nodus dignus vindlce.

Such a revelation Christianity professes to be. It

professes to direct man towards the attainment of the

true end of his being, to instruct him in the knowledge
of God, and to teach him how to serve God acceptably,

and it assures him (an assurance which he could not

otherwise have had) of the continuance of his existence

in a future state of happiness or misery after death, that

happiness or misery depending upon his conduct here.

Underlying the information thus described are such

truths as the incarnation, the death and passion, the

resurrection, the ascension of the Son of God, and the

descent of the Holy Spirit, together with an account of

the respective offices of both of these divine Persons in

the economy of man's salvation. These are subjects to

the knowledge of which unassisted human reason could

by no possibility have attained, and yet that knowl-
edge, seeing that sundry most important duties grow
out of the relationships involved,'^ cannot but be of the

utmost consequence to us.

If then it was not to have been expected ante-

cedently (as who could have ventured to predict before-

hand how God would deal thus in such a case ?) that

Christianity, if true, would be attested by miracles, yet

now that it does claim to have been so attested, there is

sufficient reason apparent why it should have been so.

Indeed, it seems inconceivable, how, without miracles,

—

including prophecy in the notion of a miracle,—it could
sufficiently have commended itself to men's belief?

Who would believe, or would be justified in believing,

the great facts which constitute its substance, on the

i2yse dixit of an unaccredited teacher ? And how, ex-

cept by miracles, could the first teacher be accredited ?

Paley, then, was fully warranted in the assertion which
* See Butler's " Analogy," Pt. ii. ch. i. p. 216, Oxford, 1820.
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our author censures, that " we cannot conceive a revela-

tion "—such a revelation of course as Christianity pro-
fesses to be, a revelation of truths which transcend man's
ability to discover,—" to be substantiated without mir-
acles." * Other credentials, it is true, might be exhibited
in addition to miracles,—and such it would be natural
to look for,—but it seems impossible that miracles could
be dispensed with.

And in this respect Christianity is entirely consistent

with itself. Had it made no appeal to miracles, its

teaching, considering what the substance of its teaching
is, could scarcely have gained credit. Had its teaching
been such as men might have attained to by their unas-
sisted powers, suspicion might fairly have rested on its

appeal to miracles. •

Assuming, then, that it has pleased God to make a
revelation, such as Christianity claims to be, to man,
what have we in the ordinary course of the world's
affairs analogous to it, on which to raise the conclusion
that miracles are incredible, or even improbable ? The
case is one entirely sui cjeneris^ except in so far as it has
associated with it other revelations, intimately connected
with it, belonging to a former dispensation. As Bp.
Butler remarks,—" Before we can have ground for rais-

ing what can with propriety be called an argument
from analogy, for or against revelation, considered as

somewhat miracidoiis^^^—or, as it might be added with
equal truth, for or against miracles^ as authenticating a
revelation,—" We must be acquainted with a similar or

parallel case. But the history of some other world
seemingly in like circumstances with our own is no
more than a parallel case, and therefore nothing short

of this can be so."t It follows, then, that the analogy
of the ordinary course of nature affords no sufficient

ground for doubting the reality of miracles said to have
been wrought in attestation of a revelation which has
nothing analogous to it in nature. The generalization

which would conclude from thence that there can be no

* Essay, p. 119. f Analogy, Ft. ii. ch. ii. p. 237.
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credibility or probability. But indeed, we are but feel-

ing about in the dark while we are discussing &uch
questions in a matter where we are, after all, so little

competent to determine antecedently what is credible

or probable, or are following out analogies where we
are so little competent to determine to what extent the

analogies hold, or whether indeed they hold at all.

The really important question is, as to thefacts reputed
to he miraculous. And it is surely inconsistent in those

who lay so much stress, and justly so, on the necessity

of weighing every fact which bears upon their theories

in matters of science, summarily to override facts, when
they do not accord with their theories in matters of
religion.

That \hQfacts of the Christian history which are re-

puted miraculous really did take place, rests, as has been
often urged, upon such testimony as would be accepted
as sufficient, and much more than sufficient, in all ordi-

nary matters.

We are told, indeed, that testimony " is, after all,

but a second-hand assurance, a blind guide ; that it can
avail nothing against reason ; " nay, that even our own
senses may deceive us.* And it is very true that both
testimony may mislead, and our senses 7nay deceive.

But these results depend upon the character of the tes-

timony, and upon the condition in which our senses

are, or the opportunities which they have for taking
cognizance of that which comes under their notice.

Testimony Qnay he sufficiently established ; our senses

onay have sufficient certainty in their observations : and
it is as much a law of our moral nature that we should
place reliance upon testimony when sufficiently estab-

lished, and upon our senses, when they are not dis-

ordered and at the same time have sufficient oppor-
tunities of observing, as it is a law of our physical

nature that we should feel pain if wounded, or that we
should fall if not supported.

But then it is to be observed to what extent the re-

port of testimony and the observation of our senses are
* Essay, pp. 141, 142.
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claimed. Tlicre are two elements to be considered in

an alleged miracle—the fact^ and the author of the

fact ; all that is claimed for testimony, all that is

claimed for the senses is, that they are competent to

establish Xlvdfact ; as to the author^ this j^oint is to be
arrived at on other considerations.

Tlie reality, then, of the Christian miracles, so far

as the fact is concerned, rests, as has been said, on the

most ample testimony. They were wrought openly

;

in many instances before enemies. They were asserted,

in the most public manner by those who professed to

have been eye-witnesses of them, and that in the coun-

try in which they were said to have been wrought, and
while there were numbers still living who could have
contradicted the assertion if false ; numbers, too, who
had every disposition to contradict it, if they could have
done so with success : yet no contradiction that we
know of was ever made. The enemies of Christianity,

—though they refused to acknowledge the finger of God
in them, and so denied them to be miracles, or rather

divine miracles^—never denied the facts. They en-

deavoured, indeed, to account for them ; but the very

circumstance of their doing so afforded the strongest

testimony which they had it in their power to yield to

their reality, asfacts.
It is true the prevalent belief in magic, and in the

power of evil spirits and their sensible interference in

the world, made men more ready to believe reports of

supernatural or superhuman occurrences than they
might have been otherwise. Still, when every allow-

ance has been made on this account, it is inconceivable

that facts, such as the Christian miracles were affirmed

to be, could have been accepted, asfacts^ by enemies,

who had every opportunity of testing them, and actu-

ally did test them in some instances most rigorously,

unless they had really taken place.

And it is much to be observed that many of them
were of a kind respecting which, as far as the fact is

concerned, it is incredible that deception could have
been practised, or mistake or delusion have occurred.
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The walking upon the water, the instantaneous hushing
of a storm, the healing of a paralytic, the cleansing of a
leper, the giving of sight to the blind, the making whole
of the maimed, the feeding of great, multitudes with a

few loaves and fishes, the restoration of the dead to life

in the presence of many witnesses, in one instance four

days after death was said to have occurred, and when
the grave had to be opened in which the body lay

;

these are facts, which, however it may be pretended to

account for them, could not have gained credit unless

they had actually taken place.

And what is also especially worthy of note, they,

together with the other Christian miracles, are not a
few^ and those isolated facts ; but a multitude which
cohere together, and, like the several stones of an arch,

mutually support and strengthen one another.

Of these facts the central one,—the key-stone, so to

speak, of the arch,—is our Lord's Resurrection. This

rests independently on the strongest evidence, our Lord
having been seen alive after His death many times and
by many different persons,—in one instance " by above
five hundred brethren at once," of whom, says St. Paul,
referring to the circumstance, " the greater part remain
unto this 23resent, but some are fallen asleep." But be-

sides the independent evidence on which it rests, it is

sustained on the one side, by the manifold signs and
wonders, such as those above referred to, which our
Lord did antecedently to His death; on the other, by
His ascension, and by the descent of the Holy Spirit,

—

the former witnessed and attested by the eleven apos-

tles, the latter manifested, not only by the marvellous
works wrought by the apostles, and the gifts of power
bestowed largely through the laying on of their hands
upon the first disciples, but also—wltich is very much
to be observed—by the moral change eftected both in

tlieir own characters, and in the lives and conversations

of those who received their testimony ; for this, though
not a miracle physically, was at least a fact, and as

such, a witness to the reality of that gift of the Holy
Spirit, which is represented as consequent upon our
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Lord's ascension, and by which miracles arc said to

have been wrought.
And to all these must be added another great and

most important fact,—that Christianity made its way in

a world whose interests and i)rejndiccs were arrayed
against it, avowedly from the xavy beginning a])pealing

to the miracles of its Founder, and to the miraculous
powers possessed and exercised by its first preachers,

as well as by others to w^hom they imparted the gift.

For however men may now, while professing to accept
Christianity as of divine origin, attempt to eliminate

the miraculous element from its system, nothing could

be farther from the thoughts of its first preachers. Mis-
takenly or not, they both believed and taught that mir-

acles, especially that chief miracle, the Uesurrection of

its Founder, were part and parcel of Christianity. And
as they believed and taught, so their converts believed

and confessed. And both preachers and converts, in

repeated instances, laid down their lives in proof of the

sincerity of their convictions.

It is of no avail to refer to the countless pretences

to miraculous powers which have since been made,
whether by heathens or Christians, as though these, as

a matter of course, invalidated the Gospel miracles.

Both the Gospel miracles and other alleged miracles are

to be tried severally upon their own merits; and if the

facts alleged are estnblished upon sufficient evidence,

they are to be received anfacts: whether as miraculous
facts or as divinely miraculous facts, is a subject for

further consideration. At the same time, if there should
be ground for believing, as doubtless there is, that many
of the later miracles are s])urious, this is no more than
was to have been expected in the reast)n of things ; no
more than our I^ord and His apostles had ])re])are(l the

('liunth to ex[)fx;t. And indeed, to a certain extent,

such 6j)urious miracles are even witnesses to the reality

of some miracles. For, as one has remarked who will

not be suspected of an undue bias in this direction, " The
innumerable forgeries of this sort which have been im-
posed ujion mankind in all ages are so far from weak-
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Oiling the credibility of the Jewish and Christian mir-
acles, that they strengthen it. For how could we ac-

count for a 2>ractice so universal of forging miracles for

the support of false religions, if on some occasions they
had not actually been wrought for the confiilnation of
a true one ? Or how is it possible that so many spurious
copies should pass upon the world, without some genu-
ine original from whence they were drawn, whose
known existence and tried success might give an ap-
pearance of probability to the counterfeit?

"'^'

There can be no reasonable pretext, therefore, for
denying the facts supposed to be miraculous in the Gos-
pel history. Nor, truly, does Professor Powell abso-
lutely and in every instance deny the facts. It is only
w^hen no reasonable prospect of a solution upon his
own principles offers itself that he denies them. And
even then his denial is couched in such ambiguous
terms, that, if we had not a more explicit statement of
his views elsewhere to guide us, it might be somewhat
difficult to ascertain his precise meaning.

But let us hear his own- account of the way in which
he would deal with the Christian miracles. He is speak-
ing, indeed, of alleged miracles in general, but of course
with his eye specially directed to those of the Gospel :

—

"An alleged miracle can onh'^ be regarded in one of two
ways;—either (1) abstractedly as a physical event, and there-

fore to be investigated by reason and physical evidence, and
referred to physical causes, possibly to hnoicn causes, but at

all events to some higher cause or law, if at present unknown
;

it then ceases to be supernatural, yet still might be appealed

to in support of religious truths, especially as referring to the

state of knowledge and apprehensions of the parties addressed
in past ages ; or (2) as connected with religious doctrine, re-

garded in a sacred light, asserted on the authority of inspiration.

In this case it ceases to be capable of investigation by reason,

or to OMm its dominion ; it is accepted on religious grounds, and
can appeal only to the principle and influence of foith. Thus
miraculous narratives become invested with the character of

articles of fiith, if they ]3e accepted in a less positive and cer.

* Middleton, quoted by Bp. Douglas, " Criterion," pp. 246, 246.

7
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tain light, as requiring some suspension of judgment as to their

nature and circumstances, or perhaps as involving more or less

of the parabolic or mythic character ; or at any rate as received

in connexion with, and for the sake of the doctrine incul-

cated.''*

It appears tlien, that in the first place the fact of the

alleged miracle is to be subjected to a rigid scrutiny,

and if there be no apparent ground for rejecting it, we
are then to consider whether it is not capable of being
referred to some known 'physical cause.

If there is no such cause to which it can be referred,

still,—as no one can pretend to set bounds to nature,

—

it may reasonably be supposed that, if our knowl-
edge were sufficiently enlarged, we should be able to

assign a cause, in accordance with the laws of nature,

—a natural cause as distinguished from a supernatural

one ; and we may rest in that supposition.

If, however, the character of the miracle, or pos-

sibly the constitution of our own minds, be such, that

we cannot bring ourselves to acquiescence in such a

supposition,—then, as a last resource,—we must accept
the narrative which contains the account of it,—suj)pos-

ing it to be one of the Scriptural narratives,—'' as an
article of faith," "on the authority of inspiration."

In doing this, however, we must be content to re-

gard the narrative " in a less positive and certain light,

as requiring some suspension of judgment as to ite na-
ture and circumstances :

" in other words, we must pre-
sume that we have been mistaken in looking upon it as
literally and historically true. And we must either
leave it to " await its solution," without venturing to
offer a solution of our own, receiving it " in connexion
with, and for the sake of the doctrine inculcated," or
we must have recourse to "ideology," and suppose
that the narrative has " more or less of the parabolic or
mythic character," or, as our author expresses himself
elsewhere, is "of a designedly fictitious or poetical
nature." f

* Essay, p. 142.

f Compare " Order of Nature," pp. 274, 275 :
—" We have adverted
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Professor Powell is ingenious in the method which
he has devised for maintaining his theory. Other op-

ponents of miracles have been content to rest their op-

position each on a single principle ; Professor Powell
has a second and a third in reserve, if the one which he
had first put forward fails. It is a matter of no little

difficulty in dealing with him to know, in the case of

any particular miracle, the precise ground on which
he is entrenching himself. At the same time, however,
it is to be observed, that, as regards the Christian mir-

acles, it is a matter of necessity that he who calls them
in question must choose the principle on which he pro-

poses to deny them, and adhere to it throughout. If,

for instance, it be granted in any case that the narra-

tive is a narrative of fact, though possibly of a fact

which happened according to the ordinary course of

nature, it is impossible to believe that others of the

to the kind of examination -wo should make of a marvellous event occur-

ring before our eyes. The same critical scrutiny could not be applied to a
marvellous event recorded in history. But in general, if such an event be
narrated, especially as occurring in remote times, it would still become a

fair object of the critical historian to endeavour to obtain, if possible, some
rational clue to the interpretation of the alleged wonderful narrative. And
in this point of view, it is sometimes possible, that, under the supernatural

language of a rude age, we may find some real natural phenomenon truly

described according to the existing state of knowledge.
" But marvels and prodigies, as such, are beyond the province of criti-

cal history and scientific knowledge ; they can only be brought within it

when, either certainly or probably, brought within the domain of nature.

It is almost needless to add, in reference to any such historical narrative,

that it is of course presumed, as preliminary to all philosophical specula-

tion, that we have carefully scrutinized the whole question of testimony

and documentary authenticity, on purely archceological and critical grounds,
" But in other cases, where such marvels may seem still more to mili-

tate against all historical probability, and where attempts at explanation

seem irrational, we may be led to prefer the supposition that the varrative

itself was of a designedly fctitious or poetical nature. And this alterna-

tive opens a wide and material field of inquiry, which can only be ade-

quately entered upon by those who unite in an eminent degree the spirit

of philosophic investigation with accurate critical, philological, and literary

attainments ; and which embraces the entire question of the origin and
propagation of those various forms of popular fiction which are, and have

been in all ages, so largely the expression of religious ideas, and often con-

vey, under a poetical or dramatized form, the exposition of an important

moral or religious doctrine, and exemplify the remark, that parable and

jnyth often include more truth than history."
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narratives arc " of a designedly. fictitious or poetical

"

character ; and vice vcrsa^ if it be granted that any of

them are designedly fictitious or poetical, it is impos-

sible to nnderstand others as narratives of facts. Tliey

are all so obvionsly of one and the same character that

they mnst stand or fall together.

1. With regard to the theory which wonld attribnte

the Christian miracles to natural causes:

It is not denied that some few of them, stri2^2^('d of
the circunistances amncdcd with ihtvi^ might admit
of being explained without the supposition of special

divine interference. But take those eircumstances into

account^ and the natural at once *' lifts itself up into

the miraculous." * That a piece of money, for exam-
ple, should be found in a fish s mouth, is an occurrence

which might possibly happen in a natural way : but
add the coincidence that our Lord directed Peter to go
to the sea and cast in a hook and take the fish that

should first come up, and told him that he shoidd find

in its mouth the very sum of money which he was in

want of for the particular occasion, and it seems impos-

sible to deny that " the finger of God " was in the whole
transaction. In like manner, that a sudden storm upon
the sea of Galilee should speedily be allayed, is per-

haps not extraordinary ; but that when it was at its

lieight, and the sailors were alarmed at the prospect of

instant destruction, our Lord should rise up, and speak
the words " Peace, be still," and it should forthwith die

down and be succeeded by a great calm,—here was a

coincidence which cannot be believed to be fortuitous.

Those who witnessed it, at least, were deeply impressed

with the conviction that there was an exercise of other

than human agency :
*' What manner of man," they ex-

claimed, "is this, that even the winds and the sea obey
IlimT't

Put though some few of the miracles, apart from
the circumstances connected with them, might possi-

bly be accounted for in a natural way, the great major-

* Trench, " Notes on the Miracles," p. 13.

+ Matt. viii. 27.
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ity refuse to be so dealt with. It is true that a natv^

ralistic construction has been devised systematically for

the whole of them ;'^ but that I may here use Profes-

sor Powell's own words, f
—" the immense multitude

of coincidences and combinations of circumstances and
extraordinary occurrences, which it thus becomes neces-

sary to suppose concentrated in one short period, pre-

sents too complex a mass of hypotheses to furnish a real

and satisfactory theory of the whole series of evangeli-

cal miracles."

If the theory will not answer for the whole series,

it can be of little service in the case of the very few to

which it might seem to admit of application, nor, when
the abatement necessary to be made for the concomi-
tant circumstances is taken into consideration, can it be
of any service even for them.

Professor Powell, while implying that some of the
facts of the Gospel narrative commonly described as

miracles are in reality to be ascribed to natural causes,

goes on to say that such " might still be appealed to in

support of religious truth, especially as referring to the
state of knowledge and apprehension of the parties ad-

dressed in past ages :
" in other words, they might be

dealt with on Schleiermacher's principle, as relative

miracles.

But the boon thus offered is one which, even if

the solution suggested were acquiesced in, the whole
tone ot the Gospel narrative would forbid us to accept.

Our Lord constantly appealed to His miracles as real

miracles^ as superhuman works, as testimonies borne
to Him by His Father. "Whatever therefore might have
been the effect of such marvels ttpon tjiose who deemed
them to be of heaven, when indeed they were but of the
earth, on us, to whom a deeper insight into nature had
revealed their true character, it would only be to excite

indignation and disgust.

If it be urged, that the deeper insight into nature
possessed by our Lord and communicated by Him to

His apostles by which He and they wrought marvellous
* By Paulus. f Order of Nature, p. 333.
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works, might fitly be " appealed to in support of reli-

gious truth," without impeachment of His or their sin-

cerity, inasmuch as the very possession of it, in the age

in which it was exercised, implied superhuman knowl-

edge, this truly is to grant the principle which we con-

tend for. Here is a miracle in the strictest sense of the

word : not indeed a physical miracle, though it produced
physical effects, but something which was above human-
ity and above nature.

But indeed we do but trifle while we speculate on
such matters. "With all the insight into nature to which
modern science has introduced us, we are as far re-

moved at this day as were the contemporaries of our

Lord and His apostles from comprehending the means
by which such works as those recorded in the New
Testament are to be wrought. We can travel with

such speed as almost to outstrip an arrow in its flight,

we can send a message over hundreds of miles in a few
seconds, we can transfer an instantaneous likeness of

ourselves or of the scene around us to paper with an
exactness which no pencil could equal, we can cheat

pain of its A^ctims, we can weigh the earth, we can
foretell the eclipses of the sim and moon, and even of

the satellites of other planets,—but we are as incapable

of communicating instantaneous sight to the blind,

hearing to the deaf, speech to the dumb, health to the

sick, life to the dead, or of doing any other of the mighty
works ascribed to our Lord or His apostles, as was the

simplest and most unlearned of those who witnessed
them.

2. The second theory which Professor Powell calls

in to his aid is one, which, like the preceding, he is

far from adopting universally. It is only when other

methods fail, or when this has some special advantage
to recommend it, that he has recourse to it. And even
so he appears to do so with some hesitation. The nar-

rative, it is suggested, may " perhaps involve more or

less of the parabolic or mythic character." It doubt-
less contains important instruction as symbolizing cer-

tain truths, but it is not literally and historically true.
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We must read it as we read the parable of Dives and
Lazarus, or that of the unjust steward. We must apply
it as St. Paul has taught us to apply the history of
Sarah and Ilagar, only, it should be added, with this

difference, that whereas St. Paul's application was built

upon the literal truth of the history, the theory under
consideration rejects the literal truth and substitutes the
mythic in its stead.

To unfold on system the mythic or allegorical appli-

cation of which the Scripture narratives may be thought
capable, may serve as an exercise for ingenuity ; and
this, in his coarse, ribald style, was the method pursued
by Woolston in his assault upon the miracles. Put that
such application should be accepted, in suchwise as to

exclude the literal and historical sense, by any sincere

lover of truth, I do not say in all, but even in one of the

narratives, is impossible. Those narratives bear every
appearance of reality on their surface, and no skill or

ingenuity can discover anything of a diflerent character

underneath the surface. The actors are real, the actions

are real, the conversations, the discussions, which accom-
pany or arise out of the actions, and the proceedings
which result from them are real. Let any one read
over, for instance, the account of the raising of Lazarus
and of the measures taken by the Jews in consequence
of it, or of the giving of sight to the man who had been
born blind and of the investigation instituted by our
Lord's enemies into the reality of the miracle,^ and he
will rise from the perusal with the conviction that it is

an insult to his understanding to ask him to allow a so-

called ideological application to supplant the natural

and obvious meaning. And if this would be his feeling

on reading one or two of the Gospel narratives, it

would be so in a much greater and more intense degree
on reading the whole of the historical books of the Kew
Testament with the subject specially kept in view.

Woolston made large and confident appeals to the

Fathers in support of his system : and it cannot be
denied either that allegorizing was in much use in the

* Jolin ix.
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early Chiircli, or that it "was carried to excess in some
instances by individual Fathers. But of that excess,

reaching so far as occasionally to exclude the literal

sense and to substitute an allegorical in its stead, we
have no instance till towards the middle of the third

century. Origen set the example ;
* and he was fol-

lowed occasionally by men whose names carry greater

weight than his.f Yet even Origen, in his work
against Celsus, uniformly argues, as does Celsus also,

on the principle that the narratives of the Christian

miracles are to be understood literally, however they
may admit or solicit an allegorical sense besides. He
repeatedly appeals to the miracles as real, not only in a

general way, but with the specification of particular in-

stances ; such as the feeding of the multitudes with a
few loaves and fishes, the three several cases of the dead
raised to life, the healing of the sick, the giving of sight

to the blind, and the enabling of the lame to walk.:]:

* " Strong as the appetite of the Fathers certainly was on all these

accounts for figures, I do not think any instance can be produced from
those before Origen of the literal meaning of a passage of Scripture being
evaporated in the figurative. ... He is the first of the Fathers of whom
it can be said, that he refines the fact away in the allegory : and even of
him it can only be said under great restriction. Origen's general notions

upon this question seem to be most fairly represented in his work against

Celsus,—the soberest of his works,—viz. that we are to consider the narra-

tive of Scripture as having an obvious sense, but that we are not to rest in

the obvious ; nor, in interpreting the law, are we to begin and end with

the letter : and in like manner, in contemplating the incidents related of

Jesus, we shall not arrive at the spectacle of the truth in full, unless we
are guided by the same rule."

—

Professor Blunt, " On the right use of the

Early Fathers,'' pp. 213—215.

f
" Sed etiam Hieronymura video tantum insaniisse, ut scriberct ad

Nepotianum, in Epistola de Vita Clericorum, Historiam Davidis et Abisa&

Sunamitis figmentum esse de mimo vcl Atellanarum ludicro, si sequeris

litcram. Apage vero has allegoristarum nugas, quibus, propter nonnuUa
vere typica in Sacra Scriptura, et alia qua?dam vcl tropice prolata, vel am-
biguse interpretationis, magni alioqui viri, dum aliis prodesse volcbant,

suam ipsorum famara lacscrunt."

—

Roidh, Belifjuice Sacrce, torn. iii. p. 434.

X Thus, e. g. (lib. i. p. 5, ed. Spenc.) he appeals to prophecy and
miracles as evidences of Christianity, in accordance with the Apostle's

words, 1 Cor. ii. 4, iu O7ro5et|et irvevfj-aTos Koi Swd/uieuis, as he explains

them :

—

Uvevfiaros fxeu, Sib, ras '!rpo(pr]Teias, iKavas Trio'ToiroiT^a'ai rhv iinvyxo--

vovra, fxAXicra €ts to Trepl tov Xpiarov' Swdfj-eus §6, Sta rds Tcpacrrlovi

hvvdfjifis &s KaraaKevaffT^oy yeyou4vai Kol e/c noWufv fikv 6.\X(i}v, koX 4k tou

Ix"^ Se avTuu %ti ffdo^eadai irapa to7s Kara rh fiovKrfixa tov \6yov fiiovo'i.

See also pp. 30, 34, 53, and lib. 2 pp. 70, 87, 88.
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And in so doing he is but acting in conformity with
the principles of the earlier Fathers as well as of the

sounder part of the later. To whatever extent they
might employ allegory,—and no doubt they did in

many instances to a great extent,—their rule was to

make the literal and historical truth the basis of the
allegory which they built upon it.*

3. One other principle of solution is put forward by
Professor Powell. He is willing, in certain cases, to

accept the miracle " on religious grounds," " in connec-
tion with and for the sake of the doctrine inculcated,"

—as " an article of faith," not as a matter respecting

whicli our senses can have any cognizance.

If by this he meant that there are certain miraculous

facts^ which transcend our reason, but which neverthe-

less we believe asfacts ^ on the authority of revelation,

—such, for instance, as the incarnation of our Blessed
Lord,—the principle is most sound, and every Christian

will acquiesce in it cordially. Only it follows imme-
diately, as has been already intimated, that if it be con-

ceded but in a single instance that a miracle has been
wrought, the ground on which Professor Powell's grand
objection to miracles rests is cut away from under him.
"What has been in one instance may have been in

others. There is no longer, even on his own principles,

* "Tunc namque allegoriae fructus suaviter carpitur, cum prius per hia-

toriam in veritatis radice solidatur."

—

Gregory the Great^ Horn. 40 in

Evang.^ quoted by Dean Trench, " Notes on the Miracles," p. 82. See also

St. Augustine, De Civ. Dei,, lib. xiii. c. 21, where, animadverting upon
those who would put an allegorical interpretation on Gen. ii. to the exclu-

sion of the literal sense, he says :
—" Tanquam risibilia et corporalia ilia

non fuerint, sed intelligibilium significandorum causa eo modo dicta vel

scripta sint. Quasi propterea non potuerit esse paradisus corporalis, quia

potest etiam spiritualia intelligi : tanquam ideo non fuerint duge mulieres,

Agar et Sara, et ex illis duo filii Abrahae, unus de ancilla, unus de libera,

quia duo Testamenta in eis figurata dicit apostolus ; aut ideo de nulla petra

Moyse percutiente aqua defluxerit, quia potest illic figurata significatione

etiam Christus intelligi, eodem apostolo dioente, ' Petra autem erat Chris-

tus.' " Then, after giving two different allegorical expositions of the de-

scription of Paradise, he adds :
—" Haec, et si qua alia commodius dici pos-

sunt de intelligendo spiritualiter Paradiso, nemine prohibente dicantur,

dum tamen et illius historiae Veritas fidelissima rerum gestarum narratione

commendata credatur."—See also De Genesi ad Literam,^ lib. viii. c. 1.

7*
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any shadow of reason for maintaining that a miracle is

antecedently and absolutely incredible.

Whether the sense above referred to is that which
Professor Powell really intends, is not easily to be col-

lected from the work before ns. He speaks more plainly

however in his book " On the Order of Nature." And
there it appears that while he professes to accept such
miracles as the 'incarnation, the resurrection and the

ascension, in what he calls a " spiritualized sense," " in

connection with and for the sake of the doctrine incul-

cated," he has the utmost repugnance to receive them
as physical facts. Tlie truth is, he has already become
convinced, on antecedent considerations, that there can
be no such thing as a miracle ; and not even the author-

ity of the inspiration which he professes to accept is of

avail to shake his conviction. Even while acknowledg-
ing the name^ he is at pains to deny the thing.

But let us hear his own words :

—

" If we turn to the New Testament, and acknowledge in its

later writings, especially those of St. Paul, the fullest develop-

ment of apostolic Christianity, we there find, in a very remark-

able manner, that no reference is made to anj of the Gospel mir-

acles, except only those specially connected with the personal

office and nature of Christ ; and even these are never insisted on

in their physical details, hid solely in their sjyiritual and doctrinal

application.

" Thus the Resurrection of Christ is emphatically dwelt

upon, not in its physical letter, but in its doctrinal spirit ; not as

a physiological p)henomenon, but as the corner-stone of Christian

faith and hope,—the type of spiritual life here, and the assur-

ance of eternal hfe hereafter. . . .

" So in like manner the transcendent mysteries of the in-

carnation and ascension are never alluded to at all hy the apos-

tles in a historical or material sense, but only as they are in-

volved in points of spiritual doctrine, and as objects of faith. . . .

" And in this spiritualized sense has the Christian Church
in all ages acknowledged these divine mysteries and miracles,
^ not of sight hut of faith ;

' not expounded by science, but de-

hvered in traditional formularies, celebrated in festivals and
solemnities by sacred rites and symbols, embodied in the crea-

tions of art, and proclaimed by choral harmonies ; through all
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tvhicli the spirit of faith adores the great mystery of godhness,

—manifested in the flesh, justified in the spirit, seen of angels,

preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received

up into glory."

—

Order of Nature, pp. 458—460.

The whole drift of these remarks obviously is to

deny, if not in express words yet by implication, the

reality of our Lord's incarnation, resurrection, and
ascension in any physical sense.*

The other miracles of the Gospel, it seems, are not
even referred to in the later writings of the New Tes-

tament. Had then the apostles, in " the fuller devel-

opment of Christianity " to which they had attained,

learnt to regard their earlier belief on this point as a
delusion ?

Even if it were true, however, that there is no
reference in the Apostolic Epistles to the miracles of
the Gospel, this would be no matter of surprise, unless

(which requires to be shewn) the subject in any particu-

lar instance required, or at all events suggested, the
reference. The fact is, however, that there are occa-

sional, though not frequent, references by the writers to

their own miracles, and these distinctly as literal facts.

f

And if they spoke of their own miracles as such, we
may be sure they would have had no hesitation, had the

occasion required, in speaking of their Lord's miracles

as such.

* In confirmation of the construction which I have put upon Professor

Powell's words, I may refer to an article on the " Essays and Reviews," in

the " Edinburgh Review" for April, 1861, in which the apologist, (for this

is really the character which the writer sustains,) after asserting that,

though many parts of the Bible are confessedly figurative and parabolic,

there still remain events, such as, above all others, our Lord's Resurrec-

tion, where the historic reality must be admitted, proceeds,—" But our own
assurance of this and of like occurrences far less important ought not to

blind us to the^ fact, that the very events and wonders, which to us are

helps, to others are stumbling-blocks. And though we shrink from aban-

doning any thing which to us seems necessary or true, yet we are bound to

treat those who prefer to lean on other, and, as they think, more secure

foundations, with the tenderness with which we cannot doubt they would
have been treated by Him, to whom the craving for signs and wonders was
a mark, not of love and faith, but of perverscness and unbelief."

f See Gal. iii. 5 ; Rom. xv. 18, 19 ; 2 Cor. xii. 12 ; Heb. ii. 3, 4. The
transfiguration and the voice from heaven are expressly appealed to, and
that as strictly literal and historical facts, 2 Pet. i. 16, 17.
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The miracles, however, which are connected with
our Lord's Person and office are " never," we are told,
" insisted on in their physical details, hut solely in their

spiritual and doctrinal application." The resurrection,

for instance, is " emphatically dwelt uj^on, not in its

physical letter, but in its doctrinal spirit."

One is at a loss to conceive how any one could
make such an assertion as this, unless he thought by its

bold confidence to imj^ose upon himself and overbear
the reclamations of others. Most persons would rise

from the perusal of the 15th Chapter of the First Epis-
tle to the Corinthians with the thorough conviction that
how much use soever the Apostle may make of our
Lord's resurrection doctrinally, he does most emphat-
ically dwell upon it in its physical letter. Its literal

truth as a '^physiological phenomenon " is the very
basis and substratum of all that is said on the subject.

It is implied throughout the whole of the Apostle's
argument :

" I delivered unto you first of all," says the
Apostle, reminding the Corinthians of the doctrine
which he had taught at Corinth, " that which I also

received, how that Christ died for our sins according to
the Scriptures ; and that He was buried, and that He
rose again the third day, according to the Scrijjtures :

and that He was seen of Cephas, then of the twelve.
After that. He was seen of above five hundred brethren
at once. . . . After that. He was seen of James ; then
of all the Apostles ; and last of all. He was seen of me
also. . . . Kow if Christ be preached that He rose from
the dead, how say some among you that there is no
resurrection of the dead ? But if there be no resurrec-

tion of the dead, then is Christ not risen : and if Christ
he not risen, then is ourpreaching vain, and yourfaith
is also vain. Yea, and we are found false witnesses

of God ; hecause loe have testified of God that He raised
up Christ : whom lie raised not np, if so he that the

dead rise not. For if the dead rise not, then is not
Christ raised : and^ if Christ he not raised, yourfaith is

vain ; ye are yet in your sins. Then they also which
are faUen asleep in Christ are perished But now
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is Christ risenfrom the dead, and 'become the first-fruits

of them that slejptP

Will any one venture, after such a passage as this,

to talk of a merely " spiritualized sense, as though the
resurrection of the "fullest development of apostolic

Christianity" were of a different kind from that which
was recognised on the very day on which the history

relates that it occurred, when our Lord shewed the as-

sembled disciples His hands and His feet, and bade
them handle Him and see that His body was a real

body, and by consequence His resurrection a real res-

urrection, literally and physically true ?

It would be a waste of time to adduce further proofs,

whether as regards the resurrection, or the incarnation,

or the ascension, that whatever doctrinal instructions

the apostles might graft upon these great and cardinal

truths, they neither held nor taught any other faith re-

specting them than that which pervades the whole
volume of the IN'ew Testament. They regarded them as

facts,—''physiological phenomena^'' to use Professor

Powell's phrase,—and they denounced those who denied
their literal truth,—whether by explaining them, as

Hymenseus and Philetus did the resurrection, in a
" spiritualized sense," or as the Docetm, by attributing

to our Lord a phantom body and denying that .He was
really " come in the flesh,"—as heretics and anti-

christs.*

So much, then, for the several solutions which Pro-
fessor Powell offers in explanation of the Christian

miracles. I have endeavoured to shew of each in turn

that it is wholly unsatisfactory. But, indeed, there is

no need of a laboured refutation. The simplest and the

most convincing exposure of their unsatisfactoriness is

that which each one may derive for himself from an
attentive persual of the JSTew Testament narratives.

Let any candid person read the accounts there given,

and, as he reads, ask himself from time to time, whether
it is possible that there could be room for illusion^ and
that in so many and such various instances, so that

* 2 Tim. ii. 17 ; 1 John iv. a.
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what ho lias been accustomed to rcfj:ar(l as facts were
not liicts; or whether it is conceival)Ic that wliat was
done or liappencd can be accounted lor, all the con-

comitant circumstances bein^^ considered, hij a reference

to natural causes ^ or whether it can be believed that

the writers of the Christian books c(juld have intended

their narratives to be understood, not as litei'ally and
liistorically true, but oiihj Ideofofjicalh/^ or in a''^ sj/irit'

Uidl^ed sense
•''—if any one, on i-eadini:; these accounts,

should atlirm that one or the other of these suppositions

is credible, is conceivalde, is possible, ho must be be-

yond the reach of arujument; 1 know of no further con-

sideration wdiich Avould be likely to have weight w4th

liim. The difliculty, however, is to prevail upon those

who have already detei'mined with themselves on ante-

cedent grounds to reject the Christian miracles, to read

the narratives of those miracles with any measure of

candour. Hume owned that he luid never read the

]Mew Testament with attention ;* and there is reason to

fear that not a few of those who have arrived at con-

clusions similar to those of Hume, strengthen themselves

in the same by a like disregard of that sacred Book
and the witness which it bears.

To gather u}), then, what has been said Ihus iar :

—

We hjive seen, 1st, that they Avho, on the ground of

antecedent incredibility, are tbrrejecting miracles sum-
marily and without even entering into the (piestion of

evidence, have no warrant for such a course ; -dly,

that the real <]uestion at issue is, AVhat are the/(?cAvof

the case 'i and that, as regards the Christian miracles,

there is the strongest reason for believing the facts,

—

wdiile at the same time the solutions otfered by our
author, when he w<iuld dispose of their chiim to bo re-

cognised (fs Dilraeles, are wholly unsMtisfactory. I'elng

facts, it is idle to speak of an allegorical or a "spiritu-

alized'' sense, such as shall exclude the literal. Atid
they are facts which it is im]>ossible to account ibr by
a reference to causes ordimirily in operation. No such

sohition is conceivable. They must be acknowledged
* Bosweir.^ Life of Johnson, vol. ii. p. 19, od. 1823.
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to 1)0 beyond tlio |)()\vt'r oi" man, and abovo nature :

tboy must bo accepted as Miracles.

11.

"Hut it may still bo a quorttion, Tlow far aro iniraolos

to be ac'ccplcd as evidence for a divine revi'lalion,—or,

to eonlino tbe matliT within narrower bounds, as evi-

dence i"or ('liristianity '^ Tliis is Trolessor I'ovvcjU's sec-

ond consideration, tbou^b one, as has been ah-eady ob-

served, whi(;h ho nii<^ht well luivo snared biniself tho

labour of (lis(Missin<!;, supposin^jj that ne liad proved his

lM)int in the ])rtM'C(lin^ j)art of his Kssay. I*'or to what
purpose is it to discuss the value of tho evidence allbrii-

ed by miracles, if w(^ are already ])ersuaded that no
such ihinjjj as a miracle was ever wrou<i;ht^ As it is,

iii(let>d,he does not so mucb discuss the (luestion, as

1hou«j;h it wero ono wliicb adniitte<l of debate, as rin<);a

variety of changes upon tlio princii)le, which Jio con-

ceives lie has already made f2;ood, of " tho universal

order and constancy of natural causes." 'J'his bein<^

tlu^ case, whatever mi^ht be tho evidential foi-ce of

miracles, with those whose preconceived notions dis-

p(tsc(l tluMu to ac;(juiesci5 in them as mii*acles, to others,

whom nuxlern science has enlii^htened, it can be of no
account.

Hut that ])rinciple, as ^vo bavo seen, has not been
established. And we nuiy therefore pnx'eed to discuss

tlu^ (pu'stion of the evidential Ibrce ot miracles upon its

own merits.

And this (piestion involves a ])revious one, \\y what
tokens nuiy miracles, acknowledged such, be j)roved to

be iVom (iod 'i

Hy nuiny, indeed, sucdi an in(iuiry would be thou<^ht

8U])ertluous, iiuismuch as a miracle havin«>; once been

j^ranted Xo be real, there woidd sihmii no room 1bi- fiir-

tlu'r (pu'stiou. Thi^ appeal lo miracles, however, is

oiu; which has been repc^atedly nuide by rival sects in

Hupjtort of their respective (tlaims : and thou<j;h prob-

ably enou<;h without, any Ibundation of truth to rest

upon in the vast nuijority of cases, yet IScripture, as
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it distinctly recognises the existence of superhuman
beings, evil as well as good, so it not less distinctly

warns us that miracles, even real miracles it should

seem, may be wrought by the agency of such beings,

God so permitting, where the workers are evil, whether
for the trial of His servants, or, judicially, for the pun-

ishment of those w^ho wilfully blind themselves against

the truth.*

Let us see to what extent the same Scripture affords

us a test whereby we may try the miracles whether
they are of God.

" If there arise among you a prophet or a dreamer
of dreams, and giveth thee a sign or a wonder, and the

sign or the wonder come to pass, whereof he spake

unto thee, saying. Let us go after other gods, ivhich thou

hast not known, and let us serve them ; thou shalt not

hearken unto the words of that prophet, or that dream-

er of dreams : for the Lord your God proveth you, to

know whether ye love the Lord your God with all your

heart and with all your soul . . . And that prophet, or

that dreamer of dreams, shall be put to death ; because

he hath spoken to turn you away from the Lord your

God." t
This, then, was the rule under the Old Testament

:

a miracle wrought, or pretended to be wrought,—and

it mattered not which,

—

i?i support of a system opposed

to the revelation already given^ was not to be hearkened
to for an instant.

And it is much to be observed that a tacit reference

to this rule pervades our Lord's intercourse with those

who opposed his claims. That He did many miracles

they could not and they did not attempt to deny. But
they endeavoured to put him down summarily on tlie

ground that His teaching was at variance with their

law. AVhile He, on the contrary, continually appealed
to that law, bidding them search tlie Scriptures, for

they testified of Him, and affirming, that had they be-

* 2 Thess. ii. 9, &c. See Cudworth's " Intellectual System," p. '706
;

and Clarke's " Evidences of Natural and Revealed Religion," p. 806.

\ Deut. xiii. 1—5.
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lieved Moses they would have believed Him, for he
wrote of Him.

Precisely similar, it may be added, to the rule

under the Old Testament, is the rule under the Kew

:

—" Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the
spirits whether they are of God : because many false

prophets are gone out into the world. Hereby know
ye the Spirit of God : Every spirit that confesseth that

Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God : and every
spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in
the flesh is not of GodP * " Though we or an angel
from heaven jpreach any other Gosjyel unto you than
that which we have preached unto you^ let him be ac-

cursed." f Here is the same test ; and though mir-
acles are not specified in connection with it, yet it is

obviously designed to apply to whatsoever credentials
might be adduced, miracles in the number. No one
is to be hearkened to, no, not for a moment, let him
come with what pretensions he may, whose teaching
contravenes a revelatio7i already given.

In what has been said thus far, it will be seen that
the subject has been regarded from the point of view
of those only who are already in possession of a divine
revelation. If it be asked. How the case stands with
those who have had no previous revelation to guide
them ?—It must be confessed that such persons are, so
far, comparatively at a disadvantage. Still there are
certain great principles of moral and religious truth
written on men's consciences, though in many cases
well-nigh obliterated, which, as far as they go^ must
serve to them instead of a precedent revelation. ISTo

miracle ought to be accepted by a heathen as divine,

the object of which is to confirm a system of teaching
plainly repugnant to those principles. On the other
hand, there being no antecedent presumption on such
grounds against the teaching, the appeal to miracles
would be entitled to a candid and patient consider-

ation.

If the case, instead of being that of a heathen, were
* 1 John iv. 1—3. f Gal. L 8.
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that of an unbeliever living in a Christian country, the

only difference would be, that such a one would have
the advantage of a truer and higher moral standard to

judge by,—the standard, namely, which had been fur-

nished by that very revelation on which he was sitting

in judgment, and of. which he was unconsciously reap-

ing the beneiit.

And now we may see the extent to which the doc-

trine is a test of the miracle. And it is highly impor-
tant that we should have a right understanding on this

point, seeing that certain dicta, such as that " the mir-

acles prove the doctrines, and the doctrines approve the

miracles," have got into current use, which, though they

are perfectly true if taken rightly, often have an un-

sound sense put upon them.
The doctrine, then, taught by him who appeals to

miracles as a proof that he has a commission from
God, must itself be tried hy the revelation already given.

Under the Old Testament dispensation, that doctrine

would have been self-condemned, and the miracles to

which it appealed together with it, which taught men
to forsake the worship of the one living and true God.
Under the IS'ew Testament, the case is the same where
the doctrine denies that Jesus is the Christ, or contra-

venes any other of the fundamental truths of the Gos-
pel. Where neither the Old Testament nor the ^ew
can be appealed to, then, and then only, must men be
content with that standard of truth and morality, an
imperfect one at best, to which, by wliatsoever means,
those who know nothing or believe nothing of a pre-

cedent revelation have attained. To appeal to any
such standard, when the beneiit of a precedent revela-

tion is enjoyed, would be as superfluous as to light a

candle in full sunshine.

Professor Powell, after referring to such passages as

those which have been above cited, and inferring most
justly, " that the unworthiness of the doctrine will

discredit even the most distinctly alleged apparent
miracles," adds, that the worthiness or unworthiness
of the doctrine " appeals solely to our moral judg-
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ment." * It does so, no doubt ; but then it is to our
moral judgment, if we are already in possession of a
revelation, enlightened hy that revelation. Scripture
distinctly recognises the standard of natural conscience,

where men have no safer and truer guide, f But where
they have, its language is, " To the law and to the tes-

timony : if they spectk not accoixling to this word^ it is

hecause there is no light in them,'''' J
It will be observed that the test referred to makes

proof, not whether the facts in question are miracles or
not, of any sort

;

—it is no test of that :—but whether
they are divine miracles ; whether they are to be
referred to God as their author, or to " the working
of Satan," and are to be classed with those " signs

and lying wonders " {repara yjrevSov;),— not necessa-

rily counterfeit miracles, but, in some cases possibly

enough, real miracles, wrought for the upholding of a
lie,—wherewith the Evil One is permitted to deceive

those " who receive not the love of the truth that they
may be saved." §

It must be borne in mind, too, that the test referred

to is, after all, but a negative test. It disproves in cer-

tain cases ; it does not prove in any. If the doctrine

taught contradicts a revelation already given, or, where
there is no precedent revelation, those great principles

of truth and morality which are written on men's con-

sciences, no works of wonder wrought in support of it

are even to be admitted to a hearing : they are to be
rejected summarily. But if the doctrine be in accord-

ance with a revelation already given, or with those

principles, it does not necessarily follow that the alleged

miracles are divine or even real miracles ; these points

are to be determined upon other considerations : but at

least there is no reason, which there would have been
otherwise, why they should not be admitted to be
tried.

To pass, however, from negative criteria to those of

2i positive description.

* Essay, p. 121. f Rom. ii. 14, 15. % Isa. viii. 20.

§ See Cudworth, p. '708.
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It may be granted, at the outset, that there is no
test which, taken singly^ hy itself^ is absolutely sufficient

to stamp an alleged miracle with the seal of God. But
yet, notwithstanding, there may be presumptions af-

forded by various considerations, and there may be
concurrent circumstances of such weight, that the joint

result may be to place the matter beyond question.

And it is important to remember that it is hy suchjoint
result^ rather than by any single test, that divine mir-

acles are to be ascertained. Though even so. Scripture

warns lis that there is need of an honest and truth-

loving heart, otherwise the proofs afforded, be they
what they may, will be fruitless.

Of the presumptions referred to, one is supplied by
the alleged miracle itself. Its character may be such,

that, as it is inconceivable that it should have been
wrought but by power more than human, so it is in-

conceivable but that that power must have been divine.

This was Nicodemus's conclusion drawn from the char-

acter of our Lord's miracles :
" We know that thou art

a Teacher come from God, because no man can do these

miracles that Thou doest, except God be with him."
Another presumption is afforded by the character

of the Person by whom the alleged miracle is wrought

;

for though it is possible enough for Satan to transform
himself into an angel of light, and the world has had
too many proofs that the teachers of false doctrine may
be men of blameless lives,—(and truly it is this very
circumstance which, more than any other, has contrib-

uted to the first establishment of heresies)—yet, doubt-
less, if a man of sound judgment, whose word has never
been falsified, whose life is eminently holy, claims to

work miracles in attestation that he has a commission
from God, and if there is nothing in the character of
his teaching to invalidate his claim, his integrity and
truthfulness do afford a presumption that his claim is

well founded.
And the same may be said of the doctrine taught. It

is true, as I have observed above, that the test afforded

by the doctrine, so far as that test is absolute and de-
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cisive, is negative, not positive ;—doctrine wMch is

contrary to a revelation already given being at once

and summarily conclusive against the claims of any
miracles, or alleged miracles, to be regarded as divine

;

but doctrine wliicli is not contrary to such revelation

being not necessarily conclusive in their favour. Still

a proof is one thing, a presumption is another. And
if the doctrine, in attestation of whose divine origin

miracles are alleged to have been wrought, be so emi-

nently holy, and inculcate truth and righteousness to

such a degree, and carry on the face of it such an air

of goodness that it is impossible to conceive that it

should have proceeded from the Evil One, here also,

however there may be an absence of absolute proof,

there is surely jpresumj^tive evidence that the appeal

which is made is founded in truth.

One other presumption is afforded by the object^ for

which the miracle is said to have been wrought. K
that object be trifling and apparently unworthy of the

divine interference, or if the end could have been gained

by natural means, then there is at once a presumption
against the idea of a divine miracle. But if, on the

other hand, the object be of grave importance, and
especially if there be no way apjjarent by which other-

wise it could so well have been attained, there is here

also a presumption that the miracle is from God.
Now each and all of these presumptions are found

in the case of our Lord's miracles. Those miracles car-

ried what might well be thought a divine stamp upon
their forefront ; and that- stamp was recognised by
those, who, as Nicodemus, brought with them candid

and truth-loving hearts. They were commended, fur-

ther, by the life and conversation of Him who wrought
them, and by His doctrine so entirely in accordance

with that life and convei^sation ; and the object for

which, as it is alleged, they were wrought was one, if

any, eminently worthy of divine interference.

Still, these are but presumptions,—only, be it ob-

served, presumptions which mutually strengthen and
conUrm one another. For, let it be considered for a
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moment how tlie case would have stood, supposing

that one or more of them had been wanting. If, for

example, our Lord's miracles had been such as we find

attributed to Him in some of the Apocryphal Gospels,

trifling, or malevolent, or vindictive, or in any other

way unworthy of Him who professed to have come
forth from God ; or, the character of the miracles afford-

ing no ground for remark, if the life and conversation

of Him who wrought them, or the tendency of His
teaching, had been exceptionable ; or, these also being
free from blame, if the object, for which it was pro-

fessed that the miracles were wrought, had been ap-

parently unworthy of the divine interference,—in any
of these cases it is obvious how greatly the force of that

presumptive evidence which they yield, now that they
are combined, would have been impaired, if not indeed
destroyed altogether.

But, besides these presumptions, there is another

circumstance to be taken into the account, of a much
more substantive and determinate character.

Prophecy, in foretelling the advent of the Messiah,

had described the circumstances of His coming and the

characteristics by which He should be known. Among
these characteristics it had intimated that He should

shew signs and wonders,* and it had even particular-

ized some of these. It had foretold that " the eyes of

the blind should be opened, and the ears of the deaf
should be unstopped, that the lame man should leap

as a hart, and the tongue of the dumb should sing." f
And such works " were held by the Jews to constitute

the distinctive marks of the Messiah, according to the

prophecies of their Scriptures." :j: There were intima-

tions also, more or less distinct, of tliose still greater

marvels wliich should circle round His person,—the

Incarnation, the Resurrection, the Ascension,—and of

the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon his followers.

Xow the works of Jesus and the other marvellous
circumstances connected with Him accurately corre-

* Sec Deut. xviii. 15—22. f Isa. sxxv. 5, 6.

t Professor Towell, "Essay," p. IIG.
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sponded to these predictions and these intimations.

And even where, as in some instances might be the

case, the prophecies were obscure or of doubtful appli-

cation, the works threw light back upon the prophe-
cies, wliile at the same time the prophecies stamped
the works as divine.

It was with an evident though tacit reference to

these prophecies,* that our Lord bade John's disciples,

who had been sent to Him with the question, " Art
Thou He that should come, or look we for another ?

"

return and tell their master what things they had seen
and heard, (He had in their presence, as of set purj)ose,
" cured many of their infirmities and plagues, and of
evil spirits ; and unto many that w^ere blind He had
given sight,") " How that the blind see, the lame walk,
the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are

raised, to the poor the Gospel is preached. And
blessed is He, whosoever shall not be ofiended in

me." t And in like manner His Eesurrection was con-
stantly appealed to, both by Himself prospectively, and
by His apostles after the event, not only as a sign,

—

(it was, in fact, the great and crowning sign,)—whereby
He might be known as the true Messiah, but as a sign

which the Scriptures had foretold. And the Church,

* St, Jerome, commenting upon Isa. xxxv. 5, 6, says, " Quod, quan-
quam signorum magnitudine completum sit, cum Dominus loquebatur dis-

cipulis Joannis qui ad eum missi fuerant, Euntes renuntiate Joanni quae

audistis et vidistis, &c., tamen quotidie expletur in gentibus, quando qui

prius CEeci erant et in ligna et lapides impingebant, veritatis lumen aspi-

ciunt," &c. ; which is a distinct acknowledgment that, though the passage
will bear a spiritual sense, yet primarily it is to be imderstood literally.

And Origen deals with the prophecy in a similar manner, interpreting it

first literally of bodily cures, and then building upon the literal interpre-

tation, though with something of an apology, a spiritual one :
—

'E7ci> S'

et'TTOj/i' &»/, oTi, Kara r)]v 'Irjaov iirayyeXiav^ ot fxaOrjTol Kal /xeiCoua izeiroi'}]-

Kacriv u>v 'ItjctoCs aladrjTwu TreiroirjKeu • del yap avoiyovrai b(pOa\p.o\ rvcpAcav

tV ^"X^''» k.t.K.— Contr. Cels.^ lib. ii. p. 88. To the same purpose Ter-

tullian, De Mesurrect. Carnis, c. 20. Justin Mai'tyr, in the passage quoted
below, Tt^ypho, § 69, interprets the prophecy literally.

f Luke vii. 21—23. So St. Matthew represents Isa. liii. 4 as fulfilled in

our Lord's miracles of healing, Matt. viii. 16, 17. And St. Peter refers to

Joel ii. 28, 29 as fulfilled in the outpouring of the Holy .Spirit on the apos-

tles and those who were associated with them, Acts ii. 16, «S:c.
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taking up the very words of St. Paul,* and incorpo-

rating them into her Creed, echoes on the same teach-

ing to this hour, declaring her belief, not only that
" Christ rose again the third day," but that He so rose
" according to the Scriptures^

This correspondence between the Gospel miracles

and the prophecies which foretold them was a criterion

on which the early Christian writers laid especial stress,

as proving those miracles to be divine. It has been
truly remarked that the prevalent belief in magic, as

it afibrded a subterfuge to the enemies of Christianity,

by which they sought to escape when they were pressed

with the argument from the Gospel miracles, so it made
those who maintained the Christian cause more slow

than they would have been otherwise to avail them-
selves of that argument. Still they did avail them-
selves of it without hesitation ; and, when they did so,

they were careful for the most part to couple their ap-

peal to the miracles with an appeal to prophecy ; not

merely to prophecy which described beforehand our

Lord's person, and character, and office, and the estab-

lishment of His religion and its growth and increase,

but also specifically to prophecy which foretold that He
should work miracles, and described the miracles which
He should work.f Such a concurrence, it was justly

* 1 Cor. XV. 4.

f Thus Justin Martyr :

—

"Oiras Se yu^ ris avTiriQeis T]fjuv^ Tt KcoXvei Koi

Thu Trap' rjfuv XeyS/xevov Xpiarhu, dvOpwirou e| avOpwirwv vura, fxayiKy r^X^V
as \4yofir]v Swdfieis TreTroiTj/ceVat, Kol S6^ai dia tovto vlhv &eov elvai; t^v
d7r({5ei|j|/ ^Stj TTOi-qaSfxeOa, ov tols Xeyovcri TriCTevouTes, aWa to7s irpocprj-

revovcri irplv ^ yeveadat kut' avdyK-qu ireiOS/xevoi, dia rh koI v\pei ws irpoecpr)-

revdrj Spau yevSfxeua Kal yivSjx^va ' T^irep fj-eylffTT] Kol aATj^ecrraTTj airSSei^is

Kol vfxlv, ws vofii^ouev, (pavfjaeTai. . . . 'Eu Stj Ta7s rcou Trpo(p7]T(i>u jSi/SA-Ots

cvpo/x6V TrpoKt](TvcT(T6ix^vou, Uapayiiofisvou, ycvvwix^vov hih. TrapOevou, Kal

av^pov/xevou, Kal 6epairevouTa vacrav v6(Tov Kal iracrav jxaKaKiav, Kal veKpovs

aveyelpoura, Kal (pBouovfifvov, Kal ayvoov/uLeuou, Kal (rravpovixevov 'irjaovu

rhu 7]iJ.€Tepov Xpiarhu, Kal airo6ur](TKouTa, Kal ayeyeipofxevou, Kal ets ovpavovs

avepx^fJ^^vov, k. t. A.

—

Apol. i. § 30, 31.

In his Dialogue with Trypho, ^ 69, he cites Tsa. xxxv. 1—7 in proof
that our Lord's miracles had been foretold, and then proceeds to shew the

fulfilment of the prophecy in Him :—-*Os Kal Iv r$ yevei v/xcoi' -jrecpavTai,

Kal roi/s eK yiveTrjs Kal Kara r^v crdpKa irripovs, Kal Kuxpovs, Kal x'^^ous

IdaaTO, rhv ixkv &\\€a6aiy rhv 5e Kal aKoveiy, rhu Se Kal dpaUy ru \6y(p
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nrged, placed those miracles beyond the reach of cavil,

and afforded a conclusive proof that He vrhose mission

was thus attested must have come from God.
Om- Lord's miracles, then,—and the same holds of

the miracles of the apostles,—were, by all the tokens

which have been mentioned, plainly proved to have
proceeded from God as their author. J^egatively, there

w^as nothing in the teaching of those who wrought them

avTOv iroi^aras • Kol veKpovs Se avacrr-fjaas Kal ^rjv iroi^aaSi '^'"^ ^'°'- "^^v ^pywp

idv<Tct>Trei rovs Tore uvras avdpwTTovs iiriyi/covai avTOV.

And yet the author of the article above referred to on the " Essays and
Keviews," in the " Edinburgh Review," says, " In the early ages of the

Church, Justin Martyr in his ' Apology ' rarely, if ever, appeals to the

miracles of the Gospel in proof of its divinity." It is not obvious which

of Justin's " Apologies " is meant, nor why one of his works should be
singled out, when, besides the two " Apologies," there is another equally

apologetic in its character, nor why he alone of the writers of " the early

ages of the Church " should be appealed to. It must be confessed that

Justin's appeals to the miracles are not frequent ; but the passages which

have been cited shew that he did not hesitate to appeal to them when the

occasion required, and that when he did, he did so in no faltering tone.

Other passages to the like effect will be found in'" Trypho," cc. 11, 35, and

39, Bp. Kaye, in his analysis of the contents of the first " Apology," re-

gards Justin's appeal to miracles and prophecy as of sufficient prominence

to have a separate head allotted to it,
—" III. Direct arguments in proof

of the truth of Christianity drawn from miracles and prophecy.''''—Kaye^s

Justin Martyr, p. 13.

To the same purpose as Justin, St. Irengeus writes, lib. ii. c. xxxii.

§ 3, 4 :—Ei Se Kol Thu Kvpiou (pavTaaiwdois ra roiavTa TreTroiTj/ceVai (p-f]aou<nVj

iwl Tcc, vpocpTjTiKa audyovres avTovs, e'l auTWJ' e7rt5e/|o^ev, TrdvTa ovtws irepl

avTOv Kal irpoeiprjcrOaif Kal yeyovevai fiefiaiws, Kal avrhu fx6uou elyai rhu Tlhv

rod Qeov.

Origen, Contr. Cels., lib. ii. p. 87, ed. Spenc, expressly refers to Isa.

XXXV. as fulfilled in our Lord's miraculous works:

—

"On ijikv olv x^^^ovs

Kal rv(p\ovs iOepdirevae, (as Celsus had acknowledged, though he had spoken

with a as vfieis (pare of the miracles of raising the dead,) SiSTrep XpicTou

avrhu Kal Tlhu Qeov pofxi^ofiev, SiiAov TiIjav Iotiv e/c tov koX iv Trpocprjreiais

yeypd(p6aif Tore auoixG^o'ovTai 6(pdaK/xol rvcpXuv, K. t. A. See also Com. in

Matth., tom. xii. 2.

Lactantius, in like manner, appeals to the correspondence between our

Lord's miracles and the prophecies which were fulfilled in them, as a crite-

rion by which they might be known to be divine :
—" Fecit rnirabilia

;

magum putassemus, ut et vos nuncupatis, et Juda^i tunc putaverunt, si non

ilia ipsa facturum Christum prophetae omnes uno spiritu praedicassent.'"

Again, " Exinde maximas virtutes ccepit operari, non prrestigiis magicis,

quae nihil veri ac solidi ostenlant, sed vi ac potestate coelesti, quae jampri-

dem prophetis nuntiantibus canebantur."—Lib. v. c. 3, and lib. iv. c. 15.

In connexion with the latter passage he cites Isa. xxxv. See Dr. Ogilvie's

Banipton Lectures, Serra. ii., and Appendix, pp. 248—255.

8
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wliicli was contrary either to tlie great principles of

moral and religious truth written on men's consciences,

or to the revelation which God had previously given.

Positively, there was every presumption in their favour,

whether from the nature of the miracles themselves, or

from the character of those who wrought them, or from
the tendency of their teaching, or from the object for

which they were professedly wrought ; and, what was
beyond these presumptions, there was a marked corre-

spondence between them and the prophecies which had
foretold the signs by which the Christ should be known.
There could be no doubt but that such works were to

be ascribed to God.
And as they were to be ascribed to God, so they

bore witness to those by whose instrumentality they

were wrought, that they had a commission from God.
And as such they were repeatedly appealed to by
them ; sometimes, as we have already seen, in con-

junction with the prophecies which foretold them, at

other times simply and absolutely, and without any
such reference ;—" If I do not the works of My
Father," said our Lord to the Jews, " believe Me not.

But if I do, though ye believe not Me, believe the

works : that ye may know and believe that the Father
is in Me and I in Him." * And the apostles held the

same language :
—" Jesus of ISTazareth, a man approved

of God among you, by miracles and wonders and signs,

which God did by Him in the midst of you, as ye your-
selves also know." f And the miracles of the apostles

are appealed to in similar terms, as proving that they
also had a like commission :

—" How shall we escape, if

we neglect so great salvation ; which at the first began
to be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by
them that heard Him ; God also bearing them witness,

both with signs and wonders, and with divers miracles,

and gifts of the Holy Ghost, according to His will ? " J

* John X. 37, 38. So Matt. xi. 20—24, xii. 38—40 ; John ii. 18—22,
V. 33—36, xiv. 11, XV. 24.

f Acts ii. 22. So St. John xx. 30, 31 ; Acts v. 30, 32 ; x. 37—39.

X Heb. ii. 3, 4 ; so St. Mark xvi. 20 ; Acts iv. 29—31, xiv. 3 ; Rom. xv.

18, 19 ; 2 Cor. xii. 12 ; Gal. iii. 5.
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And on this appeal to miracles, both our Lord's and
those of the apostles, the Church of Christ was built up
in the beginning. True, miracles were not the only
foundation on whicli the superstructure was raised

;

but they were one of the foundations, and a very im-
portant one,—so important, that, when we look back
upon the Church's earliest history, it is impossible to

conceive, how, without some foundation of the same or

of like description, it could have been raised at all.

For what are the facts which that history sets before

us ?—A few Jewish peasants go forth into the world,
and declare everywhere that they have a commission
from God to teach a religion diametrically opposed to

the prejudices, the associations, the habits, the worldly
interests of those to whom they address themselves. It

is true, that this religion inculcates a morality so pure
and exalted, that it cannot but commend itself to the
minds and consciences of such as are really in earnest

in seeking to know and do what is right, though even
so not without the admixture of some precepts which
must seem foolishness in their eyes : but together with
this, and inseparable from it, it contains assertions of

the most improbable kind, and such as one would
imagine the most credulous must revolt from. It

affirms that the Son of God had become man ; that lie

had been born into the world, not as a mighty prince,

surrounded with earthly pomp and splendour, but as

an obscure Jewish peasant. It affirms, further, that he
had been regarded by those of His countrymen whose
learning and authority entitled them to the utmost
deference, as an impostor ; that as such He had been
delivered over by them to the Eoman Procurator and
pnt to an ignominious death ; that He had come to life

again, however, and after shewing Himself sundry
times to those who had been His followers, had ascend-

ed up to heaven in their presence ; that thence He will

come again at some future day to judge the world, and
that then all who ever lived will 1)0 summoned before

Him, the dead raised from their graves, the living called

from their occupations ; and that He will award to
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every one his final and irreversible destiny according to

liis works. This was the strange story which the first

preachers of the Gospel carried forth with them wher-

ever they went. This was the very heart's core of the

religion which they taught, and for which they required

men to abandon the beliefs of their forefathers, without

the faintest prospect of worldly advantage, bnt, on the

contrary, with every reason to expect derision and ridi-

cule, the loss of goods, the estrangement of friends,

even imprisonment and death. And the expectation

was realized. Those who embraced it " ligabantur, in-

cludebantur, csedebantur, torquebantur, urebantur, la-

niabantur, trucidabantur, et—multiplicabantur." ^ The
religion in a brief space spread itself over the whole
civilized world. Is it conceivable that it should have
done so unless it had appealed, and had been able to

make good the appeal, to superhuman attestations in

proof of its divine origin ? As St. Augustine forcibly

urges, " You have two alternatives to choose between :

either you must believe the miracles ; or you must be-

lieve, what is itself a miracle, that the world was con-

verted without miracles :
" " Si miraculis non credatis,

saltem huic miraculo credendum est, mundum sine

miraculis fuisse conversum." f
Yet we are told that this goodly fabric of the Chris-

tian Church, whose existence at this day is none of the

least of the proofs of the divine mission of its founder,

was built up upon an unsound and insecure foundation

:

* S. August, De Civ. Dei, xxii. 6. 1.

f De Civ. Dei, xxii. 8. 1. Origcn had urged the pame argument:

—

OvK au X'^P^s hwajxeoiv Koi TrapaEo^uv (Kivovu rovs Kaivuv XSycov koI Kaivwu

liadTj/J-aTwu OLKOvovras Trphs rh KaTa\nre7y fjikv to. irdTpia, irapaSe^aadai St

fiera kivSvvwv twv ij-^XP^ Qavarov to tovtuv fiad^/xara.— Cooitr. Cels., hb.

i. p. 34. St. Augustine, on another occasion, has the following striking

passage referring to the miracle of our Lord's Resurrection :
—

" Jam ergo

tria sunt incredibilia, quae tamen facta sunt. Ineredibile est Christum

resurrexisse in came, et in coelura ascendisse cum came ; ineredibile est

mundum rem tam ineredibile credidisse ; ineredibile est homines, ignobiles,

infimos, paucissimos, imperitos, rem tam incredibilem tam efficaciter mundo,
et in illo etiam doctis, persuadere potuisse. Horum trium incredibihum

prunum nolunt isti, cum quibus agimus, credere ; secundum coguntur et

cemere
;
quod non inveniunt unde sit factum si non credunt tertium."

—

JDe Civ. Dei, xxii. 5.
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—" Miracles whicli would be incredible now^ were not
so in the age and under the circumstances in which
thej are stated to have occurred." And the appeal to

them, however cogent with those to whom it was ad-

dressed in the first century, has lost its force in the
nineteenth : nay, " it might not only have no efi*ect,

but even an injurious tendency if urged in the present
age, and referring to what is at variance with existing

scientific conceptions." *

It has been my endeavour to shew, in the preceding
part of this Essay, how utterly groundless is the insin-

uation which is here cast upon the Christian miracles

;

that as their ' reality as facts, and facts not only super-
human but divine, rests upon the most convincing
proofs, so they are as surely to be believed now, with
the full light of modern science streaming upon them,
as they were believed in the age of comparative darkness
in which they were wrought. But apart from this,

—

"What, on the supposition referred to, becomes of the
truthfulness of Him, who, as we have seen, rested His
claim to be heard on the appeal to those miracles ? For
it is undeniable that when our Lord did appeal to them,
it was on the ground that they were Tniracles^ superhu-
man works, works wrought by the power of God, and
indicating the finger of God, that the appeal was made.

No,—if the appeal to miracles is not valid now, it

was not valid when it was made by our Lord. And if

it was not valid then, there was an insincerity in it, as

made by Him, which communicates a taint to the
whole of His teaching. It is of little consequence by
what other arguments the cause of Christianity is

sought to be sustained. We may admire much that we
see in it : but we can no lonsrer re^^ard it as a reliorion

on which the seal of God is set. The great articles of

its Creed must henceforth take their place among the
myths and legends of men's invention.

We cannot then, as reasonable men, we dare not as

Christian men, make light of the argument from mir-

acles, or even give it a subordinate place among the
* Essay, p. 117.
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Christian evidences. It may tave been dwelt upon too

exclusively, and have been pushed into undue promi-

nence in soi7ie instances ; but that is only a reason why
we should be especially on our guard, lest, by a change

of fortune naturally enough to be expected, it should

be thrown into the background and unduly depressed

in others.*

Most true it is indeed, that miracles, though form-

ing an important part of the evidence for Christianity,

form but a part. But it is a part intimately connected

wdth the other parts, and, together with prophecy,

—

both prophecy which received its fulfilment in our

Lord's life and ministry, and prophecy, in some in-

stances uttered by our Lord and His apostles, which
has been fulfilled subsequently, and is still being ful-

filled,—so essentially underlying those other parts, that

without it they have no sufficient foundation to rest

upon.
There is one portion indeed of the Christian evi-

dence, and a most important one, which might seem, at

first sight, to have little connexion with external proofs,

—the assurance, namely, which the Christian derives

from his inner consciousness of the purifying, sanctify-

ing, and ennobling influence of the Gospel upon ms

* I am not acquainted with Coleridge's vrorks : but, judging from the

use which Professor Powell and others have made of them, I cannot but

think that he has in this respect, through dread of one extreme, con-

tributed " to thrust the pendulum back with too violent a swing" towards

the opposite. And yet, in the context immediately connected with one of

the passages quoted by Professor Powell, (Essay, p. 120,) I find him adding

what shews that in reality nothing was farther from his own thoughts than

the disparagement of the external evidences :
—

" But most readily do I

admit, and most fervently do I contend, that the miracles worked by Christ,

both as miracles and as fulfilments of prophecy^ both as signs and as won-

ders, made plain discovery, and gave tmqucstionahle proof of His Divine

character and authority ; that they were to the whole Jewish nation true

and appropriate evidences that He was indeed come who had promised and

declared to their forefathers, ' Behold, your God will come with vengeance,

even God with a recompense ; He will come and save you.' / receive them

as proofs, therefore^ of the truth of every word which He taught who was

Himself the Word, and as sure evidences of the final victory over death,

and of the life to come, in that they were manifestations of Him who said,

' I am the Resurrection and the Life.' "

—

Aids to Reflection^ Aphorisms on

Spiritual Religion^ note prefatory to Aphorism zxiii.
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OTHi heart and life. And the conviction produced by
this assurance, where the soul is thoroughly penetrated

by the influence of Christ's religion, is such, as no argu-

ments drawn exclusively from external considerations

could have effected. The Christian's answer, to those

who might interrogate him respecting his belief, would
be like that of the man who had been born blind, to

whom our Lord had given the gift of sight, when ques-

tioned about his Benefactor,—'' AVhether He be a sin-

ner or no, I know not : one thing I know, that, whereas,
I was blind, now I see." *

But it is to be observed that this assurance comes
under the head of confirmation rather than of proof.

It does not precede, but follow, the reception of Chris-

tianity. No one is susceptible of its force but he who
is already a believer. It rests therefore eventually on
the same basis as that on which Christianity itself rests.

And thus, though not directly, yet indirectly, it also is

inseparably connected with the evidence afforded by
miracles, however unconscious the person who is under
its influence may be of the extent to which he is in-

debted to that evidence.

There are those whose happy lot it is to have been
nurtured in the knowledge and love of Christ from their

infancy, and never to have known a doubt. And there

* John ix. 25. They are words deserving to be well weighed and pon-

dered, which were written, on the review of a long life, by one who had
had large experience in dealing with other men's consciences, and had been
a close observer of his own :

—" I am now more apprehensive than hereto-

fore of the necessity of well grounding men in their religion, and especially

of the witness of the indwelling Spirit. For I more sensibly perceive that

the Spirit is the great witness for Christ and Christianity to the world.

And though the folly of fanatics long tempted me to overlook the strength

of this testimony while they placed it in certain internal affections or en-

thusiastic inspiration, yet now I see that the Holy Ghost is in another man-
ner the witness of Christ and His agent in the world. The Spirit in the

prophets was His first witness ; and the Spirit by miracles was the second
;

and the Spirit by renovation, sanctification, and illumination, and consola-

tion, assimilating the soul to Christ and heaven, is the continued witness to

all true believers. . . . And therefore ungodly persons have a great disad-

vantage in their resisting temptations to unbelief ; and it is no wonder if

Christ be a stumbling-block to the Jews, and to the Gentiles fooUshness."—Richard Baxter^ Narrative q/ his Li^e and Times^ in Wordsworth's

Eccl. Biog.y 1st ed., vol. v. p. 568.
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are those wlio once did doubt, but have been convinced
by the force of the Christian evidences, and doubt no
longer. These, as far as their personal belief is con-

cerned, have no need to resort to the argument from
miracles. But then it is because thej have advanced to

a higher stage, and they have no occasion for the steps

by which that stage is to be reached.

It was to such persons that the AjDostolic Epistles

were addressed ; and the appeal, consequently, was no
longer, as doubtless it had been before their conver-

sion, " to outward testimony or logical argument, but
to spiritual assurances." * It was of such persons that

St. Chrysostom spoke when he said, in words which
Professor Powell quotes, " If you are a believer as you
ought to be, and love Ciirist as ^^ou ought to love Him^
you have no need of miracles." f

Bat there are others, who stand on different ground.
They, it may be, have never yet believed, or they may
have had doubts and difficulties suggested to them,
whether from within or from without, which affect the

very foundations of the faith ; while, at the same time,

they are not sufficiently advanced in religion to be con-

scious of the force of those internal evidences which have
been referred to. To such j^ersons the evidence afforded

by miracles is of pressing urgency ; and he who would
disparage it and teach them to regard it as of little or

no account, is so far a hinderer of their faith and of
their salvation. They are like men struggling for life

amid the waves, and he is snatching from their grasp
that plank on which they miglit have buoyed tliem-

selves up and have escaped, bidding them meanwhile,
as though in cruel mockery, lay hokl on another, which,
however serviceable it miglit prove to them hereafter,

is at j)resent beyond their reach.

* Essay, p. 124.

f St. Chrysostom, Horn. 23 (al. 24) in S. Joan., quoted by Professor

Powell, p. 128.



THE IDEA OF THE NATIONAL CHUECH
(CONSIDERED IN REPLY TO MR. WILSON.)

Section 1. Theories of " National Religion" in England.
"

2. Outline of the Essay on 'Broad Christianity.'
"

3. Religious Idea of ' Broad Christianity,'
"

4. ' Broad Christianity' and the Apostolic Age.
"

5. " Exclusiveness " of Primitive Christianity considered.
"

6. Ethical Basis of ' Broad Christianity.'
"

7. Appeal to History, as to ' Broad Christianity.'
"

8. Adjustment demanded.

[JSfumerous ivnters have criticized the ''Essay on the Na-
tional Church^^'' loraising the style or Uaming the preliminary

tone, r}iarking inaccuracies or deprecating tenden- '^ox.q.

cies, without examining its subject. It can matter little, however, to

the world at large, whether the ivriter of that Essay he as eloquent^

or rash, or obscure, or heterodox, as his various critics have shewn.

But with his subject-matter toe must all be concerned ; to that

therefore the ensuing papers will be given.

It is not here proposed to offer ivhat has been termed a ^^ coun-

ter-essay,^^ luhich might be regarded as a merely literary prolu-

sion ; but to attempt a real discussion of a practical matter.*^

§ 1. Theories of National Religion in England.

The Church of England still bears tlie name which
she has borne for a thonsand years, " the

"^SSicana/'-*
National Church/' The Acts of Uniform- spoiman, a. d.

itj now assert for her in the Statute-book, ^^^'
^o?e.

* For many minor details, and for the examination of most of Mr.

Wilson's incidental statements, the reader may be referred to a work en-

titled " The Reviewers Reviewed and the Essayists Criticized," published

by J. H. and Jas. Parker, Oxford and London.
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as really as they did in 1662, or 1559,—as really as

The name of synods had done it ten centuries before,

—

*^^ciiu?ch°»*^ a National position ; and even in the pop-

ular mind the belief of that " Nationality " yet lingers,

though with growing indistinctness. It is not now the

idea of the Caroline or of the Elizabethan times, still less

of the pre-Keformation period ; it is not the idea of even
fifty years ago. The name remains, while the reality

has greatly changed, more than once. AVe are even

now in a period of transition.

Time was when the decisions of our "National
Church" in synod, confirmed at Eorae, bound every
Pre-Reformation subjcct of the realm. The theory on which

^^^tiSnaiLm?^' our auccstors then proceeded was Ec-
Wiiiiam II. and clcsiastical ; the unity compulsory, and

Henry^iL^and therefore co-cxtcnsive with the nation.

—

Becket. Disputcs as to Invcstiture, the Constitu-

*^'r1cwTi"''- tions of Clarendon, the Great Charter, the

Statutes of Provisors, and Prsemunire, are the practi-

cal witnesses against it from age to age : but, while it

lasted, doubtless it had conscientiousness, if not of the
Tudor form, highest type.—Again, time was when the

king, as head of the State, commanded the Keligion of

the whole people. The theory w^as Political: to dis-

pute the spiritual Supremacy of the Crown was " high
85 Hen. VIII. c. 3. trcasou," and the penalty was sternly in-

1 Mary, c. 1. b. 5. flictcd, whcthcr the ofi'ender had the grace

of a Eisher or the dignity of a More. But the theory

came to an end ; and that very soon ; for it revolted

the conscience of the majority in England, of more
than a majority in Scotland, and of the whole of Ireland.

Gradually within a hundred years, the resolute Koyal
assumption, that the w^hole nation must follow the

conscience of the sovereign, perished, and the clay,

the stone, and the iron, of the great image of Tudor
Sui:>remacy that had been set up, could no more cohere.

Henceforth Keligious Unity seemed hopelessly

broken. Between the days of Edward YI. and Charles

Transition form. II. a fundamental change had taken place

in the sentiments and feelino^s of those who formed the
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lower stratum of the British people. They had been
Roman, and they had become Puritan. A itB occasion;

change scarcely less vital had come over the higher

classes of the nation. At the Eeformation, the rich

(and they who sought to be rich) were progressive and
protestant ; at the Restoration they were conservative,

and hierarchical. The sympathies of both classes had
been reversed in one century : but an effort was still

to be made to gather together once more, if not to

unite, the dissolved elements of society. When the

time for this effort arrived, let us mark how it was
attempted.

To do this we must revert to those theories of the

past on which, in some form, the Restoration had to

fall back. Of course the old pre-Reformation views

were not to be thought of. The bare dread of a pos-

sible return to Romanism, a few years its later Revival

;

later, overthrew the dynasty which had been restored.

Some modification of the old Tudorism seemed to be
all that remained practicable. Among her sons, the

Church (notwithstanding her great names) had " none
to guide," no great ecclesiastic. Bancroft and his

brethren had been taught in the school of Andrewes and
Laud, who had strained the Regale to the utmost;
the former against Rome, the latter against both Rome
and Geneva. The great divines of the Restoration, as

if hopeless of ascertaining the limits of lawful State-

interference with Religion, indistinctly acquiesced in

political intervention, thankful that it happened on the

whole to be orthodox. The Tudor theory. And character.

in all its transitions, had preserved a vague adherence
to the distinction inherently existing between the
" spiritualty " and " temporalty " of the nation, and rec-

ognised alike by the Constitution and by the popular in-

stincts. To this. Churchmen and Statesmen alike re-

curred ; and though the practical compromise to be

attempted might involve some theological surrenders, it

seemed actually inevitable.

]^o doubt indeed the original Tudor spirit urged
Boyal Authority as the ground of the Nation's faith.
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A. D. 1530. The " Act of Submission " of King Henry's
Convocation, (under an unjust praemunire,) while really

Henry VIII. and gi^'i^g up all to the king, had still feebly
wareham. intended to assert a principle when the

words " quantum per Ciieisti legem licet " were added
by the Lower House. But the conscience of the people

retained, far more faithfully, the high principle so im-

plied ; and, as we know, vindicated it severely at last.

Elizabethan form. —Elizabctli saw the fatal defect of her

father's spiritual claim, declined the title of "Head
The"Refor- of tlic Cliurcli " wom by her three pre-

"^^gh-^a up°^" decessors, (of which it had been treason

to " deprive " her,) and hesitated to proceed as her fa-

ther had done, by " Royal Commission," to reform the

A. D. 1571. Ecclesiastical Constitution. She sought,

and yet feared, to supply by Convocation a Spiritual

sanction to her religious government ; and there she
A. D. 1604. paused.—So, too, King James I. had his

synod and his canons ; and Charles I. had his ; but the

theory of " the spiritualty" remained still uncertain.

—

A. D. 1640. And such was the modification of "Su-
premacy" taken up and revived in 1662, to last in its

vigour little more than twenty years.

It was not (as has been intimated) that the Church-
Restoration form, men or the politicians of the Kestoration

proceeded on a defined theory. Necessities of state

seem often to oblige measures of which men consider

not at first the intellectual or moral ground. But it

was resolved at all events that the Keligion of the

country should be " IS'ational
;

" and, in forgetfulness

of the changed conditions of the whole case, men fell

back as far as they could on the ideas of the previous

Protestant reigns. To the Eoyal Supremacy and the

sanction of Convocation, they added, more stringently,

A. D. 1662. the authority of Parliament ; and the
" Act of Uniformity " was the result. But " canons "

never followed.

The short-lived hope that the ISTation might hence-
forth be " of one language and of one speech " in Re-
ligion, finally perished in 1688. The "Act of Tol-
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eration " formally registered the fact, i wiiiiam and

that henceforth, whatever the '' IS'ational ^^^J'' «• ^- ^- ^s-

Church" might mean, it did not imply Eeligious
Unity. The condition of Scotland and Ireland only
confirmed the same general conclusion. On what
terms the Government and the Church should go on
together, remained once more to be seen.

The Sixth section of the "Toleration Act" preserved
the temporalities of the Church from all Revolution form,

invasion; and a Tudor subterfuge was uniformity ar-

thus again introduced, that ecclesiastical xe&ted.

property and ecclesiastical duties need not be co-exten-
sive.—In 1717 the action of " the Spiritualty," the Con-
vocation, was suppressed. It was natu- The "Spiritual-

rally the next step.—Every act of legisla- jr''.'con?oSn,"
tion for the ensuing hundred years, which suspended.

touched on ecclesiastical aflairs at all, attenuated the
connexion between the Church and the State ; till in

1828 it was not deemed necessary even 9 Geo. iv. c 17.

for members of the Church to submit to the " test " of
being Communicants. Then came the admission of the
Roman Catholics to Parliament ; and the legislation

of tlie next thirty years formally abolished Further reetric-

T, ,1 , • 1 i? xi • -r\' • ^lon of the quasi
all that remamed ol the coercive Disci- " Nationality."

pline of Courts Ecclesiastical,—(which on Ash-Wed-
nesday is still deplored !) The " E'ational," or quasi-

national, position being gradually restricted, the law
still sought to dictate in some instances the Doctrine
to be believed within the " Establishment ;

" and in

some, actually impinged on the most sacred convic-

tions of all who had accepted the teach- (The Divorce law.)

ing of the Prayer-book as not simply " authorized by
statute," but actually true.

Can it be thought surprising, that the design is

now at lenp-th distinctly avowed, by a '^^°vos'i\ to ab-
., ,» . .i-^Ci-i. xi- rogate "National.

considerable party m the State, to bring ism."

to a conclusion what seems to it a struggle for no in-

telligible principle on the side of the Church ?—and
which is thought to involve the progress of liberty for

the people ?
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It is eas}^, perhaps, to see, as we look back, that

when nonconformity was tolerated by the Act of Wil-
liam and Mary, it was the Church's duty, believing in

Retrospect. her old positiou, to have consolidated in

every parish some Discipline for her body, as a Spirit-

ual Community. The temptation was great, no doubt,

to accept all Englishmen as Churchmen still, unless

formally joined to some external congregation. It

swelled the Church's numbers for the time, and seemed
to give, that which had been her snare before, political

strength ; but it hopelessly broke down the conscience

of her laity to the worldliest level, and conduced to all

the secularism which followed ; led to the too frequent

profanation of the most sacred offices of the Church
without enquiry, and at length even without reluc-

tance ; and almost to the loss of the idea (in our times)

among the multitude, that the " National Church

"

ever had a Creed higher than human laws could give.

It is impossible to regret that, at such a crisis as
Present crisis, tliis to wliich wc liavc HOW comc, atten-

tion should be earnestly called to the question, AVhat
shall be the future relation between the State and the
Church, between Politics and Keligion,—must we not
say, between Civilization and Christianity ? Men who
are termed •' practical " are in the habit of thinking
that they can go on without a theory. Half thinkers
perhaps generally do so. They are forgetful, or un-
aware, that a course of action always implies a prin-

ciple, avowed or unavowed. The many will sometimes
bear with action, while unprepared to admit its real

basis. But conscience and act refuse to be for ever
separate. Men speak out at length, and say that

Some theory whicli their couduct has all along been
inevitable. meaning. .What is seen to be anliypoc-

risy, perishes at last. It is this which the present gen-
eration is witnessing, not only in our own country, but
in all Europe.
And now we seem to be met by two classes of

and^s'^^^S^^^N " thinkers—those who would abolish, and
tionaiisS.

^^ *'
those who would fundamentally remodel,
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the National profession of Eeligion. Hitherto it has
been roughly assumed by all parties among us, that

Keligion has chiefly to deal with the future world, and
policy with the present, and that their mutual action

and relation arise from those mixed questions, both
ethical and social, which afiect in different ways both
the " life which now is and that which is to come."
This is no longer a common assumption. There are

those who would entirely separate the spiritual and
the secular ; and others who would identify them, on
the pagan principle, that religion, like morals, is, as

M. Comte would say, " a phase of humanity."
The " Abolitionists " have scarcely at present any

philosophy ; but they would be content. Abolitionism has

apparently, that the State should stumble ^^ pi^iosophy.

on, with no hypothesis, practically assuming the non-
existence of all questions of a future life. They must
know, indeed, that these questions will still be smoul-
dering, and often dangerously, in the individual breasts

of millions ; but they would risk a total ignoring of

them by the politicians. They point to the American
Republic as a State successfully constituted without
a recognised Religion ; which is not only a premature
boast, but in other respects ill serves their argument.
The most recent act, for example, of the American
President, Mr. Lincoln, b}^ which he appoints a day
of " National Humiliation, Prayer, and Fasting," is a
clear invasion of the principles which demand entire

separation of religion and politics ; and it wdll be re-

garded by perhaps a majority of Americans as insult-

ing to their convictions and inconsistent with their

political professions.—But, indeed, before we can listen

to the Abolitionists at all, as teachers of a Civilization

of the future, we have a right to call on them to give

some account of the past. Are all the efforts of fifteen

centuries to adapt Christianity to the nations of Europe,

for instance, to be supposed to tend to nothing ? Is

there no philosophy of all this history ? Does it be-

long to no law of human progress ?—If they maintain

this, very few at present will follow them.
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Our primary concern is, at all events, with those

wlio would make Eeligion a branch of Politics, and
leave indeterminate all questions of a possible future.

The followers of M. Comte in France and America
The latter an conccivc that tlicj havc workcd out what
^°ffm"l°' they term a *' Positive Eeligion," fromj

which they have "eliminated Catholicism ;" and they

claim adherents in our own country among all those

who would in like manner withdraw the Creeds from
the religion of Christendom, and criticize the Bible on
the same level as all other literature. They speak with
confidence of the growth of their principles among the

educated classes of our country ; in them they discern

(can it be said untruly ?) a daily increasing disincli-

nation to every dogma, and a reduction of every doc-

trine once thought sacred to the level of an opinion.

Religion (as Christians have thus far received it any-

where) is more and more remitted to the region of spe-

culation ; and it is regarded as the extreme of nnchari-

tableness to suspect the future safety of any man, on

account of his creed. It is obvious, too, to observe

that some theories which have sprung up independent-

ly among ourselves of late,—such as " Christian Social-

«' Christian So- isui," and wliat has been termed " Essay-

l^S'^^'phasS" ism,"—so far harmonize with the " Posi-
of Positivism. tivism" of M. Comte as to aim, on prin-

ciple, to divert attention from the distinctive hope of
" salvation " hereafter, and direct it to the primary con-

sideration of the affairs and duties of this world.

^

It is to this class of theories we have now to address

ourselves. Few Churchmen, and indeed few thought-

not ^I^Sifst'im- ^^^^ politicians, can be supposed as yet to

mediate danger, havc Sympathy with tlic plaus of those

who would abolish all National profession of Chris-

tianity. Our immediate attention belongs to others",

who would still retain a " National Church" in name,
but in truth deliberately set aside all its supernatural

claims, and gradually abate every portion of our Bible

* Essay, p. 196.
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and Prayer-book, according as the level of popular
feeling' sinks lower and lower.

The proposition is formally laid down and defended
among ns,—That a "National Chnrcli" • secularism, or

is as simply, " as properly, an organ of L^^.^^^oiSsed^'in
the National life, as a magistracy or a leg- " tiie Essays."

islative estate !
" * Leaving " specnlative doctrine " to

philosophers, a " National Church" has for its one ob-

ject, it is said, to " concern itself with the ethical devel-

opment of its members."f To do any justice to this

view\ to understand how it arises or takes shape in the
mind of one wdio still retains any hold on the Prayer-
book and the Scriptures, it will be necessary to take in

at a glance the whole outline of the Essay in which
it is developed : we shall then be in a position to com-
pare the " National Eeligion," so suggested, both with
the histpry and the fundamental ethics of Christianity.

For in truth the questions raised are " fundamen-
tal," not only as involving the objective Fundamentar

certainty of the Christian facts, but the qSfonf'iiSe
individual recognition of all moral and ^^^^^^

spiritual truth. If " National Eeligion" be nothing but
the expression of the general life and public opinion of
a people, it is very little more than an abstract idea

;

and the question then arises, wdiether the rightful free-

dom of each individual conscience (for which the " free-

thinkers" declaim at other times so strongly) be not
unjustly interfered with, by the proposed authoritative
promulgation of the so-called " religious truth ? " From
this point of view, those who would abolish all national
professions of faith, w^ould seem to be the more con-
sistent reasoners. For the Essayist, it will be seen,

encourages freedom of individual thinking. Latent irration-

up to a certain point, and then stops. He .:S;TiL"seci:
would have men free to reason themselves iiirism.

into a denial of their "traditional Christianity," and
then acquiesce in the authoritative promulgation of a
"generalized system" reflecting the views of the day.

The term by which these—as they may be called

—

* P. 190. f p. 195.
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^';™'"{'''^®"*'^'"'^ers describe the theory they defend is
cia^ S^'StS " Mnltitudinism," a terra of forei<.n origin

, IKn-Lw,,"^ about equivalent to "Nationalism." The
-Maititudiuism." Opposite view(wliich they reject) is thatEehgion makes its appeal to each separate conscience

;

(because men s future condition will not be determinedm masses but m accordance with individual charac-
ter;) this they call "Individualism." The two views
recently came into collision, in a discussion which arose

ifp.f'^lf °^'
^'if

^^^. E^say.an outline of which
here follows, formally arises out of that discussion.—
Ir^ersuaded, as every honest mind must be, that to mis-
state any position when about to oppose it, is an offence
against the trnift^self, thS ^ehsuiVg Outline wOliris
hoped, be such as the Essayist himself will acknowledo-e
to be a true reisresentation of his entire drift and
meaning.

§2. Outline of the ''Essay on Nationalmn;' or 'Broad
Christianity,^

T^!,".!*^'® ^K °^ Geneva, a controversy lately arose,

^ Ind v?dn^f
''°'°° ^' 1°

be regarded as^a Natfonaroan Induidual concern ?-M. Bungener defended the

bX';i^f
Multitudinist, idea. Hi! position admits of

i^tv'M,! r"'^"l^"'^.P'''^^P^; ^« our"National-
ty IS so strong. The signs of tlie times, too, among

ed r™vp f\^ broader basis of EcligioA is demand^
ed. Grave doubts have arisen, whether our future Civ-

he Zbt's ^T^ '° Christianity at all
; and these aJethe doubts of earnest, smcere, and educated mindswhom our existmg religion has shocked. The masses^./a.to are reco ling from us and our narrow t^dttions. Tins scepticism is the result of thou-ht and

We^thalfiind'iF"''^ ^^T"'^
<''• "''l-^e Sstility'vye shall hnd It impossible to maintain much Ion o-er

eachT: fliev S
'*'^ /'^ ^'•^"^*- If Scripture seemslo

wrnllv n ^"^P*"';'^ is wrong, or we interpret it

mrt ot- tbp
.^'^^«^^'^°'^ '^'^s never reached aVourthpait ot the worid we now are acquamted with. Wemust not any longer say that Christ came just in the
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fitness and " fulness of time." Was not Budliism a Gos-
pel for India 600 years before Christ ?—^Tlie solution

must be, that men will be judged according to the law
and light they have. If we hold this of the heathenism
of past ages, so also of that of the future.'

—

{Essay
^ j)p.

145—158.)
*In advocating, then, a broader basis for Christianity,

we are encouraged by the fact that its triumphs thus far

have been on the " Multitudinist " principle. Primi-
tive Christianity was doctrinally and ethically hroad.
It appears not as a theory of personal salvation, but as

a moral and social system
;
(except in the fourth Gos-

pel.) And the relative value of doctrine and morals in

the Apostolic age may be judged by the compatibility
even of a denial of the Resurrection with membership
of* the Christian body. Nor can we suppose that even
immorality shut men out from the Christian brother-

hood.—^The first Churches being thus " Multitudinist,"

tended too, from their local character, to Nationality.
True, dogma came to be more insisted on in the days
of Constantino

;
yet a Multitudinist Church is not

necessarily either dogmatic or hierarchical ; but the
reverse.—The ethical view, that the " world lieth in

wickedness," is St. John's rather than Christ's.'—(pp.
159—168.)

' Nationalism (or Multitudinism) is, in fact, a neces-

sity of human society. In Heathenism, in Judaism,
and Christianity, it is alike found ; though the Nation-
alism of Judea is miscalled a ''Theocracy." Christ

ofi'ered His religion to the Jews nationally ; when they
rejected it, it appealed (by a kind of temporary neces-

sity) to individuals, and so it " filtered " into society by
"conversions." Conversion of nations, en masse, v:siS

however the natural tendency, though checked by the

disruption of the empire and other causes ; and by old

fetters, such as the assumption of an objective "faith

once delivered" to us.'—(pp. 169—174.)
" The actual basis of our own Nationalism may be

termed

—

Scripture, without defined Inspiration. In
our sixth Article, the Protestant feeling of our nation
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j ust satisfies itself, in a blind way, with an anti-Roman
view. But extreme Scriptiiralism cannot be charged
on Art. YI., for it leaves ns free to interpret most
things ag" we will. An Englishman agreeably fancies

that one portable book makes him independent of his

priest ; but the result is disappointing. The circulation

of Scripture, excellent and divine as it is, (though with
a human element,) has issued in a puzzle. A National
Church, true to Multitudinism, will leave us more and
more free to judge the Bible.'—(pp. 175—180.)

' At present the ex amino subscrij)tion to the Thirty-

nine Articles seems a restraint on the clergy ; but it is

very vague. What the legal restraint amounts to,

when all the canons are considered, is hard to imagine.

We acknowledge the Articles to be " agreeable to the

Word of God ;
" but not of equal authority with it.

There may be certain erroneous statements in the Arti-

cles ; and if so, we fall back on Scripture. True indeed
an old Statute (13 Eliz., cap. 12) requires "assent" to

the Articles ; but that could not be enforced now. The
Articles are flexible, and there is latitude of interpreta-

tion,—with many open questions. Not that this state

of things ought to last, in a Multitudinist Church. Ob-
solete tests should be repealed ; and it may easily be
done by withdrawing the old statute, and the subscrip-

tion which hampers us. Subscription being abolished,

the Articles themselves might remain, (to gratify anti-

Roman feeling.) At present it enervates us, to oblige

us to prove the Articles " agreeable to Scripture or to

antiquity
;

" or become Dissenters.'—(pp. 181—190.)
' Then as to the Endowment of the " National

Church ;

" it is National Property ; and so, in one
sense, is all property. But a ministry supported by
endowments may perfectly reflect tlie National mind

;

and be quite suitable to a Multitudinist Church. And
the National interest lies in preserving such endow-
ment, as it tends to unite all classes in the community.
Each one of us when born into a Nation is born into a

Spiritual Society. The Nation has one spiritual life;

and its Church is the expression of its social and ethical
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development. The Gospel would be narrow and one-
sided, if it did not quicken ^Nationality, but only pro-

vided isolated " salvation,"—a notion wliicli unfits men
for this life. At least there should be no needless ob-

stacles to JSTational Unity, even if it cannot be perfectly

secured. "Without aiming unreasonably at " compre-
hension," all barriers should, ifpossible, be thrown down.
Intellectual difierences should be allowed for ; they
are inevitable. All may verbally accept Scripture,

in some sense. Ideal methods of inter23retation may go
far at last to unite all.—The accounts, e. g. of our De-
scent from Adam, or of the Flood, or the destruction

of Sodom, and other catastrophes and marvels, may be
"ideologically" viewed. Our Lord's Transfiguration

or His " miracles " may be put in a light to satisfy

various minds. The " ideologian " is not disturbed by
difliculties, or defects in evidence, or by gross notions

of Apostolic descent of the ministry, or by the Millen-

nium : Christianity (to his view) is not a theology of
the intellect, nor an historical faith ; but may be receiv-

ed generally. This ideology may be but the philosophy
of the few ; but it denounces none,—believing that all

will at last he received to the hosom of God,''—(pp.
191—206.)

All verbiage apart, we have here, at one view, the

entire course of the thought of the Essayist, simply
disengaged from the incidental and ornamental addi-

tions. What the speculation means as a whole, is here
faithfully exhibited; and it may be confessed, that

there lies before us a real theory corresponding with
the facts of our Eeligious life as a Nation, to a serious

extent. If. that theory were accepted by us, and further

acted out, it must involve (as will be seen) the rejection

of the entire Christianity of the Bible, or the Church,
ancient or modern. This is the point to be made clear,

and not, of course, barely asserted, by those who differ

from " the Essayist."

The tone here adopted towards Christianity by the

advocate of this " new Nationalism," is certainly not a
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, flatterina: one. For 1,800 years our Ke-
The general ,. . ,0 • .1 •<• x? • j. l

Challenge given to llglOH liaS beCn IH tllC pOSltlOH 01 RIl intel-
christiuuity.

lectual ancl moral superior, and could gen-

erally make terms, as sncli, with a decaying or nnconth

civilization wherever it came. But the nineteenth cen-

tury, it is said now, professes to be intellectually and
morally in advance of us,—an alienation between the

Church ofthe past, and the times we live in, is even boast-

ed of. True, indeed, society cannot go on without Reli-

gion, but the world is at present on most unsatisfactory

terms with Christianity everywhere ; nor does there ap-

pear to be much probability of an early concordat be-

tween the " spirit of the age " and the spirit of the Chris-

tian Eevelation : but the professors of the present forms

of Christianity, Roman, Anglican, and Puritan, are all

now warned that a broader system than theirs is de-

manded, to which the 7iame of " Christianity " shall

yet be given. We are bidden to " set our house in

order." Intellectually, of course, we may " hold our

own " if we can
;
politically, we may content ourselves

awhile with any position that may be ofiered by the

accidents of the hour. But the sujyernatui'al character

hitherto attributed to the Religion of Christ is not only

denied, but declared to be a subsequent development, and
no necessary part of the teaching of our Divine Master.

§ 3. Religious idea of a Broad National Christianity,

It is supposed, then,—for the question must be put

The scheme of in soiuo tangible form,—That Christianity

Sty'^chaikngld ^ay bc rcccived in a generalized way,
by UB,- without men's being bound to acknowl-
edge all the details of any existing part of the Chris-

tian body, or all the various books of the Old and Is'ew

Testament, as true. This, of course, opens every reli-'

gious question among us, de novo ; and we are bound
to ascertain what this Generalized Christianity,—which
is the '' idea " of Multitudinism, its apxn and TeXo9,

—

as the ideni of Tcallv mcaus. For to say, you will accept
Multitudinism. ^hc Biblc, and hold yourself at liberty

afterwards to reject it piece-meal, seems simply, to
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most persons, unintelligible, if not absurd. We cannot

permit the assertors of the rights of reason to stultify

their subject and their argument, without challenge.

"We are not asking too much if, in the name of reason,

we do our best to ascertain what educated men inean^

when, with an air of superiority, they profess to believe

in Christ, not only apart from the history and tradition

of His followers, but apart from the record of His life

and teacliing in the four Gospels. To this we must first

of all address ourselves. Let us have the theory clearly

expressed and logically worked out, to some extent, of

a GENERALIZED CHRISTIANITY, independent of historical

creeds, historical Scriptures, and historical continuity.

It is hard to ask us to commit ourselves to such a
scheme, without knowing something about it.

The course taken by our eclectic opponents seems to

be this. Accepting in a literary way the
Christianity to

existing volume of Scripture, as usually be reduced to a

admitted, and separating it as a purely meutZy Re^ia-

Documentary Revelation^ from " all the
^^°"""

work of the Spirit of God, from the day of Pentecost till

now," they proceed to examine it part by part, as they
would " any other book." ^ How far, or in what sense,

they think any part of Scripture sacred, or even true,

they abstain at first from saying. They receive, and
even praise it, as a whole.

Thus they may secure the hasty suffrages of the
ignorant and the toleration of the pious. Popular aspect of

who fancy that all is simplified if they "leaning o? the one

have only to ascertain the one " plain Book."

meaning " of one well-known Volume ; forgetting that

all are not critics. The Protestantism of the age i^

pleased, too, by such appeal to a purely Documen-
tary Eevelation, is soothed by the deference to " pri-

vate judgment, and hoodwinked by the rejection of
" antiquity." The new theorists have been thriving on
the delusion. Yet is there not something thoroughly
unworthy of men engaged in a great intellectual and
moral work, in ad captandiim appeals as if to the

* Essay, p. Z11.
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" Bible only," * addressed to tlie reverent sentiment of

the nntlieological masses, whose whole faith they are

about to sweep away ^

For the very next step to this general reception of

the Bible, is to separate the Old Testament from the
ISTew ; and in the latter, to distinguish the Gospels from
the Epistles. Then, the GosjDels are reduced to the

lowest point by se]3arating the supernatural from the
" natural " portions of the narrative ; and the words
of Christ Himself from the incidents recorded by the

Evangelists ; and again, His ethics from His doctrine !

Xot that the process of " criticism " stops here, though
by this time the unlearned allies of the critics must
take alarm ; and before long the whole cause of Scrip-

tm-e investigation even by scholars is discredited.

This way of proceeding is to be indignantly depre-
insidious pro- catcd by houcst thinkcrs.—The direction

fempt.^
^^

^
' of the spiritual course of our time (if the

truth is to be owned) has not, with all men's preten-

sions, been intellectual. The progress of education and
taste a few years ago led to the partial revival of old

theological learning and ritualism ; and it was not a fur-

ther progress of education that checked it. It was
arrested by political and social causes, and, more than

all, by panic ; instead of being met by any counter-

acting efforts of a thoughtful kind. There followed

indeed a temporary religious re-action of a Puritan
spirit,—^but with no intellectual life. And now, " Es-

sayism " (if the term be allowable) has not been unwill-

ing to pretend to espouse the Chillingworth doctrine,

which ever pleases the crowd ; and unworthily has

thought to blind the unthinking many with the offer

of a "/r^^Zy-handled Bible."

The alarm which has followed, liowever, now that
The paiiic of tiio i\^q iusidious uaturc of the proposal has

allies of Rational- ,
l r

ism at the "free- bcen undcrstood, has occasioned a recoil,

Bibie!'"^
' °^ ^^'^ which was not unnatural. The generality,

so painfully appealed to, doubtless lean on Scripture,

(for they feel that they must have something:) they
* Essays, p. 426, &c.
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cannot themselves examine much of it, and they see

not what is to become of them, if they are to be given
over to the authority of '* critics ;

" for that seems as

great an invasion of the " rights of Englishmen " as

the " voice of the Church " had ever been. They
thought the Bible had been criticized enough before
their time ; and that " private judgment " now had
only to " interpret " it. To submit to scholars,—might
it not at once lead to a narrower and more stringent

tyranny than that of ecclesiastics ?—and equally inter-

fere with the absolute right and assumed competency
of every man of average powers to interpret the ver-

nacular Scriptures as he pleased, for himself?—They did
not see, at first, that to reduce Revelation to the rank
of mere literature, was to hand it over to the litei^ati.

Among those who now shrink the most from the
critical destruction of Scripture as the The concessiona

substance of our Eeligion, there are some etmi-cdtrcs^/"^^

who are ready to concede its partial mutilation. There
is an attempt here and there, of a crude and hasty kind,
to make " concessions " to the enemy. Like mariners
in a storm, certain religionists have been looking about
to see what they can part with, to make their vessel
" more safe ;

" or like besieged men who have to con-
sider how much they had better abandon, before they
retire to make desperate resistance, perhaps at the cita-

del.—Tlie philosophers are not unpleased at the com-
motion ; and the irreligious are beginning to suspect
that they may soon get rid of many a terror, which
thus far has held their conscience in bondage.

For those who share none of these fears, the course
to be pursued wdth the defenders of this " Generalized
Christianity," is (as we shall repeat) to insist on their

producm-g it for the examination of all men. Let them
tell us, in no misty or evasive sentences, what their
" Christianity " is ; and where they w^ill get it, after

they shall have reduced the Eeligion of Christendom to

a " Document," and ascertained the uncertainty, if not
the doubtfulness, of every part of it ?

To have any anxiety as to the ultimate results of the
9
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The position most Searching investigation of Scripture
of Churchmen, -^yould bctraj, in any case, a feebleness of

faith, which the well-taught Christian would but lAtj.

They who know that their " house cannot fall," for it is

" founded upon a rock," ^ must not be supposed to be
fearful for themselves because they are willing to help

others who are tossing on the waves. All that the

most patient and penetrating learning, or the most ad-

vanced science, shall ever teach, the truth-loving Chris-

tian will welcome. They, on the other hand, who have
surrendered the ancient Creeds, (and with them so much
of the living grace of the Gospel,) must make the best

defence they can of all that remains to them of the
" deposit of faith."—It is their concern, pre-eminently,

Definition of ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ portcutous schcmc of a
''Generalized^ " Generalized Christianity," the residuum
the7deai"ofMui- that is to remain to them after the latest
titudinism.

critical sifting of the text of the Christian

Scriptures. The Churchman refuses the postulate, (with-

out which the generalizers cannot proceed one step in

their argument ;) he denies that the Sacred Record was
designed to be cut off, as a mere " document," from the

de facto Christianity of all ages. The Churchman's
defence will not avail the merely literary believer.

But, accepting for a moment the assumption with

Exam 5ie of the
"^'^^^^^^ ^^ geucralizers of our religion

Process
^^
of° Gen- WOuld bcgiu, it is UOt difficult tO SCC llOW,

eralizing.
^^^^ |^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ wliolc Ordcr of tllC '' UCW

creation in Christ Jesus " may be undone, and chaos
arrived at. Let us follow for a moment one of the

lines of thought whicli the writer of the " Essay on the

National Church " suggests to us, and see what it comes
to:—

' The Descent of mankind from Adam and Eve,

—

the destruction of the world by the Flood,—the over-

throw of Sodom and Gomorrah,—are all thought ob-

jectionable by a growing class of " critics." f But they

are only parts (it must be urged) of the Hebrew Scrip-

* St. Matt. vii. 25. t Essay, p. 200, &c.
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tures ; and on examining tliem, many great scholars

have rejected them as of doubtful credibility ! As
Christians, are we hound to accept as (Baden PoweU's

true the entire Scriptures of Judaism? ^^houWu-^
The three points objected* to are not daism.")

essential then to Christianity ! We find ourselves in

the difficulty, no doubt, that Christ and His apostles

accepted all these " errors " as truths ; or at least the
New Testament represents them as so doing. Christ

says, that " from the beginning God made them male
and female ;

" * and He refers, in proof, to this " erro-

neous " Jewish record as Divine. He equally men-
tions the catastrophe of " the days of J^oah," f the de-

struction of the world by the Deluge, and the over-

throw of the cities of the plain ; :j: and this not once,

but several times. But may we not conclude that

Christ thus deferred to the national prejudices of His
countrymen ? or perhaps, that His biographers have
reported untruly His w^ords on all these subjects ?

—

This obliges us, indeed, at once to give up as much as

several important passages of the Evangelists ; and to

doubt the atithority of those writers on other points.

For if they have not truly reported Christ's words,
how can we trust them as to His deeds ?—say e. g. the
" Transfiguration," mentioned by St. Luke. Is it pos-

sible to accept the words of that Evangelist, who tells

us § that Moses and Elias came from the invisible world
to hold a supernatural conversation with Christ on the

Mount,
I
—when we have been compelled to reject, or

suspect, what he says about Sodom and Gomorrah ?

' It becomes imperative, then, to advance a step fur-

ther ; and ascertain rather the spirit of the teaching
of Christ, to be learned from the Evangelist ; without
binding ourselves to ?iRj facts which seem to a "just
criticism " to be improbable. The difficulty, however,
of accepting the spirit of a book which we have been
obliged to think untrustworthy as to its facts ; or of
ascertaining the spirit of Christ's teaching when we
* St. Matt. xix. 4—8. f Ibid. xix. 38. % St. Luke xvii. 29,

§ St. Luke ix. 30.
|(

Essay, p. 202.
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can no longer be certain of one of His words,—is en-

hanced at every step. The inherent beauty of any pas-

sages of the so-called " Discourses of Christ " might well

save them from being consigned to neglect ; but the Mir-
acles can hardly be admitted now, without better evi-

dence than that of such " biographers." The " super-

natural element," too, of His birth, (as well as His
Resurrection,) would need other vouchers !

'

But enough of this.—A similar course of thought
might arise from any of the miserable suspicions thrown
out by these " critics," till nothiug of the Gospel re-

mained but this :—^That a person, or persons, of the

name of Jesus, appeared in Judaea 1800 years ago, who
greatly influenced many minds at the time ; and whose
alleged history was recorded some thirty or forty years

after the events !—All beyond this being a " human
accretion " on the divine teaching which ' produced
so remarkable an effect at the time !

'

Such, then, is Generalized Ciikistianity. And let

Conclusion ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ Specimen is ex-
?gainst General- travagaut, or beyoud what any one has
ttfe Ideal opMuiti- drcamcd. It is strictly deduced from the
tudiniern.

principles of " Esgayism."^ Much more
might be said without overstepping logical propriety.

A Christianity ^oitho^^t certainty of a single fact of the

Gospel^ from the Incarnation to the Resurrection of
Christ,—that is the shadow of religion to which these

eclectics and critics would lead our nation. Or, if all

this be denied, and they mislike this plain language,
once more, in the name of all reason and fairness, we
repeat our challenge, and call on our new teachers to tell

us openly, in their own word, what their ^' Generalized
Christianity " is to be \ and where we are to find it ?

It is not said, or implied for a moment, that the

RcBervingaii schcmc of vague rcligiou here delineated
charity. ]j^g takcn definite form in the minds of

all those now living among us, who are teaching its

first prmcii)les, ^^hat we must rather say is, that
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these writers accost lis, not as hard, bold, English rea-

soners, but as half-German, half-fanatical, credulous,
imaginative, illogical

;
quite capable of going on hold-

ing premises and denying conclusions.

Let these halting and feeble-minded thinkers be
made to take any part of the Kew Testament, in which
there is any reference to the Old, and reason from it.

—

Suppose the advocate of " Generalized Christianity "

to decide on receiving as " genuine " the reported
words of Christ in any one of the Gospels ; he will see
our Lord there referring to " all the prophets," *

—

Isaiah, Jonah, Daniel, and the rest ; and making quota-
tions from the Psalms, or the Pentateuch, Further Ex-
mystically, typically, spiritually, hardly ampies.

ever " literally," or in the way any secular book would
be understood. And he will then stand in this dilem-
ma :—Either he must reject those words of Christ which
fix His imprimatur on the old prophets, and on a spe-

cial way of interpreting them ; or he must accept them,
with all their consequences. If the latter, then he is

committed to the Old Testament as divine Scripture,
" which cannot be broken ;

" f if the former, he is bound
to shew what rule he has to determine. Which of
Christ's words are to be accepted ? And which not ?

In the one case his Christianity will be no abstraction,

it will be special doctrine ; in the other, doubtless his

view will be a very generalized one ; but he must say
how he will prevent it from fading down to the thin-

nest indisputable truisms, which may be gleaned from
the fewest sentences, of the least mystical discourse,

reported in the briefest Gospel.

§ 4. Broad Christianity compared with the

Apostolic Age.

But the generalizers of our religion are not consist-,

ent. They cannot, or do not, reaso7i.

Eor, after using the language of utter °°
crcnquny.

* St. Matt. XV. T ; St. Luke iv. 17 ; St. John xii. 38 ; St. Matt. xii. 40,

xxiv. 15, iv. 4, Y, 10 ; St. Luke xxiv. 27, 44.

f St. John X. 35, v. 38, 39.
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scepticism, we find them, perhaps in the next page, re-

ferring (without hint of " criticism ") to the documents
of the Xew Testament as in some sense trustworthy

evidence still, for some of the facts of Primitive Chris-

tianity, which are incomprehensibly declared to accord

with " Multitndinism ! " It is urged (as will be seen by
Whether, in fact, tlic OutHnc) that their broad and general

SlSy'was broid? ^^^^ ^^ Christianity may be vindicated,
-or exclusive? "

as, after all, more " apostolical " than the

[exclusive views, prevalent since the first age, as to defi-

nite faith in Christ, or as to the idea of " salvation " in

a future state. Let this then be examined in the next
place,—Whether, from the first, it was the intention of

Christianity (as afiirmed) to provide a " generalized

religion " for the multitude, of an inclusive kind ? And
whether this can be fairly learned from the Christian

Scriptures, which are here happily, though inconsist-

ently, called to give evidence, by those who regard
them as so very imcertain, if not also frequently false ?

It will not avail to say, in reply to what will be
alleged, that the authority of the texts quoted is dis-

allowed ; that is not the question. It has been dis-

tinctly assumed, that the Christian Scriptures may be
appealed to in support of this " Multitudinism," or
" New Nationalism," which is recommended to us.

"We deny this ; and it therefore becomes a question of

fact. For whether the inclusiveness, argued for by
these writers,—or the exclusive claims, urged by us for

our Religion,—be to be jyr^^r/'^JcZ, is not the enquiry ;

but which is in fact borne out by the New Testament ?

—and there must be no mystification as to this precise

issue.

Of course a Christian cannot consent, that the theory

The theory, and of his Kcligion sllOuld bc loWCTCd tO tllC

Jfam-S'lo'beSsS: Icvcl of the facts ; but the one will un-
guished. doubtedly serve at all times to throw light

on the other, though the attempt must be made to dis-

tinguish them ; since it would be unreasonable to sup-

pose, either that the high spiritual aim of Chrisianity

Was always attained, or that the practical derelictions
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of moral agency should be chargeable on the Gospel
as its design.

Keligion, we affirm, has two aspects,—one towards
this world, and one towards the future.

It raises and ennobles the present, and aspect "Tmv4fds

that all the more because it points to im- js'Sd oi2wS
mortality. None will deny that its action jj'.

to come." (i

on the present is frequently generic : the
^^' ^^'

many are aifected by it, and affected in masses. Hence
we speak of Christianity as " influencing civilization "

in all its great developments. There is not so much
dispute as to this ; but rather, as to which is the pri-
mary object of religion, this world, or the next ? for,

upon the determination of this, the merits of Multitu-
dinism and Individualism will easily be ascertained by
any one. If Roman Christianity-^itself often a corrupt
form of Multitudinism—have helped to confuse men's
thoughts, in some degree, as to this distinction, let it

not be thought tedious if it be somewhat enlarged on,

since so much depends on it.

Hitherto, so universal has been the belief among
religous people of all kinds, with the rarest exceptions,

that earthly duties, however sacred, are but preliminary
to an eternal " life to come," that some (as the Pela-
gians) even conceive the present to be the means of
meriting the future reward ; and though this is hereti-

cal, it is but a dogmatic exaggeration of what Scripture
says, and all persons feel, that we shall hereafter be
"judged according to our works." * While faith sees,

and lives for, '• the Invisible," (as witnessed by all the
men of faith since the world began,) the idea of the

" fruits of faith," being good works, have ^^^S^ f^'n?!

been acknowledged by all to have their of Faith."

temporary use and salutary action in this world. But
Christianity distinctively proposes a " life of Faith ;

"

while Multitudinism declines the consideration of the
future.f Whether, indeed, even for this life, '' individ-

ualism " be not more ethically true, shall also be consid-

ered ; but at present the question offact is to be looked to,

* Heb. xi. 27. f Essay, pp. 159-161.
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—-whether primitive Christianity, as learnedfrom its only

records, was " multitudinistic," and broad, and directed

to the present ? or whether it was " exclusive," and
sought access to the individual conscience of the few,

(indirectly approaching the many,) and chiefly contem-
plated the eternal world ?

The Ten following grounds have been suggested for
Alleged sjrip- thc positiou, that " Multitudiuism " has

Muuuudiiiism. the support of the 'New Testament.

1st. That " though the consequences of what the

1st Ground. Gospcl docs will be carried out into other
Essay, p. 159. worlds, its work is to be done here."

The reply to this it is needless to repeat, as it is

contained in what has been just said as to the primary
and secondary objects of Keligion.

2d Ground. That " neither in doctrine nor in mor-
„, ^ , als did the primitive Christian communi-
2d Ground.

, /• n • ^ t ^ i * T-r(«i\
Essay, p. 160. tics (it judgcd by the Apostolic Lpistles)

approach the idea formed of them ;
" but are much more

like communities of general professors of Christianity,

than societies requiring individual strictness.

The reply is a plain one. The same Epistles w^hicli

inform us of the moral failures of the primitive Churches
warn and rebuke individuals ; and in no case complain
of their moral state as a result of organic defect, or of

corporate false action. Special duties of Christians,

man by man, woman by woman, child by child, form
the subject-matter of apostolic exhortation. A generic

remedy, singularly enough, is not perhaps glanced at

as much as once by St. Paul (as it might have been) in

his thirteen Epistles. He had " not so learned Christ ;

"

but his preaching, he says, was " warning every man
and teaching every man .... that we may present

every 7nan perfect in Christ."
'^

3d Ground. " Tliat the doctrinal features of the

3d Ground. cai'ly Churcli are more undetermined (and
Essay, p. 160. inclusivc of luauy opiuious) than would

be thought by those who read them only thi'ough

ecclesiastical Creeds."
* Coloss. i. 28.
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But here the reply naturally is, that the Multi-

tudinist is bound to shew, if he would establish his con-

clusion, that there were no essential " doctrinal fea-

tures " at all.—Perhaps indeed the earliest profession

of faith may have been little more than " believe on the

Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved /
" but such

a profession, in the simplest imaginable form, still re-

quired individual reception, and supposed the need of
" salvation ; " and the very form of Baptism (taking

every person singly) was individualistiG / nor could

sacramental administration well be otherwise. Bap-
tism, the foundation of every Church, early or late, car-

ries with it the doctrine of " the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost," from the beginning. Men, e. g., who
" had not heard whether there w^ere any Holy Ghost," ^

and had been baptized only by John the Baptist ; and
one who was already an " eloquent " expounder of

Scripture, had to receive, somewhat later, more perfect

baptism, or (as the case might be) more exact mstruc-
tion in the Christian dogma.f

4th Ground. " That the doctrine taught by the

Lutherans of justification by subjective
44^ Ground

faith was never the doctrine of any con- Essay, pp. 159,

siderable portion of the Church till the

time of the Reformation. It is not met with in

the apostolic writings, except those of St. Paid,''''

Eeply :—Whether the " Lutheran " expression of the

doctrine of "justification by faith " be Scriptural, is not
our concern ; but Whether faith as a subjective grace
in the soul,—whether faith as dwelling in a man^ (and
not simply as the general opinion of a " multitude,")

—

be truly exhibited to us in Scripture ? For, as to mak-
ing the writings of St. Paul " exceptions," when exam-
ining w^hat the New Testament evidence is, it appears
most unreasonable and tortuous ; unless it be at once
avowed that St. Paul's E^^istles (constituting nearly

half the New Testament) are ' untrustworthy.' It is

forgotten, (when this doubt is thrown in about St.

Paul's inspiration,) that the point under examination is,

* Acts xix. 2. f Acts xviii. 26.

9*
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wlietlier his record of a " fact " is to be admitted ? For
undoubtedly, he says, that faith was an indwelling and
individual gift, in the opinion of Christians then. In
proof, the examples of Timothy, his mother, and his

grandmother, may be taken : the Apostle thanking God
" for the unfeigned faith that was in him, which dwelt

first in his grandmother Lois, and his mother Eunice." *

—But we are not obliged to refer to the Epistles of St.

Paul only. Our Lord Himself, in the Gospels, (if we
are to credit them,) assigns mercy to individuals " ac-

cording to the faith that was in them ;
" f and His

apostles, in the Acts, imitating their Master, blessed the

cripple at Lystra, " perceiving that he hadfaith to be
healed." % And the expressions, '•^purifying the heart

by faith," " sanctified by faith," § and others which we
meet with, describe an effective work of individual ele-

vation and conversion. St. Peter and St. James speak
of the " trial of faith " in the soul ; the former as
" precious and praiseworthy in the day of the Lord,"

||

the latter as " working patience." T And St. James in

almost all instances refers to faith as indwelling in the

individual, even when warning Christians against at-

tnbuting to it a false value. St. Peter classes " faith

with hope^^ ^" as indwelling graces directed towards God
as their outward object, as subjectively as St. Paul had
done ; and he, too, speaks of " salvation of souls " as

the end of that inward " believing." And, finally, St.

John in the Apocalypse makes no difference between
" faith," " charity," and " patience," ft so far as their

indwelling character is concerned. The word '' faith
"

is used sixteen times by St. James, and five times by
St. John ; but in only one instance does St. James, and
only twice St. John, use " faith " to describe the Eeli-

gion of Christ as a system ; and in every other to ex-

hibit its internal character as a Grace in the believer's

soul.

* 2 Tim. i. 5.

\ St. Matt. ix. 22, xv, 28; St. Mark x. 52; St. Luke xvii. 19.

X Acts xiv. 9. § Acts iii. 16, vi. 5-7, xi. 24, xv. 9, xxvi. 18.

II
1 St. Pet. i. 7. ^ St. James i. 3. ** 1 St. Pet. i. 9, 21.

\\ Rev. ii. 19 ; xiii. 10.
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5tli Ground. * That the doctrine of the ]^icene and
Athanasian Creed is less definitely, or in

other words more broadly, stated in Scrip- Essay,'^p?i66.

ture than in the symbols of the later

Church.'
This has been answered, by anticipation, in what

has been said in reply to the " Third Gronnd."
6th Ground. ' That the Gospels of St. Matthew,

St. Mark, and St. Luke, afford evidence to

Christ's own words ; and these words, Estay,^pp."m-2.

taken in conneyion with the Epistle of

St. James and the 1st of St. Peter, leave no doubt that

the general character of Christianity was chiefly

moral.''

Reply :—'Supposing this were admitted, it would
not lead to the conclusion desired by the advocate of
" Multitudinism." For morality is only sound when
it has its hold on mdividucd conviction. A general

conformity to the public opinion, in matters of duty,

may often lead to good average results ; but we could
not praise the morality of any man who had no con-

science as to the rectitude of the mles to which he so-

cially conformed. And indeed the whole of the at-

tempted reasoning connected with this subject in the

place referred to,* is rather ojyposed to " Multitudin-
ism ; " inasmuch as it represents Christ's moral design to

be, to " penetrate to the root of Conscience,"—which
of course, is to address the individual, rather than the
corporate life of man.

Tth Ground. Three facts are referred to as implying
Multitudinism. First, our Lord's lament

Ground
over Jerusalem for their national rejection Essay, pp. ue, 153,

of Him, which proved "that He had
^"^*

offered it to them nationally, in a broad and general
way." Secondly, the conversion of 3,000 on the day
of Pentecost ; for, " that they cannot be supposed to

have been individual converts ; but only a mass of per-

sons brought in as a body ;
" and, thirdly, the alleged

existence " among the Christian converts in the early
* Essay, p. 162.
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Church of those, for example, Avho had no belief in a
corporeal " resurrection ; '

^^ and therefore, ' that even
a denial of doctrine, such as the Kesurrection of the
body, ought to be permitted in a Broad E'ational Church
intended for all.'

Reply :—The first alleged fact is contrary to all that

we read in the Gospels. For it does not appear that

our Lord, on any one occasion, laid His claims before

the authorities, for an official investigation ; but in

ever}^ instance called out individuals, and appealed to

consciences.—The second sup230sition is even more dis-

tinctly contrary to the record, in which the " pricking
of the heart," "repentance," and "baptism" are attrib-

uted to everi/ one ^ and it is added, that "fear came
upon EVEKY souV \ The whole narrative is as strongly

i7idimdicalist{c^ as if written for our argument.—The
third supposition :j: is founded on St. Paul's remonstrance
in the Epistle to the Corinthians, "How say some
among jo\x that there is no resurrection of the dead ?

"

Why (it is asked) did not St. Paul§ excommunicate
such Sadducees if he thought their opinion ought to

exclude them ? Xow let the same argument be urged
a verse or two further on, in the same chapter, and it

might plausibly enlarge the boundaries of this "broad
Christianity " to include even those who had no true
" 'knowledge of God " at all ; foi', among these Corin-

thians it is said, that there were even " some who had
not the knowledge of God,"

||
and the Apostle adds,

"I speak this to your shame." Let our "Multitudin-
ist," who uses this surely preposterous argument, de-

cide whether open idolaters, sceptics, or atheists, are to

bo admissible, with "Sadducees," to his comprehensive
Church? Of the one class as much as of the other the

Apostle said there were Tivhy " some," among the Co-
rinthians. To those who are not Multitudinists it will

seem plain enough that there would, in that unformed
and unfixed condition of things at Corinth, be many
half-persuaded, many ignorant, many only preparing

* Essay, pp. U6, 16a. f Acts ii. 37, 38, 43. % Essay, p. 164.

§ 1 Cor. XV. 12.
I

Ibid., ver. 34.
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for baptism ; and there is no reason whatever to think
that these rebuked Saddiicees, and unbelievers in God,
had been yet baptized. So far indeed from a denial

of God or of the Kesurrection being compatible with
membership of the primitive Cliurch, the Apostle
shews how "Jesus and the Resurrection" must stand
together, when he declares that the whole structure of

Christianity must fall if the Resurrection be denied;*
and that for " some to be without the knowledge of

God"f was utterly "shameful" to a Christian com-
munity. X

8th Ground. 'That the relative value of doctrine

and morals in the primitive Church may 5th Ground,

be judged by the preference given in the E.eay, p. 162.

Apostolic Epistles to the latter beyond the former ; and
that latitude as to doctrine may be fairly inferred from
this.'

Reply:—We are not left to mere inference in esti-

mating the vital importance of sound doctrine as well

as morals. St. Paul says, "A man that is an heretic

after the first and second admonition rejecty § He left

Timothy in Ephesus, to " charge some to teach no other

doctrine
i"^^

and to urge " charity, out of a pure heart,

a good conscience, and yaith mifeigned :
^^

||
he warns

him to "take heed to himself and to the dodrine^^'^^

hihaaKaXia, and that " the time would come when men
w^ould not endure sound doctrine^ St. John uses our

Lord's own word, hihaxny and describes apostasy as a
not " abiding in the doctrine of Christ," ** and forbids

Christians to receive those who do not " come with
this doctrine /

"—(and the special doctrine there al-

luded to is the Divine Sonship ot our Lord.) In fact,

two-thirds at least, if not four-fifths, of the Apostolic

Epistles are Doctrinal ; and it their evidence is to be
taken, it seems scarcely possible to have a point more
conclusively settled against the Comprehensionists and
Anti-doctrinists.

* 1 Cor. XV. 17, 18.
I

1 Cor. xv. 34. % -^^^^ x'^i- 18, 32,

•§ Titus iii. 10.
||

1 Tim. i. 3, 5 : n^ iTepodidaaKo^eTff.

JC 1 Tim. iv. 16. ** St. John u. 9, 10.
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But the preference given to morals above dogma in

this argument proves to be but short-lived ; and it is

soon seen that, in arguing his case, it was not that the
Multitudinist loved Morals more, but Doctrine less.

Observe the

9th Ground. ^' That if any called a brother were

9th Ground. ^ Hotoriouslj imiHoral person, the rest
Essay, p. 165. wcrc to be cnjoiued, 'no, not to eat with

him,' but lie was not to be refused the name of a brother

or Christian."

Reply:—The injunction "not to eat'' with a gross

ill-liver applies also to religious eating, at " Commu-
nion :

" the participation in a common meal cannot be
supposed to be the whole of the Apostle's meaning,
since he forbids all " keeping company " with such an
immoral person. And if tliis be so, excommunication
(in the Scripture sense *) is implied in this very pas-

sage. Even if, indeed, it were granted that the Chris-

tian Church was at first unable to exclude profligate

members, that would not shew the desirableness of now
reverting to such a state of things, and deliberately,

as a theory, adopting its " comprehensiveness." But
the very instance referred to evidences beyond a doubt
the individualistic aim of the Church, and indeed the
personal inspection of every member.

10th Ground. "That the Apostolic Churches took

loth Ground, collcctive uamcs from the localities where
Essay, p. 165. they wcrc situate," and so 'tended from

the first to be Multitudinistic' And thus ' Nationalism

'

is to be regarded, not merely as a providential fact in

the history of our religion, and so dealt with ; but as the

theory of Christianity from the first.

Reply :—It is difficult to conceive of anything more
natural, or inevitable, than the designation of any insti-

tute from the name of the place where it is fixed. Until
it can be gravely shewn that to call any other institution

by the name of the place where it stands is a proof that

it comprehends the whole neighbourhood in its plan,

* 1 Cor. V. 11, &c. ; 2 Thess. iii. 14, compared with Acts x. 28,

]_(Tvvavaix.iywfii and KoXkdu) ;] 1 Cor. vi. 16, IV.
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we shall not be able to see any argument in this hy-
pothesis—(for it is nothing more)—as to the tendency
of the Apostolic Churches to Maltitudinism, shewn by
their names. To argue a theory of our Religion from
this, is somewhat weak.

The entire "Scripture evidence" alleged in behalf
of the supposition, that this new "^Nationalism" was
the original intention or tendency of Christianity, has
now been reviewed ; and it is difficult to repress aston-

ishment at the state of mind which could explore the
E'ew Testament, and then produce these "proofs" that
it meant to teach a Eeligion with no exclusive Doc-
trines or exclusive Morals

!

We proceed to a different thesis.

§ 5. The Exclusiveness of Primitive Christianity

Examined,

If we produce the unambiguous testimony of our
Divine Master, Christ Himself, and of

His chosen Apostles, as to the fact^ that evidence fo"iS
in Christianity w^e are appealed to, singly,

J'^'^JearT
^^^^ *°

conscience by conscience, let those who
are not ashamed to be " Christians " take heed how
they turn from it. If the ]N"ew Testament witness to
" Individualism " (as it is termed) make it appear in-

deed what men call " narrow and exclusive," be it re-

membered that we are not now examining the philosophy
of our religion, nor its ethical vindication. That may
be done elsewhere. Neither will the criticism of a few
phrases help the objector. It is to the matter of fact

we are pointing, (whether it be pleasing or not,)—the
broad fact which is patent to every eye, that Christian-

ity, according to the Scriptures, has a Doctrine^—lias a
strict Moral system,—asks to include none who will not
rise towards its standard of truth and purity, anticipates

frequently narrow results^ aims always at the individ-
ual conscience, and points, primarily, to an " eternal

life " beyond the grave.
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I Our Saviour "^^^^ ^^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ words of Him
Christ's owu warn- wllO is '' tllC Trutll."
^°^^' " "What is a man profited, if lie shall

gain the T\'hole world, and lose his own soul ? or what
shall a man give in exchange for his soul ? " *

"It is profitable for thee that one of thy membersF
perish, and not that thy whole body be cast into hell."i

And " Fear Him who is able to cast both body and
soul into hell." f

" Labour not for the meat which perisheth, but for

that meat which endureth unto everlasting life." X
" Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, w^here

neither moth nor rust doth corrujDt, and where thieves

do not break through nor steal : for where your treasure

is, there will your heart be also." §
" Provide yourselves bags which w^ax not old, a

treasure in the heavens that faileth not."
||

" When the fruit is brought forth, He putteth in the
sickle, because the harvest is come." ^

"The harvest is the end of the world ; and the

reapers are the angels." ^^^

" Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which
leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it." ff

" If ye believe not that I am lie, ye shall die in

your sins : . . . . and whither I go ye cannot come."
J:j:

1^0 ingenuity can possibly extract from such words.

a theory of " Multitudinism ;
" a Eeligion/br this wmid

in preference to the next ; a broad and " comprehen-
sive " scheme lowered to the feelings of the crowd, the
" many^ whose love shall wax cold " §§ in the latter

days.—It is not to the point to say here, " if Scripture

teaches exclusiveness, Scripture is wrong."
||| We are

only examining the question of fact, What does Scrip-

ture teach ? Is it a " little flock," Tf^ or a great flock,

to whom " the kingdom will be given ?
"

* St. Matt. xvi. 20 ; St. Mark viii. 36.

f St. Matt. V. 29, 80, and St. Luke xii. 5.

X St John vi. 27. § St. Matt. vi. 20, 21.
||

St. Luke xii. S3.

^ St. Mark iv. 29. ** St. Matt. xiii. 39. f f Ibid., vii. 14.

XX St. John viii. 24 and 21. §§ St. Matt. xxiv. 12.

Ill
Essay, p. 154. ^^ St. Luke xii. 32.
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One more sentence from Christ Himself shall con-

clude His warning witness to ns all. The question was
formally raised for His decision :

—

" Lord, are there few that be saved ? And He said

unto them, Strive to enter in at the strait gate : for

many, I say unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall

not be able. AVhen once the master of the house hath
risen up, and hath shut to the door." *

If we pass on to the witness of those who came
afterwards and enquire how they under- ^^ _ .,,1 *^

1 n II. The witness
stood the Lord s apparently unworldly of Apostles, and

and exclusive teaching, we now cannot be
others.

surprised to read thus :

—

SL Peter. " Lord, to whom shall we go ? Thou
hast the words of eternal life. And we believe and are
sure that Thou art that Christ, the Son of the living

God,^" t
St. Jolm and St. Peter. " l^either is there salvation

in any other : for there is none other Name nnder
heaven given among men, whereby we must be
saved." %

St. Paul. " I am not ashamed of the Gospel of
Christ : for it is the power of God unto salvation to

every one that believeth." §
The Apostle to the Hebreics. " Without holiness no

man shall see the Lord."
||

St. Jade. " Contend earnestly for the faith once
delivered to the saints." ^

St. Philip the Deacon. " If thou believest with all

thy hearty thou mayest be baptized. And he said, I
believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God." ^*

The Angel at Joppa. " Call for Simon, who shall

tell thee words whereby thou and all thy house shall

he savedr ff
K the idea of * exclusive salvation for those who

believe and obey the Gospel ' be not here placed before

* St. Luke xiii. 23, &c. f St. John vi. 68, 69. % Acts iv. 12.

§ Kom. i. 16.
II
Heb. xii. 14. ^ St. Jude, 3, 4, &c., 17, &c.

** Acts viii. 37. f f Acts xi. 14.
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the individual conscience, it seems impossible to say in

what form it could have been naturally expressed at all.

]^or is it any " abstract Christianity " which is thus

put forward. Tlie greatest of the writers of the New
Testament leaves on record this authoritative sentence,

twice uttered, and conclusive against all other versions

of our Keligion than the origmal message :
—" Though

we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other Gospel
unto you than that which we have preached unto you,
let him be accursed ! As we said before, so say I now
agam, If any man preach any other Gospel unto you
than that ye have received, let Mm he accursed ! " *

It is not as though " eliminating " two or three ob-

stinate texts would relieve the case. The facts which
lie on the surface, or those most deeply imbedded in the

structure of the whole record of our Keligion, equally

attest the sense which primitive believers had of the

everlasting importance of a right faith in ^' Him whom
not having seen they loved," f and for whom they
would " suffer the loss of all things," and '' count them
as dross," if they might but " win Christ, and be found
in Him " % ^t last.

And see how urgent they became, therefore, " heark-

TTT rrx,„ x„„„ enino^ to God's voice." S—In " adding to
111. The testi- p^ i i^ ir i it • i •

mony of ApostoUc tlic Cliurch || the ucwly baptized, it was
^^'^^'

for " salvation.'^'' "Whether to the alarmed
jailor of Philippi, or to the quiet Church settled at

Kome, or to the scattered Jews who had believed, the
message was the same, '•' Believe on the Lord Jesus,

and thou shalt be saved^ " AVe shall be saved from
wrath through Ilim." T " "We are not of them who
draw back unto perdition : but of them that believe to

the saving of the souiy -^—Let men risk their puny
view that all this was bigotry if they will ; but was it

not a characteristic of original Christianity, such as no
impartial reader (believer or not) can dispute ?—If not,

* Gal. i. 8, 9. f 1 St. Pet. i. 8. % PliilipP- "i- 8-

§ Acts iv. 19. 20. i Ibid., ii. 47. IT Acts xvi. 30, 31 : Rom. v. 9.

** Heb, X. 39.
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then the heathen who complained of the heat and zeal

of Paul and Barnabas^ were right. Unless Christianity

were essential to each soul to whom it came, why should

the sincere adherents of old religions have been so

roughly and needlessly disturbed ? Why should even
Jews be told, that in rejecting Christ they were " count-

.

ing themselves unworthy of everlasting life ? " f Why
should " father be set against son and son against

father, mother against daughter and daughter against

mother, mother-in-law against . daughter-in-law and
daughter-in-law against mother-in-law ? ":[:—Why see we
that life-long eagerness to " spend and be spent " § for

souls ;—to move about among ioilli7ig moral agents, and
pass the rest ;—to listen to a vision, if it beckoned to

Macedonia as a field of success ;— or to hasten to bear

the " good tidings," when informed of " much people "

in a certain city willing to hear it ;— or to be reluc-

tantly turned away from another ' imwilling ' region

as hopeless, being " forbidden of the Holy Ghost ? "
||—If in foregoing all that the world holds dear, encoun-

tering all perils and hardships, and facing a daily mar-

tyrdom,T those first missionaries were under the belief

that the issues of Eternity were at stake, and trusted

that by their toil they might " by any means save

some,"^*"—bring even " one of a city, or two of a fam-

ily," ft to " Him whom to know was life eternal," XX
—

then their conduct was reasonable, their self-devotion

most noble. But if they only meant that they desired

for Him whom they preached one niche in the Pantheon
of the nations; if they " turned . the world upside

down " §§ in order that the Gospel might be accepted

as one lieligion among many^ it is impossible not to

deplore what must then be considered the cruel and
terrifying language of their addresses,—in a word, im-

possible perhaps to overrate the actual mischievousness

of such unmeasured enthusiasm.

* Acts xiv. 5 ; xix. 28. f Ibid., xiii. 46. % St. Matt. x. 85-37.

§ 2 Cor. xii. 15.
||
Acts xvi. 9, xviii. 10, xvi, 6.

^ Acts XV. 26 ; 2 Cor. vi. 4-10, xi. 23-28.
** Rom. xi. 14 ; 1 Cor. ix. 22 ; 1 Tim. iv. 16 ; Jude, 23.

ft Jer. iii. 14. W St. John xvii. 3. §§ Acts xvii. 6.
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It may be concluded, then, unless a common-sense
view of the whole subject is to be refused, that enough
has now been adduced to justify the conviction that

Apostolic Christianity, as learned from the E"ew Testa-

ment, required Individual Conscientiousness, Individ-

ual Faith.

In whatever form this " exclusive Christianity " be
objected to hereafter, let us not in the face of all facts

be told, that Scripture does not teach this " necessity

of faith in Christ ; " or that the Primitive Churches
designed to include nominal professors of the Gospel,

and did not primarily contemplate the salvation of in-

dividual souls.—^We now pass on.

iNo question appears to have gravely been raised,

TV Th te ti
^^ ^^ ^^ " exclusiveness " of every form

mony of the Apos- of Christianity in the next age after the
toiicai Canons;

^p^gtles. Of somc dim Guostic semi-

heathenism it were vain to speak ; and it may be sup-

posed that the system of the '' Apostolical Canons " (as,

for breyity, it may be termed) was too indisputable,

to invite criticism of a fact perhaps more indisputable

than any other in the Christianity of the second and
third centuries,—its rigid demarcation, alike from Ju-

daism and from the world.^ The Creeds, the Kitual,

the Discipline of the whole Christian body of those

ages, may be deprecated by enemies, or repudiated by
false friends ; but their " growing exclusiveness " is a

and the First fact of wliicli cvcu our critics will remind
Three Centuries, -^g . ^^^ while wc acccpt their tcstimouy,

we will add that no one in those days seems to have
questioned that such exclusiveness was a true " follow-

ing of the apostles," up to the days of Constantine ;

—

of which hereafter.

Perhaps no greater service could be done at this

time to the cause of practical Christianity, than to

gather together all the incidental records,t and to ex-

hibit the actual relation of the Church and the world

* St. Justin M., Dial, with Trypho.

f See Gibbon, and his authorities, ch. xv., xvi., xrii.
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in detail^ in the times between St. John and St. Atha-
nasius. It would need a more minute knowledge of the
social and domestic life in the great cities and villages

of the Roman world than is often found among scholars,

(even such as Albert de Broglie, " Pressense," or Ne-
ander,) to convey the true magnitude of the Church's
spiritual and separating influences on her individual

members. But it needs^ to be done : for under God's
Providence, and led by His promised Spirit, by no
mere accident did it come to pass that the Church had
to work out the Divine plan at first, unaided by the
powers of the world.—Oiu* generation certainly needs
to see, how Christ's Church aimed to found the " city

of the living God ;
" * to raise the " building fitly framed

together to grow to an holy temple in the Lord ; " f
and anticipate " the kingdom that cannot be moved." %

% 6. Ethical Basis of Broad Christianity,

The assertion now disproved,—That Christianity ex-

pressed itself at first in " Multitudinism,"
ethical view

—was intended apparently to lead to the "of Muititu-

position, that what the Multitude shall in
^'^''"••"

future be pleased to hold, shall be the " Christianity "

of the age to come. It appears to have been conceived
that the course of the Gospel, and the course of the
human mind, had hitherto diverged. Revelation, and
the general Conscience of mankind, had thus far moved
in distinct orbits ; but they had at length arrived at the
point where they would coincide, and might (by some
happy neutralizing of the original forces) continue to

take one and the same direction in future. This dream,
it may be hoped, is somewhat dissipated : but let us
glance at the theory of this " general Conscience "

—

(this " public opinion," or opinion of the majority,
which was to be the Rule of Religion, the " Gospel

"

of the future, §)—before we wholly lose sight of it.

"We have seen that a " Generalized Christianity " i§

* Heb. xii. 22. f Epbes. ii. 21. % Heb, xii. 28,

§ Essay, p. 195,
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impossible, if we accept the 'New Testament at all. A
Eeligion without a Doctrine, or " dogma," must be so

transcendental as to lie beyond even the region of met-

aphysics. Dogma, we find, insists on definition ; and
" vague thinking *'

is a misnomer, commonly betraying

only incapacity. But the idea of a " generalization of

Co7iscienGe " or abstract " ethical development," is still

to be considered.

Ko one will question, that in matters of feeling and

_, . , . sentiment there actually is an averaqe
Vasue Thinking

, j i • • -T i 'j. Tx
and vague Feeling Standard, lu auy civilized community. It

contrasted.
y\^q^ and falls, with many circumstances

;

but it is specially elevated by the elevation of individ-

ual hearts and aims ; and a single hero will sometimes
raise the standard of the age, as a single saint has often

thrilled the hearts of millions in the Church. Such an
admission, therefore, of " average conscientiousness

"

will not assist " Multitudinism" inasmuch as it depends
for its very existence on the action, inward and out-

ward, of each man for himself.

It has been said that Nationalism, based thus upon
the general sentiments of an age or country, has ex-

isted even in Heathenism ; * and this will not be

Even « Heathen denied; yct cvcu SO, iu every instance,
Nationalism" it has had somc individual origin, and
Smewha^^^ b-ieed Hvcs OH by the iuwai'd life of individual
on " conscience."

gQ-^^]g^ fr^^ ixiOYQ tliaii by any fomial enact-

ments or corporate acts. But, witliout pausing upon
this,—(for we have here no concern in constructing a

moral defence for the old religions of the world before

or apart from Christ,)—it has been recognised among
Christians, and we depend on it as one glorious distinc-

tion of our Revelation, that we have been taught in a

special way the grandeur of Individual Eesponsibility.

The absence of this, the Christian feels, is the fatal

defect of every philosophical scheme of polity—from

Plato,t down to Ilobbes. The value of each immortal
soul of man, suspected before, is the open announce-

* Essay, p. 169.

f In the " Republic "—^where the Individual is utterly crushed.
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ment of tlie Gospel ;
* and it will be seen that tlie

theory of a " Multitudinism" crushing all men into one
general mould of thought, is prepared to undo, as far

as in it lies, that elevating work which the Religion of
Christ would accomplish for each of us.

In thus urging, we do not attribute to the " Multi-

tudinist " a conscious denial of Individual Responsi-
bility, but the maintenance of a position which vir-

tually destroys it. He subordinates the sense of right

to the existing average of propriety, when he limits

the sphere of Conscientiousness, practically, to this

world.

At the risk of seeming to elaborate—what many
will of course admit at once—the priority

,^^^^ ^^^^
.

of the claims of conscience, it will be before the en-

necessary to explain with care what is so
^"^''^^"

fundamental. Let men see what the " Broad Christi-

anity " to which they are invited implies morally. In-

tellectually, it would aim destruction at all Creeds and
Doctrines,—reckless of the fact that to deny Christi-

anity as a " theology of the intellect " f is to banish it

from the realm of truth. It would also, as we have
seen, reject its " Historical character," \ and so consign
it, after due " criticism," to the region of fable. But
there was a step further in disparagement which it

seemed possible to take ; and the " Broad Religionists
"

are, we find, prepared for it. They would remove our
Christianity from its lofty Moral eminence also. The
Soul, and its future, they set aside : and reversing the

injunction alike of Moses and St. Paul, bid men " follow

the multitude," § and " conform to this world, and not

be transformed for another."
||

It is easy, no doubt, to hamper any investigation of

the rights of Individual Conscience, with
irrelevant

collateral considerations. It might be tions to 'be here

urged, and truly, that Society is bound °^^^"^^-

to protect itself against the aberrations of some, and
the moral obliquity of others. Again, it may be said,

* St. Matt. vi. 26. f Essay, p. 205. % Ibid.

§ Exod. xxiii. 2.
|1
Rom. xii. 2.
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the equity and benevolence of the Divine government
may be believed to provide some alleviation of the

heavy weight of Individual Responsibility, in the

widely varying circumstances of mankind ; and that

this alleviation may be found in the just influences of

'a well-ordered Society. This, and much more, may
be admitted, beyond question ; but must not interfere

with what is now before ns.

For there still remains, all the more firmly estab-

lished by these very considerations, what may be
termed the substratum of Will to be dealt with, in

every man. Take away the solemn enquiries, or sub-

lime anxieties, of each Individual, and Morality as

well as Eeligion must cease to have real meaning;
there must remain, even confessedly, no more than a
nominal adherence to that which can only by courtesy

be called " Faith,"—an acquiescence so morally base,

as to amount to a repudiation of the first conditions of

all possible Duty.
No thoughtful believer could doubt that Christi-

oi>ristianity ob-
^uity really stands in^ all its parts on a

jectivciy true, and ti'iic fouiidation of pliilosophv : liowcvcr
as Buch demand- . r>ii J^ , ii
ing individual rec- impciiectly that may have been ascer-
ognition.

^ ^.^jj^g^ ^^ ^^g^
rpj^^

^^.^^^^ indccd, that it

makes its appeal to our Moral nature is accessible to

every man who will but examine his own Moral Re-
sponsibility, as man, in any transaction of his life.

There is no sentence of praise or blame, social or reli-

gious, pronounced by us on the conduct of others, or

by them on us, which does not imply sucih Responsi-
bility as results from Self-government ; which is com-
monly known as " Moral."—The error which lies at the
root of " Multitudinism " will be found to be a miscon-
ception of the whole character of Moral Responsibility
in man, and a confusion of that idea with a very diifer'

ent one, viz. his Political, or his Social, Responsibility,

as member of a Community.-—Let this be examined.
Man is so far intended by nature to be a " Self-

of Man as a self- govemiiig " being, that his highest Moral
eovemiBg being. pgrfectioH lics in his most perfect Self^
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control. If all men usually attained this, the functions
of external government would be limited to a guarding
of the (still possible) eri'ors of individuals ; and the pro-
gress of political knowledge is teaching men, more and
more, the wisdom of non-intervention with personal
liberty of will and action ; so that it has become almost
a kind of axiom in politics, that that is the best govern-
ment for men which is able to interfere the least with
each individual, and simply restrains the wrongful in-

terference of one man with another. All external gov-
ernments are no doubt inherently imperfect, (except
that of the Divine Being,) when thus considered as re-

straints on Individual will and Power, in the mani-
festation of which Moral Agency consists. How deep
a Moral confusion, then, must enter into the specula-
tion of theorists who transfer the great Moral work of
human life, formally, from the Individual to the Gov-
ernment ! And this is what these " New Xationalists "

would do.

Let it not be hastily imagined that any doubt is

here to be thrown on men's real Respon-
sibility to the State; or to any Com- cSnf:^Ll^j^
munity in which their sphere of moral —regulated by mu-

«^ ,

.

_^ , , J- table law.
agency lies. But the ideas must be dis-

tinguished. Our Responsibility as me^i is prior to our
Responsibility as citizens ; and it is founded in our
very constitution. Man is not only capable of origi-

nating action, but he is so constituted as to know that
he ought to originate it, in accordance with some an-
terior and unchangeable principles of truth and right-

eousness. But his Responsibility as a citizen is at

present regulated by ever-mutable law.

It is a distinction of all Law, that it carries con-
sequences to the lavr-breaker ; and that is

. ^^ ^.

what may be termed '' Political Respon- guishes Moral Re-

sibility." But there is this further dis- ^P^^^^^^^^y-

tinction of Moral law,—that our inward Consciousness
more or less accompanies the principle, and its results.

We have a knowledge, in the case of other laws, that
they are vindicated by such and such sanctions, and

10
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will be attended by certain consequences ; but in the

case of Moral laws, we have a further conviction that

thus it ought to be.

A man, for instance, is truly enough said to be
" oblio^ed '' by the laws of the country or

lUastrations : ' P j. i • i i i i tt • •

society to which he belongs. He is m
such wise " responsible " to the laws, that if he violates

them he incurs punishment. This kind of responsi-

bility has nothing certainly Moral in it. The law may
be good, or it may be bad

;
yet this responsibility of

the person is real, while the law remains : i. e. if he
violates the law, he abides the penalty. This Political

Responsibility no doubt ought to be
Moral also,—(because States ought to

conform their laws to the essential rules of right) ;

—

but Eesponsibility to the State is a distinct idea from
Moral Responsibility, even when the one happens to

coincide with the other.

Again ; Communities within a State, (and more
limited in their nature in every respect,)

may have customs, habits, and rules,

which infer more or less of obligation on the members.
The individual perhaps may withdraw, if his Conscience
disapprove ; but while his membership continues, he
has a Social Responsibility ; which may be described,

however, as a mere " liability to consequences."

What is thus said of Political and Social laws may,
in some sense, be also affirmed of the

ysica
. piiygi(.r^l^ ^ ii law of Katurc " cannot

be broken with impunity. If we violate it, we incur

the penalty. "We are Responsible. Yet in this case

also the consequence follows absolutely, whether our
inward Consciousness accompanies it or not.

But the idea of a true Moral Responsibility is far

more than this ; it is no less, indeed, than
Chalmers vindicates as a " Sujyremacy of

Conscience." It implies, not only that we are, but,

(Chalmers'
ought to he^—accouutablc for our own

Bridgewater doiugs. Foi*, wc cau wcll couceivc that
Treatise.) ^^^ ^^|^^ ^^^^ comc uudcr thc extreiucst
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censures of some de facto political or social law ; or

had become the victim of some difScult or imperfectly

known physical law ; might be regarded with the

deepest S3^mpathy and compassion. The martyr for

liberty wins our approbation, though he perish beneath
some legal tyranny. The philanthropist, who unsuc-
cessfully withstands some evil social custom, obtains

eventually the applause of the human Conscience. The
votary of knowledge, whose struggle for science has in-

volved him in accidental suffering, has the good-will of
his fellow-men to attend him in his disaster. But, on
the other hand, let us be told of a man who has done a
deed of injustice and cruelty, yet (miscarrying in his

object) has been overtaken by apparent lietrihidion j
there is no sentiment of approbation for him. We do
not feel that his disaster ought not to be ; but just the
reverse,—that it ought. Our Conscience records its

approval.

There may be a thousand theoretical difficulties in

connexion with this high truth ; but there is a divinity

in it that will surmount them all.

But the subject must not further be pursued here,

though most important and attractive. A distinction

should, however, be pointed out between
^gf of^^ibm" and

the idea of the Besponsibility, and that of Probation.

the Probation, of moral agents ; and it is by consider-

ing moral agency in its Social position that we shall

best ascertain the distinction between the two.—The
formation of the character of the Individual through
the action of his own will, amidst the habits and influ-

ence of Society, is not an " end,"—not a final object,

or reXo?. The man is intended to act on the commu-
nity of his fellow-men, for their well-being ; and, so

far, perhaps, as Society is concerned. Moral Responsi-

bility might be conceived to terminate in this. It is

a result which satisfies the phenomena of Social Moral
agency. But, viewed relatively to the Individual him-

self, this certainly is not enough. And it How far the per-

is the Individual that we must consider, vIduSf may^be a

unless we imagine every man to exist for r4\os.
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the sake of some other man, and no man for his own
sake,—(so that the well-being of a thousand men is

worth obtaining, but the well-being of one is not to be
considered !)—which is absurd. We must conceive,

then, that the forming and perfecting of the character

of each Moral Agent for his attainment of the Highest
Good, is the end of present Probation.—Whether, in-

deed, this perfecting of the individual be not the de-

termining of certain ultimate relations of the creature

to the Creator—the finite to the Infinite,—is an enquiry
which would now lead us too far.

But it may be well to add that, prone as we are to
Keiation of the cravc for Something less changeable than

Individual to the ,i n • • r. *^ -ii t t
Highest Good. tlic dccision 01 our own Will as indi-

viduals,—(and tempted therefore to rely on the greater

seeming stability of the laws and habits of Society,)

—

we may find our best corrective in the thoughts here

suggested. We shall not be in danger of lowering our

moral tone to the fascinating level of the Multitude, if

we throw ourselves on the noble belief that our Indi-

vidual Conscience is in direct communication with the

Moral Governor of the world, the Supreme Reason,

the Highest Good ; and that our Individual struggle

for good and against evil,—(conducted under His eye,

who will not let the Moral World become chaos at

last,)—will ultimately be vindicated by Him, whether
its present issue appear with us successful or not.

It cannot be necessary to point out to any one who
lias followed the course of thought here pursued, that

a " Broad ISTationalism," without definite Truth and
without the individual approval of Conscience,—(for

such is its intended " breadth,")—has no ground of

philosophy ; but involves an entire disbelief of all Per-

sonal Virtue, as well as Faith. Knowing, as the Chris-

tian does, the need which Conscience has of illumina-

tion and guidance, still he must insist on its real action.

If Mr. Mill ^ can afford to risk entire freedom for the

* Mill on Liberty.
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intellect, we may at least maintain that Conscience
may be equally trusted

But there is one further aspect of the subject, and
bearing directly on Political Responsibility, which must
not in this place be omitted. Many who Relations of con-

T
-^

. T . 1,11 Bcieuce aud Soci-
may have acquiesced in what has been ety.

said as to the Supremacy of Conscience and the Indi-

viduality of responsible action, may still enquire,

—

Has the State, as a State, no duties towards Religion ?

And nothing which has been said ought to cast doubt
on the solemn fact that the State has such duties.

To put the question in more philosophical terms,—it

amounts to an enquiry into the Mutual Relations of the
Individual Conscience, and the Society of which it is a
member.

It is evident that these relations are subject to

change, as civilization advances. In earlier stages,

Society, or the State, might have almost paternal duties

towards the individual. It must be remembered too,

that the human individual is intended at all times to

develope in Society,—a fact which of itself implies
duties of the whole to the parts, as well as of the parts

to the whole. But the laws of the Society and the con-
victions of the individual having thus, alike, an ethical

basis, must be judged ethically. In the best conceiv-
able polity a law would always be moral,—i. e., not
only politically, but ethicall}^ good. We cannot even
conceive of the permanent existence of a system of law
condemned by every individual conscience. The de
jure relation of law and morals is therefore assumed in

such passages as St. Paul's,—" the law is not made for

the righteous man," and " it is not a terror to the good
but to the evil." *

It is the duty then of the State always to aim to ex-

press in Law the highest ethical convic- ^ , ^ ,, „_
f

.

n .A r^ • ° i? • T • J 1 I^uty of the State.
tions 01 the Consciences of individuals.

A large class of Mixed questions, connected with
personal and domestic rights,—such as Education, Mar-
riage, Inheritance, Service,—may long need for their

* 1 Tim. i. 9 ; Rom. xiii. 3.
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settlement the exercise of political patience. In the

meantime, if tlie Church be free to inculcate her divine

principles,—which bear on all social subjects directly

or indirectly,—the majority of individual consciences

will be so elevated to the Christian standard, that the

Law and Morality of the State will become necessarily

Christian.

§ 7. Appeal to History in behalfof 'Broad Christianity.''

Having traced the character and pretensions of

The appeal to His- this projcctcd " Multitudiuism " thus far,
^"^7- and shewn that it has no Scriptural and

no Ethical vindication, but is afraid of the fair opera-

tion of all Conscience ;
* it might seem superfluous to

go further, and shew that the references made to His-

tory, in support of this hypothesis of comprehension,
are worthless.

But as Plistory has been very confidently invoked,f
we have no option. They who make the appeal must
take the consequences.

Christianity appeared on earth when the old My-
thologies of Greece and Rome had lost their hold on
man. The Individual Conscience had parted from
them ; they had become " Multitudinistic,"—and there-

fore must perish. The new Eeligion made the appeal
that was needed to Conscience. In Apostolic and
post-Apostolic times there was uniformly an effort to

create a Personal Religion in connexion with a Bap-
tismal Creed, as has been already shewn. The age of

Constantine stafids next, and has been referred to for a
kind of formal " inauguration " % of the principles of
' Broad Christianity.' Up to that time it is allowed,

that there was a " gradual hardening and systematiz-

ing ; " in other words, fixed principle was always desired.

Constantine, by the Edict of Milan and succeeding

acts, restored to Christians their lost pro-

^TTzT' P^^^^' ^^^ g^^'® *^®^ (notwithstanding

all professions of general toleration) an as-

* Essay, p. 189. f Ibid., p. 37. % Ibid., p. 166.
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cendency in tlie Empire wliicli they did not possess be-

fore.* But great as his interference with Christianitj,

both for good and for ill, no disposition was shewn,
either by him or by any party in the Church, to dis-

pense with a definite Creed. This is acknowledged by
those who supposed " Multitudinism " to have been
set up by him.f The .Christianity i^atronized by the

Imperial favor was also hierarchical and sacerdotal,

as well as dogmatic. It was therefore yitally different

from that which the " Broad-lN'ational-- Muititudinkm

ists " would seek ; and no arguments de- "^ the west.

duced from it can, in any fairness or justice, be avail-

able by them. There was one point, however, in which
the Imperial encouragement of Christianity may be re-

garded as " Multitudinistic ;
" viz., its employment of

Secular influences to spread the name of the Christian

Keligion beyond the limits of its Spiritual system. The
attempt to make the whole framework of the Church
coincident with that of the Empire was broad enough,
no doubt, though not so broad as the " 'New National-

ists " of our day would ask. It was natural (may we
not add, noble ?) for a Eoman Emperor „ «. . ^

-, . ^
-' Ti T ' 1 ^^ /* Some effectB of

to desire to use Keligion as a bond oi the imperial

Unity for his dominions ; but the effect
^^"^^^'

was unhappy. It was " the new cloth and old gar-

ment." The whole body of the Church resisted.

Bishops in their councils, and missionaries in their

remoter spheres, remonstrated, and re- Hosiusand

called with affection the memory of the others.

Ante-Nicene freedom. The whole body of the laws,

framed by the Church from age to age, for the Spiritual

Discipline of all her members, were one protest against

it.:j: The spread of an Imjperial Christianity beyond
the Church's real influence was a primary cause of the

withdrawal of tens of thousands of stricter Christians

* See in Fabricius (the Imperial Edicts for and against the Christians)—Lux Salutaris^ c. xii. f Essay, pp. 155—167.

X See Mr. Bright's *' History of the Period from Nicsea to Chalcedon ;"

also, my Lectures on "Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction;" and Montalembert's
Moines D^ Occident.
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to the deserts of Africa and the monntains of Asia

;

and what then remained ?—The Church of the Empire,
exhausted of so much of its active spirituality, soon

ceased to be the " salt of the earth." The energy of

heathenism had died out ; the energy of Christianity

(which is Sanctity) was driven out ; and the half-Chris-

tian, half-heathen " Multitudinism," which had spread

without the Individual Conscience, ut-

western^Erapire. tcrly cuervatcd tlic wliolc Empire ; and
A. D. 476. .^^ "^ hundred and fifty years AYestern

Rome was ^n easy prey to the barbarians.

Nothing would be easier than to trace the progress

of the secularization of Christianity, and the ruin of

Nations, side by side,—from the fifth century to our

own,—alike in the East and the West. But the task

is superfluous to those not wholly unacquainted w^ith

the history of Europe, and useless to all others. « From
the time when patriarchs corresponded in rank with
" prefects," and when each " diocese " of the Empire
had its primate, each province its metropolitan, and
each metropolitan of necessity his suffragans, a nominal
Christianity sprung up faster than the Church could

sanctify it. Being unconscientious, it could but ruin

the nations.—The attempts of Theodosius, and after-

wards of Justinian, to digest the laws of the Church
and the Emj)ire, were resolute efibrts of

instiSs.^ great minds to find some theory to com-
bine the facts existing around them ; but

they were vain. The fall of the exarchate of Bavenna
to the barbarians, in the year Y53, is com-
monly assigned as the era of the extinc-

tion of the Boman law in Italy ; and of the faihire with
it of the great imperial schemes for " comprehending "

the world in the Church, or rather, for amalgamating
the two.

Each nation of the "West, from Charlemagne on-

^^ ,
wards, in its turn aimed at the same im-

Charlemagne. .,; , . .,, , .,

possible end,—impossible wiiile man is a

moral agent,—coercive National Unity in Beligion and
Policy.
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The great systems of Feudal Law wliicli prevailed

among the tribes which overwhelmed the

Koman civilization,—the Salic law, the

Eipiiarian, the Burgimdian, the Lombard, and others,

—

were all impregnated with the Roman spirit, and
equally desired a National Unity, partly secular and
partly spiritual. Here, for the first time, we find

the Religious element predominating, and not unfre-

quently preserving the social system from see the Trea-

extinction. Imperiahsm had sought to Shl'juEat'^co?-

mould the Church to its great earthly Section.

purposes ; Feudalism assisted the Church in moulding,

for some higher end, the character of nations. But
under the influence of Feudalism, all Europe tended to

become one great Hierarchy, from the days of Charle-

magne to those of Hildebrand.
Now it has been said, that Christianity, in fact,

made its great triumphs by means of the mediaeval

Multitudiiiism.* Nations were " born in a day." The
assertion involves a 2'>^t^t^o of the whole question ; for

those who believe Religion to be an imposture, apart

from individual Conscience, will demur altogether to

these alleged "triumphs." If France became Chris-

tian in a multitude, Spain became Arian in a multi-

tude, and liad an obstinate /^ii^a^^-Arianism for some
hundred years. The leaven of " Multitudinism " is so

defiling that it may soon degrade any Church to^ a mere
establishment^ in half its elements ; an Establishment

as debased as that of Louis XIY. supported only by
Dragonnades.—(Anywhere, indeed, where Savonarolas

are burnt and Kens are driven out. Establishments in-

stead of " triumphing " preside over a wide Moral
Ruin.)—Or, to look in another direction.—The masses

who were baptized by St. Yitus in the North returned

in masses to heathenism, and adored, in their favourite

idol, " Santovitcli," f the saint who had once preached

to them of Christ. Was that a "triumph?" The
crowds,—received as crowds,—by the illustrious Xa-
vier in Lidia, faded away in crowds once more into

* Essay, pp. 146, 159. f See Hoffman.

10*
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their original Hinduism. Undisciplined for Christ,

the nominal Chistianitj came to nought.—" Multitu-

inism " failed everywhere.

How was it in the Byzantine Empire? There
surely, if anywhere, the principle of " Mul-

"^"j^,\^"^^°'«™" titudinism
'"' had a sphere for eleven hun-

. of tne iiaet. j. , tit • .

dred years, so lar as it could have it m
connexion with a definite Creed and an authorized

Hierarchy. The great work which Trebonius and his

nine coadjutors, under Justinian's auspices, so ably

achieved ; those fifty books wdiich digested with such
care the codes of Theodosius, of Gregory, and Hermo-
genes, and the Constitutions of succeeding Emperors

;

exhibit the rule of the Eastern civilization, from the

rise of Constantinople in the fourth century to its fall

to the Mahometans in the fifteenth. Can any one refer

with pride to that course of " Multitudinism " in those

long ages of growing decrepitude ? Is there much in

the spectacle to encourage the attempt, political or re-

ligious, to force into existence an Ecclesiastical and
Civil Unity ?

If, from the fourth to the ninth century, the Eastern
Church made some struggle to act on the

^'°°pSus^
°^ ancient Discipline of Christ, as an inde-

pendent reality, it is evident that from
the time of Photius the struggle was practically over.

The Nomo-canon fixes the character of the Byzantine
Church and State henceforth. A " discipline," degen-

e;'ated to a dead formalism, consummated doubtless a
" Unity," but it was at the cost of Moral life. It was
put to shame by the new-born vigour of Islamism,—

a

. successful, because a confessedly sensual
a ome anism.

^^ Multitudiuism," defying the Christian

name. As the Feudalism of the West ended in Papacy,
so the '' Photianism " of the East was, at length, what
we now term " Erastianism," of the most unreserved
type that the civilized world has known. It has re-

ceived its retribution since 1453, beneath
the Ottoman rule I Its whole lesson to

us is a warning. There is something, indeed, sublime
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in the continued existence of Christianity

at all, "amidst the tires, unconsumed " tuSSf^^'^^an
so long !—If, in the future Providence of S^i^ 'ia^'prS:

God, it may be permitted to emerge from
fui!eg®^''%o^^°'

the ordeal of lengthened degradation and
^''''''^'

"^

suffering, may it have unlearned its unhappy traditions

of Secular policy, and abandon at last a " Multitudin-

ism " which wrought out the chains of a miserable Cap-
tivity, though it paralyzed the tyrant hand that forged

them

!

But our own concern is with the Western, rather

than the Eastern civilization ; and to this the discus-

sion (as has been intimated *) rightly must return

;

and the more so, that Ave may have a summary view
of our own position now.

England inherited the Western form of the problem
which the present age, or the future, must
solve, as to the position of the State and ^"f^^wSt'''^
the Church ; the relations of Society and
the. Individual Conscience. Speaking generally, our
institutions were, under God's Providence, of Feudal
origin ; and the feeling of Nationality was strong in us,

as in all the Northern races. This was shewn, without
question, in the Anglo-Saxon period,—(at least from the
time of Theodore, himself an Oriental) ; but it was
modified by many influences oh extra. Separated by
the sea from the continent of Europe, our National
life had a distinctive development. We became
Koman, but remained National. We had lost that
union with the civilization of Europe which in some
degree was ours till the old Komans left us to that
National self-government which in the fifth century
began to be a reality : but the union of ^^ „ , ,

the Heptarchy, and stdl more the Nor-
man conquest, re-established our relations ^

onquest.

with Rome, on a footing which Augustine's mission
could not attain. Nevertheless, from the Conquest to

the Reformation there was a struggle of the " two
* Essay, p. 147.
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powers," the spiritual and the temporal, conducted
without a definite appreciation of the exact issne. The
Church would not liave deliberately said that prelates,

with the pope at their head, ought really to supersede
kings, parliaments, and magistrates ; the State would
not have said that it could give validity to sacraments,
and salvation to souls, and could therefore afford to do
witliout bishops and priests. Each party stood in need
of the other ; and each felt it. Vacillating, irritated,

and just conscious that the right settlement of Church
and State had not been attained, our Nation remained
till the sixteenth century ; when the strong will of
Henry YIII. interfered.—^We in England liave cer-

tainly tried fairly to fight out the battle between these
" two powers ;

" so have some Koman CathoHc nations
abroad : the Lutherans smothered tlie struggle.

But ill the pre-Reformation times there was this ad-
vantage on the Ecclesiastical side,—it was

mation Unity^ of iiot subjcct to the samc orgaiiic changes
England.

^^ ^l^^ State. The people, as a whole,

might be divided as to the succession of their kings

;

but not as to the Creeds and Sacraments. Had the

temporal been as one, as the ecclesiastical power, tho

theory of ^' Multitudinism " would for the time have
seemed to have a triumph. The National Oneness was
arrested by a divided allegiance in the pre-Reformation
days ; as truly as by divided opinions in religion in

the times which followed.—(And this is the inherent

weakness of all " Multitudinism," that it must follow

the fortunes of two masters.)—But the Keligious unan-
imity of England in the medieval age, though great,

was not distinctively local ; and the same causes which
broke up the unity of the Church elsewhere, operated
here with equal power. Then came the Tudor and
Stuart transitions ; and the great change of 1688, as de-

lineated at the outset of this enquiry ; to which we revert.

The Revolution was a political necessity, which for

the time bewildered the consciences of

the people. The relations of Church and
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State settled themselves very greatly, to htiman ejes,

by hap-hazard. Attempts were made by (Burners righta

such writers as Burnet and Wake on the
y^^l^l^'convo-

one hand, and Leslie on the other, to ad- cation.

just the claims of the " Kegale and the c. LesUe.)

pontificate ;
"—but, after this, all parties among us

took up that position which, with some variations, they

have since maintained. The Act of Uniformity had,

in some sort, closed up enquiry into such fundamental
questions ; and the suspension of Convocation, and
the extradition of the ISTonjurors, completed the de

facto settlement. Conscience, through every historical

change, secretly clung to the truth that Eeligion is a

spiritual concern of each Individual. " Practical men"
despaired, however, of a solution of the old difficulty

of i?npernwi in iinjjerio, on paper ; and a compromise
was the resort of all sides, w^ith some surrender of truth-

fulness, perhaps with all.

The old " Church and State " party had triumphed
in 1688, by abating their Churchmanship, and hence-

forth they could only maintain their ground against

different classes of opponents by permitting, and using,

different " schools of thought," (as we have since ex-

pressed it,) and by adopting different, and scarcely

consistent, methods of defence. Against Eome the

controversy was still carried on, on the principles of

Andrewes and Laud ; against Eationalism and J^on-

conformity on those of Warburton. But eventually

the Nation grew to doubt the grounds of the actual

religious compromise ; and wearied of attempts to

modernize ecclesiastical machinery, as antiquated as

the costume of the middle ages.
" A Church only too

willing to become " Multitudinistic " was gradually

losing its life. Its better members '' endured,"—as

if tacitly reserving to themselves the right to schism,

when things might become intolerable. The Conscience

of the Nation made some gallant efforts to right itself;

but in vain. Outside the Church, the Tolerated Non-
conformity,—while denying priesthood, sacraments, and

rites,—vindicated the " distinction of spiritual and tern-
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poral," and so intrenclied itself in tlie consciences of

the uneducated and sincere.—From Owen
F^«™^^wen to and Patrick, down to Seeker, that distinc-

tion had been fought for. Then came an
ominous silence of nearly a hundred years ;—and,

Where are we now ?

§ 8. Adjustment Demanded,

It has seemed to some, that we are rapidly drift-

.
. ing towards the entire Separation of the

pparen
i^^^'^^^'^^-Qi^^P^^l^j^ g^g ^^ Church, from its uniou with

the State, and the adoption of that position, as Chris-

tians, which our Religion held, 1,600 years ago.—Are
we then to retrace our way through all the wilderness

of so many ages, as though Providence had misled us

all along ?—-The question is a grave one ; let it be well

Need of Bome wcighcd before our future becomes hope-
adjustment. lessly Complicated.

Doubtless in those first ages of the Church and the

Empire, when the old religions were decaying or de-

cayed, there was entire independence on botii sides

;

but there followed not only jealousy, discord, and per-

secution, but even a disruption of society, rendering

some adjustment absolutely necessary ; and in that

adjustment the Church, and not the sects, naturally

took the lead.—^The nature of Man has not changed

;

he needs Government. The nature of Peligion is not
changed ; it needs freedom of conscience. May it not

be for our own JS'ation, leading so prominently the van
of civilization, at length to teach the truth in this also,

—that, while learning to do the work which is proper
to them, all wise States must leave to the Christian

Church, in all its parts, the task of doing its own work,
more and more unimpeded ? Our " Nationalism " in

Peligion can only be real, when it is conscientious.

And Conscientiousness, as we have seen, is individual.

But why may not the '^' Toleration " of the nineteenth

century, and the Individualism of the first, or second,

or third, here at length coincide ?—Some sectarian jeal-
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ousies may yet be hard to deal with ; but let the Chris-

tianity of the age to come be free among us, and it will

have no need to fear the intellectual and moral struggle
which lies before us.

But at this point the question is naturally raised by
some,—How has the Church of England,
"the Church of the XXXIX Articles," chu?ct ^and ''L
any more right, in virtue of this de- "^g^^^

^° consider-

manded " freedom," to assume the Ke-
ligious direction of the people, than any other Chris-

tian community among us ? Granting that some form
of Christianity must take' the lead, in the settlement of

those mixed questions where social interests and moral
truth are likely to touch ; or in the general instruction

of the people ;—^What right has the " Church of the

Prayer-book " to claim this position beyond all others ?

It will not be expected that, in reply to tliis enquiry,

a discussion as to the truth of the Anerli- „ ,..
T . ' 11T1 T T^ 11 Hereditary claim.

can doctrmes should be opened. It would
not only be out of place, but interminable. The answer
is a practical one. The Anglican Church has not
claimed for herself a position, she has inherited it ; and
there is no sect which could with any probability com-
pete for it with her. She has it by historical continuity

and descent. The Church of the Monks of Bangor, the

Church of Augustin, the Church of Theodore, of Dun-
stan, of Stigand, of Becket, of Warham, of Parker, of

Andrewes, of Laud, of Pearson, Wilson, Butler, has

gone through all the National phases of all our genera-

tions, and has preserved, through all, the same Creeds

of the Ecumenical Councils, the same Canonical Scrip-

tures, the 07ie Baptismal Rite, the one JEucharistic

Consecration in the ancient words of the first Liturgies,

and an unlrolcen Hierarchy. A multitude of questions

may be ingeniously raised as to all these, but they are

irrelevant here. There is no disputing the broad fact.

JSTo one can pretend that the de facto Church of Eng-
land is, or ever has been, in the position of a sect forc-

ing itself, ah extra, on the ligation. It has come down
with the Nation, through all its varied fortune, and
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shared its destiny. Of course this does not prove that

she ought to have perpetuity among us ; but it accounts

for the position actually occupied. The theory of some
might be, that if there is to be " an alliance," the

State should be free to choose her own Church ; but

history is stronger than theory ; and history, recording

the mutual action of Church and State on each other,

assigns no such sublime function of religion-choosing

in the abstract to either Parliament or Monarch ; on the

contrary, any assumption which has ever looked like

this, for a moment, has always been a failure.

"Whether that form of our Church which it received

when the XXXIX Articles were imposed shall for ever

continue without change, is a question which cannot be
answered on principles of the past ; the future will deal

with it on its own principles. The idea of a " Parlia-

mentary Eevision " belongs to the past. It is more
than 200 years old. The idea of relaxation of subscrip-

tion " by the authority of the Crown, is of the past.

It is Tudor. The adjustment of the future must be
based on higher principles, or it will be rejected as no
fit religious settlement for a people which has outgrown

the folly which could recognise the Secular as Divine.

The present position of the Anglican Church is this :

Present She is bclievcd by her own sons to have
position. possession of that Divine Kevelation, with

its vital gifts of Grace, bestowed by Christ on our

world 1,800 years ago. She has certain local peculiar-

ities also, some of them restraining her use of that Kev-
elation, and among them this,—that she is not free to

act as a corporate body, as all other religious bodies

around her are. She is hampered by accidents of her

historical position from which she ought, as a spiritual

body, to be free as the first Christians at the Pentecost.

Tlie advance of education, civilization, seience, social

economy, and law, all warn her that " old things are

passing away." She will need all the energy, power,

and grace which Christ has bestowed, if she is to fulfil

her mission now. The sooner the State learns, that to

treat the Church as an unsjpiritual body is to make her
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worthless as an instrument even of Civilization,—the
better it will be for the Xation. The Church pretends
to be more ; she must he what she j^retends, or abandon
the pretence^—and be abandoned by the conscience of

the people. The Spiritual Freedom of the Church is

her right, and it can neither honestly nor safely be
withheld. Let her be put to the fair trial of her sacred

powers ; if she cannot grapple with a free and intellec-

tual age, then let her, in the Name of Him who is True,

take the consequences, whatever they be. But let not
the unjust and ignominious course be adopted, of em-
ploying and overstraining her " spiritual " character *

for some purposes, and denying it for others ; using and
yet half-outlawing her higher intellects. That can only
end in the most hopx^less National Infidelity. And let

her not be bound to the cowardly political traditions of
the least S23iritual era of our history. Let her be free

to reform her Convocation, reform lier sj)iritual laws,

and regulate her internal Discipline ; and if then she
cannot deal with the age in which her lot is cast, her
place may be taken by some loftier and better teacher.

The State may fairly be enquired of by us, " Why
are you afraid of us ? You can trust all the sects to do
their own will, within fair legal restric-

xjnreasonabi
tions for mutual protection ; and why not ness aAd unfair-

us ? You upbraid us warmly for our de- ^^'^ "^ ^'^*™''-

ficiencies at times ; and then refuse to allow us to act

on our own highest principles ! AYhat means this subtle

sort of homage to our spiritual character? If your
clergy be, as they are sometimes told, a ' learned clergy,'

(at least in comparison of others,) if, considering their

numbers, they are (not untruly) thought in some re-

spects exemplary,—on what reasonable ground shall a
nation which proclaims itself educated and free, insist

on shackling the intellectual and spiritual activity of its

teachers ?

"

The extent, truly preposterous, to which the under-

* As, for instance, in the licences issued to non-conformists by archi-

diaconal and other courts—which confuse the consciences of those who re-

ceive, as well as of those who give them.
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miners of our whole Christianity claim for themselves a

monopoly of intellect and fearless " pursuit of truth,"

forces upon us this great subject. Divine Revelation

being true^ must deal with the intellects no less than
with the passions and interests of mankind. But this

means not the mere action of isolated intellect, apart

from all the corporate and social conditions of the

mind.''^ AYe can take no narrow view of the field of

human thought. It is we who are for freedom, and the

courageous following up of every ascertained truth, and
this will yet be seen ; but we shall be certainly put to

work at a fearful disadvantage, through the intrusions

of many a pedantic half-scholar, half-recluse, (for whom
the Church is little answerable,) unless we may be free

as a Body to do all our great Master's will among
men.

Too often the term '^ intellectual freedom " seems

Our intellectual as if identified with a departure from all

freedom. ^\^q foundatious of the faith ; which is as

reasonable as if the demand for moral freedom were
supposed to imply a surrender of all the grounds of

morals, thus far admitted among mankind. But let us

be reasonably understood, and we can recognise no
danger in claiming for the Church of Christ all the

freedom which He bequeathed, and we believe that that

alone will secure the harmonious development of all the

spiritual nature of man.
* The mutual relation of our corporate duties, and our Individual Moral

life, can only be righth' adjusted—perhaps only rightly apprehended—when
the greatest freedom of action has been conceded. Professor Goldwin
Smith, in his Lectures, (p. 65,) has suggested some difficulties in con-

nexion with the occasional sacrifice of the Individual—as in acts of heroism

for the benefit of communities, or of human nature ; or as in the toil of

the present generation for the future. In addition to what I have already

said on this subject (infra) in the latter part of the section on " the Ethical

Yiew," (pp. 51— 54,) it is obvious to mark that the Virtue of Action, in

each case supposed by the Professor, first pertains to the Individual—
though certain advantage flows to others. The relation to the individual

probation may, and indeed must, be very intricate ; because we know so

little of the lohole moral condition of any individual. But this does not

throw the least doubt on the reality of Personal Responsibility, in any

case ; any more than all the other incidents of life in which the influence

of others so constantly touches us. Indeed, many an act of heroism would

cease to be noble, were it not for the Personal responsibility of the hero.
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Not that the satisfaction of those who are deemed
the intellectual classes is the principal end our sphere and

to be aimed at by a Church which has to ^^^ ^lifficuities.

care for all. Perhaps the hardest fact to be encoun-
tered, and the most humiliating, is that the lowest

forms of Puritanism are still popular with the ignorant
multitude and, therefore with their politicians, and by
them even identified with Spirituality. But while the

temptation to pander to this must be withstood, it im-

plies also a condition of things to be wisely ministered

to.—A fact, however, scarcely less hard and less de-

grading, is the prevalence of a quasi-scientific spirit,

which is afraid to look into its own con-

clusions, and has a greedy faith in the '

°^^^^'

latest uncouth imagining of some " free-thinker," who
never escaped in his life from the trammels of sham-
j)hilosophy, but just has a scepticism as to the Bible,

and a horror of a close thinker, if he happens to be a

theologian. Bishop Berkeley in his day chastised some
such."^

But in becoming equal to the requirements of the

age to come, the Anglican Church will
^ Ecclesiastical.

have to conform her Ecclesiastical System
to new positions. Only, if she be a Church,—really

and spiritually so,—she must be free to do it.—It may
not unjustly l3e thought a providential circumstance

that so many organic questions, connected with the

Church, have thus far been staved o£f. Not " Church

Rates " only, but (and far more) the " comprehensive

measure " which has been threatened as to our Eccle-

siastical Courts, has been postponed time after time.

May it not seem as if designed to give us space for

reflection ?

At present, if any question be referred to Ecclesi-

astical Courts, sympathy is evoked for the persons con-

cerned, as if they were victims of antiquated oppression.

Yet how loud is the outcry raised if scandals, either

religious or moral, are unchecked by authority !—K the

* In " The Analyst " and " Alciphron ;" and his replies to the Cam-

bridge Mathematician, &c.
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purely spiritual or religious questions which are stiiTed

in the Anglican Church were settled with no more in-

tervention of legal authority than if they were litiga-

tions among Baptists, the world would soon learn

whether this learned and extensive Anglican Church

had a life of its own. Then let purely spiritual be sep-

arated from mixed questions, before any measure is

adopted as to Courts Ecclsiastical.

The Church, confident in her Faith, and able, with-

out jealousy, without fear, to act on every

m?/Iunf h^thi^ Conscience, will not fail to be " Nation-

^'xatio"nir"'
^^ ^^ •

" ^^^* ^^^® ^^^^ possess (shc IvHows) the

high intellects and best hearts of the time.

Since the conflict, to which Christianity is to be called

in these days, must be a more vital one than it has yet

known, is it too much for the Church to ask to be al-

lowed to meet it with her own weapons, and in her own
way ? And if then she carries with her, as she will, the

individual convictions of the great mass of the thought-

ful laity of England, the idea of even ruling " by a

majority " for a while, is not so unfamiliar, as to forbid

the expectation that even on that ground the Church
will yet receive a " National " homage and support.

Of course, if men regard Religion only, or chiefly,

as it tells on this world, they must soon

poimcaiTjTocrif/. arrivo at practical conclusions widely dif-

ferent from all those of Churchmen, with
whom the engrossing thought is as to the destiny of

each soul in the world beyond the grave. With the all-

important enquiries arising out of the question,''^ " What
shall I do to be saved ? " it is impossible here to deal.

The great doctrines of our future happiness or ruin, re-

ward or retribution, belong to the foundations of all

Moral responsibility. But even to the mere politicians

of the present hour it may not be useless to point out

the hnpossihility of their dealing much longer with
Christianity on their hypothesis. Things cannot con-

tinue as they are. Some may of course be quite willing

to go on, on the tacit assumption that the Christian

* Essay, pp. 153, 161, 196.
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Scriptures, and generally the Christian System, may be
used as far as convenient, and then dropped ; but the
advancing education and understanding of mankind
will demand intelligible Principles, and put it beyond
the power of politicians to deal thus immorally with
religion. As to the assumption of the Eclectics, that

the Moral argument is against an '' exclusive " Chris-

tianity ; we meet it, at present, by urging, that the

alternative now is an Exclusive Christianity, or none.

The people will certainly require statesmen to sjDcak

out their real meaning : for the people's conscience is

more with us than the statesmen. Once let it be
understood that there is nothing supernatural in the
" Religion of the nation," and, as Romanists well know,
its days are numbered. A sacred book (disobeyed in

more than half its rules) will not save it. To take out

of the Bible a few " leading principles," and leave the

rest, satislies no honest conscience. If this were lawful,

why complain of the " free-handling " critics ?—what do
they more than this ?—Then, again, let men well con-

sider what it means to submit spiritual questions to the

arbitration of a Parliament consisting of four or five

diffei^ent religions. !N^one can fail to see that it must
hopelessly widen the growing distance, between men
of thought and cultivation, and all popular Christianity.

The whole English people will certainly perceive that

it implies a denial of all Objective Religious Truth.

They will feel how impossible it must be for a real

Church to go on, with its principles and its practices

more and more at variance. This must lead to infidel-

ity, social despair, convulsion. Roman Catholics have
a system and theory to which some of their people at

least conform, and others attempt it, and all abstain

from denying it ; the same may be said of all classes of

Xon-conformists ; but a great mass of population,

nominally left to the Church, are taught to consider

themselves Christians, without as much as an attempt

on their part to follow any distinct Christianity at all,'

—

such, for example, as the system implied in any one of

St. Paul's Epistles. To the Bible they do not conform,
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nor to the Prayer-book ; and with a half-traditional

modification of IS'atural Religion, they frequently are

more like " Positivists " than Christians ; that is, they
are vague believers in 07ie another^ and what is called
" public opinion."

Weirwill it be if the present controversy bring back
honest minds to the principle imjDressed

Bhi^of a^hSrch] OH the liistoiy of all Christendom from the

rr^ni?'wh.Tu'?r^ Pentecost onwards,—that the Commnni-
cants ol a Church, with their baptized de-

pendents, are the Church. " We being many are one
Body : for we are all partakers of that one Bread." *

A departure from this point towards any other " com-
prehension," is a departure in the direction of ultimate
infidelity,—which only a lack of the logical faculty

fails at once to detect. For the world's sake, no less

than the Church's, the sacred rites of our religion must^
before long, be more discriminately used. The Church

cannot for ever go on lamenting her " lack

^'S'kf^'' of Discipline." The State cannot continue

nominally to acknowledge our Christian-

ity as Divine, and then brow-beat it—(as capriciously

as Indians their idol when deaf to their prayers.) This

will never be tolerable, to a people who, whatever they
become, will not be Indian in superstition.

Let men ponder well the theory, whether it be called
" Positivism," or " Multitudinism," or this ideal " Na-
tionalism," which " j)hilosophers " have projDOunded
for them, as thinking the world is now ripe for it.

The theory
" Bi'oad Christianity," as if to put us to

brought to shame, has been held up as a glass before

the mind of this generation ; it is repre-

sented as demanded by the character and needs of the

age. And yes,—this " Multitudinism " is truly the

only idea which will fairly account for the treatment
which our Religion has submitted to receive,—a theory

. .
of UNPRiNciPLE. The Conscience of the

npnncip e.

Qii-iu^eh lias becu SO frequently crushed,

the free expression of her mind so restrained, that bolder
* 1 Cor. X. 17.
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thinkers than our statesmen have not hesitated at last

(as has been seen) to put out as a theory for future ac-

tion that which has, however unconsciously, been almost
a theory of the • past,—a '' Multitudinist " National
Church, of which '' public opinion " is to be the rule,

and from which every creed and article may be with-

drawn, and only such portion of the 'New Testament
be admitted as each individual may approve as genuine,
and " interpret " to his own mind !

J^either for the [N'ation, nor for the Individual, can
it be safe to go on without jPrinciple.—
Conscious of this, a modern statesman, at ^^' i^^posBibiiity.

the beginning of his political life, gave
.« stS'^'i^Tts ^Re-

himself w^ith steady devotion to the care- ^'^^j^u ^!{.^„*^®

ful examination of the theories of law and
^^^

'
^

philosophy and government, by which in past genera-
tions the facts of our religious and social life had been
interpreted ; and he ended by abandoning theorizing.

Solvitur amlndcuido ! There was everything that was
noble in the effort ; but may it not have been nobler in
its cessation than in its action, (needful as that may
certainly have been,)

—

if it he clearly seen, that there
are first truths of Political as well as of Moral science,

which are anterior to definition and j)roof ? Gamaliel's
lesson, to " let these men alone," if their work may be
of God,* is no mean result to gain.—To have missed a
theory, and to have arrived at a Principle of action, is

worth all the intellectual toil.

And this is the Principle, that Christianity aims at'

each Conscience,—and must be left to do The principle

its own work. Fearless for the Truth, and patient, it

welcomes every honest effort of the human mind. It

bears a message from the Eternal, to each undying soul

;

and " whoso hath ears to hear, let him hear." f Thus
it has the courage to win even a minority from tlie ranks
of the world to the "knowledge of the Truth;" and
yet claim for them to be the " salt of the wdiole earth."

If for a time " not many w^ise, not many mighty, not
many noble," :j: be her promised adherents, she still

* Acts V. 38. f St. Matt. xi. 15. X\ Cor. i. 26.
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would refuse to reckon a merely nominal adherence to

her faith ; for tliat would be morally hase^ a falsehood,

a denial of Duty and Conscience. And if despair of

theorizing has taught statesmen this at last, it shall in-

deed be well ! And this great and glorious England
of ours, with a Church *' National," not in name only,

but in Conscience, may have a moral future such as the

world has not yet seen.

There have been speculators before now, who have
illustrated. determined that the soul ofman is equally

diffused throughout his body ; there have been others,

w^ho have located it personally in the brain, or even in

one special gland : but that our Personality is truly one.,

however difficult its definition, none have questioned.

And if a Church by its spiritual and moral energy
shew itself to be the Soul of any people, there will be
no dispute as to the law of its diffusion, or as to its

being '' National." It will be the free utterance, for

the body of that jSTation, of its highest aspirations after

Truth and Goodness ; and it will remain the reverenced
Minister of '' hopes full of immortality."

Let no one imagine so vain a thing as that a pi^ac-

its opposite. tical people will tolerate a generalized
" ideal of Christianity " as Divine. As little also will

a free people bear any form of compulsory Religion.

Yet will " the 2:)ublic" ultimately demand something
more spiritual than its own '' oj^inion." It will have
an "historical Christianity." A narrow few may have
already persuaded themselves to " give up the Church,
and fall back on the Bible ;

" but what will they do
with the " critics ?

"—Certainly they will need a learned

clergy ; and what then shall become of the fanatics ?

"Will they do as they have done before,—avail them-
selves of the scholarship which shields them, and then

go on awhile, until they need a fresh deliverance ?

But let ns hope for better things. A noble spec-
The prospect, taclc it may be for the world, if this free

land, with its illustrious Monarch and free Parliament,
should teach observant Europe, that a highly educated
Church may be trusted to fulfil her sp)iritual mission.
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A statesman really worthy of the name, seeing among
our twenty thonsand clergy some, and not a lew, fore-

most in science, and all eager for the spread of real

knowledge ; seeing others (and they too not a few) giv-

ing their high gifts and hard lives to difficult enterprise

for Christ's cause in the whole habitable globe ; seeing,

once more, the vast multitude of them engaged in the

ten thousand villages of our nation, in life-long work
for the Gospel,—such an one might believe that such a

Church, freely and generously trusted, might make
Christianity Catholic in our land. Our Church's char-

acter is marvellously " J^ational " now ; it is one with

the people, even in its faults no less than its efforts

;

and it doubts not that its future, in the truest sense,

shall be " ITational." !N"or would it be less speedily so,

but far more, if the Cliurch were even as free as the

judges in their proper sphere,—that sphere being en-

tirely Spiritual.

It will not detract from the National character of

the Church, if her inner and spiritual af- Eeai

fairs be untouched by the State.—Look at "Nationality."

the ten thousands of English homes of which, in un-

counted examples, it may be said in the touching

words of an Apostle, there is a '' Church in that

house!"* Are they not the glory of the "Nation?

"

Have they no inner life beyond that which statesmen

can regulate ? Are they not " National ?
"

And so, in a far higher measure, and with yet

fuller authority and grace, the " Nationality " of our

Chuech of England, if she may do her own work, shall

yet abide,—founded on the " hidden life " which Christ

has given her, and sanctifying the souls of the people,

for IIiM who " purchased " them for His own.f

* Col. iv. 15. f Acts XX. 28.

11
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There is no attaining a satisfactory view of the

mutual relations of Science and Scripture till men make
up their minds to do violence to neither, and to deal

faithfully with both. On the very threshold, there-

fore, of such discussions as the present, we are encoun-
tered by the necessity for a candid, truthful, and im-
partial exegesis of the sacred text. This can never be
honoured by being put to the torture. We ought to

harbour no hankering after so-called '' reconciliations,"

or allow these to warp in the very least our rendering
of the record. It is our business to decipher, not to

prompt ; to keep our ears open to what the Scripture

says, not exercise our ingenuity on what it can be made
to say. We must purge our minds at once of that order

of prepossessions which is incident to an over-timid

faith, and, not less scrupulously, of those counter-

prejudices which beset a jaundiced and captious scepti-

cism. For there may be an eagerness to magnify, and
even to invent difficulties, as well as anxiety to muffle
them up and smooth them over,—of which last, the
least pleasing shaj)e is an affectation of contempt dis-

guising obvious perplexity and trepidation. Those
who seek the repose of truth had best banish from the
quest of it, in whatever field, the spirit and the methods
of sophistry. The geologist, for example, if loyal to his

science, will marshal his facts as if there were no book
of Genesis. Even so is it the duty of the interpreter of
the Mosaic text to fix its sense and investigate its struc-
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tiire as thougli it were susceptible of neither collation

nor collision with any science of geology.

If we cancel the disturbing divisions of'chapter and

verse, which are certainly one mask on the face of the

record, and liberate the parallelism,—the suppression

of which, if parallelism there be, must needs constitute

another,—the Scripture account of creation, with slight

though not gratuitous deviations from the Authorized

Yersion, will stand as follows :

—

In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.

And the earth was desolate and void :

And darkness was upon the face of the deep :

And the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.

And God said, Let there be light

:

And there was hght

:

And God saw the light that it was good

:

And God divided the light from the darkness

:

And God called the light Day :

And the darkness He called Night

:

And the evening and the morning were the first day.

And God said, Let there be a canopy in the midst of the waters

:

And let it divide the waters from the waters

:

And God made the canopy

:

And divided the waters which were under the canopy from the

waters which were above the canopy

:

And it was so.

And God called the canopy Heaven :

And the evening and the morning were the second day.

And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be gathered

together unto one place :

And let the dry land appear

:

And it was so.

And God called the dry land Earth :

And the gathering together of the waters called He Seas :

And God saw that it was good.

And God said, Let the earth bring forth shoots :

The herb yielding seed, the fruit-tree yielding seed-enclosing fruit,

after his kind, upon the earth

:
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And it was so.

And the earth brought forth shoots :

The herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding seed-
enclosing fruit, after his kind :

And God saw that it was good

:

And the evening and the morning were the third day.

4.

And God said, Let there be lights in the canopy of heaven to divide

the day from the night

:

And let them be for signs and for seasons, and for days and years :

And let them be for lights in the canopy of heaven to give light

upon the earth

:

And it was so.

And God made two great lights

:

The greater light to rule the day :

And the lesser light to rule the night

:

He made the stars also.

.And God set them in the canopy of heaven to give light upon the
earth

:

And to rule over the day and night

:

And to divide the light from the darkness

:

And God saw that it was good :

And the evening and the morning were the fourth day.

5.

And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving
creature that hath life :

And let fowl fly above the earth in the open canopy of heaven

:

And God created great leviathans :

And every moving creature, which the waters brought forth

abundantly, after their kind :

And every winged fowl after his kind

:

And God saw that it was good

:

And God blessed them, saying :

Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas

:

And let fowl multiply in the earth :

And the evening and the morning were the fifth day.

And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature after

his kind :

Cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind ;

And it was so.

And God made the beast of the earth after his kind :

And cattle after their kind :

And everything that creepeth on the earth after his kind:
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And God saw that it was good.

And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness :

.

And let them have dominion over the fish of the sea

:

And over the fowl of the air :

And over the cattle :

And over all the earth :

And over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.

So God created man in His own image :

In the image of God created He him :

Male and female created He them :

And God blessed them, and God said unto them :

Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and suhdue it

:

And have dominion over the fish of the sea :

And over the fowl of the air :

And over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.

And God said, Behold I have given you every herb bearing seed,

on the face of all the earth :

And every tree which has seed-enclosing fruit

:

To you it shall be for meat

:

And to every beast of the earth :

And to every fowl in the air

:

And to everything that creepeth on the earth, wherein is life :

I have given every green herb for meat

:

And it was so.

And God saw everything He had made, and behold it was very
good

:

And the evening and the morning were the sixth day.

7.

Thus the heavens and the earth were finished

:

And all the host of them :

And on the seventh day God put period to the work which He had
made

:

And He rested on the seventh day from all His work which he
had made.

And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it

:

Because that in it he rested from all his work which God created

and made.

Now every reader looking with a fresh, eve on this

sublime composition, must be struck, first of all, with
its indubitable unity. All its parts cohere in the strict-

est symmetry, and bind up into an integral and indis-

soluble whole. There is here the same organic unity
which marks the Decalogue, or the Lord's Prayer, or

the parable of the labourers in the vineyard : or, if we
go out of the Bible for comparisons, it combines with
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lyric breadth of treatment and stateliness of tread, all

the compactness of some solemn sonnet freighted with
a single thought from beginning to end,—severe and
yet exhans'tive,—in which abridgment wonld be muti-

lation, and addition excrescence. It therefore occasions

no surprise to find at Gen. ii. 4 the clearest marks of a
break and a transition ; * one strain of composition

closed, a fresh strain begun. Yerse 4 is a bridge, or

\ rather stepping-stone, from the one monograph to the

other. How this is to be critically accounted for is no
part of the present enquiry. Whether, as has been
thought probable from the change of the divine name,t
and for other reasons, certain sections of the book of

Genesis are to be viewed as recensions of more ancient

materials, and, if so, what those sections are, -does not
here concern us. Adoption, in such case, is equivalent

to authorship. Some parts of the Pentateuch, indeed,

are certainly more recent, if others are perhaps more
ancient, than Moses

;
just as one at least of the Psalms

is held to be of earlier, and many are known to be of

later, date than the age of David.
if

"Whoever believes

that the Spirit of prophecy spoke before the Hebrew
lawgiver,§ as It spoke after him, will not deem the

freest of free criticism, in this province of research,

inimical to the authority of Scripture. Be the explana-

tion what it may,—variety in a pre-existing basis or

deliberate change of strain,—the record of the creative

week is one record, what follows is another. Sceptical

* " Post enumerationem et expositionem dierum septem interposita est

quasi quaedam conclusio, et appellatus est Liber creaturae, &e., Gen. ii. 4."

—St. Augustine, De Genesi co7ifra 3fanich., ii. 1.

" Even a cursory perusal will convince us that they consist of two dis-

tinct sections."

—

Kurtz, Bible and Astronomy, Edinburgh, 1859, ch. i.

;

also Wiseman, " Connection between Science and Revealed Religion," vol.

i. p. 150.

f From Elohim to Jehovah-Elohim. The latter the plural of Majesty,

Intensity, or Fulness of Divine Perfection, the consistency of which with

pure Monotheism is proved by Deut. vi. 4, " Jehovah our Elohim is one
Jehovah." Adam Clarke connects Elohim with the Arabic Allah — the

Adorable. Most critics interpret it as " the Mighty One." On the plural

see Kalisch, " Historical and Critical Commentary on the Old Testament,"

p. 80.

X Deut. xxxiv. ; Ps. xc, cxxxvii. § Jude, ver. 14.
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criticism may deny that tlie two monographs are har-

monious : this must not provoke refusal to recognise

them as distinct.

Tiie Mosaic heptameron is thus a whole in itself: it

is further manifest that it shuts in a wliole. Whatever
the work-peopled week be, it is meant absolutely to

include and enclasp the creation of the All at the will

of the One. Ere this week opened, in the conception
of the sacred penman, God had not begun to create

:

ere this week closed. He had done with creating. Of
work prior to the first day the sacred writer knows no
more than of work posterior to the sixth. With the
first day the series of creative fiats begins ; by the
seventh they have ceased. ^' For m," that is, within^ " six

days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all

that in them is, and rested the seventh day,"—rested

from all His work. Accordingly, the record articulates

into seven strophes or segments. Of which five are
contain^c?, and two are terminal or contain^7?^. The
five are defined in the clearest manner by their open-
ing and close :—" God said Evening and morn-
ing were the second, third, fourth, fift}^, sixth, day."
The initial and final sections are necessarily modified,

the one as supplying an exordium, the other as forming
a peroration or climax. Still the only question that

can naturally rise is whether the exordium belongs
strictly to the first day, or to the six days in common.
Within those six days, on either view, all is made that

has been made. During six days God works. On the

seventh day that rest is resumed, which before the first

day had not been broken.
Pursuing our analysis, the exordium in abeyance,

it is further evident, not only that six daj^s are broadly
homogeneous, and the seventh unique,—a sisterhood of

work-days in contrast to a solitary rest-day,—but also

that the six work-days part spontaneously into two
cjTOujps. each bearing a very remarkable relation to the

other :

—

God said, Let there be light

:

God said, Let there be lights

:

And there was light. And God made two great lights.
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God said, Let there be a canopy God said, Let the waters- bring
in the midst of the waters : forth abundantly :

And God called the canopy And let fowl liy above the earth

Heaven. in the open canopy of heaven.

God said, Let the dry land God said, Let the earth bring
appear : forth the living creature, &c.

God said. Let the earth bring God said. Let us make man.
forth shoots, &c. Behold I have given you every

herb, &c.

It is manifest that we have here a balance and a
correlation of parts, an interlocking of the second moiety
of creative working with the first, a prelude and a
sequence, a preparation and a developn:ient. The story

of creation is told at twice. Each day has its double
and its consort. In the preliminary triad, light is

severed from darkness ; a firmament divides the waters
above from the waters below ; the dry land is disen-

gaged from the waters,' and clad with vegetation. In
the complementary triad, light is collected and con-

centrated in sun, moon, and stars ; water and air are
peopled with marine animals and birds ; lastly, the dry
land is replenished with terrestrial creatures, and with
man himself, and preexisting vegetation is gifted away
to them for food. This ground-plan betokens a delicate

co-adjustment of group to group—a fulness and finish

of parallelism—which corrects the first impression of

simple continuity. The first day ^xm'<§ with the fourth,

the second with the fifth, and the third with the sixth :

each, to borrow a term from comparative anatomy, a
liomotype to each." Consequently the structure re-

quires a complex symbol :

—

a. 1. Light. ^ The heavens
b. 2. Firmament between the TTaters. > and
c. 3. Dry Land (with plants) above the Waters. ) the earth,

a. 4. Lights : Sun, Moon, and Stars. ^ and all the
'

b. 5. Water-Animals and Birds. > host of them.
c. 6. Land-Animals—Man. ) (Gen. ii. 1.)

* Compare Qucestiones Mosaics, London, 1842, p. 31 ; Dr. Forbes,
" Symmetrical Structure of Scripture," p. 162 ; Kaliscb, p. 63.
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The miglity mansion is first built, next furnished.

A triad of " days" is devoted to its architecture, a triad

to its occupants. The former describes a series of ex-

trications^—light from darkness, the waters from the air

and sky, the dry land from the waters. The latter por-

trays a series oi formations^—the heavenly bodies in

celestial space, the animal population of the waters and
the air, lastly, land-animals and man. Thus the first

three days are so many finger-posts to the second

three.* In consonanee with which bipartite arrange-

ment, there may be noted a certain expansion and
elaboration of details in the third and sixth days respec-

tively. Each has two creative fiats : the earlier days in

both groups have but one.

At this point a sudden light, or what seems a light,

breaks in ; and the question will suggest itself to most
minds at all versant in critical studies, to what order

of composition the opening section of Genesis belongs.

Which, e.g., does it most resemble in the apparent law
of its structure, the 27th of Acts, or the 101th Psalm?
To what shall we parallel its " days,"—to the notation

of literal week-periods in our Lord's earlier ministry f
or in the missionary travels of St. Paul, or to the mystic
" hours " of labour in the vineyard, or the lofty refrains

of Psalms xlii.,—xliii., and cvii. ? Poetry may be de-

tached from reality, or opposed to reality ; it may also,

and that without ceasing to be itself, or foregoing its

appropriate framework, be the highest and most vivid

exponent of reality. It is enough for the present to in-

dicate this enquiry. AVe have still to look somewhat
more closely into the details of the record.

" In the beginning God created the heaven and the

* God said, Let there be light, and there was light

:

Next parted water from the vault of air

:

Then bade the land above the ocean rise.

God said. Sun, rule the day, Moon, rule the night

:

Next bade fish, bird, the sky and water share :

Last gave the earth its various tenantries.

f St. Luke iv. 16, 31, vi. 1, 6. 2aj8/3<iTOj/ ScuTcpoTrpciTOV is simply the

third in this series : compare Acts xiii. 14, 42, 44.

11*
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earth." This is the Hebrew periphrasis for the universe

of things =/c6o-/^o9, mundus.'^ So, in the Creed, " Maker
of heaven and earth" is expounded by "all things visi-

ble and inmsiblef this last probably a development of

the meaning present to the mind of the sacred writer,

since he only concerns himself with such results of

creative power as are palpable to the senses. Whether
" created " denotes egress into being from absolute

nonentity, or only a moulding and manipulating of self-

existent matter, cannot be determined from the word
itself. "No language, as the addition out of nothing

shews, has a single term to express the former idea."f

But the intention of the sacred penman may be safely

gathered from the tenor of Hebrew belief :{: Whence
the opening sentence of Genesis may be held as an-

nouncing that everything save God had a beginning,

and had its beginning from Him. Before the " begin-

niag," only God was ; " in the beginning," He caused

all things to be ; and He is tlms the imbegun beginner

of all that is.§

Creation being conceived as proper or improper,

immediate or mediate, the word " create," however,

may be here understood either contradistinctively of

one or comprehensively of both processes. On the

former view the meaning will be,—"In the beginning
—in ])rinio imncto tenij^oris\—God brought into being

the tnatericd of all things, the heavens and the earth.

And the earth, so brought into being, was not created

perfect, but desolate ana void," &c. On the other sup-

* Pearson on the Creed, Ed. 1840, p. 74; "Creation and the Fall,"

by the Rev. D. MacDonald, Edinburgh, 1856, p. 81. "Univt-rsa creatura

significata est quam fecit et condidit Deus."

—

St. Augu&t. I)e Gen.

\ Dr. Pusey, note in Buckland's " Bridgewater Treatise," p. 22. So
Bishop Pearson, p. 80 :

—" We must not weakly collect the nature of cre-

ation from the force of any word, which may be thought by some to ex-

press so much, but by the testimony of God," &c.

1 Ps. xc. 1 ; 2 Mace. vii. 28 ; Heb. xi. 3 ; 2 Pot. iii. 5.

§ " Omnia formata de ista materia facta sunt, hsec ipsa materia tamen

de omnino nihilo facta est."

—

{St. Axigust. de Gen. i. 14.)

—

"-Created^

caused existence where, previously to this moment, there was no being."

—

Adam Clarke, in loc. ; Kalisch, p. 53 ; Barrow on the Creed, Serm. xii.

;

MacDonald, p. 65.

I Piscator, in loc. " In pr." so. temporis. Poll Synops.
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position we shall read,—"In the beginning— com-
mensurate and conterminous with the creative week

—

God made all things, immediately or mediately, out of

nothing, or out of substances He Himself had made

;

and He made them in manner following." According
to our estimate of the preferability of either paraphrase,

we shall consider the verse as the commencement of

the first day's work, or as a proleptic epitome of the

entire hexameron. Philologically, the latter view has
all likelihood on its side.* " Create" and "make"

—

harcb and hasah—are constantly used as synonyms
throughout the monograph itself, and elsewhere in the
Old Testament. God's " creating heaven and earth in
the heginning " is precisely equivalent to His " making
in six days the heavens and the earth." So " the clay

in which the Lord God made the earth and heavens"f
is not th-Q first day, still less any period preceding it,

but the entire six days embracing " all the work which
God created and made.":|: The first verse of Genesis
is therefore to be taken as of the same compass and
generality with " Maker of heaven and earth" in the

Apostles' Creed. It is the condensed summary of suc-

ceeding details, the nucleus or embryo of which the

sequel is the expansion, the intrada to the strain of
creative harmony.

The work of the first day follows, the way being
paved for its distinctive fiat by a picture of that chaos
from which the cosmos sprung. " The earth was with-

out form," &c.,

—

tohu'VOrbohu^—desolate and void,§

uninhabitable and uninhabited,] "and the Spirit of
God moved "—or hovered, or brooded^—" on the face

of the waters. And God said, Let there be light. . .

And evening was, morning was, one day."** We

* Qitcest. 3fos.y p. 1, -j- Gen. ii. 4.

X Gen. ii. 3. § Jer. iv. 23.

II

" Invisibilis et incomposita," St. Augustine (after the Septuagint)

;

*' Inanis et vacua," Vulgate,

^ Deut. xxxii. 11 ; Ps. civ. 30.
** Compare St. Matt, xxviii. 1, eV fi'^f. rwv (raPfidTwv; and note, Ka-

lisch, p. 67 :
—" It is futile to assign to this use any mysterious or hidden

reason, as Josephus and others insinuate, or to understand it as a peculiar
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have thus (1.) Day antithetic =liglit-period, (2.) Day
comprehensive= light and night period, wxpni^epov.

To the day of partition of the light from the dark-

ness succeeds that of severance of the firmament from
the waters. *' God said, Let there be a firmament in

the midst of the waters," &c. " Firmament," rakia^^

is literally expanse or canopy, and the work of the

second day is the spreading the zone of air between the

zone of cloud and the zone of ocean ; and the consti-

tution in general, so to speak, of the circumterres-

trial sphere, or space. " And God called the canopy
Heaven." The Hebrews distinguished a first, a second,

and a third heaven. Of these the third was the invis-

ible abode of God and His angels, in the second the

heavenly bodies were set, on the first the clouds rest-

ed.f Rcikia^ or expanse, with an elasticity of meaning
like that of our own word sky^ is used for either of the

two inferior " heavens," the interior or the remote : thus

in the fifth-day work, as in the second, it is the ethe-

real fioor that props the clouds, and beneath which the

birds fly ; whereas in the fourth-day work it is the

spangled vault, from which the sun looks forth, and in

which the stars are burning. Translated into modern
phrase, therefore, the rakia was either the earth's at-

mosphere or the cosmical space beyond. And " the

waters above the firmament" are simply those lodged

in the clouds.:|: " He stretcheth out the north over the

day, a day sui generis, or a period of indefinite duration. MacDonald's
*- Creation and Fall,' p. 99." Kalisch translates, " It was morning, it was
evening, one day."

. * Scptuag. (TTfpew/xo, Vulg. Jinnamentum. That which gives firmness

or fixity to the "fixed" stars, holding each in its place and binding all into

a '' shining frame." Compare stereoti/pe. See Dr. M'Caul, " Some Notes
on the First Chapter of Genesis," p. S8.

f
" That second heaven is not so far above the first as beneath the third

(2 Cor. xii. 2) into which St. Paul was caught. The brightness of the sun

doth not so far surpass the blackness of a wandering cloud, as the glory uf

that heaven of Presence surmounts the fading beauty of the starry firma-

ment."

—

Pearson, p. '75, " The Jews say there are three heavens ; cocluni

nuhiferutn, or the firmament ; cirlmn astriferum, the starry heavens

;

caelum angeliferum, where the angels reside, the third heaven in St. Paul."—Barrow on the Creed, Serm. xii.

X See the noble chapter in " Modern Painters," vol. iv. pp. 83—89 :—
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empty place, and hangeth the earth upon nothing.
He bindeth up the waters in His thick clouds, and the
cloud is not rent under tliem.""^ The conception is

manifestly that of concentric spheres ; an inner " firma-

ment" on which the clouds are suspended, an outer in

which and along with which the orbs of heaven revolve.

Firmament above, a world of watersbelow ; so the
second day closes. The third brings the fiat for the
rescue and elevation of the dry land. " And God call-

" The account given of the stages of creation in the first chapter of Gen-
esis is in every respect clear and intelligible to the simplest reader, except
in the statement of the work of the second day. . . . The English word
firmament itself is obscure and useless, because we never employ it but as

a synonym of heaven. . . . But the marginal reading, expansion, has defi-

nite value, and the statement that ' God said. Let there be an expansion in

the midst of the waters, and God called the expansion heaven,' has an ap-
prehensible meaning. . . . Now with respect to this whole chapter we
must remember always that it is intended for the instruction of all man-
kind, not for the learned reader only ; and that therefore the most simple
and natural interpretation is the likeliest, in general, to be the true one.
An unscientific reader knows little about the manner in which the volume
of the atmosphere surrounds the earth ; but I imagine that he could hardly
glance at the sky when rain was falling in the distance, and see the level

line of the bases of the clouds from which the shower descended, without
being able to attach an instant and easy meaning to the words ' expansion
in the midst of the waters.' And if, having once seized this idea, he pro-
ceeded to examine it more accurately, he would perceive at once, if he had
ever noticed a«?/thing of the nature of clouds, that the level line of their

bases did indeed most severely and stringently divide ' waters from waters,'

that is to say, divide water in its collective and tangible state from water in

its divided and aerial state ; or the waters which fall and fioio from those
which rise and float I understand the making the firmament to

signify that, so far as man is concerned, most magnificent ordinance of the
clouds ;—the ordinance, that as the great plain of waters was formed on
the face of the earth, so also a plain of waters should be stretched along
the height of air, and the face of the cloud answer the face of the ocean

;

and that this upper and heavenly plain should be of waters, as it were, glo-

rified in their nature, no longer quenching the fire, but now bearing fire in

their own bosoms ; no longer murmuring only when the winds raise them
or rocks divide, but answering each other with their own voices from pole
to pole ; no longer restrained by established shores, and guided through
unchanging channels, but going forth at their pleasure like the armies of
the angels, and choosing their encampments upon the heights of the hills

;

no longer hurried downwards for ever, moving but to fall, nor lost in the

lightless accumulation of the -abyss, but covering the east and the west with
the waving of their wings, and robing the gloom of the farther infinite

with a vesture of divers colours, of which the threads are purple and scar-

let, and the embroideries flame."
* Job xxvi. V, 8.
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ed the dry land Earth, and the gathering together of
the waters called He Seas." ""Earth," like '' day," is

thus either inclusively the whole terraqueous globe, or,

contradistinctively, the part uncovered by the ocean.

Nor is the surface so rescued left a desert. By a fresh

creative mandate, the earth brings forth " grass" or
*' shoots,"^ the herb yielding seed, and the tree yielding

fruit enveloping its seed," each " after his kind." This
enumeration may remind us of tlie old classification

based on vegetable magnitudes—herbs, shrubs, and
trees. But it is much more likely that " shoots" is the
containing term for the two which follow, that is, for

food-yielding jplants^yAiioh may indeed be held as rep-

resentative of vegetation in general, but with which
alone the sacred writer was prospectively concerned.f
A threefold foundation being now laid, a threefold

suj3erstructure is built up. On the fourth day light

[Heb. or] is consigned to light-bearers,:|: \_ma'OTotk\
;

passes from its state of diffusion into celestial recep-
tacles ; is located and concentrated in sun, moon, and
stars. The text says that these were " made ;" and
therefore means that they were made, not made to ap-
pear. Had this latter been tlie thing to be expressed,
the sacred WTiter who had just set down, " Let the dry
land appear^^ had every facility for expressing it. But
just as God ''made the firmament,"^ ov '' made the
beast of the earth,") or "matZ^ man, "Tj" is it affirmed
that He " made two great lights,** and also the stars."tt
There is an end to all ingenuousness in the interpre-
tation of Scripture if we foist, in one of these examples,
a meaning on " made" which it bears in none of the
others. No honest doubts can be appeased by recourse
to transparent make-shifts. The Hebrew verb indeed,
VikQfacio^ conforms to its accusative ; and may mean,
if its regimen so necessitate, to prepare, to dress, &c.

* " Sacred Scriptures, Hebrew and English, by De Sola, &c. Baxter,
1844. Kalisch renders " vegetation."

+ Gen. i. 29, 30. i (pwa-Trjp^Sj luminaria.

§ Gen. i. 1.
\\

Ibid. 25. ^ Ibid. 26.
** Observe also that they are first made, and then set to give light, &c.

ft Gen. i. 16.
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But the subject must be such as to dictate these reflex

determinations of sense ; and it is preposterous to con-

tend that fecit luminaria can be naturally rendered,

'He made suu and moon become visible,' or, 'He clear-

ed away the clouds.' Such is not the meaning which
the text puts into an unbiassed reader, but that which
a biassed reader or an embarrassed controversialist for

a purpose of his own puts into the text. The founda-
tions of faith would be indeed precarious if they de-

pended for their solidity on such artifices of mistrans-

lation.

Sun, moon, and stars, ranked in the ratio of their

imj^ortance to the earth, as alone consisted with the ob-

ject of the sacred survey of creation,^ occupy the fourth

day. To this plenishing of the sky succeeds, on the

fifth day, the peopling of the air and the waters. " God
said, Let the waters teem with shoals of animate crea-

tures, and let birds fly above the earth in the open ex-

panse of heaven,"'!' that is, beneath the concave of the

lower firmament. " And God created the great ani-

mals of the sea, and every living creature that moveth,
with which the waters teemed, after their kind, and
every winged bird after its kind." The central day of

the first triad had prepared a twofold home : the cor-

responding day of the second triad stocks that home
with two vast groups of inhabitants. The cold-blooded

fish-reptile family take possession of the deep ; the

warm-blooded bird wings its flight through the air. A
slight rectification of the English version, suggested
and endorsed by the best Hebrew scholars, :j: restores

consistency, as regards the bird-tribe, between Gen. i.

20 and ii. 19. In the other province of life, while the

phrase " every living creature that moveth " is doubt-

less meant to include the humblest forms of vitality,

the type-groups denoted by tanninhn are clearly those

, represented by the great water-breathing or water-

haunting vertebrates, such as the shark and the croco-

* " Nos enim potius respexit quam sidera, ut theologum decebat."

—

Calvin^ in loc. f De Sola.

X De Sola and Kalisch, p. Vi.
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dile.* These dominating the waters, with the winged
fowl careering in the open firmament of heaven, com-

pose the fifth-day aspect of creative power.

A sixth day peoples the earth with those creatures,

higher, or lower, for whom, in humble companionship

and subordination to man, the earth, on the pioneer

third day, had been specially prepared. " God said,

Let the earth bring forth the living creature after his

kind, cattle, and creeping thing [or reptile], and beast

of the earth," &c. The sixth day thus introduces ^' be-

hemoth " to the dry land, as the fifth " leviathan" to the

waters.f With "cattle and beast of the earth" there

can be no difficulty in identifying the mammalia, or

milk-givers, herbivorous and carnivorous, to the latter

of whom mediately, as to the former directly, since

there can be no fauna without a flora, terrestrial vege-

tation is the basis of subsistency.:t And while " creep-

ing thing" may be a term of sufficient generality to

include worms' and insects, it seems specially pointed

at the ophidian "reptile,"§ or serpent-tribe, holding

place between these and the nobler animals. Thus the

dry land also is tenanted. But the master-creature is

still wanting. . By the supplementary fiat of the third

day vegetable life had been added to inorganic matter.

By the supernumerary fiat of the sixth day, the eighth

and final fiat of all, there is superinduced on all lower

forms of life, vegetable or animal, the rational, spiritual,

God-resembling life of man.|| After solemn counsel

* Tanninim, Exod. vii. 9 ; Isa. li. 9 ; Job vii, 12 ; literally ' long-

extended :' comp. Dolichosaurns. " Tanninim—quod significat dracone3

et omnia ingentia animalia Nomen cete commune est omnibus

magnis et cetaceis piscibus."

—

Cornelius a Lapide, in loc. " Xon soli ceti

significantur, sed omnes animantes stnpenda vastitate et anguinea specie

monstra quae infeniuntur in utroque generc."

—

Piscator, in loc. See also

MacDonald, p. 278. This work does honour to the theological literature

of Scotland. \ Ps. civ. 26 ; Job xl. 14.

X Gen. i. 31. § Do Sola.

II

" As it is reasonal)le to imagine that there is more of design, and

consequently more of perfection, in the last work, we have God here giv-

ing His last stroke and summing up all into man ; the whole into a part,

the universe into an individual ; so that whereas in other creatures we have

but the trace of His footsteps, in man we have the draught of His iiand.

In him were united all the scattered perfections of the creature, all the
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with Himself, shadowing the unique dignity and incom-

parable endowments of the creature to be brought into

being,

—

a-vuSea/jLo^ aTravrcov,—" God created man in His
own image, in tlie image of God created He him ; male
and female created He them. And God blessed them,

and said unto them,"—unto thein as alone of capacity

to listen,*—"Be fruitful and multiply, and replenish

the earth, and subdue it ; and have dominion over the

fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over

every living thing that moveth upon the earth."

And thus the mighty work is crowned and closed,

and the twofold evolution of creative activity—the triad

of preparation and the triad of plenishment—subsides

in a seventh day of Sabbatic calm. " The heavens and
the earth were finished, and all the host of them,"—
their tenantry (oniatus, sicpellex) animate or inani-

mate,f star-peopled space, life-peopled earth, "the
round world and all that dwell therein." His plan
complete, in both its aspects, "on the seventh day, God
put period to His work;:j: wherefore"—whether from
the creation or at an after time the text is silent—"God
blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it, because that

in it He rested from all His work which God created

and made."
Now, waiving for the present all enquiry into the

literal time-limits of the creative week, these lessons,

as it seems, emerge unforced from the record. That
creation did not create itself. That matter is not God's
coeval, but His creature and servant. That God only

had no beginning, and that all things else began to be
by His will. That the whole universe is one harmoni-

graces and ornaments ; all the airs and features of being were abridged

into this small yet full system of nature and divinity : as we might well

imagine that the great Artificer would be more than ordinarily exact in

drawing His own picture."

—

Souths vol. i. Serm. ii. See also the long and
admirable note in Kalisch, pp. 74—V8.

* God speaks eight times by way of mandate to nature or of delibera-

tion with Himself ; twice by way of blessing and benefaction to man.

f Ps. xxiv. 1.

:}: Kalisch suggests " had ended his work :" MacDonald, p. 310, with

better reason, declines the pluperfect, referring to Exod. xxxiv. 33, &c.

So Calvin, " Quia novas species creare destitiV
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ous system, the work of one God ; the projection of His
thought, the transcript of His plan. That such plan
bore the stamp of a preconceived progress ; and evolv-

ed itself in orderly successions, stage after stage, tow-
ards a foreseen terminus or goal. That all life, vege-
table or animal, came into being, not by the blind

operation of natural law, but by acts of divine volition,

never j)ut forth capriciously, though "a law unto
itself." That each form or type of life was made
"after its kind," and owes its characteristic endow-
ments to creative ordination, not to fortuitous develop-

ment. That the lower life, in the main, antedated the

higher ; the water-vertebrates and birds j)receding the

mammalia, the brute mammalia preceding man. That
man is not only the latest-born of creatures, but a crea-

ture sui generis^ with the advent of whom, so far as

this earth is concerned, the work of creation closed, and
a new era of divine government began. That man has
not developed into what he is from some bestial type,

but holds his prerogatives as a gift direct from the

Almighty. That we owe no worship to nature, and all

worship to God. That *' it is He that hath made us,

and not we ourselves;" and that "in Him we live, and
move, and have our being."—Such are the teachings

of the "Mosaic cosmogony." They may or may not

harmonize with modern science. But it will be instruc-

tive, before turning to that test, to place side by side

with them, though in the merest outline, such rival and
partially analogous interpretations of the origin and
purpose of things as have prevailed in ancient, or been
influentially put forth even in recent, times.

n.

Man, the species, lives. Has he lived for ever ? If

not, how came he to live at all ? How also the myriads
of humbler creatures around him ? And whence that

ordered whole, of sun and sky, and earth and sea, so

liberally commissioned to minister to his wants, if in-

exorably dumb to his questionings ?
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Man, the individual, dies. How to make the most
of life while it lasts ? How best to propitiate the un-
seen powers that can prolong or cut it short, that can
make it at their pleasure a curse or a blessing ? More-
over, is this life the only life ? When a man dies, shall

he live again ? If so, what can he do here and now, to

ensure that it shall be well with him in that great here-

after ?

Problems these of perennial and imperishable inter-

est. As the mist of primeval history begins to clear

away, we see the human mind grappling with them,
and speculation surging round them, throughout the
family of nations from the Ganges to the Nile. J^ot

with one set of these questions only, but with both.
For they are so interknit that they cannot be parted.

A law of life for the individual present, a hope for the

individual future, must each repose on a doctrine of the

collective human past. All creeds must cast anchor on
some scheme of beginnings. Cosmogonies may be sober
and sound, or they may be frivolous and foolish. But
it was always seen, as it is evident still, that to forego a
cosmogony is to dispense with a religion.

The Hebrews grew into a nation in Egypt, and their

great lawgiver was learned in all the wisdom of the

Egyptians. "Were these, then, his tutors in cosmogony ?

The Egyptian chaos, we are told, is denoted in ancient

hieroglyphics by a confusion of the limbs and parts of

various animals.* The future heavens and earth are a
promiscuous pulp. At last the elements begin to sepa-

rate of their own accord. Fire, being lightest, springs

to the upper region ; and air is set in motion next. By
the heat of the sun, the earth, plastic and prolific,

brought forth multitudes of living creatures, even the

largest ; though afterwards spontaneous generation be-

came enfeebled in its capabilities, and the larger ani-

* Qucest. Mos.^ p. 8, On the Egyptian and other Oriental cosmogo-
nies, see Diod. Sic, lib. i. 10, &c. ; Euseb., Frcepar. EvangeL, lib. i. 6, 10,

ii. 1; Brucker, Hist. Crit. Philosoph.^ torn. i. lib. ii. passwi ; Egypt's

Place in Universal History, vol. i. pp. 377, &c. ; Kalisch, pp. 63—60

;

Lyell's Principles of Geology, book i. ch. ii. ; MacDonald, Part i. sect. iv. ;

Gibbon, vol. i. ch. viii.
;

Quoest. Mos.^ passitfi.
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mals could only be perpetuated by propagating them-

selves.^ According as the earthy, watery, or fiery

principles preponderated in the composition of each

animal, it became quadruped, fish, or fowl. The first

men were produced in Egypt from the mud of the Nile.

Thus, like the lower creatures, man himself seems to

have been considered, by at least one of the Egyptian

school, as a hap-hazard birth of the subsiding chaos.

Kneph with his potter's wheel, and the tradition of a

divine power bringing light out of darkness, shew in-

deed that worthier conceptions were not unknown to

the higher minds of ancient Egypt.f Yet these did

not rescue their cosmogony from the grossest extrava-

gances of polytheism. Tlie creed bore fruit.
^
Incapa-

ble of religion, the inferior animals are also incapable

of idolatry. Man, abdicating his place at the head of

creation, and stooping to worship a brute, falls lower

than the brute he worships. It would strike us with

amazement to see a dog or an elephant crouching in awe
before a calf or a crocodile. Yet conceptions of the Most
High from which the beasts have been shielded are the

product of perverted credence in man. The ox did

* With this ancient conception may be compared the following passage

from a modern savant :
—" L'effervescence qui se manifeste dans cette

matiere etant en raison de sa masse, plus celle-ci est considerable, plus il

en sort de produits et plus ils sont avances en organisation D'apres

ces considerations, est-il necessaire de dire pourquoi dans nos experiences

toujours faites sur une si petite echelle, on ne voit apparaitre que de si in-

fimes Protozoaires ? Nos infusions, nos bocaux ne representent guere qu'un

point metaphysique dans I'espace en comparaison de ces masses incalcula-

bles de matieres organiques qui purent entrer en fermentation apres les grands

cataclysmes du globe. Cette idee, que les forces productrices doivent etre

en raison directe do la masse du substance en action, se presente naturelle-

ment k Tesprit. Aussi beaucoup d'hommes d'unc intelligence elevee, ainsi

que le fait M. Guepin, se sont demande si, au lieu de se produire dans un

etroit bocal, Tacte genesique avait lieu dans un lac echauffe et renfermant

d'abondants materiaux organiques, il n'en resulterait pas des etres infini-

ment plus eleves."

—

Pouchet^ Hctiroghiic^ p. 494.

Dugald Stewart might well observe, (" Dissertation on Progress of

Metaphysics,") " In reflecting on the repeated reproduction of ancient

paradoxes by modern authors, one is almost tempted to supp'ose that hu-

man invention is limited, like a barrel-organ, to a specific number of

tunes."

f Lyell, ch. ii. ; MacDonald, p. 50.
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not worsliip the Egyptian; the Egyptian worshipped

the ox.

But Moses, though brought up in Egypt, was a son

of Abraham. Does his cosmogony, then, shew a family

likeness to those of Mesopotamia and Syria ? The
Chaldseo-Phoenician belief traced all things to darkness

and water,—" a wind of black air, and a chaos dark as

Erebus and without bounds."* In this moved mis-

shapen monsters, ruled by a woman named Homoroka,
or the Ocean. Bel, or the supreme being, cut this

woman in two parts, which became heaven and earth.

Then Bel beheaded himself ; and the gods, mixing the

blood with earth, from this made man.—In the Phoe-

nician myths, wind and chaos produce mot^ or slime,

and that all things ; or, otherwise, men and all crea-

tures issue from a gigantic o.^^^ in which they are woke
to life by a peal of thunder. With the amplest allowance

for the allegorical element, what could spring from such

grotesque delineations of the human origin save idola-

tries as grotesque and grovelling as themselves ?

When we pass to the cosmogonies of India and Per-

sia, we exchange the Semitic for the Aryan cycle of

tradition. Of this the first and purest embodiment is

the very ancient hymn from the Big- Veda, certainly

not later than 1200 b. c. :—

f

" Nor Aught nor Nought existed
;
yon bright sky

Was not, nor heaven's broad woof outstretched above.

What covered all ? what sheltered ? what concealed ?

Was it the water's fathomless abyss ?

There was not death—yet was there nought immortal :

There was no confine betwixt day and night

;

The only One breathed breathless by itself,

Other than It there nothing since has been.

Darkness there was, and all at first was veiled

In gloom profound—an ocean without light

;

The germ that still lay covered in the husk
Burst forth, one nature, from the fervent heat.

Then first came love upon it, the new spring

Of mind—yea, poets in their hearts discerned,

* Qucest. Mos.^ p. 8.

f Translated by a friend of Mr. Max Miiller for his contribution to

Bunsen's " Philosophy of History," vol. ii. p. 136.
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Pondering, this bond between created things

And uncreated. Comes this spark from earth,

Piercing and all-pervading, or from heaven ?

Then seeds Tvere sown, and mighty powers arose

—

Nature below, and power and will above

—

Who knows the secret ? Who proclaimed it here ?

Whence, whence this manifold creation sprang ?

The gods themselves came later into being

—

Who knows from whence this great creation sprang ?

He from whom all this great creation came,
Whether his will created or was mute ?

The Most High Seer that is in the highest heaven,
He knows it—or perchance even He knows not."

In a certain lofty simplicity and meditative gran-

deur this could scarcely be surj)assed, were we to ran-

sack all ancient literature, out of the Bible. 'Nor are

flashes of kindred sublimity wanting in later effusions of

the Hindoo mind. But these emerge in depraving
alliance with the most fantastic and brain-sick reveries.

The Superior Unknown thinks within Himself, " I will

create worlds." Water is then brought into being.

From a germ dropped into this ocean is developed the

mundane egg. In this Brahma creates himself; and
then, moving upon the waters, becomes ancestral cre-

ator of all things besides. The sun springs from his

eye, the air fronv his ear, the fire from his mouth. From
his mouth, his arm, his thigh, his foot, proceed tlie

founders of the chief Hindoo castes. Further, Brahma
divides himself into male and female, whence issues the

divine Yiradj, who, dividing himself in like manner,
gives birth to Manu ; who in turn creates gods, saints,

giants, the celestial bodies, and mankind.* Brahma,
having accomplished his task, " changes tlie time of

energy for the hour of repose." He sleeps during 4,320

millions of years, a day of Brahma, at the end of which
period the world is destroyed by fire, and has to be
created over again. '• For there are creations and de-

structions of worlds innumerable ; the Being, supremely

exalted, performs all this with as much ease as if in

sport, again and again, for the sake of conferring happi-

* Kalisch, p. 58 ; Lyell, book i. ch. ii.
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ness." At the end, however, of a hundred years, each
consisting of three hundred and sixty days of Brahma,
he himself, and all things with him, will cease to exist.

Hindoo cosmogony, not satiated with these extrava-

gances, developes in monstrosity as it gathers age.

Forbearing to trace its lurid contortions, we may turn

to the creed of Zoroaster. In the Zendavesta^ or Per-
sian Scriptures, the famous doctrine of the Two Prin-

ciples, or a divine dualism, is propounded as the key to

the mysteries of the universe. A Supreme Abstraction,

Infinite Time, or l^ecessity, gives birth to Ormuzd and
Ahriman, the deities respectively of light and darkness.

In six successive periods, consisting of unequal num-
bers of days, all together amounting to one year, Or-
muzd creates the light, the waters, the earth, the trees,

the inferior animals, and man. This is palpably bor-
rowed, with certain emendations, from the Mosaic
record. But what is strictly original is very signifi-

cant. All animals spring from a primeval bull. Or-
muzd feasts at each creative interval with his heavenly
companions. After the good work has been completed,
Ahriman's malignity " pierces Ormuzd's Qg^."^^ From
this all evil ensues. Ormuzd and Ahriman are still

struggling for the mastery. But Ormuzd will conquer
in the end.

The poems of Hesiod may be said to form a link be-
tween the Oriental cosmogonies and the kindred specu-
lations of the Greek philosophers. Chaos, in the an-
cient Hellenic myth, is the first generated of all things.

Earth, sprung from Chaos, begets the sky and the
ocean ; next a superhuman brood of giants and monsters.
There are generations of men, moreover, before the in-

troduction of woman ; and woman is depicted as the
baneful result of the rivalry between Zeus and Prome-
theus.* In the dawn of the philosophic period, Thales
and Anaximenes propound water or air as the principle
of all things. Anaxagoras first distinctly disparts the
idea of God from matter.f Aristotle is but the spokes-

* Theogony, 116—146 ; Works aud Days, 59—68.

f Brucker, torn. i. p. 504,
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man of all the ancient philosophers, Plato not excepted,

in affirming, notwithstanding, that matter is eternal ;
*

and he has but a feeble grasp on its Divine Controller.

Not so the author of the TimcBus, which is, beyond
doubt, the most elaborate and representative effort of

Greek speculation on cosmical beginnings, and on the

mutual relations of Nature and God. To find out the

Framer and Father of the universe, Plato teaches, is

difficult ; to reveal Him to all men through the minis-

try of speech is impossible. The cosmos was framed
after an eternal pattern or paradigm in the mind of the

Maker ; it the goodliest of works. He the best of causes.

Willing all for good. He educed order from chaos. The
world is a living, and divine thing, strictly one, since it

is the expression of one thought of its Architect. Air
and water are mediatorial elements between fire and
earth. The cosmos is a sphere, because this is the most
perfect of all figures. Sun, moon, and the other five

planets were created as markers of time, and placed in

seven orbits. The divine ideal desiderated four natures

to people the universe—gods, T\dnged creatures, aquatic

and terrestrial animals. Creating the gods Himself, the

Supreme Artificer constitutes these deputy-creators of

the lower orders of being, and retires into His wonted
repose.t Bad men, after death, in the ratio of their

unworthiness, become women, birds, beasts, or fishes,

fveverence for the great name of Plato, and recognition

of the marvellous insight displayed in portions of this

dialogue, especially in its doctrine of the Archetype,
need not blind us to the fantastic alloy which renders it

so conspicuous a monument of the " follies of the wise."

And yet it embodies the highest reach of Greek thought,

in the intellectual noon of the nation.

The Augustan age of Rome supplies poetical inter-

preters of other phases of Hellenic speculation. Pan-
theism and polytheism find their logical goal in- tlie

* Physics, lib. i. cap. iv. and viii.

f Koi 6 ixiv h)] ajravTa ravTO. Stora^ay, efievep eV rcf tavTOu Kara rpdrrov

^6€i. Compare Gen. ii. 2.
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blank iinslirinking atheism re-edited with fierce ear-

nestness by Lucretius :

—

" Nam certe neque consilio primordia rerum
Ordine se suo quoeque sagaci mente locarunt

;

Nee quos quseque darent raotus pepigere profecto," &c.
(Bk. V. 420—422.)

All is force, nothing forethought. Atoms wander-
ing in infinite space enter into an infinity of combina-
tions in the lapse of infinite time. Chaos yields to

order. The particles of matter combine, like allying

itself with like. Ether embraces all things avido com-
jplexu. Sun and moon ajDpear. Vegetation succeeds.

Earthj justly styled on this account Mother, brings

forth all sorts of animals. Birds issue from eggs in the

genial season of spring. Next are generated beasts and
men. This ought to startle no one. Even now, in her
old age, the earth can produce small animals sponta-

neously ; she could yield them of any size in her youth-
ful prime. These were nursed in wombs attached to

the soil by fibres,

—

" Crescebant uteri terraa radicibus apti,"

—

and supplied thence with milk as they were born.

Some were monstrous abortions, but only the perfect

survived. Exhausted with these efforts, like a woman
past bearing, the earth, on this scale, produces no more.
Out of chaos she has not very long ago come ; to chaos she

must inevitably repass. Human language diff"ers only
in degree from the cries of brutes. And death consigns
to a common nothingness a brute and a man.

In a work of widely difi'erent purport, a poet of far

inferior calibre to Lucretius becomes the mouth-piece
of a worthier reading of creation. Ko familiarity ought
to blunt the perception of the exceeding beauty with
which the best results of the unaided thought of ancient
times are slathered up in the exordium to the Metamor-
2?hoses.^ With this we may consider the cycle of cos-

* To the non-classical reader a condensed translation may be not un-
welcome :

—

12
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mogonj m any sense collateral to the Mosaic as closed.

True, the proneness to probe beginnings was not ex-

hausted. Cosmogonies are among the latest as among
the earliest eflbrts of the speculative faculty, and co-

exist witli every stage of thought and culture. Even
when faith is not in quest of a resting-place for the sole

" Ere sea and land, the vaulted sky before,

The face of things a common aspect wore :

Chaos its name—a rugged mass and rude,

Inert, incongruous, unformed, and crude
;

A lump where lay, in wild disorder blent,

Each undistinguishable element.

No sun as yet his fiery beams had flung,

No horned moon had in the heaven been hung

;

No orbed world, to need the glorious pair.

Self-poised, was floating in the ambient air

Nor Amphitrite had spread her arms, and pressed

The lands, far-stretching, to her watery breast.

All things were jumbled—sea and soil were mixed
;

That was unyielding, this nor firm nor fixed :

Confusion reigned ; the air, uncharged with light.

Left all things warring in unbroken night

:

Cold, hot, dense, rare, their various powers would prove,

And hard with soft, and dry with humid, strove.

But God and nature bade them cease to jar,

And lulled to peace the elemental war :

O'er the terrene the arched heaven He spread,

And forced the waters to their ample bed

;

Educed the firmament, serene and clear,

From forth the thick and loaded atmosphere
5

And, while He bade the parts asunder roll.

In solid concord bound the gorgeous whole.******
Now burst the stars, and bristle o'er the sky

;

The world now teems with various tenantry

:

The fishes glide throughout their ocean home,
O'er hill and plain the beasts begin to roam

;

While new-fledged birds to lighter realms repair,

And try their pinions on the liquid air.

A nobler creature, of capacious breast.

As yet was wanting to control the rest

:

See him at last the infant earth adorn,

Man, heaven-allied, creation's lord, is born !

While brutes are fashioned prone, with drooping head,

And forced to gaze upon the earth they tread,

Him gives his Maker port and browr sublime,

Him bids look upward on his native clime

;

And lift, unfettered by terrestrial bars,

Aloft his visage to the sparkling stars !
"
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of her foot, an impulse of a less legitimate kind takes

shape in the attempt speculatively to re-create creation.

Despite the tutoring of innumerable failures, the human
mind is still found guessing and groping in regions where
it can only guess, not know, and only grope, not see.

Whether the brood of credulity, or the narcotics of scepti-

cism, these efforts are rife in every age. The same decade
which witnessed the publication of the Princijpia wel-

comed the solemn puerilities of Burnet ; ^ and the con-

temporaries of Cuvier and Owen have lent an ear to the
'^ Physio-philosophy " of Oken and the kindred romance
of the "Yestiges." Theological delusion in our own
time, indeed, addicts itself by preference to the end,

and leaves the origin of things to its rival. Each does
its appropriate work,—the depraving of religion into

myth, and the debasing of science into materialism.

The spirit of special pleading is as abhorrent as it

would be injurious to the cause of revealed truth. Let
the question then be asked in all candour and calmness,

whether any of these cosmogonies now passed in review
can be placed on the same platform with the Mosaic
record. To deny or depreciate flashings of the mens
divinior in the best of them, would be to stamp prir

meval man as a castaway from the Paternal Providence,

unvisited and unblessed by divine whisperings to the

soul, Yet how dense the darkness i^midst which that

light was flickering ! The psalmist of the Veda doubts
whether the universe is not too hard a problem for even
God. The Roman poet betraj^s the absence of religious

insight and earnestness, not oiily by the conscious inter-

* " In this smooth earth were the first scenes of the world, and the

first generations of mankind. It had the beauty and youth of blooming
nature, fresh and fruitful, and not a wrinkle, scar, or fracture in all its

body ; no rocks nor mountains, no hollow caves nor gaping channels, but

even and uniform all over. And the smoothness of the earth made the

heavens so too ; the air was calm and serene, none of fhose tumultuary

motions and conflicts of vapours which the mountains and the winds' cause

in ours : 'twas suited to a golden age, and to the first innocence of na-

ture."—" The Theory of the Earth, containing an account of the original

of th.e earth and of all the general changes which it hath already under-

gone, or is to undergo, till the consummation of all things." Book i.

chap, vi,
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mixture of legend, but by asking, as if in playful be-

wilderment, which god it was that made man. Plato

himself postulates a plurality of sub-creators. The
Hindoo conception of periodic renovation is not the

sagacious forecasting for which it has been mistaken
;

since it is simply ebb and flow, and unmeaning repeti-

tion, with sheer exhaustion and oblivion as the goal,

not progress in a creative plan. These are blots on
what is best. To compare the Mosaic record with the

residuary fable would be to compare the utterances of

right reason and profound devoutness with the inco-

herent mutterings of some distempered dream.

How reticent is that record ! How free from the

grotesque flights of an unchastened imagination ! How
abstinent from aught that can be stigmatized as a pan-

dering to a childish curiosity or love of the marvel-

lous !
* Above all, how uniquely clear in the grand

basis of all religion—the truth that creation is not self-

created ; and that man, its terrestrial climax, is the

child and charge, not of an unconscious nature, but of

the living God

!

* " How does this picture of creation so singularly distinguish itself

above all the fables and traditions of Upper Asia ? By connection, sim-

plicity, and truth. ... I thank the philosopher, therefore, for this bold

amputation of monstrous ancient fables."

—

Herder^ Fhil. of Hist, of Man

^

book X. chap. vi. ; see also chap. v. Qncest. 3fos., p. 32, " Compared with

these rude efforts of the most civilized people to solve the problem of the

world's existence, the narrative of the creation in the book of Genesis is

remarkable for its sublimity and truth."

—

Kenrick^ Ess. on Prim. Hist.^

p. 9. " All other cosmogonies are founded on the non-recognition of the

existence and life of God in relation to the existence and life of the crea-

ture ; hence the idea of emanation, in various modifications, pervades them
all, being found in its most spiritual form in the Indian and Persian cos-

mogonies, and in one more rude and grotesque in the Phoenician, Babylo-

nian, and Egyptian traditions, which sufler hylotheism to appear more
plainly. To the idea of a creation out of nothing, no ancient cosmogony

has ever risen."

—

Havernick, Introduct. to Pentateuch
.^
pp. 93, 94. "Both

systems [Homer's and Hesiod's] have the defect of exhibiting mind as sub-

ordinate to matter in the order of mundane development. Of creation in

the higher sense, or the calling into existence of habitable animated worlds,

by the fiat of a Supreme Eternal Spirit, out of chaos or nonentity, as in the

Mosaic system, neither Hesiod nor Homer manifests any conception."

—

Mure's Crit. Hist, of Lang, and Lit. of An. Greece^ book ii. ch. xx.

Comp. Bishop Thirlwall's Hist, of Greece, vol. i. ch. vii.
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III.

The author of tlie Essay on " Mosaic Cosmogony "

is at pains to re-impress liis readers with the oft-deliv-

ered lesson of the comparative insignificance of the

earth, and the contrasting magnitude of the universe.

Awe-inspiring, and in a sense appalling as the survey

is,* no well-regulated Christian mind need shrink from
it. Mr. Goodwin challenges us to look the facts in the

face. Be it so. The earth is a planet among planets.

An inner group of four comparatively small satellites,

an outer group of four enormously larger, and a flock

of asteroids between, such, with comets unnumbered,
and sub-satellites not a few, the known retinue of the

sun. The radius vector of the earth nearly 100 millions

of miles in length ; that of Neptune, the outpost, mark-
ing the frontier of the solar system, in space, about

3,000 millions ; the earth's diameter to the sun's as 1 to

100—such the dimensions with which the mind
,
must

grapple at the first and lowest stage of this survey.

The sun is a star among stars. If the earth's dis-

tance from that luminary be taken as unity, a parallax

of one second represents over 200,000.f But no star

yields a parallax so large. The nearest, Alpha of the

Centaur, gives nine-tenths of a second, Sirius one-fourth,

the pole-star scarcely one-tenth.J Sirius therefore is

about a million times farther off than the sun. Light

travels to us from the moon in a second*, from the sun

in eight minutes, from Sirius in fifteen years. Sirius,

moreover, is believed to surpass the sun in bulk and
brightness as much as Jupiter, seen from an equal dis-

tance, would outshine the earth. On the other hand,

certain stars which exceed the sun in volume are his in-

feriors in mass and density.§ All, however, in a gen-

eral sense, are bodies of the same order ; and their vary-

* See Mr. Keble's fine lines in lyra Tnnocentium^ for All Saints.

f Herschel's " Outlines of Astronomy," 4th edition, p. 540.

± " Cosmos," Sabine's translation, vol. iii. pp. 186—190.

§ Lardner, " The Stellar Universe," chap. i. § 35 ; " Plurality of

Worlds," chap. viii. § 5.
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ing magnitudes, on a sufificient average, are reasonably

ascribed to vista. On this principle the dimensions of

the Milky Way have been approximately " gauged."
The system to which our sun and Sirius belong is con-

ceived to be a stratum or swarm of about eighteen

millions of stars ; its shape that of a flattened Y? the sun
being near the centre or point of bifurcation." If the

distance of Sirius be as 1, that of a star at any outskirt

of the stratum will be as from 200 to 300. Light tra-

verses the diameter of Neptune's orbit, or spans the

solar system, in eight hours. It passes, by any of the

three routes, from the centre to the extremities of the

Milky Way, in about 3,000 years.f

If certain writers on astronomy are to be trusted in

their diagnosis of celestial space, we must prepare for a

third fliglit into a third order of distances. The Gal-

axy itself, they tell us, is but a nebula among nebulae.

Of these nearly 4,000 are already catalogued ; and it is

often asserted that they are parted from our stellar

cluster and from each other by chasms only expressible

by light-journeys, not of thousands, but of millions of

years. Here at last we pause.

And not too soon ; for we have by this time exchang-
ed the sure opinions of science for the waxen wings of

imagination.:}: It is not only unproved, but it has been
unanswerably disproved, that any cluster of stars with-

in the field of the telescope is coordinate in dimensions
or in contents with the Milky Way. Among the cos-

mical clusters, the Galaxy is as the Australian ©onti-

nent to Polynesia—the mainland of the celestial archi-

pelago. The nebulae are its outliers and suffragans, not

* Herschel, p. 537.

f
" Cosmos," Bohn's edition, vol. i. p. 72 ; Ilerschel, p. 541 ; Lard-

ner, chap. ill. § 75. The elder Herschel ((juoted by Lardner) computes
20,000, the younger 2,000, for the passage of h'ght from the centre to an
extremity of the Galaxy.

\. A scientific friend favours me witli the following :
—" The statements

current as to the distance of the nebulno are founded on conjectural esti-

mates, most diffidently advanced, by Sir W. Ilcrschol, rather asjcitx d'esprit

than as even probable results, but which, by dint of repetition, have come
to be regarded as almost of equal authority with the numbers relative to

the solar system."
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its peers and equivalents.* Of many proofs, one. It

is a law of optics that the visibility of a luminous object

diminishes with the square of increasing distance : the

moon three times farther oif would yield only a ninth

of the light. Place Sirius then, on an outskirt of the

Galaxy,—say 300 times his present distance,—and his

light is enfeebled ninety thousand-fold ; that is, he will

be ninety times less visible to the highest power which
can be applied to Lord Rosse's telescope than he is to

the naked eye. Place him, however, at the hypothet-
ical distance claimed by some writers for a nebula,—say

1,000 times more remote than this,—and he becomes
ninety million times less visible ! How in that case

can he be " resolved ?
"—^The universe of God is vast

and awful : its greatness needs no loose exaggeration, no
pandering to the vulgar appetite for arithmetical hyper-
bole. But He alone is infinite. Creation, mighty as it

is, has limits. It claims no co-infinity with the Ci'eator.

Authentic astronomy, overwhelming us by its

measurements of magnitude and distance, supplies

kindred conceptions of cosmical time. In the universe
nothing is at rest. The fixed stars are now set free.

Among them and along with them our sun circulates

in a track for one revolution in which Madler f demands
no fewer than eighteen millions of years. How often

have he and his attendant worlds described this round ?

How often may they be destined to describe it again ?

To such questionings the only answer is, that as the
universe, however vast, is not infinite, so the uni-

verse, however ancient, is not eternal. It may be
technically true that " neither astronomical nor geo-

logical science afi'ects to state anything concerning
the first origin of matter ;

"
:J:

yet chemical analysis

most certainly points to an origin and " eff'ectually

destroys the idea of an external self-existent matter, by
giving to each of its atoms the essential characters,

* See an admirably reasoned article on the nebular hypothesis in the
" Westminster Review," New Series, No. xxvfi. Comp. Herschel, pp. 593^

608, 614 ; also " Plurality of Worlds," chap. vii. § 11.

f Quoted by Kurtz, " Bible and Astron.," ch. ii. § 16.

X Essays and Reviews, p. 218.
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at once, of a manufactured article and a subordinate
agentP * Before the great clock was set a-going, there

was an annealing of its materials, and an adjustment
of its minutest parts. Law had its seat in " the bosom
of God," before it had its expression in the constitution

of matter and in the mechanism of the heavens. Motion
so regulated presupposes ^nanipulation^ and therefore

a " beginning." Apart, moreover, from the conviction

so irresistibly generated by the contemplation of rec-

ondite numerical symmetry,f astronomical phenomena
are utterly inexplicable unless we postulate evolution in

cycles, however vast and slow ; change, however in-

finitesimal ; a terminus a quo^ however remote, and a
terminus ad quem^ however obscure. K we combine
the nebular hypothesis with the doctrine of a resisting

medium,:}: the solar system is now wending through
a stage of isolated parts, from a past of vaporous unity
to a future of consolidated reunion. It was once all

nebula ; it well yet, if left to physical agencies, collapse
into an exhausted and extinguished sun. That is, all

we know of the earth is an interval between ejection

from and re-absorption into the parent mass. Now the
doctrine of the primitive continuity of matter, with high
physical probability on its side, is perfectly consistent

* Sir John Herschel's "Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy '*

§28.

f
" Illustrations of the law of multiple proportions abound. Let the

reader take for example the compounds of nitrogen and oxygen, five in
number, containing the proportions of the two elements so described that
the quantity of one of them shall remain constant :

—
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"witli the enliglitened advocacy of final causes. With-
out a Divine Pilot, how conld a mass of nebulosity

have steered itself into a solar system or a habitable

earth ?
"^ And yet He, instead of creating, not only

each planet, but each wandering fragment of the sys-

tem, by a distinct fiat of Omnipotence, may have effect-

ed the necessary adaptations in concert with the ministry

of His own laws. But the nebular hypothesis means
*' beginning." Subtract a day, or a thousand billions

of years, it signifies not ; eternity is left as eternal as

ever. If matter is eternal, why then is its appointed

race not run ere now ? With eternity to ripen in, why
is the earth so newly ripe % With a resisting medium,
why is planetary and even cometary motion still un-

conquered ? With an evolution eternally necessary,

why is it etill in progress ? Tliere is no refuge from the

gripe of these questions save that which unites science

to the first sentence of the Bible. The cosmos origi-

nated, not in physical necessity, but in Divine Will. " In

the beginning God created the heaven and the earth."

Suj^posing, however, thus much conceded,—-and the

critic of " Mosaic Cosmogony " might perhaps readily

concede it,—it will still be urged that science and
Scripture dictate very different estimates of the ionpor-

tance of the earth,—astronomically, " but one of the

lesser pendants of a body which is itself only an incon-

siderable unit in the vast creation." f And this would
be true were physical magnitude the sole criterion of

importance. There are two bars to this surmise. One
such consists in the manifest liability to deceptive ex-

tension of the principle of final causes. It is not astro-

nomical science, but a vivacious imagination—not a

Newton, but a Fontenelle—that builds earth-resembling

worlds in the air. Than unnumbered masses of dead
matter, be- it brilliant or opaque, life is intrinsically

nobler. Intelligence is intrinsically nobler, in a single

example of it, than a universe of brute life. All the

* Whewell, " Bridgewater Treatise," bk. ii. chap, vii., and Sedgwick,
" Discourse on the Studies of the University of Cambridge," Appendix D.

f Essays and Reviews, p. 213.

12*
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stars that surrender to the telescope are in themselves

less wonderful than the solitary looker through.* Now
no analogy can be more precarious than that which
postulates the co-extension of matter and life. All the

laws of vital development that obtain on this planet

must be, not modified, but reversed, if there be any life

in the sun. The moon can be inspected as if she were

200 miles off ; and is plainly a naked mass of volcanic

rock, without water, atmosphere, or trace of vegetation.

Comets, compared by Kepler to " fishes in the sea " for

multitude, may be peopled by the temerity of the

human imagination, but not otherwise. The planets,

indeed, are in a diflerent case ; there is a very high

presumption that some of these at least are prepared

homes for living beings. But there is an enormous and
perilous stride from life to intelligence. If winged
creatures cleave our co-planetary atmospheres, and fish

replenish co-planetary deeps, does it follow that obser-

vatories crown the heights of Jupiter, or that navies

sweep the seas of Mars"? And yet, in the absence of

reason and its creations elsewhere,—and we have not

the shadow of a right to assume that there are libraries

in Mercury any more than that there is a printing-press

in the moon,—this earth must needs be the prerogative

planet of the system. In this there may be physical

congruity. The distribution of animal life athwart the

globe appears to yield a law, which there is no reason

for supjposing ^peculiar to itself^ of gradual deterioration

and ultimate extinction as we recede from a medium
temperature towards assignable extremes of either heat

or cold. To God nothing is impossible. Tie might
sustain life amidst the fires of Etna, or around the

chill est pinnacle of the Alps. Life^ in like manner, onay

be imfolded in other regions of the solar system, under
physical conditions which are always obnoxious or fatal

to it on the surface of the earth. But analogy, rightly

construed, does not favour the surmise. And he who
ponders the incompatibility of all terrestrial life with

* Compare Pascal,—" L'homme n'est qu'un roseau . . . mais c'est un
roseau pejisa7it,''^ &c.

—

Fe?isees, Art. xtiii. x.
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certain terrestrial locations, will pause before, in idola''

trj of mere material vastitude, he imposes on the Deity

a specnlativ^e task, or disparages the noblest of His

works that is known to ns—the understanding and the

soul of man.*
The plurality of worlds is a subject on which it is

not prudent to dogmatize either way. That the uni-

verse is a lifeless desert, would be a doctrine loaded

witli improbabilities of which no ingenuity could get

rid. But it would be quite as extravagant to insist

that all space is swarming with duplicates of the globe

we inhabit. We have no right to ask, Why, then,

were they made ? To what purpose is this waste ? is

an objection which will only appear of force to those

who overlook the disproportion between life potential

and life actual, and forget that Prospective Adjustment,
though one law of divine workrdanship, has Symmet-
rical Repetition for its colleague.f Who shall assure

us that all suns, even double suns, have planets ? Or
that all planets are habitable, while it is certain that

the only celestial body which can be closely scrutinized

is " desolate and void ?
' Still more, who shall pre-

dicate from the probable or possible diffusion of life,

across inaccessible areas of the universe,, the necessary

co-presence of reason and mind ?

For reason, be it remembered, is but of yesterday

on the earth ; and it may be with millions of bodies in

space, even supposing them inhabited, as it was with

the earth for millions of years in time. Civilization

* The argument of this paragraph coincides with that of the *' Plural-

ity of Worlds." Coincides—for these sentences and that which is here

subjoined were written years ago, before the writer had the slightest inkling

that the same considerations had seemed of weight to a master of thought.
" Our planet has been given by our Maker, so far as we can read Ills laws,

and supposing the laws of life to be uniform, the same advantage in space

and in relation to other bodies, which an inhabitant of the temperate zone

has in reference to the regions," &c. In the same unpublished MS. geo-

logical time was insisted on as a counterpoise to astronomical space. Com-
pare " PluraUty of Worlds," p. 196. Similar considerations, I find, sug-

gested themselves to Hugh Miller and to the Rev. Dr. King :
" First

Impressions of England," chap. xvii. ; " Geology and Religion," p. 49.

f e. g. the female breast was meant for suckling, but of what use the

paps in the male ?
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has no monument five thousand years old, the age of

some still living trees. For the tertiary strata alone,

Mr. Darwin demands three hundred millions, which
implies his belief that ten times the period is far too

narrow a reckoning for the entire sedimentary series.

But even tlie least fanciful geologist will concede that

not fewer than one million centuries parts the age of

granite from the age of man.* So long, at the least,

was the earth a-ripening ; who shall say, a-being

wasted f So long, ere she was freighted with a thinker

or a worshijDper, or had become the domicile of man
and his marvels, our planet performed her rounds as

punctually and perfectly as she does to-day. In pres-

ence of this fact, how precarious the taunt, and how
inconsiderate the sneer, which parades physical bulk as

the infallible index whether of created dignity or of

creative regards If As if the earth, when she first re-

ceived a rational inhabitant, did not thereby become
a ^mliie in the universe which would neither have been

impaired nor augmented had she shrunk that instant to

the dimensions of Mercury, or expanded that instant to

the girth of Sirius.

AVere all that has been so eloquently imagined

proved ; were it to be admitted, not only with due re-

serve, but with the largest license claimed by the most
fervent and fertile fancy, that the luminaries of mid-

night were not, even to that reckoning, " created in

vain," or " called into existence for no other purpose

than to throw a tide of useless splendour over the soli-

tudes of immensity," %
—^^^ might with bold front and

sure footing remind the sceptic that if the universe was
not too great for God to make, no part of it can be too

little for God to care for ; and track his faithlessness to

its source in a tacit transference of his own short-sight-

edness to the All-Seeing, and his own weakness to the

Almighty. It might be added that any revelation to

* Phillips, " Life on the Earth," p. 126.

f
" Shall we measure grace by cubic miles, and God's love by the size

of the fixed stars ? ''—Kurtz, p. 83.

X Dr. Chalmers, " Astronomical Discourses."
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be of nse to mankind, must treat the system of things

as it is in our perspective, putting in the foreground

what is of concernment to us, and leaving the outer

universe among the secrets of Omniscience ; fulfilling

its aim if it tell us with sublime brevity that there are

not two, or ten, or ten thousand creators, but that He
who made our great lights of sun and moon enkindled

all lights in the spangled space, and " made the stars

also." And such vindication would be sound, such re-

assurance sufficient. Yet it is not all. "We owe alle-

giance to science, but none to romance masquerading
in scientific costume. I^ow if astronomy supplies a
survey of space, geology yields an inquest of time.

And this latter, by opposing the twin immensity of past

duration to the vastness of the starry universe, contrib-

utes a salutary and invincible check to gratuitous guess-

work in the garb of philosophy. Who shall tell us that

wherever matter is life must be, with the moon a naked
desert ? Who shall tell us that where life is there must
also be reason and moral responsibility, with the cer-

tainty confronting him that this earth has been ten

thousand years the abode exclusively of brutes, for one
that it has been the home of man ?

Geology, like astronomy, though with still more
peremptory grasp, leads us back to a beginning. Its

bulging equator and flattened poles, its pavement of

congealed lava, which we name granite, nay, the oldest

water-woven cai'peting of that pavement composed of

the detritus of the igneous rocks, all attest the emerg-
ence of our planet from a primitive temperature and
a crisis of forces in which no life could subsist. At
a low estimate, as we have seen, a million centuries in-

intervene between that period and the present. Which
interval, whatever its length, forms a chronicle of the

genesis of life, the procession of the types of life, and the

advent of man. Now what, in brief epitome, on these

absorbing subjects, has the record of the rocks to tell?

Resting on the primitive crust of the globe, and
stretching upwards through a thickness of tens of thou-

sands of feet to the old red sandstone, are sedimentary
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strata,—Silurian, Cambrian, Laurentian,—which it may-

be convenient to group as the sxib-Devonian series. In

the upper segments of this vast cumulation life abounds
;

in the lower it fades away to zero. To reach, save ap-

proximately, the absolute life-limit, science can scarcely

hope : enough that a region has been reached where
life is findaUe but not found.^ So soon as it appears

at all,t life presents itself in three of the four familiar

types ; to which, ere the Silurian system closes, the

vertibrate is added. Under the lower garb of fish, this

takes possession of the waters throughout the old red,

carboniferous, and permian systems, on to the end of

the palaeozoic period : throughout the entire mesozoic
period, it is dominant under the higher though contin-

uous garb of gigantic reptiles—as also of birds—both
on land and sea. Faintly and feebly represented during

these " middle ages," the mammalia start into strength

and supremacy with thedawn of tertiary or c^nozoic time.

The emergence of all new species has ceased ere man, in

the latest portion of this latest period, himself appears.

Thus the crust of the earth is a chronicle in five

zones. The history is that of creative ascent from dead
matter to life ; from invertebrate life to that of the

back-bone ; from the life of the back-bone, in the fish-

reptile series, to that of the breast ; and lastly, from the

life of the breast to that of the plenarily-endowed brain.

Between the exterior zones, azoic and anthropozoic, lie

three intermediate brute zones, the sub-vertebrate, ver-

tebrate, and mammiferouSi That a tincture of verte^

brate life is detected in Siluria, or a subdued iwajphecy
of mammalian life in the mesozoic rocks, signifies

not. The fades of each period is unmistakeable. In
Siluria, a vertebrate fossil is a straggler and a stran-

ger : the Silurian fish is the mere vanguard of that in-

numerable liost which crowds the ocean for ever after

from pole to pole. Just so the few and feeble pioneer

* See Sir Roderick Murchison's great work on " Siluria," p. 20 ;
" liife

on the Earth," pp. 68, 214 ;
" Footprints of the Creator," pp. 216—220

;

and Ansted, " The Ancient World," passim,

f
'' Life on the Earth," p. YL
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mammalia do not give character to tlie secondary for-

mations; only in the tertiaries do they appear in

strength. Geology must be, not extended, but revolu-

tionized, before this generalization can be upset. For
it checks the less secure though consistent indications

of land-life by the cogent and copious criteria of the life

of the sea.'^

Can dead matter, of its own accord, become alive ?

Can an invertebrate animal improve itself into a fish ?

Can a bird, or a reptile, never suckled itself, improvise

an apj)aratus for suckling its offspring ? Finally, can
the mere brute burst tlie bonds of instinct ; struggle

into the capacity of abstract thought, and its rational

expression, language ; fall down on its knees and^j>r«?//

and pass either jper saltum or by slow degrees the gulf

that parts the simian from the human brain ? If these

questions, one and all, must be met by a peremptory
negative, the strata of the earth are the register of divine

acts strictly creative and supernatural ; each marking
a step in an ordered progress culminating at last in

man. Of him all lower creation prophesies ; to him all

lower creation tends. The vertebrate structure is the

endowment of life with power : the mammalian func-

tion superadds love. But the plenary development of

neither is possible till wisdom is bestowed through the

human brain.f Thus the evolution of ancient nature,

through phases that are perplexing only because they

are preliminary and partial, steadily converges towards

its sublime purpose—the manifesting of God, All-Wise,

All-Loving, Almighty. Each act of the long drama
contributes to the result, though the enigma is not un-

ravelled till the whole is seen. The dynasty of the

lower vertebrate, and the dynasty of the mammal, await

their explanation in the master-creature who succeeds

to both. The rocks, therefore, which are the monu-
ment of a " high and ancient order," are also the re-

ceptacle of a natural revelation. Palaeontology, like

* Owen, " Palaeontologv/' pp. 408—410.

f
'' The Three Barriers," (Oxford, J. H. and J. Parker, 1861,) pp.

88—94.
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the Mosaic cosmogony, leads up to its " image of God."
It lays its finger on a starting-point of which it per-

ceives man to be the goal.^ Till man is made, there

are many creatures to make ; the vegetable and animal
life tliat is summoned into being in the latest tertiary

ages has evidently a special relation to his wants : but
when he is made, God creates no more.

ISTature is a scheme, or it is an accident. It is an
evolution foreseen, controlled, and piloted throughout

by Divine thought and will, or it is hap-hazard develop-

ment of unconscious force. To the latter doctrine the

rocky archives are in changeless antagonism. Life had
its beginning. How ? All life that we know of ])re-

sujyposes life : f even were its microscojDic forms pro-

ducible from a " corps putrescible," whence that
" corps ? " X Again, life has its gradations. A lower

animal cannot create itself into a higher animal.

Throughout the geologic ^ons, there is indeed most
clearly an " ascent in the main ;

" § a passing from sim-

pler to more specialized embodiments of the creative

archetype. But this is a process efiected/b;^ the crea-

ture, not hy it. Transmutation of species, unknown to

human experience, is equally unknown to geology.

Type after type appears and disappears ; but none
melts into a something not itself. Each creature,

throughout the long succession, comes in as it goes out,

* See the profound and splendid concluding pages of Owen, *' On the

Kature of Limbs."

f The words of Cuvier are very weighty :
—" La vie en general suppose

done I'organisation en general, et la vie propre dc chaque etre suppose

Torganisation propre de cet etre, comme la marche d'une horloge suppose

Thorlogc ; aussi ne voyons-nous la vie que dans des etres tout organises et

faits pour en jouir ; et tons les efforts des physicicns n'ont pu encore nous

montre la matiere s'organisant, eoit d'elle-meme, soit pour une cause exte-

rieure quelconquc. En effet, la vie exer(^ant sur les elcmens qui font a

chaque instant partie du corps vivant, et sur ceux qu'elle y attire, une
action contraire A, ce que produiraiont sans elle les aflinites chimiques ordi-

naires, il rejnigne qiCdle rndsse ttre elle-mtme produite par ces ojinites, et

cependant Ton ne connait dans la nature aucune autre force capable de

reunir des molecules auparavant soparces."

—

Cuvier, Le Regne Animal

;

Introduction^ p. 17.

+ " The Three Barriers," p. 160.

§ Owen, "Palaeontology," p. 411.
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and goes out as it came in. When we concentrate at-

tention on the cardinal transitions, the proof becomes
overwhelming. If, by the operation of natural law, a
siib-vertebrate could produce a vertebrate, or a reptile

a mammal, in the old periods of the earth, why not
now ? Law cannot be supposed conscious of the super-

fluity of its own action, or cognizant of the critical

moment when to stop. For the acts of geology there

is therefore but one solution,—the periodical exertion

of supernatural power.
To sucli intervention is it specially necessary to re-

fer the origin of the human race. Between man and
all lower existence there stretches a chasm defined by
what may be called the language-generating brain.

On a centigrade scale of cerebral development, all

values of the human organ shade into each other from
one hundred downwards to seventy-five ; while all val-

ues of the brute brain, from the fish to the ape, range
upwards in close sequence from zero to about thirty.

At both ends of the scale, therefore, the two orders of
endowment pass through the assigned range by every,
or almost every, shade of transition. But there is no
bridging hrain hetioeeii. Bounded by cerebral tropics

lies a huge zone vacant, nearly equal to hoth the out-

lying ranges above and below. Even the most ab-
normally low individual human brain and the most ab-
normally high individual brute brain leave two-thirds
of its normal compass unspanned. Whence this pro-

digious chasm ? Connecting it, as we must needs do,

with the perfect hand and the erect attitude, there
could be no more signal monument of the interposal of
the Creator.*

* " But admitting the foregoing evidence, freely recognising the great-
ness of its cumulative force, and proceeding to the conclusion to which it

leads, we still find ourselves on the shore of a vast and seemingly impass-
able gulf separating the highest of the quadrumana from the lowest forms
of man. . . . The wide chasm in cerebral development still remains ; and,
considered in conjunction with the fact that, so far as we know, man alone
possesses the gift of speech, compels us to confess that the genesis of man-
kind is a mystery which, for the present at least, science is powerless to

penetrate.''^— Westminster Review, No. xxxiv. Art. vi.
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^' The holy gift of speech," * as it has been aptly

called, is to all men common, to man strictly peculiar.

Like the parent prerogative of which it is the sign and
the satellite, this endowment secludes mankind as of

one blood and one brotherhood, between which and the

very highest of the manco-cerebral mammalia " a great

gult' is iixed." f Moreover, it constitutes an instrument

of discovery, and bestows a power of association, an-

cillary to the dominion divinely delegated to the mas-

ter-tenant of the world.

Cursory as this review has necessarily been, it may
in some degree assist the reader in the task of collating

with the teachings of modern science the group of an-

cient cosmogonies, in the first instance, and the Mosaic

record in the second. From that fiery ordeal, how
much, say of the Timceus^ escapes unscathed ? And
what harm has happened to the Scripture ? One point

reserved, though not forgotten or evaded, which lesson,

of all those our exegesis yielded, have we got to un-

* "Wiseman, " Connection between Science and Revealed Religion."

f
" Language is our Rubicon. ... No process of natural selection

will ever distil significant words out of the notes of birds or the cries of

beasts. In Greek, language is logos; but logos means also reason, and

alogon was chosen as the name, and the most proper name, for brute. No
animal thinks, and no animal speaks, except man. ... To think is to

speak low ; to speak is to think aloud. . . . That faculty [articulate ex-

pression of rational conceptions] wan not of his ow7i making. . . . The
science of language thus leads us up to that highest summit from whence

we see into the dawn of man's life on earth ; and where the words which

we have heard so often from the days of our childhood,— ' And the whole

earth was of one language and of one speech,'—assume a meaning more
natural, more intelligible, and more convincing, than they ever had be-

fore."

—

Max Mulla\ Led. on Science of Language., pp. 340—377.

Compare the fine passage of St. Ambrose :
—"Erigit bucula ad coelum

oculos, sed quid spectet, ignorat. Erigunt fera?, erigunt aves : omnibus

est liber aspectus, sed soli inest homini eorum quce aspicit affcctns inter-

pres. . . . Audiunt quoque animantes casterae, sed quis prfeter hominera

audiendo cognoscit ? . . , Uoc est preciosissimum, quod homo divina? vocis

sit organum," &c.

—

Ilexaemeron, lib. vi. cap. ix. Among patristic exposi-

tors of the Hexameron, St. Basil must rank far below the great Latin

Fathers, Of recent works on the early chapters of Genesis, one of the

most valual)le is " Discourses on the Fail and its Results," by Dr. Hannah,

Warden of Trinity College, Glenalmond, Perthshire. See especially as

corrective of " Essays and Reviews," p. 221, the discourse on the *' Image

of God in Man."
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learn ? Astronomy indeed teaches ns that the universe

is inconceivably vast, and geology that the earth is im-
mensely old. But does the majesty of the Scripture

collapse under the new burden of significance it has to

bear? True, modern science expands and educates our

apprehension of Almighty power. But does it displace

or disturb the conception already imbibed from that

ancient and reverend record ? Does it limit the power
which spake all things into being ? Does it teach us
of any time when God was not, or give us a lower idea

of His duration than this, that He '' inhabits eternity ?

"

When the elder Herschel shut np his telescope after

sounding the Galaxy through and through into the
starless space beyond, did he find nobler language for

the celestial revelation than " God said, Let there be
light ! And there was light. . . . He made the stars

also?" When tlie inquisitors of the earth's strata re-

turn from their perusal of those chambers of imagery
where the animal dead of uncounted ages lie sealed in

stone, have they acquired any knowledge of the crea-

tive archetype, and fore-ordained succession of forms,

which does not readily fall into the mould provided in

the written Word?* "Inspiration," indeed, "is not
omniscience." Moses did not know the universe as its

Maker knew it. But the thing hypothetically required

is not the miraculous anticipation of scientific range of

research, or the revealing of such knowledge before its

time, but such an influence of the Divine Spirit on the

mind of the writer as should ensure that, when the 'knowl-

edge came, the general dignity, congruity, and religious

impressiveness of the lesson should suffer no harm from
the advent of such knowledge. This is all which, on
any sober or reasonable theory of inspiration, we have
a right to expect. And this we have. True insight

into the meaning and method of the extant creation is

not falsified, though it is extended, by the nnveiling of
* " Ejiciant aquoB rcptilia, ct volatilia volantia^''^ (Gen. i. 20.) By com-

paring " PalBeontoIogy," p. 198, on the " artificiality of the supposed class-

distinction between fishes and reptiles," with " Essays and Reviews," p.

239, it will be seen that Professor Owen coincides with Moses, though he
differs from Mr. Goodwin.
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the past. Insight into the geological past it is unne-

cessary to suppose that the inspired penman either

needed or had given him. Enough if the Bible opens

with a divinely illuminated survey of creation such as

readily assimilates the results of tliat research it was
never meant to supersede or forestall

;
perfect, in scien-

tiiic as in earlier ages, to all spiritual intents and pur-

poses ; so imbued with religious grandeur that it can

never be supplanted in its own proj^er sphere ; so far

before its time in this respect that it is of all time, and
leads us upward from the limitations of even a proph-

et's thought to the presiding and over-ruling influence

of that Wisdom " known to Whom are all His works
from the beginning of the world." In the estimate of

the most encyclojycBdic scientific mind of this century,

one psalm, the lOlth, "represents the image of the

whole cosmos." * Yet what is the first of Genesis but

the mother-psalm of which the lOith, section by section,

is the daughter, the antiphone, and the echo?

lY.

Of the old Yedic Hymn (p. 304) Mr. Max Muller
remarks, " Prose was at that time unknown, as well as

the distinction between prose and poetry." f By what
epithet shall we designate the Mosaic heptameron ?

Sceptics call it a myth ; or else, more mildly, the spec-

ulation of an ancient sage. Most Christians speak of

it as a history or narrative. Hitherto, declining either

of these terms, we have been styling it somewhat
vaguely a " record." The author of an able and
learned reply to Mr. Goodwin, written in a most reve-

rential spirit, has come to tlie conclusion that it is a

* Humboldt adds, " We are astonished to find in a lyrical poem of

such limited compass the whole universe—the heavens and the earth

—

sketched with a few bold touches. The contrast of the labour of man with

the animal life of nature, and the image of Omnipresent Invisible Power,
renewing the earth at will or sweeping it of inliabitants, is a grand and
solemn poetical creation."

—

Cosmos, vol. ii. part i.

f Bunsen, " Philos. of Univ. Hist.," vol. ii. p. 136, Compare that most
interesting concluding chapter of Mr. Miiller's " Hist, of Ancient Sanskrit

Literature."
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" parable." * Others suggest that it is a " vision." f
One gentleman considers it an account of " plan

"

as distinguished from fulfilment.:|: We venture to

think none of these descriptions satisfactory. The
Book of Genesis opens with the inspired Psalm of

Creation.

On so transparent a gloss as the " vision "-scheme,

words would only be wasted. Nor will many believe

that creation as an idea is the thing intended, so long

as the plainest of plain language assures them that the

thing intended is creation as ajact. " Parable " has a

certain propriety when applied to a single accessory of

the record ; but it cannot for one moment be accepted

as a feasible designation for the 1st of Genesis as a

whole. On the hypothesis that we have to do with an
ordinary prose narrative, chronicle, or diary, there im-

mediately emerges the great difficulty of the " days."

With this it is not too much to say that no ingenuity

has as yet grappled successfully. The choice lies be-

tween the Chalmerian interpolation of the geological

ages before the first day begins, and the Cuvierian ex-

pansion of the six days into geological ages. For these

solutions respectively, Dr. Buckland and Hugh Miller

have each done their best ; and more skilful and ac-

complished advocacy could not be found.§ But the

• * Mr. Huxtable, " The Sacred Record of Creation Yindicated and Ex-

plained."

f Kurtz, " Bible and Astron.," ch. i., iii. ; Hugh Miller, " Testimony

of the Rocks ;" also " Mosaic Record in Harmony with the Geological."

t Professor Challis, " Creation in Plan and in Progress."

§ Among the followers of Buckland, with certain modifications, are Dr.

Pye Smith, " Relation between Scripture and Geological Science ;" Hitch-

cock, " Religion of Geology ;" Crofton, " Genesis and Geology ;" and, so

far as they commit themselves. Archdeacon Pratt, " Scripture and Science

not at Variance ;" Gloag, " Primeval World." Miller's ablest ally is Mac-

Donald, " Creation and the Fall ;" and on the same side are Silliman,

" Wonders of the Earth and Truths of the Bible ;" Gaussen, " The World's

Birthday;" Sime, "Mosaic Record in Harmony with the Geological;"

McCausland, " Sermons in Stones ;" and McCaul, " Notes on Genesis."

The Burnet Prize Essay of forty-five years ago, " Records of Creation," by
the present Archbishop of Canterbury, although one of the four works

which compose collectively the most valuable contribution to the theistic

argument since Paley, (Dr. Whewell's " Bridgewater Treatise," Hugh
Miller's " Footprints of the Creator," and Principal TuUoch's " Theism,"
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arguments which compelled Hugh Miller to abandon
the older method have not been answered. IRor is his

own scheme free from the gravest difficulties. Who
can bring himself to believe, for example, that when
the sacred writer speaks of trees laden for human use
with seed-enclosing fruit, he could have had in his

mind, or could have so described, the gymnogenotis
flora of the coal-measures ?

Certain writers evade embarrassment by declining

to elect among the competing "reconciliations." It is

enough, they suggest, that some of them may be sound,
although it is inconvenient to become responsible for

any of them ; or they allege that the record was not in-

tended to do what it expressly undertakes and professes

to do; or, otherwise, that the time is not come for a
comparison between Scripture and geology, since there

are points on which geologists are not agreed among
themselves.* All this is but a manifestation of anxiety
to snatch ^ cherished dogma from a dreaded foe.f

AVere the panic well-founded, the belief indebted to

such expedients would be only screened, not saved.

The combat would indeed be averted, but the enemy
would remain master of the field.

Mr. Goodwin cannot be blamed for chastising pal-

pable subterfuges. " AVithout a sun," it has been obr

served, "morning and evening are inconceivable to all,

save commentators, and tliey have made the matter

being the others,) was written long before the data for a decision had been
reached.

* This multiform fallacy of evasion, brushed away by Hugh Miller both
in " First Impressions of England " and in " Testimony of the Rocks," i3

exemplified in Buckland, pp. 12, 33 ; Archdeacon Pratt, p. 84 ; King,

*' Geology and Religion," p. 44; Gloag, p. 110; and Buchanan, "Essays
and Reviews Examined,'* pp. 128, 131. Dr. Chalmers himself, in his pri-

vate correspondence, betrays a similar hesitance, by speaking of " yet

another way of savwr/ the credit of the record." It no doubt escaped this

great and good man, that his own " way " brought him into direct collision

Avith the " Shorter Catechism," which asserts that God's work of creation

consists in His " making all things out of nothing, in the space of six

days,^^—not millions of years before the first day dawned.

f
" The doubt and perplexity which they affect do not exist : both the

principles of the natural sciences and of Biblical exegesis are certain he-.

ypnd dispute."

—

Kalisch, p. 52,
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very clear to ns."* If well-meaning harmonizers will

lay themselves open to sarcasm, they must take the

consequences. Satire will not spare writers who trench,

however unwittingly, on the ludicrous, when, under the

abused aegis of the " Plurality of Worlds," they identify

the planet Jupiter with " the waters that are above the

firmament;" or figure Moses as surprised into the

ejaculation, "The great Tanninim!" as he describes

in cosmoramic trance the saurian monsters of the

Oolite.f The worst dis-servicQ to the cause of divine

truth is that contributed by contorted science and so-

phistic exegesis.:]: Mr. Goodwin exemplifies, however,
the opposite pole of prejudice. Why make difiiculties

where there are none ? Why gratuitously degrade
"Spirit" into "wind," converting the image of divine

love and energy into an agitation of the air?§ Or
why try to tear from rahia its true equivalent of ex-

jxmse f
II

Or why refuse to allow for the essentially

figurative character of all words descriptive of celestial

space and its aspects, in order to fasten an incredible

puerility of conception on the " Hebrew Descartes or

J^ewton?" Mr. Goodwin ought to caution the readers

of Shelley, in case "build up the blue dome of air"

should suggest delusive reminiscences of the dome of

St. Paul's. Uni-verse ought to be banished from his

vocabulary, as implying the diurnal revolution of the

* Qucest. Mos.^ p. 14.

f The curious reader may collate " Harmony of Mosaic with Geological

Record," (Constable, 1854,) p. 98, with the lively and ingenious pictorial

restorations in Mr. Page's " Life of the Globe," (Blackwood, 1861,) p. 187,

if he wishes to appreciate the " vision,"

X For example :
—" Before sin entered, there could be no violent

deaths, if any death at all. But by the particular structure of the teeth

qf animals, God prepared them for that kind of aliment which they were
to subsist on after the falV !—Adam Clarke on Gen. i.

§ " Quod nonnulli vcnficm intelligunt, adeo frigidum est tit refutatione
rMlld indl.geat.^^— Calvin, in loc. " Spiritus incubabat : instar avis, quas
incubando ovis, ilia fovet," &c.

—

Piscator, in loc. Compare Vedic Hymn,
p. 301.

II

Long before the days of *' reconciliations " Calvin wrote,—" Nescio
cur Graecis placuerit vertere ffrepewfia, quod in flrmamenti nomine imitati

sunt Latini : ad verbum enim est expansion So Tremellius and Junius,
followed by Piscator, render expansum. Compare " spreadest out the
heavens like a curtain,'''' Ps. civ. 2 ; and see previous note, pp. 252, 253,
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fixed stars in a frame or "firmament." And it might
obviate disappointment were he to drop a warning that

we need not look for milk in the Galaxy.
Enough, whether of quibbles or of makeshifts.

When we consider the pervading parallelism ; the
rhythmic refrain-—" the evening and the morning ;

"

the periodic fiat—" Let there be light, a water-parting

firmament, land, plants : lights in the firmament, life

in the waters, life on the land, Man ;
" the punctual

fulfilment—" It was so ;
" the retrospect—" God saw

that it was good ;
"—the chief wonder is how it ever

was possible to exact from the oldest and sublimest

poem in the world the attributes of narrative prose.

Yet our surprise abates, not only when we reflect that

the error entailed, till these later times, rather a literary

than a religious loss, but also when we call to mind how
long a similar mask disguised the architecture of entire

books of the Old Testament, and obscured the plenary
significance of large sections even of the Kew. Bishop

* Compare the refrain in the fine Vedic hymns (circa B.C. 1000) trans-

lated by Mr. Max Miiller, " Hist, of Ancient Sanskrit Literature," pp. 540,

669. " Varuna " is ovpavos :
—

" Let me not yet, Varuna, enter into the house of clay

:

Have mercy. Almighty, have mercy !

If I go along trembling, like a cloud driven by the wind :

Have mercy, Almighty, have mercy !******
Whenever, Varuna, we commit an offence :

Whenever we break thy law through thoughtlessness

:

Have mercy, Almighty, have mercy !

In the beginning there arose the Source of golden light *

He was the only born lord of all that is

:

He estabUshed the earth and this sky

:

Wlio is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?

He who gives life, He who gives strength :

Whose blessing all the bright gods desire :

Whose shadow is immortality, whose shadow is death

;

Who is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?

*
'

* * * * *

May He not destroy us—He the Creator of the earth :

He, the righteous, who created the heavens

:

He who also created the bright and mighty waters

:

Who is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?
"
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Jebb belongs to this centmy, Bishop Lowth to the last

;

yet how much, in this field of hermeneiitic, is due to

these two names ! If a veil was lifted so recently from
the face of David or Isaiah, are we to marvel if a veil

has lain on the face of Moses ? Even some eighty
years ago, however, a striking indication of the true

afiinities of the composition was fmTiished in a book
well known in Scotland as the " Assembly's Para-
jDhrases." The idea was to provide metrical versions

of portions of Scripture most closely akin to the Psalms.
Of the thirty-two Old Testament selections, one, " O
God of Bethel," is a hymn ; thirty-one are, in the strict

sense, paraphrases. Of these, thirty are based on the
poetical books,—Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the
Prophets. The solitary outsider, linking like with
like, hasfor pedestal the 1st of Genesis.

None will dis]3ute the presence of parallelism in the

Lord's Prayer,—such parallelism as is proper to prayer,

or psalm, or parable, or prophecy, or impassioned dis-

course, but is 7iot proper to historical narrative. Yet
liow closely homologous in structure is the Mosaic
heptameron :

—

Our Father, whicli art in Lea- lu the beginning God created

ven

:

the heaven and the earth

:

Thy Name be hallowed : Let there be light :

Thy kingdom come : Let there be afirmament^ &c
Thy will be done, &c. Let the dry land appear, &c.

Give us our bread : Let there be lights

:

Forgive us our trespasses : Let the waters . . . and fowl, &c.
Lead us not into temptation, &c. Let the earth bring forth, &c.

For Thi7ie is the kingdom, &c. ^ Thus the heavens and the earth
were finished, &c.

If one of these divine compositions is not ordinary
prose, neither is the other. The triads of days are as

distinctly defined as the triplets of petitions. Only the

paralellism, from the correlative interlacement of the

groups, is more intricate and complex in the Heptam-
eron than in the Prayer.

Tie v^ho iwc^^'^^^ tJ^'^s ^^^^ i^^^ ^^"^^ ^^y io i^^^ concord
which he will seai'chfor elsewhere and otherwise in vain,

13
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Respect the parallelism, cease to ign'ore the structure,

allow for the mystic significance of the number seven,*

and all perplexities vanish. The two groups of days
are each perfectly regular, when group, in its integrity^

is collated with group : neither triad, if it is to exhaust

its own aspect of creation, can afford to part with, or dis-

locate, any of its members ; and the second triad, as a

whole, is rightly and of necessity second, as the first is

rightly and of necessity first. And yet it is self-evident

that if, for any reason, we trisect or break up the groups,

the true continication of day 1 is not day 2 but day 4,

of day 2 not day 3 but day 5, of day 3 not day 4 but
day 6. And thus the " days " themselves are trans-

figured from registers of time into definitives of strophes

or stanzas,—lamps and land-marks of a creative se-

quence,—a mystic drapery, a parabolic setting,—shad-

owing by the sacred cycle of seven the truths of an
ordered progress, a foreknown finality, an achieved
perfection, and a divine repose.t

* " If Cain be avenged sevenfold " = completely. " To flee seven
ways " = a total rout. " Silver purified seven times " = perfectly, &c., &c.
" Per senarium numerum [1 -j- 2 -|- 3 = 6] eH operum' aignificata per-

fectio. . . . De septenaril porro numeri perfectione dici quidem plura pos-

sunt," &c.

—

St. Atcgusti7ie, De Civitat. Dei, lib. xi, cc. xxx. and xxxi. On
the number seven see also Moses Stuart, " Apocalypse," vol. ii. pp.
425—432, and Forbes, " Symmet. Struct, of Scripture," pp. 159—162.

f Herder was a rationalist, but too candid and clear-sighted to pervert
a si/mbol, of which the meaning was evident to him, into a literal register

of time. The following passages are very important, as coming from so
acute and unbiassed a witness :

—

" To remove the false notion of days, let me observe what is obvious to
every one on a bare inspection, that the whole system of this representation
rests on a comparison by means of which the separations do not take place
physically but symbolically. As our eye is incapable of comprehending at

one view the whole creation, it was necessary to for)n classes, and it was
most natural to distinguish in the first place the heavens from the earth.

. . . Thus this ancient document is the first simple table of a natural
order, in which the tenn ' days,' while it is subservient to another purpose
of the author, is employed only as a nominal scale for the division

Before we approach this crown [man], let us consider a few more master-
strokes which animate the picture of this ancient sage The sun
and stars enter into this picture of nature as soon as they can With
equal truth and acuteness this natural philosopher places the creatures of
air and water in one class With joy and wonder I approach the rich
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WhicTi symbolism, engrafted by permission of tlie

divine wisdom on a division of time astronomically ob-

vious, and embodied in the Psalm of the Almighty's

handiwork by

" That Shepherd who first taught the chosen seed

In the beginning how the heavens and earth

Eose out of chaos,"

becomes, in turn, to the Jewish nation at the Exodus,
the platform of the law of the Sabbath. God's week is

mystical, man's week is literal. But the spiritual

homology assumed is not disturbed by the inevitable

disparity of scale. God did His own perfect work in

His own perfect way, and His very rest was but a
passing onward to still higher manifestations of His
boundless bounty and love. In this, says the Fourth
Commandment, quotmg^ though without reference, the

familiar religious lesson, " Be ye followers of God.
Fill your six days as He does His^ in the Psalm of His
creative working, with work that shall, like His, be
' good.' Pest on you7' seventh day, as you have heard
He rested, not in the torpor of an animal sloth, but in

the liberated activities of a devout soul."

description Behold the most ancient philosophy of the history of

man."—Bk. x. ch. v.

'^ Our philosopher has unravelled this chaos Everything incom-
prehensible to man his account excludes, and confines itself to Avhat we can
see with our eyes and comprehend with our minds Men have
deemed the Asiatic nations, with their infinite computations of time, infi-

nitely wise ; and the traditions of which we are speaking infinitely child-

ish, because, contrary to all reason they say, nay contrary to the testimony
of the structure of the globe, it hurries over the creation In my
opinion thh is palpable injustice. Had Moses been nothing more than the

collector of these traditions, he, a learned Egyptian, could not have been
ignorant of those aeons, &c. Why, therefore, did he not interweave them
into his account ? Why, as if in contempt and despite of them, did he
s^ymbolically compress the origin of the world into the smallest portion of
time ? Evidently because he was desirous of obliterating them as fables.

.... Moses leaves every one at liberty to frame epochs as he pleases.

.... To obviate these follies, he represents his picture in the readiest

cycle of a terrestrial revolutiony—Bk. x. ch, vi.

So Dr. Henry More, Covjedura Cahbalistlca, p. 22, makes Moses ex-

plain, " It was for pious purposes that I cast the creation into that order

of six days." Again, " The hebdomad or septenary is a fit symbol of
God."—p. 86.
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Y.

For more than half a century the Mosaic record of

creation has been invested with a pecnhar interest.

Like the regiment in a great war which goes first into

action, or like tlie outlying rock in a long ridge which

has to sustain the full shock of the yet unbroken bil-

low, this portal of the Scriptures, from its being the

portal, and from the presumed facilities of successful at-

tack supplied by the young science of geology, has -been

pre-eminently exposed to the polemic of modern scepti-

cism. One phase, however, of the ^' conflict of ages "

" only dates from the publication of " Essays and Re-

views." The Bible used to be assailed by candid and
consistent adversaries : it is now, for the first time in

the history of religious controversy, impeached by pro-

fessed friends.

Kow we are surely entitled to ask any critic of
" Mosaic Cosmogony " in what character he proposes to

approach it ; in plain English, to shew his colours and
to take his side. A man may be a Christian or he may
be an unbeliever, but he cannot be anything between.

There are certain problems which cannot be dealt with

piecemeal. Divine revelation must be accepted as a

whole, or rejected as a whole ; no third course is con-

ceivable. Of the Hebrew lawgiver, in special, has not

the Lord of Christians said, " If ye believe not his writ-

ings, how shall ye believe My words ? " *

We are not indeed bound to imperil the Christian

faith on the credibility of every rash and rhetorical

exaggeration of a doctrine the over-statement of which
might be natural in the ninth, and excusable even in the

seventeenth century ; although in the present age to

transgress in like fashion is simply to play into the hands
of adversaries. The sacred writers were ^Qi\-men and
noi pens ; the Divine influence under which they wrote

was not analogous to the infusion of such an instinct as

makes the bee or the ant an " animated tool," but

* St. John V. 47.
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rather to the power of a great human mind over nar-

rower, and lower, and feebler minds. The aiiiatns was
not mesmeric^ but moral and spiritual : it was rather

comparable to thermal currents than to the rigid cir-

cumscription of mathematically defined zones. But it

is one thing to make frank and full allowance for the

human element in the Scriptures, and quite another to

forget or explain away the co-presence of the divine.

Does a man accept the supernatural^ yes or no ? Does
he believe, or not believe, in the resurrection of our
Lord from the dead ? These are the plain questions to

which from any censor of the Scriptures, we are en-

titled, in limine^ to exact plain and straightforward

answers. If the reply be, *' I do not accept the super-

natural : I do not believe that Christ is risen,"—we
know what and whom we have to contend with. But
if the response be the other way,—" I do accept the
supernatural : I do believe in the Saviour's rising from
the dead,"—it is surely, in such case, pertinent to re-

mind him that he must in all consistency accept and be-

lieve onitch more. A divine reality in the religion be-

speaks and implies a divine element in its records.

They stand or fall together. He who professes to hold
that the revelation is supernatural, yet argues as if the
Bible were merely human, confutes himself. Every
mind disciplined in the valuation of evidence must see

that the choice is, J^either or Both.
" If Christ be not risen, your faith is in vain." This

is one point of apostolic teaching out of which no trick

of words can ever juggle us. We cannot pillow our
hopes on cloudland ; and all is cloudland if we cannot
discern in the past the divine Personality of Him who,
" when He had overcome the sharpness of death, opened
the kingdom of heaven to all believers." Weary
human nature lays its head on this Bosom, or it has
nowhere to lay its head. Tremblers on the verge of the
dark and terrible valley which parts the land of the
living from the untried hereafter take this Hand of
human tenderness yet godlike strength, or they totter

into the gloom without prop or stay. • They who look
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tlieir last on the beloved dead listen to this Voice of

soothing and peace, else death is no nplifting of ever-

lasting doors and no enfolding in Everlasting Anns,
but an enemy as appalling to the reason as to the

senses, the nsher to a charnel-honse where highest

faculties and noblest feelings lie crushed with the ani-

mal wreck ; an infinite tragedy, maddening, soul-sick-

ening ;
" blackness of darkness for ever." Christ not

risen means that there is absolutely nothing, less than
nothing, worse than nothing, in the Bible and in Chris-

^tianity. Christ risen means that His religion is no
Ihuman device, but a revelation from above ; and there-

fore that those Scriptures to which He set His seal are
" given by inspiration of God."

!No such via onedici^ then, as seems to have floated

before the minds of certain " Essayists " can possibly be
struck out or maintained. The revelation refuses to

be sundered from its records. Between naturalism and
supernaturalism we must perforce elect ; accepting in

full, if we be clear-sighted and consistent, the logical

consequences of eitlier decision. In the human past as

in palaeontology, there are only two ways of it, the
creed of Lucretius or the creed of St. Paul,—the " self-

evolving powers " of a blind, improvident, unpitying
nature, or the unfolding plan of an All-foreseeing Deity.

Suppose, then, as regards the geological ages, we adopt
the latter solution with Owen and "Whewell, rather

than the former ^2(9-solution with Powell and Darwin
;

in such case the question will immediately press,

whether supernatural power and purpose, indispensable

postulates in the survey of brute being, can be ration-

ally eliminated from the history of man.
It is God's use, if we may speak it reverently, to re-

peat Himself; to reproduce His creative ideas with
appropriate '' variations." Now it has been argued
elsewhere"^ that the ground-plan of ancient nature con-

sists in an ascent, by trenchant transitions, from sub-

vertebrate life to the backbone, as the basis of ^ower /

* The Three Barriers, pp. 87—103.
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from the backbone to the breast, as the sign and chan-

nel of love / and from the breast to the human or

language-generating brain, as the organ of loisdom or

rational thought. What, we ask with entire confi-

dence, if tliis same programme, suitably modified, be
reiterated in the upbuilding of each normal human life ?

What, we ask with due diffidence, assuming human his-

tory to be the projection of a divine thought, if an anal-

ogous evolution be the key to history ?

Childhood, youth, manhood, are familiar divisors of

human life
;

yet far more accurate, it may be, than a

fanciful trio of "• law, example, and spirit." For the

former, if we go in quest of an equation for them, are

simply the vertebrate, mammalian, and cerebral devel-

opments of the perfect man or woman " nobly planned."

The rationale of the .first period is the building up of

physical strength ; the afiections and the reflective fac-

ulties being kept lack^ as it were, and kept low, till

that work is done. Animal strength attained, the

afiJ'ections shoot up into supremacy ; and these, as life

advances, are not deposed, but crowned by ripe reason

and judgment. The later gift does not destroy or dis^

place, though it transfigures and elevates what goes be-

fore. Each, nevertheless, in its own order.* The keen
affections of twenty are dormant at two, the mature
judgment of fifty is unattainable at fifteen. How dif-

ferent the capacity of grief, which measures that of

love, in an ordinary child of five, from what it is in

his brother or sister three or four times the age

!

Strength pioneer to love, love culminating in wisdom

—

such therefore the sequence alike in the animal series

and in the individual human life.

What if this also be the key to the " biography " of

the " colossal man % " Is not the history of our race a

chronicle admitting no natural primary division save

that into three chapters,—those of childhood and youth,

which are closed ; that of manhood, which is a-writing

still ? The cerebral period, if we may venture so to des-

* Compare the procession of types in the foetal brain.
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ignate that commencing approximately A. d. 1500,* is

sundered from all that preceded it by characters which
he who runs may read. Its achievement has been the

apocalypse of the universe. What was said of him
who, take him all in all, is the representative man of

the era,f is true of the era itself :

—

" Xature and nature's laTvs lay wrapped in night

:

God said, Let Newton be ! and all was light."

For the central, or youth-period, we have the first

fifteen centuries of Christianity. All that while had
God been leavening the heart of man with the lesson

of that love which remains His supreme gift to the end
of time

;
passing into the world's manhood, not passing

away from it.:}: The pre-Christian period, again, was
the childhood of our race. It was the merely "certebrate

age ; diflering from those that came after as Nimrod
from St. Augustine or from Isaac Xewton. Its attribute

was ferocious force ; its law despotic will. Keither the
power 01 divine love nor that of disciplined reason, de-

spite i\\.Q prophecy of each in Greece and Palestine, had
as yet eiitered prevailingly into the temper and doings
of mankind. For the last three and a half centuries,

liistory takes its hue from science ; the fifteen centu-

ries before are chiefly memorable for their saints ; till

the Advent, history is monopolized by war. These
earliest times w^ere very fierce times ; the quality of

mercy, the " milk of human kindness," was not infused

into them ; they were ages not of gold but of blood.

The '* new commandment " was as yet unuttered ; the
evangel of " Peace on earth, goodwill towards men,"
as yet unproclaimed. Force unleavened by love is the

* "We may connect M-ith this crndh-dafe, invention of printinjr, revival

of learning, the Reformation ; discovery of America ; Copernicus, Galileo,

Kepler, Newton ; modern physiology, zoology, botany, chemistry, geology

;

steqm, the electric telegraph ; historical criticism, and the science of lan-

guage.

f Herschel, " Disc, on Nat. Philos.," § SOI.

X
" That which distinguishes Christ, that which distinguishes Christ's

apostles, that which distinguishes Christ's religion—the love of man."

—

Milman, Hist. Lat. Christ., bk. xiv, ch. iii. Compare Frederick Robert-
son's Sermon on *' The New Commandment."
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complexion of history, till tlie Son of God appears to

change it.—May we venture to interpret all this as a

third edition of the thought legible in the rocky

archives, and re-emergent in the individual human life ?

If so, it is plain that Christian religion, in the historical

evolution of humanity, is the analogue and equivalent

of the mammalian bond in nature. Tliose accepting

the analogy, and weighing what it imports, will perhaps

cease to doubt whence comes this baptism, from heaven
or of men.

Thus much at least is certain, that man is the ripe

result, and flower, of an immensely ancient terrestrial

time. To the imj)ression so often generated by the sur-

vey of sidereal space must be opposed the corrective

ministered by the quasi-infinitude of past duration.

He who built the heavens on such a scale as seemed to

preclude the expenditure, even by the Almighty, of

minute solicitude on the earth, has garnished it

throughout the ages with such ]3rofusion of living forms

as seemed to leave no time, even to the Eternal, for

the plenishing and embellishing of the heavens. And
yet all these were but God's works / we only are His

offspring. If one branch of modern science teach, and
teach justly, that man's relation to the universe may he

such as should check his pride, another contemplates

the lesson by shewing that his relation is such as yields

no fuel to despondency. Tlie buried strata have their

burden of meaning as well as the rolling worlds. What
is there in a million centuries of animal warfare, were
all the universe its stage, to take rank in the regards of

God with the struggles of its intellectual offspring tow-

ards light, towards goodness, towards Himself? Is

there no his^h authentic instinct which whispers to the

heart that lie with whom we have to do turns willingly

away from the shining of His suns and the singing of

His morning stars for joy, to listen with a far diviner

interest to the prayer of the humble and the cry of the

contrite ? However wide His universe, and its varied

being, He who made us flesh, be we well assured, is in

no danger of forgetting that He made us spirit. " Can
13*
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a woman forget lier sucking child, that she should not

have compassion on the son of her womb ? Yea, she

may forget : yet will I not forget thee."

Ko weapon that is formed against this trust shall

prosper. Modern scepticism indeed advances, minatory
and menacing, poising in one hand what seems the

spear of Ithuriel, and brandishing in the other tlie ham-
mer of Thor. But the proof of the encounter tells how
egregiously she has over-vaunted alike her detective fac-

ulty and her destructive strength. In the brunt of col-

lision the weapons exchange attributes ; the spear has

but the pointlessness of the hammer the hammer but
the levity of the spear.



RATIONALISM.

*' Tendencies ofReligious Tliouglit in England^ 1688—1750, By
Mark Pattison, B. D., Rector of Lincoln College Ox-^ordP

It was the remark some years ago of one of the

Essayists themselves, that in whatever direction relig-

ious thought in this nineteenth century was tending,

no distinctive and characteristic fact liad yet occurred,

small in itself but pregnant in the inferences to which
it should lead, to reveal and to stamp that tendency.

So far as England and the middle of the century are

concerned, Mr. Wilson and his colleagues have tliem-

selves unintentionally supplied the want. Friends and
foes, though with different motives, have alike con-

trasted the fragmentary and cursory character of their

volume with the immensity and unexpectedness of the

outcry it has occasioned. But the contrast is surely

a superficial one. The straw that is cast up by the
stream may well be nothing, yet not so the current of
religious feeling which it indicates. The book itself,

it is true, deals thoroughly with no one subject, puts
forward little that is new or original, was wi'itten with
no idea of producing a panic or a revolution, simply stirs

up with an assumption of intellectual and moral supe-

riority almost every possible topic of current scepti-

cism, while dealing seriously with no one in the list*

It was merely a bye-work of able men, published with
no particular purpose beyond that of accommodating a
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bookseller Tvitli a sequel to an unfinished series. But.

the crisis of religious thought to which it belongs

is of far graver import. And the publication of it will

Lead a notable cliapter in any future history of the

Tendencies of Eeligious Thought in England. It were
unwise indeed to exaggerate. And little hills close to us,

no doubt, may easily be made to look like mountains if

viewed through the*^ requisite kind of atmosphere. And
one has great faith in the mere inertia of religious be-

lief: and still more in the present revived earnestness

and life, spiritual and intellectual both, in the Church

:

and above all, faith in Him who has preserved us hith-

erto through worse perils. Yet the evil, which the Es-

sayists themselves profess (do doubt honestly) to remedy
while they really increase it, is no imaginary one. In-

fidelity is assailing us afresh, and with a power and
under circumstances sufiiciently new to invest its assault

with a character of special danger. It is no longer the

coarse and shallow and unsatisfying infidelity of last

century. It appeals, on the contrary, to the deepest

and highest faculties in human nature, and it is equip-

ped for the conflict with an array of profound and ex-

tensive historical and philological criticism. It claims,

more than ever, to speak in the interests of knowledge,
morality, and truth, against a theology irreconcilable

with them. As the revival of literature in the sixteenth

century produced the Eeformation, so the growth of

the critical spirit, and the change that has come over
mental science, and the mere increase of knowledge of

all kinds, threaten now a revolution less external but

not less profound. And though the Church, in this land

at least, is in a position that is strength itself compared
with thn.t which it then occupied, yet there are circum-

stances even now which lend to the threatened assault

an undi: power. Then it was the Church such as it

had grown to be without the Bible. Now it is too

much the Bible such as men have made of it for them-
selves without the Church. Then an external and
authoritative dogmatism had sought to crush all minds
into unquestioning submission. Now we have the op-
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posite excess of a system of subjective intuitions, and of

an individualizing and sentimental faith. And now, as

then, morality and divinity are divorced from one
another in many men's minds : although then, it wag
divinity that was in fault through its load of perver-

sions and supei'stitions, while now out of an undue ra-

tionalism men are seeking to pervert the Creeds them-
selves into a futile conformity to their own supposed moral
instincts. And it may well be, then, the crisis of Prot-

estantism among us, as continental spectators of a scep-

tical turn appear sarcastically to consider it ; the sift-

ing, at any rate, of the extreme anti-Church system
which abroad usurps the name. It may be the test of

the vitality of the Church of England herself, and of

the work that has been done to revive her true strength

during the last thirty years ; which is the light in which
it seems to have struck the mind of the greatest of those

who have unhappily quitted the English Church be-

cause they thought she had lost her vitality. It is, at

any rate, a time when religious questions are being sifted

with an apparatus of knowledge, and with faculties and
a temper of mind, seldom, if ever, before brought to

bear upon them. The entire creation of new depart-

ments of knowledge, such as philology ; the discovery,

as of things before absolutely unknown, of the physical
history of the globe ; the rising from the grave, as it

were, of whole periods of history contemporary with
the Bible, through newly found or newly interpreted

monuments ; the science of manuscripts, and of settling

texts,—all these, and many more that might be named,
embrace in themselves a whole universe of knowledge
bearing upon religion, and specially upon the Bible, to

which our fathers were utter strangers. And beyond all

these is the change in the very spirit of thought itself,

equally great and equally appropriate to the conditions
of the present conflict ; the transformation of history by
the critical weighing of evidence, by the separation from
it of the subjective and the mythical, by the treatment
of it in a living and real way ; the advance in Biblical

criticism which has undoubtedly arisen from the more
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thoroiigli application to the Bible of the laws of human
criticism, (the honey out of the lion's carcase ;) the tem-
per of mind in dealing with the supernatural, which
habits of experimental science and enlarged physical

knowledge have engendered ; and above all, the entire

change in the point of view from which men regard all

subjects, from the outward to the inward, from the his-

torical to the metaphysical, from the sensuous to the

transcendental, from the common sense of last century

to the theories of the Absolute and the Infinite which
occupy the attention of the present.

Be the crisis however great or small, and whatever
share in any recasting of the religious thouglit of the

age, for good or for evil, the " Essays and Reviews " as

a whole may be destined to take, the particular Essay,

at any rate, to which the present paper relates must in

fairness be exonerated from any intentional participa-

tion in the furtherance of scej^ticism. It is a sequel to

other valuable papers by the same pen on kindred sub-

jects. And had it occurred alone, the literary w^orld

would have welcomed in it a proof that its writer had
not deserted those studies which once promised at his

hands a really great and enduring work,—a work of

which it may be boldly said that it should have taken
rank on its special subject with the larger labours of a
Hallam. It is an Essay open, no doubt, to literary

criticism ; searching in its analysis, apt in its quota-
tions, sound in its general view of the age which is its

subject, but on the other hand, unfair to some of the
w^riters criticized, fragmentary, and undeveloped ; but
it is one which w^ould not in itself have stirred the

waters of theological polemics. And its w-riter must
have woke up with something of a sense of both sur-

prise and injustice, to the indiscriminate censure wdiich

has attached to him the common notoriety of the vol-

ume. Without pretending to do otherwise than regret

the temper in wdiich it is w^ritten, or to underrate the

mischievous eifect it may probably have, being where
it is, upon young and clever students, or to disguise the

unsettHng impression which it leaves upon the reader,
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or to deny that its writer has himself to thank for the

rashness which originally joined (and let it be added,

for the generosity which will not now desert) his col-

leagues ; it must be obvious, nevertheless,—1, that the

Essay was not written with any theological object, good
or bad, but mainly with a literary one ; and, 2, that it

is a libel to accuse it of containing either wanton or

formal unbelief. It is written in a dissatisfied tone of

isolation. It knocks down without building up. It

ignores or depreciates objective standards of truth, and
speaks of the conflict between faith and infidelity with-

out sufliciently recognising the possibility of any clear

grasp of a truth above opinion. It drops here and there

harsh-sounding dicta^ unexj^lained and undeveloped,

which will be read by the light of more pronounced
passages in the other Essays, and which therefore in the

result, in spite of honest disclaimers of " conspiracy,"

afiix a subsequent responsibility to the writer for all

parallel passages in the volume—a responsibility which
it would surely be both reasonable and desirable to dis-

claim. But these things apart—and I have no inten-

tion to make light of them—the Essay is not open,

either in tone or in matter, to the imputations justly

made against one or other of its companions. It does

not offend good taste, nor violate the common principles

of honesty, nor indulge in wanton profanity. It does

not formally propound or indirectly imply any of the

now current forms of unbelief, which disfigure the

pages of some of the remaining Essays :—the ideology,

for instance, which dissolves Scripture into a subjective

reflection of the Oriental mind, and exhibits it as the

merely human product of a peculiar national literature,

—or the metaphysical scepticism, which denies the

possibility of revelation or of any dispensation of God
to man as inconsistent with the perfection of the Divine

attributes,—or that perversion, again, of the Baconian
spirit, which is striving to confound both the animate

with the inanimate, and the moral with the physical,

and having frozen the whole into a like mechanic sla-

very to law, to crown the absurdity by substituting an
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abstraction of tlie human mind for a personal God.
Even that which is more akin to the speculations of the

Essay, and which forms the staple of those of one of its

companions,—the tracing np the battle of human opin-

ion into the substance of the New Testament itself, and
the assertion of an unauthorized deyelopment, not only

as between Scripture and the Creeds, but as between
our Lord and His Apostles, or as between our Lord in

Himself and the representation of Him and of His words
which is described as reflected to us through the mirror

of the minds of early discij^les, wdio were of course fal-

lible men,—these have no place here. Neither does it

tamper with texts of Scripture, or affirm the honesty
of subscribing theological propositions which the writer

does not believe, or assert any special point of false

doctrine. The whole field, again, of Bibhcal criticism

is out of its way. One text of Scripture alone claims a
mention of its various interpretations, but is not inter-

preted by the Essay itself. And had its writer only
refrained from some cursory remarks at the beginning
of his paper, which seem to imbed his special subject
in a naturalistic theory of Church history in general
and form a neat and compact formula of successive
"theories of belief" current from time to time in the
Church, which seems to land us in the position that the
Church has not yet found a trustworthy " tlieory of
belief " at all, little would have been said theologically
of his Essay. It would have given offence to the
holders of some popular opinions. It would have left

an uncomfortable impression resj^ecting the extent to

which ambiguous phrases were intended to reach. It

would not have done,—what the writer might have
well done,—aided the good cause by his slirewd insight
and great analytical powers. But neitlier would it

have drawn down the severe censure wliich has now
swept over it. The one or two sentences,^ singled out

* Two passages are cited in the Report of the Committee of the Lower
House of Convocation from Mr. Pattison's Essay. One, we must take leave
to affirm, is capable of a better interpretation, while the other is incapable
of the bad one affixed to it.

1. From pp. 327, 328 of the volume :—" If reason be liable to an in-
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to justify its inclusion in that censnre, would have been
interpreted in the better instead of in the worse mean-
ing. And nothing would have involved the writer

then,—as indeed there is little now, generosity apart,

which need continue to involve him,—in the general

fiuence which warps it, then there is required some force which shall keep

this influence under, and reason alone is no longer the all-sufficient judge

of truth. In this way we should be forced back to the old orthodox doc-

trine of the chronic impotence of reason, superinduced upon it by the

Full ; a doctrine which the reigning orthodoxy had tacitly renounced."

The previous sentence in Mr. Pattison's text shews that he is here point-

ing out the inconsistencies of the evidential school of divines upon their

own (imputed) principles. It is they, not himself, who would be " forced

back " upon the orthodox doctrine of the Fall by the conditions of their

own hypothesis : whereas, according to Mr. Pattison, they had implicitly

renounced that doctrine by their assumption of the supremacy of reason.

It is impossible, he says in effect, at one and the same time to rest the

claims of religion upon the paramount authority of reason, and to impute

to all who deny those claims, an incapacity in point of reason to appre-

hend them. Mr. Pattison seems to have exaggerated his ease, in point of

fact, in both parts of this argument. Divines of those days were neither

rationalists, nor deniers of the feebleness produced in the reason by means
of the Fall, to the extent to which he alleges they were. Neither is the

tone of the allusion to such a subject such as one is disposed to defend.

But assuredly the paragraph implies nothing whatever of Mr. Pattison's

own belief or disbelief in the doctrine of Original Sin or its consequences.

2. From p. 297 :
—" In the present day, when a godless orthodoxy

threatens, as in the fifteenth century, to extinguish religious thought alto-

gether, and nothing is allowed in the Church of England but the formulae

of past thinkings, which have long lost all sense of any kind, it may seem
out of season to be bringing forward a misapplication of common sense in

a bygone age."

Unhappy words, no doubt, on any shewing ; and if they did apply to

the Creeds, (as the Convocation Committee suppose,) then worse than un-

happy. But surely the very turn of the language excludes the alleged

reference. The common sceptical objection to the Creeds lies, not against

the obsoleteness, but against the precision of their meaning. Neither was

it the Creeds, but the overgrowth of theological systems, which did the

m-ischief in the fifteenth century. It is at least far more probable, that the

writer was thinking of those relics of the phraseology of mediaeval or of

still later controversies which have been embalmed, not only in our formu-

laries, but also in the established orthodoxy of predominant schools, or of

what is commonly acknowledged as standard divinity : to some of which

he elsewhere alludes, and upon which a good deal of the Atonement con-

troversy undeniably turns. And the question then must be, 1. To what

extent he intends to carry his censure ? Are all parties alike, or is the

prevailing party really imposing upon us, by the help of bigoted public

opinion, unauthorized terms of communion, which after all will not bear

sifting by the light of reason and sound knowledge ? There is something

of such a spirit. There are party formulae which very many would en-
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and deserved condemnation of the volume as a whole.

For if rationalism is imputed in the Essay to any, that

rationalism, be it remembered, is condemned. If a

particular theological school is accused of failure, it is

because that school assumed the supremacy of—not the

reason only, but—the common reason of man over

force, in spite of the reclamations of a sounder divinity, by the silent mar-

tyrdom of social persecution. Yet one would be sorry to say of even the

fautors of these, that they were " godless." They are only narrow-minded

and in earnest, determined to support truth, but not exactly qualified to

know what is truth. And are they the Church of England ? And if the

Church as a whole is meant, then, 2, one must ask, What is included under

this term of "past thinkings"? Mr. Pattison probably means only that

there are many narrow views to which religious people generally cling as

to essential truth, although advanced knowledge has shewn them to be un-

tenable. There certainly are such views. But under the circumstances it

is not unreasonable to ask a direct disclaimer of including under them more
than the mere relics of Evidential, or Puritanical, or other older schools,

and not what other Essayists appear to intend, the current unquestioning

behef in Scripture and the Creeds, which is undoubtedly cherished with a

jealous care by a not godless orthodoxy. That Mr. Pattison means this, I

see nothing in his words to shew, I wish there was more in those words

to render it impossible. Surely, too, it is the hastiest of historical para-

doxes to parallel the present time with that horrible Pharisaism of self-

complacent orthodoxy (so called) combined with outward pomp and inward

corruption which ushered in the Keformation. But it is one thing to pro-

test against the exaggeration of the passage historically considered, or

against the unsoundness of the principle involved in it, or against the im-

putation it contains upon the Church of the present day : another to con-

demn a writer of fundamental denial of Christianity, because he demurs to

the retention and (alleged) unintelligent and bigoted use of past controver-

sial language. Kor does it follow, that Mr. Pattison denies the truth of

these formulae,—rather it seems implied that he believes in them,—as

re'ferred to their original historical place and circumstances. That the

present Church of England is indeed so intolerant of " religious thought,"

as the passage asserts, is at least not the common opinion. Legally, she is

held by most people to be more tolerant than she ought to be, and at least

as tolerant as is consistent with holding any dogmas at all. That there are

narrow and intolerant men within her, is perhaps rendered more prominent

in proportion to her own laxity and their consequently louder reclamations.

And undoubtedly there are kinds of " free-handling " of religious subjects,

against which the faith of Church-people generally rises in protest. But
with respect to these the only ciuestion is one of degree. The most hberal

thinker would allow that some scepticism ought to be met by the moral

coercion of an earnest counter-belief in the Church. The point is, whether
the line is drawn at present too narrowly, and whether that counter-belief

is really a sound and earnest one ; and this, not as regards particular cote-

ries or parties, but prevailing public Church opinion. Are people really

disabled too much from preaching or printing what they please ?
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divine tnith. If the transcendental reason, in the judg-
ment of the Essayist, cannot solve clearly, and the com-
mon reason cannot solve at all, the popular objections

against Scripture morality, it is the rationalist hypo-
thesis which is in fault, for assuming as a principle that

such objections have a right to a clear solution. If the
Deistical and the Christian arguments are represented
as almost evenly balanced, the reason lies, not in any
denial of the superiority of the latter cause in itself, but
in the mistaken principles ui^on which both alike are

alleged to have proceeded. And although the various
theories are found fault with into which men have
hitherto analysed the grounds of their belief, yet the
" eternal verities " of the faith itself, and the revelation

of them, are throughout assumed.
The Essay is a chajDter, or part of one, in Church

history, written with a professedly practical object, and
upon certain principles. What lesson, then, does the
writer intend us to draw from the facts he analyzes ?

And are those facts correctly represented ? And, lastly,

what principles are implied in the sketch given of
them ?

To " guide us through the maze of religious pretence
by which we are now surrounded," is the practical use
suggested of the picture here drawn of our antecedents.
We are to learn our present bearings by tracing the
mental route that has actually brought us where we are.

ISTo doubt the true use, or one of them, of the study of
Church history. But the Essay leaves us, nevertheless,

to frame our conclusion for ourselves.

Now there does indeed appear to be one unmistake-
able lesson impressed upon us by the history of religious
thought in England during the last century ; and that
is, the untold value of the Church movement of thirty
years ago. The obvious remedy for the patent defects
of eighteenth-century divinity in England lay in Church
principles, to the revival of which indeed these defects

did, historically, lead. A sceptical spirit of toleration,

based upon indifferentism,—and as a reaction from this,

an unregulated and individualizing Methodism,—and
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tlirouglioiit, an attempt to deal with religions trntli

through the instrnmentality of reason in its shallowest

form,—are the " agencies " specified in the Essay as

marking that period ; and they are also the " agencies,"

against which a deeper reason, and a more chastened

spiritualism, and the craving of men's minds for truth

out of and above themselves, have in this present cen-

tury risen in a most righteous rebellion. Other and
collateral causes co-operated

;
political circumstances,

the revival of learning, a corresponding revolution in

mental philosophy, wider social sympathies, improved
taste, the wonderfully increased intercourse between
the various portions of the Church throughout the

world. But the results of the misuse of j^nvate judg-

ment, which Methodism, and afterwards Evangelicalism,

had only transferred from the tribunal of the common
reason to that of the spiritual emotions, underlay the

whole. That sincerity is a legitimate substitute for

truth, that the inward emotions of the individual be-

liever supply the basis of faith, that belief is to be lim-

ited to the boundaries of the understanding,—these and
the like propositions, held under various forms and by
different schools, indicate the tone of thought, originating

in the period which this Essay delineates, and continu-

ing even now, against which a profounder religious

movement has in good time protested.

But the Essay itself may be thought perhaps to sug-

gest another conclusion, and to point to a different sort

of religious movement. Tlie failure of common sense

as an organ of religious inquiry is the main result Avhich

it (most truly) signalizes. The merit which counter-

balanced the failure was the practical application of

religion, such as common sense had made it, to the real

wants of the time. And the use of reviving the re-

membrance of that failure is hinted to be the necessity

of a similar effort now to render religion truly practical,

only with a liigher and better instrument. The fuller

language of other Essays lends to the suggestion a more
decided meaning, for which the words of the particular

Essay merely leave room. The thoughts and language
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of a past generation do not meet the religions wants of

the present, and religion, it is assnmed, is becoming in

conseqnence unreal. But while the present Essay
merely indicates the want, the others claim, as belong-

ing to their OAvn school, the only true and efficient way
of meeting it. IS'ow about the facts, it is to be sup-

posed, the whole world unhappily are agreed. From
various causes there is an infidelity among us of a new
kind, to which older writers suj^ply no answer. To put
the apologists or the divines of the last or any preced-

ing generation into the hands of assailants of the truth

now, or into those of persons who really desire to be-

lieve, is no doubt a mockery. Their mode of reason-

ing, their very principles, their range of knowledge,
however grounded upon substantial truth, are out of
date. The Paleys or the Lardners supply no answer to

the Strausses or the Hennells. And we must needs
come to the modern pages of Eogers or of Mansel to

find the appropriate reply to Francis Newman or to

Theodore Parker. Tliat there is need, then, of a new
" Nationalism," and sj)ecially of an application to the
altered difficulties of the time of a profounder and more
critical knowledge and of the higher reason, is a state-

ment in which all must agree. And though it may be
hard to see the sincerity of an attempt which, as a
whole, seeks to conquer infidelity by admitting its prin-

ciples and adopting its conclusions, yet one is bound to

give even the extremest of the Essayists credit for at

least the intention of making it. But the real thing

wanted is not new Creeds, but to bring the new modes
of thought into subjection to the old ones. And which
have laboured most successfully at this task, Mr. Mau-
rice and Professor Jowett, or Mr. Pogers and Professor
Mansel ? The Church does indeed want a new " Ka-
tionalism," that shall employ a higher range of facul-

ties than the common sense of the older rationalists (if

they may be truly so called), and shall base itself upon
a wider and more intelligent knowledge than theirs, and
shall aim at a higher and more spiritual and distin-

terested morality than the prudential bargaining with
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God and with the world which satisfied them. But she

must find it,—and whatever might be feared, there is

nothing in the Eector of Lincohi's own pages to prevent

his finding it also,—in a school toto codo opposed to

that, whicii first of all has specially distinguished itself

by denouncing the higher reason as no reason at all,

and as leading to atheism ; and secondly has adopted
the unsound history and crude theology of such as

Bunsen ;
* and thirdly, while shrinking honourably

from the ethical fatalism under which the Mills and the

Buckles have revived the old " sufiicient-cause " quibble

of Hobbes, has itself become the apostle of a half-

pagan type of physical morality, too self-reliant and too

much wrapped up in the world we live in to be wholly
Christian, to say nothing of the omission from its lead-

ing idea of manliness of most of the gentler, and many
of the nobler, meanings of " humanity." We do want,
indeed, a new " Rationalism," but it must be far other

than this. It must be a rationalism that shall not seek

to defend the Creeds by giving them up ; shall not
mutilate them of obnoxious doctrines in order to pur-

chase from man's reason a hollow and patronizing
acquiescence in the remainder ; shall not leave us to the
alternative of Romanism or Socinianism by assuming
the Catholic faith of the first centuries to have been a
human development of a primitive undoctrinal moral-
ity ; shall not, in a word, make a peace with human
reason by acknowledging its supremacy in order to re-

tain at its mercy the relics of a pseudo-Christianity. It

* The historical critic who can postpone the Bible to Manetho, surely
puts himself out of court on purely Literary grounds. And if any one
wishes the measure of Bunsen's theology, let him read his speculations on
the doctrine of the Trinity in his " Christianity and Mankind," vol. iv, part
ii. sect. iii. cc. 2, 3, ed. 1854. Really one ought to speak out about a writer

whom persons of such opposite schools in England have at different times
eo strangely combined to idolize. If any religious and sensible man, no
matter what his views so that he be a Christian, can read the passage just

referred to without an involuntary thrill of mingled horror, pity, and con-
tempt, I am sadly mistaken. It may sound arrogant, but tlie truth is

greater than great men. And I do say advisedly, that such ravings have
seldom darkened counsel by words without knowledge since the days of
the Gnostics.
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must be one, on the contrary, that shall so use the deeper
philosophy and wider knowledge of the day, as to add
one more link to the ever-lengthening chain of proof,

that the trnths of revelation overmaster all phases of

human reason, and that each new development in man's
mental history has ever found itself constrained to sub-

mit to the conditions of thought laid down once for all

in the faith of Christ. "Would that the Hector of Lin-

coln may turn his own great powers to the task, of

which he so vividly sees the need, and the lines of

which he has so truly laid down by contrast in the
masterly picture he has drawn of an unsuccessful ra-

tionalism.

But we turn from the object of the Essay to its con-

tents ; from the lesson it designs ns to draw, to the facts

upon which the lesson is based.

I. Its main subject is the anti-deistical writers of

1Y20—1750. It imputes to them rationalism. The ac-

ceptance of reason as the supreme judge of the matter
as well as the evidence of revelation, is the main fea-

ture in the picture drawn of them. Without attempt-
ing to settle the true bounds of the functions of reason in

religious subjects, or to define differing degrees of ex-

cess in the matter, an extreme view of the subject *is

laid to the charge of the school of writers above named
as a whole, including names eminent not only then but
for all time. Is this charge well grounded ?

There can be no doubt that the eighteeenth century
was a rationalistic age. Reason was its cry. And the

tone of the time infected the Church as well as its

opponents. But then rationalism appears in Church
writers in the form of a concession, under continual
protest, and carefully shackled by all possible limita-

tions. Of the writers named in the Essay, even Bogers
talks of " inevident " propositions in religion. And Til-

lotson denies that " the finite can comprehend the in-

finite," or that human similitudes can fully explain
divine mysteries. And Brideaux qualifies his own
broad principle, in the end of the Tract from which the
Essay quotes. And of others we shall see below, that
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a denial of the supremacy of reason is really more tlieir

object than an assertion of it. Conceding then (as we
must) the name, and the fact, so far as they indicate a

difference betweeen particular schools of English theol-

ogy, it is clearly unfair to reckon these divines and their

opponents as alike rationalists. And the result of so

indiscrimiDate a statement is simply to leave the im-

pression that the Christian reasoners in that controversy

did precisely the opposite of what they really did. It

is equivalent to saying that their chief occupation was
to maintain the supremacy of reason ; whereas they

rather accept the principle at their opponents' hands as

containing a basis of truth, while their own works were

mainly written in order to limit and control it.

Indisputably, however, the school was undnly ra-

tionalistic. And every one familiar with their writings

must admit the general truth of the masterly analysis

given in the Essay, of their line of argument. In many
things the age was too much for them. They treated

reason, to use Butler's phrase, with far too much of

" consideration."

1. That religious faith ought to be the issue of a

purely intellectual process, is maintained by them in a

far too unguarded way. While admitting that in

point of fact it can hardly be the actual case with any,

tlieir ideal of a Christian belief was yet that of a state

of mind which, starting from pure impartiality, had
admitted no influences to build it up save those which
reach the heart through the understanding. So far the

Essayist has not done them injustice, and has supplied
*

to ourselves a powerful and profound criticism upon a

position too common still to render that criticism un-

practical, nnd too much mixed up with truth to allow

it to be useless.

2. Again, that the truths of revelation, on that side

of them which relates to the nature and attributes of

God, belong to a different order of truths from those

which come within the range of human experience ; that

the causes of our inability'to fathom religious mysteries,

do not lie simply in the partial and limited extent of
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our knowledge, but in the necessary texture of that

knowledge in itself; that the infinite is not simply an
indefinite extension of the finite, but belongs to a
different range of intellectual powers, and appeals to

faculties which man has not, although he can perceive

the limitations of those which he has, and can recognise

accordingly the existence of truths which he cannot
master,—these and the like familiar results of later

pliilosophy w^ere mainly wanting to philosophers and
divines alike of a century since. And the Essayist has
justly noted the defect. It is one prominent in the

unmetaphysical pages of Bishop Butler. And though
intimations may be found of the deeper view in the
writings of eighteenth century divines,—and the cel-

ebrated work of Bishop Browne is a proof that the for-

mal speculations of even theologians tended sometimes,
wisely or unwisely, in a like direction,—yet the general
tone of speculation on the subject tended to the encour-
agement of undue rationalism, by omitting to mark dis-

tinctly the existence of those deeper truths before which
reason fails in its own intrinsic jDowers.

3. Further still, the Hanoverian divines of the last

age, though the Essayist only notes this incidentally,

paid little attention to the authority of the Church, in

any sense of the phrase. It w^as no age, so far as they
were concerned, for Catenas, except as an argumentum
ad homines against Rome. Nor do w^e find in them
patristic quotations, as a rule, and hardly at all. Is'or do
they make more than passing references, more for com-
pleteness' sake than anything else, to the views of the
primitive church or of (Ecumenical Councils upon re-

ligious truths. So far from going into any excess in
this direction by way of counterbalance to reason, the
leading divines of that time did not lay even due stress

upon that historical and external system of belief which
offers an authoritative interpretation of Scripture upon
essential doctrinal points. They threw individuals too
nakedly upon their own bare reason, and bade them
make a creed for themselves with too little of safeguard
in respect to tlie Creeds of the Church. Yet even this

14
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must be qualified. For to talk of Cluircli authority

to deistical opponents would have been waste of words.

And the theory at least of " the use and value of eccle-

siastical antiquity" cannot be said to have been wholly
forgotten or denied in the age that produced Cave and
Waterland.

4. Again, there is of course a sense in which reason

is supreme. Just as the most vacillating will prac-

tically decides
;
just as it is his eyes with which a man

must see, although he may see very badly : so the rea-

son of each man necessarily rules the judgments which
he forms. It is a common fallacy which shifts the real

burden of the private judgment question to an irrele-

vant issue. That question is not, by what faculty a
man must shape his religious faith, but by what rules

and with what auxiliaries he must govern that faculty

in the process ; to what limits and to what conditions

reason itself says that reason onght to submit in the

matter. Locke's dictum, then, is self-evident—that to

extinguish reason in order to exalt faith is the same as

to put out our eyes in order to see better with a tele-

scope. The information supplied by faith must per-

force be cast in the mould of the human reason in order

to obtain access to the human mind at all. The su-

premacy of reason in this sense is a truism. The real

question is, how far the forms of the reason are dis-

covered by the reason itself, whether upon internal or

upon external grounds, to be adequate or inadequate to

present truly the truths which they convey ; how far it

is reasonable to believe that the subjective representa-

tion corresponds to the objective truth. We must per-

force argue on the assumption of the forms of the reason.

And reason itself must settle, for us, how far these

forms are to be trusted as sufficient equivalents for the

ideas represented under them. It must be admitted,

then, that large general statements about the power of

reason in any school of divinity prove little; but that

the gist of the question lies in the explanations and
qualitications by which these statements are reduced
from bare truisms to a sj^ecial theological view.
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5. And in particular of the primary axioms of the

moral reason. Surely nothing can be made out re^

specting the doctrines of a particular school from ad-

missions of the independence and supremacy of the sim-

plest moral ideas. The Occham doctrine (if it was Oc-
cham's) which resolves morality into the arbitrary Di-
vine will, can be nakedly held by none who understand
their own words. When Waterland maintains some-
thing like it as against the free-thinkers, his argument
is perforce a heap of confused self-contradictions. I do
not mean that human reason can theoretically combine
religion and morality into a single idea, so as to obviate
all cavil, or even all reasonable difficulty ; or that there
is not a truth at the bottom of the perversion which
goes by Occham's name, and which must not be got rid

of by a simple assertion of the contradictory of it. Mo-
rality must not be set up as something overruling God
from without Him. But if we are to have any real

meaning in our words, the proposition that God is good
must needs contain something more than that He is

anything whatsoever that He has pleased to be. And
every one who would argue on moral subjects, must
needs have distinct and substantive principles on which
to argue. It is no " rationalism," then, in any specific

sense, to maintain that elementary moral truth is as

axiomatic as the bare forms of the reason themselves.
The real questions are, to what extent we know the
facts and are capable therefore of applying the axioms

;

and how far these elementary truths are adequate rep-

resentations of absolute morality, and caj)able therefore
of bearing the inferences which, on the assumption of
such adequacy, seem to follow from them. Such state-

ments, then, as those of Butler, of which the Essayist,

by the way, has not quoted the strongest, prove noth-
ing of Butler's " rationalism." For they are the com-
mon " rationalism " of all reasoners, the essential pre-
requisites to any reasoning, or to any reasoning on
moral subjects, at all. Every one must say with him,
that " reason is indeed the only faculty we have where-
with to judge concerning anything, even revelation
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itself;" and that he must not "be misunderstood to

assert that a supposed revelation cannot be proved false

from internal characters : for it may contain clear im-

moralities or contradictions ; and either of these may
prove it false." Still more, in the words quoted in the

Essay, must it be maintained, that there is a " moral

fitness and unfitness of actions, prior to all will what-

ever :
" and further still (what is necessary to make this

passage relevant) that this moral fitness or unfitness is

discernible to some real extent by human reason, even

as weakened by the Fall.

So far, then, the imputation of rationalism to the

eighteenth century is very far from being an untrue

imputation. ISTot only were the divines of the ruling

party of that time rationalists in the sense in which
every reasoner and every moral reasoner must be so

;

but beyond this, they must be admitted to have laid

too exclusive a stress upon the reason, to have ignored

too much, if not in many instances altogether, the higher

faculties of the reason, and to have unduly left out the

counterpoises provided against unwise private judg-

ment. But the Essay imputes to them a much more
extreme rationalism than this. It represents them as

claiming or admitting a " verifying faculty " in the

largest sense. Reason, in their use of it, is described as
" proving instead of evolving, arguing upon instead of

appropriating, the eternal verities." And the " suprem-
acy of reason " appears to mean, that although Christian

mysteries could not have been discovered by reason,

yet when made known they must be capable of rational

proof, must harmonize with rational presumptions, must
be such that reason distinctly recognises their necessary

truth upon its own principles. It is a legitimate result

of such a view, for instance, that tlie doctrine of the

Holy Trinity could not indeed have been discovered

by man uninformed from God; but that, being thus

made known to him, he can perceive by reason, that

the case could not have been otherwise ; and that if he
could not perceive this, the doctrine must be false. The
comparison of the early anti-deistical writers to Cole-
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ridge sufficiently sliews that this is the meaning here

attributed to the word Rationalism. It is not simply

that nothing is to be allowed which is contradictory to

reason, but that " the mysteries of Christianity are rea-

son in its highest form ; " i. e. necessarily, reason as

man now possesses that facnlty, only, as Coleridge

meant it, in respect to its transcendental and not its

common-sense powers. " Human reason as strengthened

by Christianity "—so his view has been expressed

—

" can evolve all the Christian doctrines from its own
sources." Still more, in the words quoted in the Essay
itself, must " the compatibility of a document with the

conclusions of self-evident reason, and with the laws of

conscience," be " a condition a priori of any evidence
adequate to the proof of its having been revealed by
God." And so also, in the language of the Essay, the
earlier eighteenth-century divines are described to us
as holding, that the truths revealed by Christianity,

over and alDove those previously known by the light of

natural religion, " could not have been thought out by
reason, but when Divinely communicated, approve
themselves to the same reason which has already put
us in possession " of those previous truths. Or in other

words, the " supremacy of reason " is alleged to have
been maintained by these divines, not simply as judg-
ing of evidence, but as judging also, and as by an ade-

quate instrument for the purpose, of the possibility and
of the Tightness of the thing evidenced ; and again, not
simply as understanding the meaning of terms so far as

to attach a real and precise sense to them, and as de-

ciding upon the compatibility of those terms with one
another in a proposition to the extent of rejecting sim-

ple contradictions, and as drawing immediate inferences,

as e. g. from moral or other axioms, w^ithin the limits

of its own experience and of its own comprehension of

those terms, but as thoroughly master of religious ideas,

so that no doctrine can be accepted as true unless its

terms in their full meaning, and the entire relations of

those terms to one another, and not their compatibility

only with self-evident principles of reason but their de-
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pendence upon sucli principles, be patent to the human
reason itself. Now nothing is easier than to shew that

the leading divines of that age were so far from accept-

ing, that they distinctly rejected, the supremacy of

reason in this sense and to this extent. That as a rule

they did not appeal simply to authority, whether of the

Church or of the Fathers or of primitive tradition, but

to reason, and to authority, if at all, only as entirely

subordinate to reason, is perfectly true. Partly it did

not harmonize with their own tone of thought or doc-

trine to do otherwise. Partly they were compelled by
ithe necessities of argument to take ground which their

opponents would admit. It is true, also, that the line

was by no means sharply drawn, in the philosophy of

the time, between the sensuous and the transcendental,

between the world of experience and of phenomena, and

that of intuitions and of things as they are in them-

selves, between the common and the higher reason.

And divines did not anticipate the philosophical specu-

lations of a later date. The Tertullianistic paradox,
' The harder a doctrine the better for faith,' was the

opposite to their line of thought. But assuredly the

divines of those days neither asserted the comprehen-

sibility, still less the capability of being rationally

proved,—nor alleged that comprehensibility or capa-

bility as conditions of the truth,—of religious mysteries.

They did not hold that mysteries must have ceased to

be such, if they are to be reckoned in the list of Gospel

doctrines. They seem, on the contrary, to have drawn
the line between reason and faith, practically and sub-

stantially, although in language of very different aspect

and approaching the subject from an entirely different

side, pretty much where the philosophical defenders

of the Christian faith at this very day would draw it.

Their main object is to depress reason. They treat it

tenderly, but from argumentative considerations. It

was their opponents' main theme, and that on which

they relied : and controversialists must needs make all

possible concessions to the main strength of an oppo-

nent's argument, in order at once to shield themselves
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from sound objections, and to obtain the greater van-

tage-ground for their pwn assault. But the whole drift

of their reasoning is to put limits upon reason, although

thej certainly draw those limits far too laxly. One
might almost say, that the Essay, unintentionally and
for want of sufficient discrimination, but really, repre-

sents the greater Christian defenders as yielding the

precise points upon which they most insisted. The
whole of Butler's " Analogy," for instance, is an elabo-

rate depreciation of the supremacy of reason. It seems
to imply, indeed, too strongly, that if we knew all the

facts, we could judge, even with our present faculties.

But then we cannot know all the facts, or more than
the very least portion of them. And its main principle

is, that reason must accordingly be content with being
irrational,—that it is the height of reason to discern,

that reason cannot judge, because it has not the princi-

ples on wdiich to judge, but must expect to continue

always in this world baffled by difficulties that it can-

not solve, and compelled to acce]3t as truths positions

that it can neither reconcile nor comprehend, much
less prove. And if we turn from Butler to other and
inferior writers, who yet were among the leading wri-

ters of the Church side of the controversy, we find

generally the same character in their speculations also.

With some exceptions certainly, and above others that

of Tillotson, (and even he, here and there, largely qual-

ifies his generally over-strong statements,) they are

truly, described in the words which Waterland uses of

one of them, when he tells us " that the insufficiency

of reason to be a guide in such matters," viz. of reli-

gion, " hath been very lately set forth " (viz. in Bishop
Gibson's second Pastoral Letter) " in the clearest and
strongest manner for the conviction of infidels."

Take, for instance, the following passages from the
writers selected by a Eegius Professor of Divinity in

the latter part of last century as leading defendei-s of
the faith, those writers themselves belonging to the
earlier period with which the Essay is directly concerned,
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and one of them indeed, viz. Gibson, being quoted in

the Essaj itself.

1. Bishop Stillingfleet, " On Scripture Mrsteries,''

from the EncMridioii Theologicumy vol. i. p. 383, 3rd
edition :

—

" Tmlj no men ('^j their OTvn authority) can pretend to a

right to impose on others any mysteries of faith, or any such

things which are above their capacity to understand. But
that is not our case ;

for we all profess to believe and receive

Christianity as a divine revelation ; and God (we say) may
require from us the belief of what we may not be able to com-
prehend, especially if it relates to Himself, or such things as

are consequent upon the union of the divine and human nature.

Therefore our business is to consider, whether any such things

be contained in that revelation which we all own ; and if they

be, we are bound to believe them, although we are not able to

comprehend them."

2. Id. ibid., pp. 389, sq. :—

" Although in the language of Scripture it be granted, that

the word mystery is most frequently applied to things before

hidden but now revealed, yet there is no incongruity in calling

that a mystery, which being revealed, hath yet something in it

which our understandings cannot reach to. But it is mere
cavilling to insist on a word, if the thing itself be granted.

The chief thing therefore to be done is, to shew that God may
require from us the belief of such things which are incompre-

hensible by us. For, God may require anything from us,

which it is reasonable for us to do ; if it be tluis reasonable for

U3 to give assent where the manner of what God hath revealed

is not comprehended, then God may certainly require it from

us. Hath not God revealed to us, that ' in six days He made
heaven and earth and all that is therein ? ' But is it not reason-

able to behevc tliis unless we are able to comprehend the man-
ner of God's production of tilings ? Here we have something
revealed, and tliat plainly enough, viz. that God ' created all

things
;

' and yet, here is a mystery remaining as to the manner
of doing it. Hath not God plainly revealed that there shall be

a resurrection of the dead ? And must we think it unreason-

able to believe it, till we are able to comprehend all the

changes of the particles of matter from the Creation to the gen-
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era! Resurrection ? But it is said, that there is no contradiction

in this, but there is in the mystery of the Trinity and Incarna-

tion. It is strange boldness in men to talk thus of monstrous

contradictions in things above their reach. The atheists may
as well say, Infinite power is a monstrous contradiction, and
God's immensity and His other unsearchable perfections are

monstrous paradoxes and contradictions. "Will men never

learn to distinguish between numbers and the nature of things ?

For three to be one is a contradiction in numbers ; but

whether an Infinite Nature can communicate itself to three dif-

ferent Subsistences without such a division as is among created

beings, must not be determined by bare numbers, but by the

absolute perfections of the Divine Nature ; which must be
owned to be above our comprehension. For let us examine
some of those perfections which are most clearly revealed, and
we shall find this true. The Scripture plainly reveals, that
' God is from everlasting to everlasting ; ' that ' He was and is

and is to come ;

' but sliall we not believe the truth of this till

we are able to fathom the abyss of God's eternity ? I am apt

to think (and I have some thoughtful men concurring with me)
that there is no greater difficulty in the conception of the Trin-

ity and Incarnation, than there is of eternity. Not but that

there is great reason to believe it ; but from hence it appears

that our reason may obhge us to believe some things which it

is not possible for us to comprehend. "We know that God
must have been for ever, or it is impossible He ever should be

;

for if He should come into being when He was not. He must
have some cause of His being ; and that which was the first

cause would be God. But if he were for ever, He must be
from Himself; and what notion or conception can we have in

our minds concerning it ? And yet, atheistical men can take

no advantage from hence ; because their own most absurd

hypothesis hath the very same difficulty in it. For something
must have been for ever. And it is far more reasonable to sup-

pose it of an infinite and eternal Mind, which hath power and
wisdom and goodness to give being to other things, than of

dull, stupid, and senseless matter, which could never move
itself, nor give being to anything besides. Here we have
therefore a thing which must be owned by all ; and yet such a
thing which can be conceived by none ; which shews the nar-

rowness and shortness of our understandings, and how unfit

they are to be the measurers of the possibilities of things."
14*
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(Stillingfleet pursues the like argument through

others of the divine attributes, such as the spiritual

nature gf God, His foreknowledge, His infiniteness

;

following out a train of thought in substance identical

with that of Mr. Mansel in his sixth Bampton Lecture,

however differing from that lecture, as of course is the

case, in context and immediate purpose, in style of

thought and terminology. The same line of reasoning

is also followed, to the extent of—not "hewing" Atha-

na3iari,ism down to " an intelligible human system," but—^maintaining the doctrine of the Trinity as set forth

in the Athanasian Creed, in Stillingfleet's " Doctrine of

the Trinity and Transubstantiation Compared," ib., pp.
427, sq. ; of which treatise one main object is, to main-
tain such a difference between the relation of the two
doctrines respectively to reason as to support a rejection

of the latter consistently with an acceptance of the

former ; and this is done, not by affirming the former
to be comprehensible, still less proveable by reason,

but only not contradictory to it, whereas the latter is

alleged to be so.)

Taking Stillingfleet for the beginning of the period,

we may turn now to a writer at the close of it.

Bishop Conybeare, (Bishop of Bristol 1750—1755j)
" On Mysteries," ib., vol. ii. p. 32 :~

"The point therefore' in wliich they [the Socinians] differ

from us, is this : we afi&rm that there are several doctrines

above our reason ; and which we are still incapable of compre-
hending, notwithstanding the revelation which hath been made
to us concerning tliem : they affirm, on the contrary, that there

is nothing in the Christian rehgion above our reason ; nothing
but what, by a due use of our faculties, we are able to compre-
hend : and in consequence of this they reject such interpre-

tations of Scripture as carry with them anything incompre-
hensible."

Ibid., p. 34, sq. :

—

" Tliis account supposes that of these mysterious doctrines

we have some ideas ; we have ideas, though such as are either

partial or indeterminate. Indeed, where we can frame no ideas
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we can, strictly speaking, give no assent. For what is assent,

but a perception, or at least a firm persuasion, that the ex-

tremes in a proposition do agree or disagree ? But where we
have iio manner of ideas of these extremes, we can have no
such perception or persuasion. And as no combination of

terms really significant can make a real proposition ; so no
combination of terms to us perfectly unintelligible, can, with

respect to us, be accounted propositions. We do maintain,

therefore,' that we have some ideas even of mysterious doc-

trines. And thus, I conceive, we are sufficiently guarded
against an objection sometimes made against us as contending

for unintelligible doctrines. There is a vast difi'erence between
unintelligible and incomprehensible. That is, strictly speaking,

unintelligible, concerning which we can frame no ideas ; and
that only incomprehensible, concerning which our ideas are im-

perfect; It is plain, therefore, that a doctrine may be intelligi-

ble, and yet incomprehensible. Nay, I shall adventure to

maintain, that there are several propositions of whose extremes
we have ideas, but are yet incapable of discerning how far these

extremes do agree or disagree. For since this agreement or

disagreement is, in most cases, to be proved by the use of sev-

eral intermediate ideas, we are incapable of discerning whether
they do agree or disagree. In all such instances the proposi-

tions are intelhgible, and yet incomprehensible. The incom-

prehensibility therefore of certain doctrines in our religion does

not arise from our having no ideas of them ; but from hence,

that our ideas are either inadequate or indeterminate. I con-

ceive it is very evident, that there may be infinite relations of

one thing to another, which for want of adequate ideas will be
to us undiscernible ; but any propositions with respect to such

undiscernible relations will, when proposed, be to us mys-
terious : and consequently, those who explode all mysteries,

can maintain their ground only by asserting that all their ideas

are adequate
; a perfection which the sober part of mankind

will be very l3ackward in allowing them. Besides this, there

are other things concerning which our ideas are indeterminate.

The importance of the observation will best appear by consider-

ing that in those revelations which God is pleased to make, He
deals with us as men, and does not produce in us any new fac-

ulties different from what we had before. If the doctrines re-

vealed are made up of such ideas as we are capable of receiving

in the ordinary methods of knowledge, then the revelation

is either a farther enforcement of such truths as might naturally
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be known, or a discovery of such truths as (for want oi ad-

equate ideas) could not naturally be known. But it hath hap-

pened in some instances, that the doctrines revealed are made
up of such ideas as we are incapable of receiving in an ordinary

way : such as the doctrines concerning the generation of the

Son of God, the distinction between the Persons in the ever-

blessed Trinity, and the like. In these cases the ideas are

themselves revealed ;—revealed, I say, not by producing in us

any new faculties of receiving them, but by representing them
by some other ideas, with which they have a remote resem-

blance and analogy."

Id. ib., p. 39 :—
" As creatures we must be dependent and finite ; and

whatever is finite in its nature must be finite in its attributes.

The consequence will be, that every creature must be bounded

in its capacity of knowledge. Or thus ; no being can be en-

dued with absolute knowledge, unless it be endued with abso-

lute pefection ; and no being can be endued with absolute per-

fection, but the supreme self-existent Being. From hence it

foUows, that there must be an infinite number of truths actually

comprehended by the self-existent Being, and yet incompre-

hensible by the most perfect creature : i. e. there must be an

infinite number of truths to us mysterious."

Again :

—

"I do maintain, that ... we may have in some cases de-

monstrative evidence of doctrines mysterious."

Id., " On Scripture Difficulties," ib., p. 108, sq. :—

" Mysteries are points in which the Supreme Being hath

imparted some knowledge to us ;—but the revelation stopping

there, several questions to be raised about them are obscure.

Difficult, therefore, they must be, unless our notions concerning

these things were more full and determinate ;—unless our ca-

pacities were greater and the revelation itself more complete. . . .

Words are the immediate representatives of our thoughts ; and

consequently can reach no farther than our thoughts them-

selves. The things, therefore, of which we have hitherto had

no manner of notion, cannot be perfectly represented in our

words : from whence it follows, that to clear up some things in

reference to Divine doctrines, an immediate inspiration to each
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particular person would be necessary ;—a new language to ex-

press such matters, and new ideas to understand the language.

And after all that can be supposed this way, as ours is a finite

nature, it is impossible but some things must exceed our

knowledge."

Turn from these to a writer of intermediate elate.

Bishop Gibson, "First Pastoral Letter," ib., pp.
132, sq. :—

" When a revelation is sufficiently attested to come from

God, let it not weaken your faith if you cannot clearly see the

fitness and expedience of every part of it. This would be to

make yourselves as knowing as God ; whose wisdom is infinite,

and the depth of whose dispensations, with the reasons and
ends of them, are not to be fathomed by our short and narrow
comprehensions. God has given us sufficient capacity to know
Him and to learn our duty, and to judge when a revelation

comes from Him : which is all the knowledge that is needful

to us in our present state. And it is the greatest folly as well

as presumption in any man, to enter into the counsels of God,
and to make himself a judge of the wisdom of His dispensations

to such a degree, as to conclude that this or that revelation

cannot come from God, because he cannot see in every respect

the fitness and reasonableness of it : to say, for instance, that

either we had no need of a Redeemer, or that a better method
might have been contrived for our redemption : and upon the

whole, not to give God leave to save us in His own way. In
these cases the true inference is^ that the revelation is therefore

wise, and good, and just, and fit to be received and submitted

to by us, because we have sufficient reason to beheve that it

comes from God. For so far He has made us competent
judges, inasmuch as natural reason informs us what are the

proper evidences of a Divine revelation ; but He has not let us

into the springs of His administration, nor shewm us the whole
compass of it, nor the connection of the several parts with one
another ; nor, by consequence, can we be capable to judge
adequately of the fitness of the means which He makes use of

to attain the ends. On the contrary, the attempting to make
such a judgment is to set ourselves in the place of God, and to

forget that we are frail men ; that is, short-sighted and ignorant

creatures, who know very little of Divine matters further than

it has pleased God to reveal them to us."
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To whicli let me add the whole of another passage

of the same Bishop, where the writer of tlie Essay,

quoting the first sentences, has snrely not looked to the

next page f and which will also clear two writers at

once from the charge—not of rationalism, but of the

extreme rationalism we are here considering, viz.

Gibson himself, and Locke whom he quotes. It is

part, too, of a set of treatises written expressly to con-

fute those who claim to assent or dissent from Scrip-

ture, "just as they judge it agrees or disagrees with

the light of nature and the reason of things."

Id., "Second Pastoral Letter," ib., p. 16T:—
" Those among us who have laboured of late years to set

up reason against revelation, would make it pass for an es*

tabHshed truth, that if you will embrace revelation, you must of

course quit your reason ; which if it were true, would doubt-

less- be a strong prejudice against revelation. But so far is this

from being true, that it is universally acknowledged that reve-

lation itself is to stand or fall by the test of reason ;
or, in other

words, according as reason finds the evidences of its coming

from God to be or not to be sufficient and conclusive, and the

matter of it to contradict, or not contradict, the natural notion

which reason gives us of the being and attributes of God, and

of the essential differences between good and evil."

So far, save the last clause, the quotation in the

Essay. But Bishop " Gibson adds some most important

qualifications of his statement. He continues :

—

"And when reason upon an impartial examination finds

the evidences to be full and sufficient, it pronounces that the

revelation ought to be received, and as a necessary consequence

thereof, directs us to give ourselves up to the guidance of it.

But here reason stops ; not as set aside by revelation, but as

taking revelation for its guide, and not thinking itself at liberty

to call in question the wisdom and expedience of any part

after it is satisfied that the whole comes from God
;
any more

than to object against it as containing some things, tlie manner,

end, and design of which it cannot fully comprehend."

And then, quoting Locke, he adds further :

—

" These were the wise and pious sentiments of an ingenious

* This 13 noticed in a pamphlet in reply to the Essay by Mr. Candy.
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writer of our own time ;
* I gratefully receive and rejoice in the

light of revelation, which sets me at rest in manv things, the
manner whereof my poor reason can by no means make out to

me.' And elsewhere, having laid it down for a general maxim,
that 'reason must be our last judge and guide in everything,'

he immediately adds, 'I do not mean, that we must consult

reason, and examine whether a proposition revealed from God
can be made out by natural principles, and if it cannot, that

then we may reject it. But consult it we must, and by it ex-

amine whether it be a revelation from God or no. And if

reason finds it to be revealed from God, reason then declares

for it as much as for any other truth, and makes it one of her
dictates.'

"

Lastly, let the following passage of Butler be con-
sidered, which is one of the strongest of his statements.
And let it be asked whether, after all, it does not
qualify as much as it affirms the power of reason : and
whether it in any degree bears out the extreme impu-
tation hazarded in the Essay.

Butler, " Analogy," Ft. i. c. 3 :—
*' Reason can, and it ought to judge, not only of the mean*

ing but also of the morality of the evidence of revelation.

First, it is the province of reason to judge of the morality of

Scripture
;

i. e. not whether it contains things different from
what we should have expected from a wise, just, and good
Being ; for objections from hence have been now obviated

:

but whether it contains things plainly contradictory to wis-

dom, justice, or goodness ; to what the light of nature teaches

us of God."

An admission this, let it be observed : a concession
to opponents, made as strong as the temper^ of the

arguer, candid and discreet to a degree, could fairly

make it, yet qualified in itself to a sense not only allow-

able but necessary, if we are to retain any meaning in

the names of moral attributes at all, and to be taken
also with the fuller qualifications which the w^ork as a
whole is expressly intended to supply.

Of the other points in the Essayist's masterly anal-

ysis of the general argument of the anti-deistical

divines, I have only to say that they form a contri-
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bution of no small value to a yet unwritten chapter of
English Church history. That analysis as a whole no
one can doubt to be a true one : unless so far as this,

that as in the general imputation of rationalism, so in

the other lines of the picture,—e. g. in the doctrinal,

ethical, and social aspects of it,—there is sometimes a
breadth of statement which omits the qualifications

necessary to exactness. The powerful microscope has
occasionally intensified the lights and shades into lines

so marked as to be practically beyond the truth. It is

true, for example, that the doctrine of the fallibility of
human reason arising from the Fall, as of any other
portion of the results of original sin, was not prominent
in the writings of that school. But it is not true that

such a doctrine was, even "tacitly, renounced" by
them. It occurs in terms even in Rogers. And
Bishop Gibson, e.g., expressly cautions us against the
" fallacious" method of " arguing from the powers of
reason in a state of innocence, in wliicli the understand-
ing is supposed to be clear and strong, and the judg-
ment unbiassed and free from the influences of inordi-

nate appetites and inclinations, to the powers and abili-

ties of reason under the present corrupt state of human
nature, in which we find by experience how apt we are

to be deceived ; . . . and more particularly in the case
of religion, how apt our judgment would be to follow
the bent of our passions and appetites, and to model
our duty according to their motives and desires, if God
had left this wholly to every one's reason, and not
given us a more plain and express revelation of His
will, to. check and balance that influence which our
passions and appetites are found to have on our reason
and judgment." Again, it is quite true that the pru-
dential view of morality, which subordinated religion

to jDolice, the next world to the present, was not only
prevalent, but was pushed by some of the divines in

question to a degree quite as extravagant as that im-
puted to them by the Essayist in his comparison of
their view with the sceptical saying of the deist
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Collins. Archbishop Tillotson,* whom the Essayist

selects, has actually gone so far as to demand, "What
religion is good for, but to reform the manners and dis-

positions of men, to restrain human nature from violence

and cruelty, from falsehood and treachery, from se-

dition and rebellion ?"—a doctrine to which its pro-

pounder himself would perhaps hardly have stood if

drawn out into its consequences, but which fully de-

serves the extremest of the condemnation wliich the

Essayist bestows upon that writer, though without
quoting this emphatic passage. Yet in depicting the
theology of the period it would only have been fair to

add, that Waterland pointedly and at length confutes

and censures the statement. Further, although, after

making allowances for the style of controversy prev-
alent in the age, there was still too much of polemical
violence, and although it is true also that Bishops,
writing gravely and calmly, e. g. Gibson and Berkeley,
do impute directly or by implication to freethinkers as

a body a generally lax morality, yet surely it is un-
reasonable to accuse divines, whose usual tone is that

of candour and calm reasoning, of malignantly impu-
ting evil to opponents, on the a ])Tiori assumption that

freethinking opinions and defect of morals must needs
go together, while omitting inquiry into the fact whether
or no they actually did so. Bishops would not have
ventured on the assertion if it could have been refuted

by notorious facts, nay, if it had not been supported
by them. And the Essayist's own account of the period

harmonizes but too well with the truth of the accusation.

On the wdiole, agreeing in the main with the Es-
sayist's estimate both of evidential schools as such, and
of the particular school of internal and d priori evi-

dence here described,—admitting fully, that the com-
mon reason of men, if assumed to be capable of measur-
ing divine truth, will inevitably mutilate and attenu-

ate it in order to bring it within its own grasp, and that

religious views, if exhausted of all spiritual depth by
being reduced to a merely intellectual perception of

* I take the quotation from Waterland.
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moral obligation, will undoubtedly be degraded into a
worldly and utilitarian code of cold prudential precepts
and nothing more,—acknowledging also, that the tone
of religious thought in the ruling divines of the eigh-

teenth century certainly was thrown into the line of
undue appeal to plain common sense, by the over reac-

tion of a very reasonable disgust against the theological

excesses of predestinarian controversy," and into that of

a suppression of the spiritual and mystical element
through horror of such hideous perversions of truth and
morality by the " fq,natics " as may be found recorded
at length in, e. g., Edwards's Gangrcena^ or the like

books ;—I think it must be said, 1. that the present
sketch of these divines, masterly and in the main true,

does nevertheless bring out the dark lines of the pic-

ture without sufficient qualification, from those counter
views which still held theirground ; and 2. that it swamps
in particular such men as Butler, too indiscriminately in

the general condemnation ; and 3. that it overlooks the
decisive evidence to the real ability of the school, af-

forded by its undeniable success. Both combatants it

is true were fighting, so to say, with their right hand
tied and their right eye bandaged. Yet even so, the
Christian defenders, as a matter of fact, maintained
their ground, and defeated their opponents. The deis-

tical school, as a fact, died out. And its line of thought
and moral tone are as dead and repulsive, even to

sceptics of the present day, and its powers of argu-
ment and knowledge as contemptible, as the sharpest
satire could ever represent those of the Christian apolo-
gists to have been. And though the awakened earnest-

ness and deeper spiritualism of the Methodist move-
ment claims a large share in the victory, 3'et some por-

tion of the credit is plainly due to the unanswerable,

* Certainly the origin of the Latitudinarian school, and of its legiti-

mate development in the eighteenth century divines, was, historically, not
any reaction from undue authority claimed for the English Church by the

Laudian divines or any other, but distinctly a reaction from Puritan ex-

cesses, both of theology and of a persecuting spirit. The history of
Whichcote and his friends at Cambridge is sufificient proof of this.
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however limited, arguments of a Leslie on the one hand,
and a Butler on the other.

11. The Essay however is, I think, harder upon
other schools of divines than upon that which is its main
subject. An incidential notice is bestowed by it in

passing upoii the school of external evidences represent-

ed by Paley, upon the Laudian divines, upon the re-

ligious tone and temper of the present day in England.
But the brevity of the notice only aggravates the se-

verity of the censure in each case, by leaving it in the

form of a sharply expressed general condemnation, un-
limited and unapplied.

A " factitious thesis," for instance, and " unreal
matter," and a " conventional case," are the words
flung at the head of Paley's great argument for Chris-

tianity; or again, that it combines a large breadth of
assumption with a narrow result of proof. And it is

compared disadvantageously with the "only honest
critical enquiry into the origin and composition of the

canonical writings," in the last century, Bishop Marsh's
Germanizing lectures on the document-hypothesis of
the origin of the Gospels.

Surely the comparison is hardly fair. It implies

that the two lines of enquiry are divergent modes of in-

vestigating one and the same subject,—the one honest,

and the other not so. They are really distinct and
parallel enquiries, proceeding from a like evidence-

seeking temper, upon different subjects, and neither of
them, so far as I can see, blinking evidence or facts

dishonestly. Each would have welcomed the other as

a fellow-labourer in different compartments of the same
field. Further, while refusing to interpret the unex-
plained praise of this Essay by the elaborate dissolution

of the first three Gospels into an uncertified and incon-

sistent tradition, which is built upon a like eulogy of

Marsh in another part of the volume, it must be said

that this whole inclination towards such enquiries as

Marsh's proceeds very much upon an ignoring of the
external testimony of the Church from the beginning
to the Scriptures. The Gospels claim to be inspired
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Scripture, primarily, upon the historical evidence which
proves them to have been received as such,—as the in-

spired writings of certain inspired men,—from Apos-
tolic times. Into what earlier sources they were re-

solvable in the process of composition, is to believers a

question of curiosity only, except so far as the answer
to it may, 1. remove cavils against the alleged account

of their inspired origin, and 2. throw light upon their

meaning. To unbelievers such a line of inquiry can
do little more than establish the groundlessness of the

cavils in question. I cannot see then how an enquirer is

otherwise than honest who accej)ts external testimony

on such a subject. The one question in the point for

such an enquirer is, whether there be indeed such diflS-

culties in the mutual relations of the language, and of

the meaning, of the first three Gospels one to the other,

as to overpower the external testimony. And the one
value of works like Marsh's seems to be, not the dis-

covery by them of the real account of the materials

from which the Evangelists wrote,—the building has

been raised and the scaffolding knocked down, and no
divination can now conjecture whence each particular

stone was hewn,—but simply to establish that there is

2ipossible account to be given of the existing phenomena,
which shall remove all difficulty from the path of that

external evidence into which the arguments for belief

must be really resolved. The particular account given

by Marsh in the volume in question is indeed futile

enough. And like the similar hypothesis respecting

the Pentateuch, one serpent of the kind has swallowed
up another so rapidly in German speculation on the

subject, as to shew tliat all solid discovery about it is

as impossible as it is indeed superfluous. And surel^Mt

was from this feeling of the inutility of an enquiry
which is to a large extent surpeseded by evidence of

anotlier sort, coupled no doubt with a considerable ig-

norance of German theology, and with a pre-occupation

by nobler and more profitable themes, and not from
any such dishonest fear of results as the Essayist speaks
of, that so few English divines have been found to tread
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in Dr. Marsh's steps. However, there is a ground of
comparison between the historical argument of Paley
and the critical analysis of Marsh, apart from the merits
of the particular writers. Undoubtedly exegetical en-

quiries, assuming them to be rightly conducted, tend
to establish a more profound knowledge and a more
convincing proof than the external and historical. The
light thrown upon Scriptural studies by the complete
living reproduction of the actual circumstances under
which each book was written, at which modern criti-

cism aims, has its undoubted advantages. It breathes
life and motion into Avhat was before like an object
seen in the mass under shade. And so far, I freely own,
that the laboured result of Paley's lengthy argument is

jejune and narrow compared with the results of a study
of the sacred text itself. The very boast of that writer,

—that his book will be serviceable to all denomina-
tions of Christians, because the rent between sects does
not go down to the foundation, which it is his work to

lay,—shews plainly enough how vague that foundation
is, which is the extent of his results. Setting aside,

then, all question respecting the exceedingly imperfect
historical and patristic knowledge of the time and of
the school, (although Lardner, at any rate, cannot be
called ignorant of the latter subject,) it is plain that a
living knowledge of the meaning of Scripture, though
considered only in its literal and direct sense, will pre-

sent to the mind a far more profound and exact con-

ception of the Gospel and of its origin, whether for the
purpose of evidence or of devout thought, than any
amount of bare outward proof of the barren general
proposition that " Christianity," a word connoting many
complex and disputed ideas, rests upon the testimony
of witnesses who could be "neither deceivers nor de-

ceived." Moreover, one cannot but sympathize with
the general remarks, which stigmatize the direct study
of merely external evidence, however necessary with
respect to the unbeliever, as nevertheless injurious to

that temper of belief in the student of which it necessi-

tates the temporary suspension. Apart from the pro-
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fanity wliicli seems almost inseparable from tlie bare
argumentative statement of the case, the mind is taken

off for the time from religious thinking itself to the

mere historical proof of the facts upon which religious

thought may be exercised, which is of course in no
sense religious thinking at all. A rational mind must
indeed have reasonable ground for believing. There is

a legitimate function to be discharged by evidential

reasoning. There is a strength in such evidence which
occasionally may be useful to confirm the faith even of

a believing mind. But it is not the task on which a
Christian temper would choose habitually to employ
itself.

But allowing all this,—allowing that the study of

the text of Scripture is more, remunerating than that

of external evidences ; and that, even as an evidence-

writer, Paley is certainly narrow in the result of his

laboured proof;—does he prove nothing because he
proves little ? A '' conventional case," and " unreal
matter," and a " factitious thesis," imply that the argu-
ment thus stigmatized falls to the ground altogether,

unless upon some one or more groundless assumptions.
And in Paley's great argument,—to say nothing of
Leslie's before, and of Lardner's after him,—what are

these groundless assumptions ? It is perfectly true that

the historical fact of certain miracles, which became
almost the ground of a new religious body among men, is

the sum total of Paley's results. The theory of mir-
acles in themselves, the value of miracles as evidence,
the exclusion of the possibility of any conversion of

subjective belief into supposed objective testimony, the
value of historical evidence as set over against dprioH
reasonings on the subject, the application of the argu-
ment to the special and cardinal doctrines of the faith,

—in a word, the entire subject of the argumentative
bearings and value of the naked skeleton of an argu-

ment put forward, are not touched. The book is no
answer to modern infidelity, no basis for a complete
faith in Christian doctrine ; only a very small portion

of the materials for either. But it is one thing to say
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that an argument is incomplete, or that it did not an-

ticipate, and so did not notice, modes of thought and
reasoning posterior in date to itself; another to stigma-

tize it as founded on mistakes. And if the Essay, as I

believe, means simply the former of the two, then one
cannot but feel it unwise to fling out harsh-sounding
words upon the sensitive mind of the religious public,

all alert as it is at the present moment, and with
considerable jDrovocation, to find heresy wherever it

can.

III. But the Laudian divines come off far worse.

Two or three hard words, which find in the facts a
partial justification, are bestowed, in passing, upon
JPaley : has not the Dalilah of a neat historical formula
tempted the Essayist to sacrifice Laud and his school to

an antithesis? In a brief sketch of the successive
" theories of belief " which have prevailed among
Christians, it was needful so to describe each as to

bring out the link of connection which led to its suc-

cessor. And the Caroline divines are summarily char-

acterized as having substituted the authority of the

iN^ational Church for that of the discarded Church Uni-
versal of pre-Reformation times : and this in such a
way as to render it 'impossible to justify the Reforma-
tion and the breach with Rome."

Now, the only supposition that will justify the first

statement is, that those divines resolved the ultimate
intellectual ground of religious faith into the decree of
the existing and national Church of England. The
only supposition that will justify the second is, that

they resolved it into the decree of the existing Catholic
Church assumed to be represented by the Pope, or at

the outside by the Churches in communion with the
Pope. And surely the Caroline divines were so far

from assuming either of these suppositions, that they
unhesitatingly deny both. Nay, clid any man ever as-

sert for any national Church, as such, the attribute of
infallibility, or the right of concluding the faith of its

own members by its own simple testimony, which im-
plies infallibility ? Or did any English divine of the
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Chnrcli school ever so give np his own cause, as to

allow the identification of the Church Catholic with
any of the half-dozen forms under which the Roman
Catholic controversialist claims infallibility for his own
part of the Church ? It is absolutely certain that Laud
did neither ; nor, I think, any of those divines who are

roughly classed together as forming the Laudian school.

The Church, according to their view,—no doubt to each
individual his own branch of it,—proposes to each the

doctrines of the faith as the doctrines of the Church in

its entirety and from the beginning, gives him there-

with also the Holy Scriptures as God's inspired Word,
refers him to the traditional and historical faith of the

Church Universal, reaching up to and including Apos-
tolic times, as presenting an authoritative interpreta-

tion of Scripture in fundamentals, and bids him then

see for himself that the doctrines she thus lays before

him are in Scripture. If he in a teachable and earnest

spirit endeavours with both heart and reason to em-
brace the truth thus proposed, she tells him that he
will be led on by God's grace to recognize the doc-

trines, thus pointed out to him in Scripture, to be in

themselves divine. An experimental Christian life

will give him an internal evidence of that which first

comes to him on external and historical grounds. And
then according to his measure he will have true faith.

He will at length know his Saviour, not because others

have told him, but for himself. The case of the Samar-
itans in the fourth chapter of St. John was the favourite

type, taken from older divines, and emj^loyed to en-

force the view thus laid down. The woman was as the

present and national Church. She proclaimed Christ

to the people of her village, and announced to them
His supernatural knowledge, and His claim to be the

Messiah ; and she bade them come and see for them-

selves. Her office was external, introductory, eviden-

tial, needing their own act to bring it to a completion.

She could only repeatwhat she had been told, and tes-

tify to her own experience. They accept her invita-

tion, invite the Saviour to dwell with them, and then
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declare to tlie woman that their belief corresponds to,

and crowns, her declaration ; for that they now beheve,

not because of her saying, but because they have heard

Jesus for themselves, and know that he is indeed the

Christ, the Saviour of the world. Here is nothing

surely of a " substitution of the voice of the national

Church for that of the Church universal." So far as

the Church of the day, national or universal, claimed a

self-terminated authority to impose doctrines upon lier

members as of herself, so far there is a rejection of all

such authority on the part of the Church altogether.

So far as the question is of proposing the truth with the

moral authority of a witness, referring the disciple to

the ultimate and divine authority of Scripture, so far

there is no substitution but a retaining of both Church
universal and Church national ; the latter as neces-

sarily the immediate representative to the individual

Christian of the former, but as partaking its authority,

and that simply a moral authority, only in the due pro-

portion which the case itself implies. x\nd so stated,

there is assuredly no suicidal surrender of the Refor-

mation to Rome in the adoption of the principle. For
the Reformation is to be justified on the very ground
that it was an appeal from a corrupt part of the present

Church to the collective witness of the whole Church
yet undivided ; and that corrected by the Scriptures

themselves as being the witness of the first and in-

spired Church, to which Scriptures it is the very ofiice

of the present uninspired Church to introduce her

members as to the final and conclusive AVord of God. "^

Take Laud's own view, too long to quote, but
which any one may find set forth repeatedly in his

*' Conference with Fisher." We have there, first, as

the ultimate objective ground of faith, not the Church
in any sense, but the Scriptures : and these subjectively

* A reference to Laud's *' Conference with Fisher " would be conclu-

sive on this subject. And quotations to the point may be found ready col-

lected in an " Anglican Catena " (" Tracts for the Times," vol. iv.) ; which,

by the way, beginning with Jewel, does not end with Brett or Waterland,

but with Jebb and Van Mildert.

15
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apprehended, tliroiigli tlie aid of the Holy Spirit, not

by the understanding merely, bnt by the entire com-
plex experience of the mature Christian man. And
then we have, next, the Church, the Church Catholic,

the Church from the beginning, brought before the

believer by the voice of the Church present, but with
no claim of formal authority Avithout appeal, even for

the former. And the office of the Church so understood

is introductory, corrective, educational, regulative, inter-

pretative, possessed of a moral authority proportioned

to the universality and antiquity, and other corrobora-

tive circumstances, of the testimony given, but not

claiming to be the formal and ultimate ground of faith.

And if we look further for express statements of the

relative authority of the Church Catholic and the

Church national, these are not far to seek ; and assured-

ly^ negative outright any notion of a desire to substitute

the latter for the former. Jeremy Taylor, perhaps,

can scarcely claim rank as a Laudian divine, although

in his later works he may be mostly so reckoned, and
his departures from that school at any time were partial

and occasional only, however extravagant. Otherwise,
his Ductor Diibitantium would supply us with a precise

testimony. But none can doubt the right of Arch-
bishop Bramhall, the Irish Laud, to represent that

school. And his declaration of faith on the subject (in

the Address to the Christian Reader, prefixed to his

"Replication to the Bishop of Chalcedon") is as exact
as it is instructive. First the " Catliolic cecumenical
essential Church," to which he " submits himself im-
plicitly" until its testimony be given, and "in the prep-

aration of his heart;" seeing that his "adherence is

firmer to the infallible rule of faith, i.e. the Holy Scrip-

tures interpreted by the Catholic Church, than to his

own private judgment and opinions." And next, and
in a distinct line from this, a simple "submission " to
" the representative Church, i. e. a free General Coun-
cil," and "until then to the Church of England, or to

a national English synod, to the determination of all

which, and of each of them respectively, according to
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the distinct degrees of their authority, I yield," he says,
" a conformity and compliance, or at the least, and to

the lowest of them," (i. e. the English national synod,)
" an acquiescence." Assuredly there is no substitution

here of the particular for the universal. As well might
the Archbishop be called a " rationalist," because he
concludes this very declaration of his " theory of be-

lief," by bidding his opponent in the end to " follow

the dictates of right reason." And his more expanded
statement of the nature of the authority which he as-

signs to the national Church, in his " Answer to La
Milletiere," shews plainly that the " authoritative" judg-

ment which he there claims for it, the "judgment of
jurisdiction," is one to which obedience, and not faith,

is the correlative, and w^hich is therefore in no sense a
substitute for the formal infallibility claimed by the

Romanist for the Church Universal as in communion
with the Pope, or even for the practical infallibility

claimed by the Anglican for the Church, as a wdiole

and from the beginning, irrespective of the Pope alto-

gether.

IV. The condition of religious feeling in the present

English Church is a more delicate subject. The relig-

ious world in England at present is described, in differ-

ent parts of the Essay, as being in the unsound and
unhealthy state of holding views of wdiich it is afraid

to " allow the proofs to be sifted in open court ;"—views

wdiich have become mere formulae, once but no longer

the living expression of earnest belief, now a "godless

orthodoxy," wdiicli "extinguishes religious thought,"

and shrinks from honest enquiry lest it should prove
fertile "in unpleasant results." That orthodoxy has
" ceased to be a social influence,"—so it is hinted—and
is growing into an artificial system, where theological

virtues are no longer moral ones, and theological

docti-ines have " stiffened into phrases," and " bear no
relation to the actual history of man;" while a "facti-

tious phraseology," or the " passw^ords of the modern
pulpit," are " substituted for the simple facts of life."

Severe language, surely, to be applied either expressly
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or by implication to the existing tone of religious

thoiiglit among us, or to its tendency ; language strange-

ly at variance with the more common and cheering

belief, finding both utterance and evidence in ways so

numerous, of an unprecedented revival within the past

generation of a living and cliastened faith. But when
we come to interpret and criticise this language, the

question must be first answered, to what extent is it

intended to reach ? Is it the whole belief of the

Church as such that is thus dissevered from the faith

and the wants of the age ? Or is it merely that such

moral defects exist in a particular party, or extend to

only the manner in which the truth is taught ? It is

quite possible,—and in an age of thought and of dis-

covery must needs be the case,—that a large amount
of unreasoning, unsifted belief in the bulk of mankind
will enshrine the particular opinions of a previous

generation, and its errors among them, in a religious

reverence, long after the more learned of individual

enquirers have renounced these errors. The various

readings of Kennicott's Hebrew text, and the critical

emendations of Mill's New Testament and the very
Polyglott of AYalton, were each of them heresy in their

day and for a while to some people. And probably we
are as our forefathers were ; not less, yet not more like-

ly to be obstinate in retaining exploded errors. Dean
Ellicott, for instance, runs no particular risk of being
called hard names for giving up the ^9, in the 1st of

Timothy. Again, it is very possible, that when the
life of a religious movement is pretty nigh exhausted,

and its existence has become rather one of opposition to

more living movements of a later date,—when a theo-

logical school has outgrown the conditions which called

it into existence and made it the real supply to a true

want,—the peculiar forms of speech that once had, but
now have lost, a real meaning, shall nevertheless retain

a traditional and customary accej^tance, and be defended
with a bigotry and acrimony proportioned to the loss

of a living faith in them and of an honest appreciation
of theu' evidence. Something of a '' godless ortho-
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doxy " is almost a necessary incident of a declining

theological movement. It is possible, yet once more,

that a true Scriptural theology may he preached in a

conventional and unreal tone, and that men who have
confounded their own stiff modes of handling the truth

with the truth itself, may be apt to " stifle thought " to

the best of their power by condemning those who throw
themselves into a heartier way of teaching it. These
suppositions taken together—and I believe each of them
has, or has had, a real application to ourselves—give

an innocent, and I believe the actual, meaning of the

Essayist's language. Unhappily, however, other Es-

says, for which the Rector of Lincoln is not responsible,

attach a much wider sense to similar censures of the

present time. The factitious phraseology, the positions

which will not bear the light of day, the formuloB which
are imreal, and yet from which an irrational bigotry

will tolerate no departure,—are interpreted elsewhere to

be questions of Biblical interpretation, of the construc-

tion of creeds, of the Church of the future. And the

unquestioning belief in an inspired Book, the absolute

acceptance of the doctrines of the Creeds, the customary
theology to be found in Prayer-book and Catechism,
preached in the old letter and not in the new spirit,

—

these are proclaimed to be in opposition so diametrical

to the intellect, and knowledge, and moral instincts of

the age, as to render it impossible for many honest
enquirers to continue to accept them. If so, then let the

real issue be raised openly : only let it be remembered,
that it is not raised by the words of this Essay, but by
the piecing out of the indefiniteness of those words
through the language of others. Then it is indeed
Christianity itself whicli is assailed. The Christianity

of 1,800 years is held to have done its work, and lived

its life, and to be now effete. And the difference be-

tween Comte, for instance, or any other open assailant

of the Gospelj and the extremest of the scliool that is

now rising among us, will be simply the difference be-

tween an open substitution of a human system for

Christianity, and an attempt to alter the latter into con-
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formity witli a human system—the difference, in a word,
between rejecting or retaining the mere name of the

Gospel, while equally giving up the thing. Only let it

be repeated, while thus in all sadness insisting upon the

real issue at the bottom of this conflict, that the delib-

erate intention of raising that issue is not to be imputed
to men who profess, however (we may think) ground-
lessly, to be only recalling the Christianity of the day
to a truer, and therefore more effective condition ; and
who do beyond a doubt intend, in their own purpose,

i
however unhappily, to reconcile intellect with revela-

\tion. And, at any rate, the words of the present Essay
are responsible for no question of the kind. Mean-
Avhile, it certainly does seem to meet the facts of the

case more truly, that we should recognise rather an im-
provement than a deterioration in the present tone of

English theology. English preaching has surely thrown
off the pompous conventionalities and rounded Latin-

isms that sent our fathers to sleep, and has become
more of a living and flexible instrument, fitting into

men's hearts and speaking to their real wants ; while,

at the same time, and with the very reverse of a dimi-

nution of acceptableness, it has learned a deeper theol-

ogy and preaches more thoroughly and more livingly

the " terminology of the Creeds." And English exe-

gesis has been so far from refusing to face the extremest

researches of German criticism, that it has been learn-

ing of late to rifle them of their solid and minute learn-

ing without being tainted by their generally crude and
unpractical spirit. And without denying that there is

much among us of narrowness and of bigotry, or that

the Church has been well-nigh rent in half by a bitter

and unreasoning party spirit, it is surely plain, that a

large part at least of the polemical ferment wJiich has
arisen now, means only—what is both right and reason-

able—that earnest men are shocked at what they hold
to be a tampering with fundamental truth, and a wanton
assault upon Scripture ; that they expect that clergy-

men shall believe what they subscribe, instead of spend-
ing their labour in determining the minimum of belief
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that is unavoidable ; and that Christians shall submit

their judgments to the faith of Christ, instead of altering

that faith to suit their own narrow conceptions. This

is assuredly the impression under wdiich the whole

Church, so to say, has undoubtedly acted ; and the very

strength of w^hich shews, at any rate, no unreality of

feeling, while the breadth of the provocation excludes

any charge of narrow bigotry.

It yet remains to notice one further topic, of deeper

interest and wider reach than any mere question of

matter of fact respecting the doctrines or temper of par-

ticular periods of the Church. Having spoken hitherto

of facts, let us now turn to principles. There are two
ways of writing the history of religious, as of any other

class of opinion. Either an historian may trace the

course of that opinion with continual reference to a

standard of truth, by which he measures his judgments
of each passing phase of belief; or, waiving this, he
may trace the successive shades and schools of belief on
the hypothesis of a merely natural succession of ideas,

developed according to " a law of necessary conti-

nuity " by the simple operation of the laws of thought.

He may either write, as a Christian, a history of his

own religion, discriminating the mingled truth and false-

hood of successive schools of doctrine ; or as a specta-

tor, placed externally, he may analyze the growth and
variations of a philosophy, irrespective of truth or false-

hood altogether. In the first case, he wdll run the risk,

no doubt, of colouring his statements, unconsciously if

not intentionally, by the particular views of his own
school and time. His book, if he is not on his guard,
may degenerate into the special pleading of a partizan.

In the second, he must of necessity deprive himself of

that sympathy with his subject, wdiich alone can enable
an historian to depict aright a liistory of religion. He
will become a mere dry analyzer of facts, to the true

life of wdiich he has voluntarily blinded himself.* Tlie

philosophical spirit, which realizes to the life the en-

* There are some good remarks on this subject in the beginning of

Xeander's " History of the Church."
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tire atmosphere of thonglit and fact -under which any
view of doctrine came into existence, seems impossible
in matters of religion, nnless to a religious thinker.

Truth, in such subjects, hides itself from those who de-
liberately write without any thought of truth at alL

So far, however, the question is only one between two
opposite extremes ; both of which, indeed, must be
blended together, in order to produce a perfect history.

A history of truth will be unreal and technical, unless

it be also clothed in the flesh and blood of the succes-

sive phases of opinion. And a history of opinion, inde-

pendent of the moral certainty that it will in such a
case lean towards falsehood, will be destitute of insight

into the deeper springs of human action, much more
into the dispensations of God, unless it be referred

throughout to the standard of truth. But the case is

materially altered, if the natural connection of succes-

sive theological views be assumed to be inconsistent

with any " theory of belief," by which objective truth
is held to be attainable. If the value of ecclesiastical

history be asserted to be, that it eliminates the subject-

ivity of one age by the neutralizing effect of comparing
also those of other ages, the assertion no doubt is to the
point, and true. But if it is also implied, that no more
present and immediate instrument exists for ascertain-

ing fundamental religious truth than the tracing back
the opinion of the present day to its antecedents, and
that men are in the midst of a kind of mesmeric chain
of external influences through which no hand is stretched
to lift them up to the truth itself, such a view claims to

be otherwise characterized. It seems to ignore the pro-
visions made under the Gospel for perpetuating truth,

the external teaching of Church and Bible, and the in-

ternal powers of the reason as guided by the Holy Spir-
it

; and to substitute accordingly, for truth belief, for

dogma opinion, for the Creeds a mere philosophy.
And the ultimate result of such a view must be a very
sad alternative, yet one which the events of the last few
years have shewn too plainly to be a real one. For men
will not rest content with a faith held to depend upon
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grounds that are illusory. And they who are so placed,

must needs end either in believing nothing, or in arbi-

trarily choosing and blindly accepting some external

and self-constituted standard of belief for themselves.

Now the undeveloped and cursory remarks at the
beginning of the Essav here considered, leave undenia-
bly the impression of favouring such a view. They
seem to exhibit as the grounds of the faith, what are in

truth the causes of its corruption, the character and
mental condition of each successive age. They appear
to speak of " the external verities " of the original revela-

tion, as though they were visible to us only through the
vista,—the tortuous windings and hazy atmosphere,

—

of the past world of thought that intervenes between
them and ourselves ; and as though they owed their

present form, less to the unchangeable Di\dne informant,
than to the minds of the men who teach and the men
who are taught. And they do distinctly include within
the influence and sphere of variable opinion, all theories

of objective standards of religious truth ; ranking, under
a trenchant though surely a rather strained alternative,

as alike untenable, the outward and the inward, the

Eoman Catholic and Anglican, and the Protestant, the-

oies ; or, in other words, the assertion of an external

and living instructor, whether single or corjDorate, im-
mediate or traditional, or of an inspired book, capable
of being interpreted whether by Church or individual,

or of both combined, if assumed to be channels of a
truth above opinion, and able, therefore, to overrule
and inform it. Of course there may be theories, on the
one hand, of a continuous external source of Divine
teaching, which yet recognise " the laws of human
thought ;

" and on the other, of individual enquiry, which
do " take account of the influences of education :

" either

of which, therefore, escape the rather verbal antithesis

of the Essayist's dilemma—a dilemma, however, pro-

fessing by its terms to be an exhaustive one. But
while, if pressed to their most precise meaning, room is

thus left by the words for the loftier view, it is impos-
sible to help feeling that the tone of the remarks in

15*
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question does tend to include the whole body of relig-

ious truth within tlie shifting mass of current human
opinion, and to deny to ourselves the possession of any
competent instrument for ascertaining that truth, in its

purity objectively as truth.

And what, then, is the question, suggested rather

than distinctly put, still less formally answered in either

direction, by the remarks of the Essay—an old question

that has underlain much of the controversy between
England and Rome as well as between Christian and
Deist, and that has come to the surface again now in

more places than in the volume of Essays ? It is the

question whether or no the Church has yet succeeded

in propounding a true " theory of belief." Faith is

correlative to a Divine informant
;
yet here is, directly

and to ourselves, only man, one man commonly against

another. Truth must rest upon absolute grounds

;

yet religious belief, as a matter of fact, is w^hat it is

mainly because men are born in this or that school of

theology, in Italy or in England, in a cottage or in a

palace. The interpretation, again, of the Bible must
needs vary with the opinions, and temper, and knowl-
edge of the age. And the present Church, under what-
ever form represented, must needs consist of men, who
do not by reason of their Church position rise above
humanity, and who therefore see with the eyes of their

age, and judge according to the idola with which that

age surrounds them. Does it not follow, either that

there must be, besides these, some visible and continu-

ous present Divine informant, if we are to have a truth

in religion at all above opinion, or that we cannot at-

tain to such truth ? Keither a living Pope nor an open
Bible are an adequate answer to this question. The
former leaves us still to mere moral evidence, even
granting that there was such evidence, to establish his

right to be the required oracle. Nor does the jiresent

Church at large, even omitting the divisions that inqjair

its authority and silence its voice, claim more certainly,

although more plausibly, the privilege of formal infal-

libility. And although, granting the conditions of an
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accessible Bible, and a belief in its inspiration, and a

fair average of education, I do not believe that broad or

fundamental error in religion could in the long run hold

its ground
;
yet, doubtless, the very text of the Bible,

and the canonicity of it, and its inspiration, and the

body of doctrine to be deduced from it, depend to us

upon human reasoning. But if there be thus no living

Divine informant, is there, for that reason, no philo-

sophically tenable ground for religious faith at all ? Is

the voice of God not brought to our ears, becuse there

are no audible accents of that voice speaking to our

physical sense of hearing from a visible Sinai ? Be-

cause moral evidence is not in itself formally infallible,

is it impossible that some moral evidence shall bring

within the reach of men truths which are formally in-

fallible? And there is abundant moral evidence to a

past infallible revelation, and to the embodiment of the

words of infallible men in a still existing book ; and to

the continuous existence of a certain Creed from the

beginning, taught by those infallible men, and held by
the Church at all times, although mixed up with a mass
of error at this or that time ; and held from the begin-

ning to have been the Creed, upon belief in which that

book was founded, and which its text therefore implies,

and which may be read and re-read, in that text, from
time to time. In a word, there is that which does seem,

as it has seemed, surely, to the Reformed Church of

Enghind, to be a philosophically sound " theory of be-

lief," in fundamentals, viz. Scripture interpreted by
Catholic consent. Here is the sufficient foundation for

a belief, that shall rest upon a truth above opinion, and
be correlative to a Creed and not to a mere philosoj^hy.

It is unreasonable and presumptuous to refuse to be-

lieve unless a present and living voice speaks to our-

selves with a Divine power ; and if men cannot find

such a voice, to declare belief impossible. The evidence

of the Christian Church of all times and places,—omit-

ting all question of Divine aid or appointment,—consti-

tutes a collective witness to the facts of the original

revelation,—to the written records left behind by its
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inspired teachers,—to the main lines of their teaching

itself,—snch as at least rises to a level above the fluctu-

ations of opinion or the subjective conditions of par-

ticular periods. Ritual, liturgies, an ordained clergy,

a traditional orthodox faith, the counterpoise of opposite

influences in diff*erent peoj^les neutralized by combina-

tion, the views of one age corrected by those of another,

in a word, the collective evidence of the Church of all

times and ages,—and this corrected, checked, enlight-

ened, gifted as it were with a living and human power,

by the volume of Scripture, by the written words in

w^hich are embodied the living teachings of prophets

and apostles, and of Christ Himself,—and vitalized,

again, and applied by the spiritual experience and spir-

itually guided reasons of individual Christians,—consti-

tutes "^together a complex but wonderful machinery for

the preservation of truth ; which cannot be got rid of

by pointing out that its operation is modified, as no

doubt it is, by the nature of the subject on which it is

brought to bear. A floating mass of uncertified and

confused opinion will, of course, always exist ; and the

tone of thought will vary ; and the aspect of the truth,

and the stress laid upon particular portions of it, and

the inferences drawn from it, and the amount of error

mingled with it, will fluctuate with the knowledge, and

the philosophy, and the moral tone of the time. Dif-

ficulties again, transformed by the solution of them into

evidences, will arise on the side of metaphysics, physics,

criticism, morals, history
;
yet each passing away, as a

matter of fact, with the conditions of the time to which

it belonged, and out of which it arose, and all together

dwarfed into insignificance by the side of the counter-

difficulty of explaining the historical fact of Christianity

on any other supposition than that of its truth. But,

old-fashioned as the words may sound in the ears of

modern intellect, the Bible, as interpreted by Catholic

consent, does appear, nevertheless, to be the very in-

strument fitted to the very need with which we are here

concerned. Moral evidence of course it is, and not

demonstrative. But it is moral evidence which, prac-
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tically, and to a temper not blinded by moral defects,

precisely performs the office of lifting the mind above
the conditions of the time, and of bringing it in contact

with the uncoloured truth. It is moral evidence which
rests upon an ultimate Divine informant, and checks
itself by a continued reference to recorded Divine
words. And a large view of Church history will shew,
that on the whole, and for its main pui-pose, it has
actually answered the end for which God gave it. The
fundamental truths of the Gospel have been overlaid,

but not forgotten ; have been distorted, but not blotted

out ; have '' progressed by the antagonism " of opposing
tendencies, yet have ever oscillated again to their true
balance ; have been preserved, in a word, as it has
pleased God to preserve all truth for man, by the in-

strumentality of man himself; not with mathematical
demonstration or rigorous precision, but with moral
certainty and with substantial truth ; not by abolishing
the atmosphere of human thought and feeling, but by
penetrating that atmosphere with the rays of a distant

but unmistakeable and glorious sun.



ON THE INTEEPEETATION OF SCRIP-

TURE.*

When the gallant Percy was smarting under his

wounds on the field of Holmedon, where he had fought

nobly for his king and country, he was accosted by a

courtier who had taken no part in the fraj^, and who
discoursed to the faint and weary soldier on the calam-

ities of war. It was a strange thing, he said, that men
should risk their lives in battle :

—

" .... It was great pity,

So it "was, that villainous saltpetre should be digged

Out of the bowels of the harmless earth,

"Which many a good tall fellow had destroyed

So cowardly."t

He also informed the bleeding man that there was
an excellent recipe for the healing of his wounds :

—

"... The sovereign'st thing on earth

Was parmaceti for an inward bruise."

The temper of the brave soldier was nettled by this

* N'ote.—In the following pages the writer has endeavoured to remove

objections, and to shew the result of erroneous principles. This, he is well

aware, is only a portion of the work to be done with regard to the subject

before him.
'

It is necessary to build up, as well as to pull down ; to estab-

lish the truth, as well as to refute error. He has therefore attempted to

deal with that other part of the argument in " Lectures on the Inspiration,

and on the Interpretation, of the Bible, delivered at Westminster Abbey."

(Rivingtons, 1861. 2 vols., Vs.)

\ Shakespeare, Henry IV., Ft. i. Act. i. sc. 3.
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impertinent talk, and he answered it in good plain
downright English, for he sajs " it made him mad.''

Hotspur knew by experience that war was not a
pleasant trade, and he felt some of its evils at that

time. But, human nature being what it is, it did not
seem to him a strange or surprising thing that men
should fight. He knew that they have passions and
lusts, and if he had read the Epistle of St. James in the

Latin Yulgate, or in Wickliffe's Version,—for he prob-
ably did not know Greek,—he had learnt the cause of
war,—" Whence come wars and fightings among you ?

Come they not hence, even of your lusts that war in

your members?" *

He felt also an instinct within him, prompting him,
when called by the voice of his sovereign, to fight

valiantly for his king, his country, and his God.
The author of the Essay before us will not, it is

hoped, resent the comparison of the first six pages
of his Essay to the discourse of the courtier at Hol-
medon.

The Essay opens thns :
—" It is a strange though

familiar fact, that great difierences of opinion exist

respecting the Interpretation of Scripture." f It is a

wonderful thing, that men are not all agreed as to its

meaning, and that they should engage in conflicts and
controversies upon it. " It is so extraordinary a phe-

nomenon," he tells us, " that it requires an effort of
tJiought to appreciate its trice nature.'''^ X ^li^t a won-
derful prodigy it must be, to demand such a distress-

ing strain of our mind that we should absolutely be
obliged to thinh!

Is not this very like the lack-a-daisical languor of

the courtier in the play ? It required of him an effort

of courage to look the enemy in the face, and buckle
on his armour and fight ; and " it requires an effort of

thought to appreciate " the true nature of diff'erences

of Interpretation of Scripture. It is a sad thing that

such differences should exist. Pity it is, that the salt-

* James iv. 1. t Essay, p. 330. % P. 334.
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petre should be dug out of the earth which has supplied

the material for this controversial warfare.

Yes ; but in sober seriousness, are not all the plain-

tive notes w4iich compose the dolorous dirge of these

first six pages of our Essay like the efleminate effusions

of a maudlin sentimentalism ? True, very true it is,

that there are differences, and have been differences,

and ever will be differences in the Interpretation of

Holy Scripture. But let us look them honestly and
courageously in the face. Is it '' a strange thing," is it

*' an extraordinary phenomenon," that there should be
such differences? Ko, certainly not; at least in the

estimate of those who acknowledge the divine origin

of Scripture, and who consider the corruptions of the

human heart and the operations of our spiritual En-
emy. It is not more strange and extraordinary that

there should be controversies concerning the meaning
of Scripture, than that there should be wars and fight-

ings among us. Scripture is God's word. And the

Evil Spirit is the enemy of Scripture, and he has been
ever eager to take the seed of God's word out of men's
hearts ;'^ and our hearts are often bad soil, and do not
retain the "Word. He stirs up some men to deny the

Inspiration of Scripture ; and to treat the Bible as

a common book. He excites others to pervert its

meaning and to bend it in various directions, as a mere
" regula j^lumhea^ a leaden rule," to suit their own
wayward imaginations, which they call their " verify-

ing faculty ; " and to twist it about as a " cereiis nasus^

a nose of wax," to be moulded with easy pliancy so as

to accommodate itself to their "inner consciousness;"
and to set at naught all the guidance which the Holy
Spirit affords for the true Interpretation of Scripture,

•"both in Scripture itself, and in the primitive consent
and practice of the Christian Church.

AH these machinations of the Enemy of Scripture

are perfectly familiar to every student of Church his-

tory, and will not seem strange to any child who reads

* Luke viii. 12,
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Scripture itself. At the Temptation in the wilder-

ness, the Devil quoted Scripture against the Divine
Author of Scripture.* And St. Peter tells ns that

even in his own days there were " differences in the

interpretation of Scripture," and that " unlearned and
unstable men" wrested some things in St. Paul's Epis-

tles, as they did " the other Scriptures, imto their own
destruction." f

From the times of the Apostles, and after them in

the days of St. Ignatius and St. Polycarp and St. Ire-

nseus and Tertuliian, even to the present age, the same
Evil Spirit which stirred up the first false teachers to

corrupt the sense of Scripture, has been always at work
in prosecuting the same design. Therefore no one
need be surprised or staggered by the fact, that there
are great differences in the intei-pretation of Scripture.

No one ought to consider it a "strange and extraordi-

nary phenomenon," but he ought to recognise in it a
proof of the divine truth of Scripture warning us that

so it w^ould be ; and he ought to see here an evidence
of the divine worth of Scripture, w^hich the Evil Spirit

desires to destroy ; and he ought also to derive from it

a strong motive to hold fast the true sense of Holy
Scripture, which the Divine Author of Scripture de-
clares to us by the witness of His Church universal,
" the Church of the living God, the pillar and ground
of the truth."

The Essayist, having expressed his surprise " that
differences of opinion should exist respecting the Inter-

pretation of Scripture," and having said that " it re-

quires an effort of thought to appreciate the nature of
so extraordinary a phenomenon," proceeds to prescribe
a remedy for the evil. If we will follow his advice, our
differences respecting the Interpretation of Scripture
may, he says, be abated, and eventually disappear.
He has discovered an excellent medicine which will cure
the malady. He has found out a spiritual panacea, he
has invented a soothing balm more potent than that

* Matt. iv. 6 ; Luke iv. 10. f 2 Pet. iii. 16. J 1 Tim. iil 15.
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" Nepenthes -which the wife of Tlion

In Egypt gave to Jove-born Helena."*

He has compounded a wonderful diallacticon, to recon-

cile the divided members of Christendom, and assnage

their aches and pains, and make them move in harmony
and peace.

It is much to be regretted, that, when we come to

examine this marvellous recipe, we do not find that it

answers our expectations ; we shall see what it is when
we proceed a little further.

In the meantime we must be permitted to say with
all due respect to the inventor of this new medicine,

that here also we recognise a resemblance to the cour-

tier at Holmedon. He lamented the differences and
strifes of frail humanity ; and he then proceeded to rec-

ommend his own remedy. He told Hotspur that

" The sovereign'st thing on earth

"Was parmaceti for an inward bruise."

It is much to be feared that the Essayist's panacea may
prove very like the courtier's parmaceti. But we must
pass on.

§ 2. The Essayist complains that there is great re-

luctance among Christians to profit by recent researches

of Biblical criticism. Hence, in part, he would account

for the differences which he deplores in the interpreta-

tion of Scripture. He says that the Elzevir edition of

the Greek Kew Testament, published in the year 1624,
" has been invested with authority, and is made 2^ piece

de resistance against innovation." f This is a marvel-
lous assertion ; and if the writer's name had not been
prefixed to this Essay—if the title-page had not told us
that it was produced by one who occupies the chair of

Eegius Professor of Greek in the University of Oxford,

which was lately filled by one of the most learned

critics in Christendom, the late Dean of Christ Church,
we should rather have imagined that it was put forth

by some of those benighted persons whose blindness he
deplores.

* Milton's Comus. f Essay, p. 335.
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The Essayist of course is speaking of England when
he uses this language. Germany, it is certain, does not
need his pity. Tischendorf cannot be charged with
bigoted adherence to the edition of 1624. JS^or can
Lachman^ as the Essayist calls him ;

* nor can Meier^
as our author writes his name.f And as far as Eng-
land is concerned,—enveloped in darkness as she is, in

the Essayist's estimation, like a land of critical Cim-
merians,—there is scarcely a single Biblical scholar in

this country, among those who have put forth anno-

tated editions of the whole or portions of the Greek
Testament in the last half-century, who has made a
stand for the text of 1624, and has regarded it as a
" piece de resistance against innovation." Dean Alford,

Dean Ellicott, Dr. Bloomlield, Dr. Tregelles, and others,

have shewn themselves free from the trammels of a
superstitious reverence for tliat edition. We had even
supposed that Professsor Jowett himself had resisted

the claims of the Textus Receptus^ and had adopted the
text of Lachmann in his edition of four of tlie Epistles

of St. Paul : and, as a learned writer has observed,:!: he
seems to cling with great tenacity to that text,—which
in very many instances is less correct than that of the
Textus Beceptics^—and to make it a ''piece de resist-

ance against innovation."

It is indeed a " strange fact," an " extraordinary

phenomenon," that a writer who expresses a desire to

see a history of Biblical Interpretation, § and who pro-

poses to inaugurate a new era in Scriptural criticism,

should exhibit so much forgetfulness of what has been
done in that department in his own country and in his

own age. Did it require " an effort of thought " to

appreciate the true nature of the case ? and was that

effort too great to be made ?

§ 3. The Essayist next states his opinion on the
duties of an Interpreter of Scripture. " The office of an
Interpreter of Scripture," he says, " is to transfer him-

* P. 352. . + P. 339.

X The Rev. J. B. Lightfoot, in the " Journal of Classical and Sacred
Philology," No. VII. p. 88. § Essay, p. 338.
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self to another age," to " recover the meaning of the
words as they struck on the ears or flashed before the

eyes of those who tirst heard and read them." ^

We must here again, with great reluctance, crave
leave to dissent. We venture respectfully, but con-

fidently, to assert that here is a great mistake ; and it

does not seem to be improved by what immediately
succeeds it. " Tlie Interj)reter," we are told, " is to

disengage himself from all that follows " the age in

which the words of Scripture were first spoken. He is

" to know nothing " of all subsequent history, ecclesi-

astical and civil. Anned cap-d-2ne in this panoply of
ignorance he is to set forth as knight-errant to do battle

against all comers, for the truth of his own interpreta-

tions of Scripture. Cervantes himself could not have
imagined a more portentous form of self-deception than
is displayed in this exegetical Quixotism. Let us ob-
serve what it involves. It supposes that the first

hearers of the words recorded in Scripture were fully

conscious of their meaning. Surely a greater delusion
than this never entered the mind of the chivalrous

knight of La Mancha.
We know that the ancient Hebrews had only dim

visions of the meaning of the prophecies which they
heard, and even the Prophets themselves did not fully

understand the meaning of their own proj^hecies
; f

but, as St. Peter tells us, " they searched diligently

what the Spirit of Christ that was in them did sig-

nify." X
We know also from the Apostles and Evangelists,

that they themselves did not understand the meaning
of many of their Divine Master's words when they were
first uttered. How often do they confess this ! how
often do we read in the Gospels that " they understood
not this saying, and it was hid from them, and they
perceived it not !

"
§

Many of our Lord's sayings were hard sayings at

first, but were afterwards made easy ; many of His say-

* Essay, p. 338. f See, for instance, Dan. xii. 4—9.

X 1 Pet. i. 11. § Mark ix. 32 : cf. Luke ii. 60, ix. 45, xviii. 34.
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ings were at first dark, but were made clear by His
subsequent acts. Nicodemus could Lave had little no-

tion of our Lord's meaning when He said, " Except a

man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot

enter into the kingdom of God." ^ But this saying of

our Divine Teacher was afterwards explained, when
our Lord gave a general commission to His apostles,

" Go teach all nations, laptizing them :
" f t^at saying

also itself must in another respect have seemed a hard

one to those unlettered Galilseans, until they received

the gift of the Holy Ghost, empowering them to speak

in new tongues.:}: And our Lord's assertion of the gen-

eral obligation to " eat His Flesh and drink His Blood "

was, we know, " a hard saying " § to those who first

heard it. But its meaning was afterwards explained,

when the same Divine Speaker said, " Take, eat, this is

My Body. Drink ye all of this."
||

If the Scriptures of the Old Testament had been

clear to those who first heard or read them, or even to

those by whose instrumentality they were written^ there

would have been little need of the work which our

Blessed Lord wrought in the hearts of the two disciples

going to Emmaus, and of the assembled apostles at

Jerusalem. " Beginning at Moses and all the Prophets,

He expounded to them in all the Scriptures the things

concerning Himself." 1" And again we read, " Then
opened He their understanding.^ that they might under-

stand the Scriptures." ** If the true meaning of the

words of our Lord had " struck on the ears of those

who first heard them," there would have been compar-

atively little reason for the miracle of Pentecost, and

for the efiusion of the glorious light of the Holy Ghost

then shed, on the minds of the apostles and first disciples,

and on the words which they had heard from Christ.

Then it was, but not till then, that the true meaning
" flashed before their eyes."

" Every prophecy," says St. Irenseus, '' is an enigma

* John iii. 5. t Matt, xsviii. 19. % Acts ii. 7, 8.

§ John Yi. 60, ||
Matt. xxvi. 26, 27. \ Luke xxiv. 27.

^* Luke xxiv. 45.
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before its fulfilment." * How different is this language

from that of the Essayist ! He would have us place

ourselves in the age of those who first heard or read the

words of Holy Scripture. He would have us abandon
our Christian privileges, and go back from the noonday
splendour of the Gospel to the dim twilight of the Law.
How many degrees would the sun go down on our spir-

itual diarif the Essayist had his will ! When it was
rising on our horizon, he would send us to the anti-

podes. In reading the Old Testament, he would have
us see with the eyes and hear with the ears of those

who lived before the first Advent of Christ

!

Consider also the prophecies of Clirist.

His predictions concerning His sufierings and death

were like inexplicable riddles to those who first heard

them.f The Evangelist declares that " they understood

none of these things, neither knew they the things

which were spoken." Does the Essayist desire that his

pupils should relinquish all the helps which were fur-

nished by subsequent events for the interpretation of

those things? And to take another example, when
our Lord prophesied concerning St. John, " If I will

that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee ? " then

the meaning which " flashed before the eyes " of the

brethren who first heard those words was, that " that

disciple should not die." :j: "Will the Essayist maintain,

that, as " the history of Christendom is nothing to

him," and that he must take the sense of Scripture as

it " first sounded on the ears of those who heard it,"

therefore the Evangelist St. John is still alive ?

What also shall we say of our Lord's prophecies

concerning the destruction of Jerusalem? Eusebiusg
and otlier ancient Christian writers were rightly of

opinion, that the comparison of those prophecies with
the history of the siege of Jerusalem is rery conducive

* St. Iren^eus, iv. 26, 1. f See Luke ix. 44, 45, xviii. 32—34.

X John xxi. 23.

§ See Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. iii. 6—9. Cf. St. Jerome in Isa. Ixiv. and
Zech. i., -where he infers from Josephus the truth of other prophecies of

Scripture concerning Jerusalem.
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to the correct interpretation of them, and aifords clear

evidence of Christ's divine foreknowledge, and supplies

a strong argument for the truth of our holy religion.

But the Essayist tells us that his ideal interpreter of
Scripture shall know " nothing of history." " The great^

ness of the Koman empire is nothing to him ; it is an
inner and not an outer world that he is striving to

restore. All the after-thoughts of theology are nothing
to him."*

Happy expositor ! thrice happy interpreter ! dwell-
ing in the Epicurean ease of his own serene self-

sufficiency. He has no need to take down any pon-
derous folios from his shelves. He need not have any
on his table. He need not invest any of his income in

the purchase of a theological library. He may live in

a room with four bare walls. He need not pore over
the pages of Polyglotts. 'No Chrysostoms or Augus-
tines shall darken his doors. Perhaps he will admit a
Lexicon and a Grammar ;

" a few rules guarding
against common errors are enough for him." f But
" no voluminous literature " shall obscure the cloudless
calm of his solitary speculations. He will dwell a
visionary aeon in the pure pleroma of his own imagina-
tion, and thence come forth as a spiritual emanation to

create a world. He will read the prophecies of our
Lord concerning the siege of Jerusalem without troub-
Kng himself about the evidence of their fuliilment.
" All this is nothing to him." ISTo ; he is determined
to live in the time when these prophecies were first

spoken ; he has taken his seat on the Mount of Olives
and looks down on Jerusalem as it then was ; and no
power on earth shall disturb him from his place. There
he remains firmly seated like a gray lichen-covered rock
upon the mountain in the first century of the Christian
era ;

" sedet seternumque sedebit." From that pro-
phetic tripod on which he has placed himself he will
deliver oracular responses to all future generations.

When the Puritan Divines of the Westminster As-

* Essay, p. 338. f Ibid.
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sembly liad seated themselves comfortably in their

arm-chairs, and held their little gilt-leaved Bibles with
metal clas23S in their hands, they imagined themselves

wiser than all the Fathers who ever wrote, and than all

the Councils which ever sat.

The learned John Selden ventured sometimes to

ruffle their self-complacent equanimity by a few im-

portunate questions ; but it was not easily perturbed.

Every one of that august body had more wisdom, in his

own conceit, than if he had all the contents of the Bib-
liotheca Patriim Maxima in his mind.

The Essayist seems to have earned a place in that

venerable conclave. " TJniis Bibliotheca libera One
book is his library. " When the meaning of Greeh
words " (of the Bible, why not also of the Hebrew f) " is

once known, the young student has almost all the real

materials which are possessed by the greatest biblical

scholar—in the Book itself." * And he is determined
to live in the age in which it was written. " All the

after-thoughts of theology are nothing to him ; the his-

tory of Christendom is nothing to him." JS'o ; all these

things are nothing to him. Indeed, we might almost

say that his stock in trade is '' totiim nil^ And having
set up himself in the business of interpreter, he proceeds

to deal out his wares, and to assure his customers that
" he has no connexion with any other house," and that

genuine articles, unadulterate viands, are only to be
procured at his depot and at that of others who imitate

his example of embarking in the trade of interpreter

without any capital for carrying it on.

Gentle reader, pardon this raillery. The subject is

indeed a very serious one. But our Essayist's new mode
of forming an Interpreter of Holy Scripture is really

—

excuse the word—so ludicrous, that it could hardly be
treated with gravity. Elijah himself could not refrain

from irony when he saw the miserable infatuation to

which the worship of Baal reduced its votaries.f And
the self-idolizing worship of the Essayist is scarcely less

» Essay, p. 384. f 1 Kings xviii. 27.
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fanatical. Indeed, in reading the pages of this Essay,
we may be sometimes disposed to doubt whether the
author himself is not in jest, and w^hether he is not
amusing himself with speculating on the credulity of
his readers, and with trying how large an amount of
paradox they are ready to receive at his hands.

But if he is really in earnest, then let us be permitted
to say, that in the interpretation of Holy Scripture the
history of Christendom is not " nothing to " us ; the
" after-tlioughts of theology," as he is pleased to call

the workings of the Holy Spirit in the Church, " are "

not " nothing to " us. 'No : they are something / they
are a "oery great deal to its / and are designed by Al-
mighty God to be so ; and he who shuts his eyes to

their light, and desires that others should listen to the
dictatorial dogmatism of his own arbitrary conceit, and
fall down and worship the image which he sets up of
himself, is not only wilfully blind, but is " a blind
leader of the blind ; and if the blind lead the blind,

both shall fall into the ditch." *

A diligent study of "the history of Christendom"
has ever been regarded by sober-minded and pious men
as one of the best aids to the right understanding of
Holy Scripture.

In reading the history of Christendom we see the
record of the successive attempts which have been made
by the Evil One, who is the enemy of Scripture, to per-

vert or obscure the true meaning of Scripture. We see
also the means by which the Holy Spirit has been pleas-

ed to use, by the agency of holy men whom He has
raised up from time to time in the Church ; and whom He
has enabled to resist those efforts of the Adversary, and
to refute error, and to vindicate the true meaning of
Holy Scripture, f and to declare that meaning to the
world in Creeds and Confessions of faith.

By examining those records, we learn to admire and
adore God's goodness in eliciting truth from error, and
in overcoming evil with good, and in making heresy

* Matt. XV. 14.

f Cf. St. Augustine in Ps. liv., and in Ps. Ixvii. ; Hooker, V. xliii. 6.

16
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itself to be subservient to the clearer manifestation and
to the firmer establishment of the faith. Here also we see

the fulfil naent of Christ's prophecy, that " the gates of hell

shall not prevail against His Church ;
"^ and we derive

from this contemplation the cheering assurance, that He
will be ever with her " even to the end of the world." f

AVell therefore did Lord Bacon say, that " Church-
history thoroughly read and observed " is of great vir-

tue in '' making a wise divine." X Well did he also

say that inasmuch as " the Scriptures are written to the

thoughts of men, and to the succession of all ages^ with
a foresight of all heresies^ and of all contradictions and
dift^ering estates of the Church, they are not to he inter-

preted only according to the latitude of the proper sense

of the place, and respectively towards the presetit occa-

sion whereupon the words were uttered."§ Ko ; but the
full explication of them is often to be derived from sub-

sequent events, which were within the scope and range of

the divine eye of Him who uttered them, and to whom
all things are present ; but which were not visible to

those who first heard those words, nor indeed were
fully revealed to the eyes of those holy 'men by whose
agency they were WTitten, but were afterwards explain-

ed by God's Providence in the government of the world
and of His church.

In page 361 the Essayist thus speaks :

—

" To avoid misconception, it may be remarked that ....
Infant Baptism^ or (qu. and) the Episcopal Form of Church
Government, have sufficient grounds ; the weakness is the at-

tempt to derive them from Scripture^

Here is a striking example of the character and
tendency of his system of Interpretation. If we are to

treat Scripture as he would have us do, then we must
allow that this assertion is true. There is no express

command in Scri])ture that infants should be baptized,

or that the Church should be governed by hishops / but

* Matt. xvi. 18. t Matt, xxviii. 20.

1 Lord Bacon, Advancement of Learning, bk. ii. p. 100.

I Ibid., p. 267.
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it has been generally maintained by the best divines

that Infant Baptism and Episcopacy can and ought to

be derived by logical inference from Holy ScrijDture.

"With regard to Infant Baptism, even the theologi-

ans of the Church of Eome have asserted this : Bellar-

mine,* Gregory of Yalentia,t and Suarez,J and even
Pope Innocent III., in one of his Decretals.§ And the
ancient Church with one consent applied to .the sacra-

ment of Baptism
||
the words of our Blessed Lord, " Ex-

cept a man be born again "—or, more correctly, " Who-
soever is not born again "—" of water and the Holy
Ghost, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God ; " and
therefore the Church of England begins her office for

the Public Baptism of Infants with rehearsing those
words of Holy Scripture, She also rightly considers

that infants are a part of nations^ and she therefore

cites in the same office the words of Scripture in which
our Lord gave a commission to His disciples to " go and
teach all nations, baptizing them." ^

The true sense of Scripture is Scripture, and that

sense is to be ascertained by rational inference, and by
comparison of one j^assage of Scripture with another

;

and the Church rightly accepts whatever " is read in

Scripture or may be proved thereby ;
" ^^ and on this

principle it may surely be asserted, that it is not a
" weakness to attempt to derive Infant Baptism from
ScriptureP

Precisely the same reasoning may be applied to

Episcopacy. It may be, and ought to be, deduced by
logical inference from Sc7'iptwe.^-f The best interpre-

tation of a law is the practice of those who lived at the
time when the law was delivered. And when we find

* See Bellarmine, De Bapt., lib. i. c. viii.

f De Bapt. Parvul., § 2. ij; In Thorn. Disput. xxv. p. 3.

§ Decret., lib. iii. tit. xlii. c. 3.

II
St. John iii. 5 ; cf. Hooker, Y. lix. 2. See also the testimony of St.

Cyprian and the sixty-six bishops of Africa, a.d. 253, Epist. ad Fidum.

1 Matt, xxviii. 19. ** Thirty-Nine Articles, Art. VI.

f f The author will not repeat what has been said by him on this subject
in an introductory note to the third chapter of St. Paul's first Epistle to
Timothy.
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not only a contemporaneous and nniform practice im-

mediately after the delivery of the law, but also a con-

tinuous and uninterrupted usage for many centuries

after the law was given, we may accept that usage as

affording the clearest exposition of the meaning of the

law. From the time of the Apostles for fifteen hun-

dred years there was no Church in Christendom with-

out a Bishop."^

The Essayist says that in the Interpretation of

Scripture he has nothing to do with " subsequent his-

tory." Thus he shuts the windows w^hich let light in

upon Scripture, and darkens the house in which he
dwells. If he likes to close his own casements, and
prefers a dark house to a light one, we need not quarrel

with his taste ; but let him not induce others to come
and live with him under the same roof ; let him not
censure them as bigots if they do not " love darkness
rather than light."

§ 4. The Essayist seems to have felt that his readers

would naturally ask,

—

What have been the fruits of his method of inter-

pretation ? Has it been adopted ? Has it produced
any results ? What are they ?

He answers these questions with the following asser-

tion :—^The science of Biblical Criticism, he informs us,

has made some progress in our own day. In England,
it is true, in his opinion, we have not done much. We
are too timid and cautious. Among ourselves " the
Interpretation of Scrij^ture has assumed an apologetic

character, as though making an effort to defend itself

against some supposed inroad of science and crit-

icism." f
But our continental friends, it seems, are more ad-

venturous, and therefore more prosperous. The Essay-
ist tells us that " among German commentators there

* Cf. Hooker's Preface, it. :
—"We require you to find out one Church

upon the face of the whole earth that hath not been ordained by episcopal

regiment since tlie time that the blessed apostles were here conversant
;"

and see vii. v. 2—8 ; and cf. Barrow, vol. ill. serm. xxiv.

f Essay, p. 340.
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is, for the first time in the history of the worlds an ap-
proach to agreement and certaintyT *

And again, " The diversity among German writers

on prophecy is far less than among English ones. That
is a new phenomenon which has to be acknowledged.''''

Acknowledged ! By whom ? Certainly not by Ger-
mans themselves. They make no snch professions of
" agreement and certainty," as the Essayist claims for

them. We have already seen, that in his disdain for
" the voluminous literature which has overgrown the
text " of Scripture, he has hazarded some extraordinary

assertions with regard to that literature
; f and we are

constrained to say that his statements concerning the
condition of Biblical Interpretation in Germany are not
more accurate than those which this Essay presents to

our notice in reference to the critical labours of scholars

in our own country.

Most Biblical critics are aware, that at the close of

the last century, and in the earlier part of the present,

Rationalism was dominant in the theological schools

of Germany. The booksellers' shops were filled with
the critical works ofPaulus, "Wegscheider, Bretschneider,
Gabler, and others. " Hie meret sera liber Sosiis," was
then the word current concerning the newest rational-

istic volume that aj)peared in the spring at the Leipsic

book-fair. But no one now ever reads their writings,

or cares one jot for their theories. They are exploded.:]:

Tlie books which contain them are waste paper, and
are wrapping up

"... thus et odores,

Et piper, et quicqiiid chartis amicitur ineptis"§

in the grocers' shops. Paulus and Wegscheider, and
Gabler, have shared the fate which, as Burke says, had
overtaken the English free-thinkers of the sixteenth and

* Essay, p. 340. f See above, p. 354.

\ See the recent histories of Biblical Interpretation in Germany, espe-

cially Dr. Kahnis, Der inncre Gang des deutschen Protestantismus, Leip-

zig, 1860 ; and Karl Schwartz, Zur Geschichte der neuesten ITieologiCy

Leipzig, 1856 ; and Hagenbach, Dogmengeschichte^ Leipzig, 1857.

§ Horat., Epist. ii. i. 269.
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seventeenth centuries, Chubb, Collins, Morgan, and
Tindal,—" Tliey are gone to the tomb of all the Capu-
lets.""^ The pantheistic speculations of Strauss and
others who followed them have fared little better, and
a struggle has ensued between more orthodox interpre-

ters, such as Hengstenberg, Hiivernick, Delitzsch, Oeh-
ler, Stier, on the one side, and a sceptical and destruc-

tive school of expositors on the other. But to say that

German exegesis has found a safe mooring and anchor-

age in the calm and quiet harbour of " agreement and
1 certainty," is to venture upon an assertion which any-

one who has dipped into the first pages of any German
Einleitimg^ is able to refute. Any of the Essayist's

pupils who may spend a few weeks of a long vacation

in Berlin, Heidelberg, or Bonn, will supply him with
abundant proofs to the contrary.

Let us read on :
—" The diversity among German

writers oii.prophecy is far less than among English ones."

Before the publication of the " Essays and Keviews,"

it might have been truly affirmed that there was almost

an universal consent in England with regard to the in-

terpretation of prophecy in the most important respect

of all, namely, in its relation to the actions and suffer-

ings of Christ. It was this iiniversal consent which
caused an almost universal horror, when we heard from
one of the Essayist's fellow-labourers that hardly any
of the prophecies which have hitherto been connected
with Christ by Christian interpreters in England " are

capable of being made directly Messianic." f
The " agreement and certainty " which prevailed in

England in this respect has been disturbed by that an-

noimcement ; but that disturbance, it is to be hoped,
will only be like a temporary ripple on the surface. The
" agreement and certainty " in England have been pro-

duced by firm faith in the teaching of Christ and His
Apostles, wdio have instructed us how to interpret those

prophecies,:!: and we shall not forsake their interpreta-

* Burke's Works, v. ITl. f Essays and Reviews, pp. 69, VO.

X Luke xxiv. 25—27, 44—48, and Acts ii. 25-—32, iii. 15—25, viii.

32—35.
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tion for those of our Essayist's companions, and, I regret

to add, of our Essayist himself ;
* even though tiiey

should be leagued with all the critics of German,

—

which happily is not the case.

With regard to the prophecies of the ISTew Testa-

ment, the chiim set up on behalf of German inter-

preters is not much more tenable. There is no '' cer-

tainty and agreement" among them.
^
Let us turn to

one of the most recent German expositions of the Apoc-
alypse, that of Diisterdieck, published at Gottingen in

1859, and forming the last volume of Meyer's series of

Commentaries on the New Testament. If the reader

will have the goodness to look at the Introduction to

that volume, he will see that not only is there great

diversity among German writers with regard to the

plan of that prophetical book,—the only prophetical

book of the New Testament,—but also with respect to

its date, and even the person of its author, and he will

be satisfied that "the new phenomenon," of which the

Essayist speaks, is in fact, in the proper sense of the

word, no phenomenon at all, for it is not yet visible,

nor seems likely to appear on the horizon for some time
to come.

§ 5. How can we account for the celebrity of the

volume entitled " Essays and Reviews " ?

Not, certainly, from any intrinsic merit, but from
the position of its writers.

The stations which they occupy in the Church, and
in one of our Universities, have given to this volume
an importance which it would not otherwise have ac-

quired. If it had been produced by autliors who had
no such adscititious advantages, it would long since

have slept in oblivion. Bat when Trojans wear the

armour of Greeks they become more dangerous, and
make more havoc in the camp,

—

" Muteraus clypeos, Danadmque insignia nobis

Aptemus."t

* Essay, p. 406. " There are many quotations from the Psalms and

Prophets in the Epistles, but hardly any—probably none—which is based

on the original sense or context." f Virgil, ^n. ii. 389,
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\yiien six persons dressed in academic hoods, cassocks,
and sur^^lices, come forth and preach scepticism, they
do more mischief than six hundred sceptics clad in their
own clothes. They wear the uniform of the Church, and
are mingled in her ranks, and fight against her, and
therefore they may well say

—

" Yadimns immixti Danais Tiaud mimine nostra^
Multaque per cfficam congress! ptoelia noctem
Conserimus, multos Danaum demittimus Orco^

Among many evidences of this, w^e may refer to
one wdiich now meets us. The Essayist is charging the
Biblical critics of his own age with disingenuousness.
They will not allow, he says, that there *'is any error
in the Word of God."^ The failure of prophecy is

never admitted" by them, '*in spite of Scripture and
of history, (Jer. xxxvi. 30, Isaiah xxiii., Amos vii. 10
—lT.")t And in a later passage of the Essay he does
not hesitate to say that "the majority of the clergy ":j:

are leagued in a cowardly conspiracy to " withhold the
truth" on these and similar matters ; and he ventures
to insinuate that he and his friends are the only people
in England who hold the truth and have the courage
to speak it.§

But to return to the specific charge conceraing the

supposed failure of prophecy.
On this, and similar allegations in this Essay, let us

offer one general remark. They are not original ; they
have no charm of novelty; thej have been already
urged in othe?' publications, and they have been advo-
cated there with not less ability, and, we are constrain-

ed to add, with more openness and honesty than in the

present Essay ; they have been adduced in sceptical

books, and those sceptical books have attracted little

notice. A few copies of a single edition of them have
been sold. But mark the difference ! When these

same sceptical objections are urged, wnth less intel-

lectual vigour and logical acumen, by Professors and

* Essay, 312. f P. 343.

X P. 372. § Pp. 374, 375.
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Tutors of a famous University, then these obscure and
feeble objections assume an importance which they
never before possessed ; then the book in which they
are contained runs with the rapidity of electric fluid

through nine or ten editions. Then the intelligence

contained in them is devoured with eager appetite by
many thousand readers, like the most interesting news
in the columns of the daily press.

The allegation just quoted may serve as a specimen.
It is only a I'ejgetition of an objection wdiich appeared
ten years ago in a sceptical book called " The Creed
of Christendom,""^ which is certainly not inferior in

literary merit to the Essay now before us, and yet at-

tracted little or no observation. Let us place the

passages from the two volumes side by side :•

—

Creed of Christendom^ p. 55. Essays and Reviews^
" It is now clearly ascertained, pp. 342— 3.

and generally admitted among crit- " The failure of a pro-

ics, that several of the m^ost re- jphecy is never admitted^

markable prophecies were never in spite of Scripture and

fulfilled at all, or only very par- history, {Jer. xxxvi. 30

;

tially and loosely fulfilled. Among Isaiah xxiii. ; Amos vii.

these may be specified the denun- 10—17.")

ciation of Jeremiah (xxii. 18, 19,

xxxvi. 30) against Jehoiakim-; as

may be seen by comparing 2 Kings
xxiv. 6, and the denunciation of

Amos against Jeroboam (vii. 11) ;

as may be seen by comparing 2

Kings xiv. 23—29."

I will not affirm that the Essayist copied from the

Sceptic, but the coincidence is certainly remarkable.
The Essayist says that " a failure of prophecy is never

admitted^^ i. e. by orthodox critics : the Sceptic says

that "it is generally admitted by critics,'' i. e. those

who agree with him in his sceptical opinions. The
Sceptic cites two instances of alleged fliilure : hotJi these

instances are also cited by the Essayist. And the Es-

* By W. R. Greg. (London, Chapman, 1851.)

16*
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sayist must not be surprised to hear that on the score

of ingenuousness the balance is in favour of the Sceptic.

And why ? Because the Sceptic tells us honestly in

what the allegedfailure consists : he cites chapter and
verse of the passage of history which he asserts to be
at variance with the prophecy. The Essayist does no
such thing; but in a mode of dealing which is too

common w^ith him, and which cannot be too strongly

reprobated, especially when it aflects the characters of

the writers of Scripture, he wraps up his charge in in-

definite terms, which make it appear more formidable.

The failure of a prophecy " is never admitted, in spite

of Scripture and historyP "What !
" in spite of Scrip-

ture and history" generally ? Is this a specimen of the

new school of Biblical criticism which the Essayist

would establish? !N'o: surely this insidious language
of insinuation and inuendo can never become current

in an English University. It is utterly un-English,

and, we must needs add, utterly un-Christian. It is

not fit for the Romish Inquisition. Fortunately the

Sceptic enables us to fill up the gap left by the Essay-
ist. The prophecy in Jeremiah xxxvi. 30 is alleged to

have failed because it is not consistent with the history

in 2 Kings xxiv. 6. There the sacred historian relates-

that " Jehoiakim slept with his fathers, and Jehoia-

chin his son reigned in his stead." Therefore^ it is

said, the prophecy of Jeremiah concerning Jehoiakim
failed :

—" He shall have none to sit upon the throne of
David, and his dead body shall be cast out, in the day
to the heat, and in the night to the frost."

Here is a seeming discrepancy, and it is of very
great service, for it shews the futility of allegations

such as meet us in this Essay, and in others of the

same volume, that \hQ prophecies of the Old Testament
have been tampered with^ in order that they may fit

the history. And this seeming discrepancy may easily

be reconciled. I will not quote any English critic in

behalf of this assertion. But an eminent German
writer, who has never been supposed to be credulous,
thus speaks :

—" Jehoiakim is said to have died in
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peace (2 Kings xxiv. 6), but Jeremiah (xxxvi. 30)
speaks of his dead body as "cast out in contempt ; but
this may easily be reconciled with the history by the

consideration that this might have happened as a con-

sequence of the capture of Jerusalem under his succes-

sor, Jehoiachin, when his enemies, or even his own
subjects, may have vented their rage on the remains of

the hated king."'^

Still farther : if the Essayist who has written a dis-

sertation on the Interpretation of Scripture was really

desirous of enlightening his readers on that subject, he
might have here taken occasion to remind them of the

remarkable fact, that whereas the historical books of
the Bible inform us that some of the kings of Israel

were not buried at all, or omit to mention their burial,

they record in every single case of the kings of Judah^
whose death they relate, that they were also hurled^ ex-

cept only in the one case of Jelioiakim,\ This circum-
stance ought never to be forgotten by those who com-
ment on the prophecy of Jeremiah.

As for the succession of his son, Jehoiachin, in his
father's stead, when it is remembered that the sov-
ereignty of Jehoiachin was subject to his mother's tu-

telage,j and that it only lasted about a quarter of a
year, and that he was then taken captive to Babylon,
and that his uncle was made king in his stead,§ and
that the Hebrew term to sit \ signifies permanence^—it

may surely be afiirmed that the prophecy of Jeremiah
did not fail ; and it is well worthy of remark that
Jeremiah predicted that some of Jehoiakim's seed
should survive him, for he says, " I will punish him
and his seed and his servants for their iniquity, and I
will bring upon them and upon the inhabitants of
Jerusalem all the evil that I have pronounced upon

* Winer, Biblisches Real-Worterhuch, i. p. 395, art. Jojakim.

f Cf. Rev. J. Fendall, " On the Authority of Scripture," p. 39.

i Cf. Winer, art. Jojachin, referring to Jer. xiii. 18.

§ 2 Kings xxiv. 8 : 2 Chron. xxxvi. 9.

II
nt"* : cf. Bp. Pearson on the Creed, Art. vi. p. 2*79, note, ed. 1669.

The LXX. well render the word by a participle, ovk earax avr^ Ka&^fic-
1/0 5 iirl 6p6vov Aafiid,
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them." * This prophecy was fulfilled by the capture

of Jerusalem in the clays of the son of Jehoiakim, very

soon after his father's death.

Let US now turn to another prophecy quoted by the

Essayist as presenting an instance oi failure^ Amos
vii. 10—17.

Two able writers in two periodicalsf have justly ex-

pressed their surprise that the Essayist should have
referred to this prophecy ; for when we examine it we
find that it is not a prophecy of Amos at all ! It is a

message of Amaziah the priest of Bethel, in which he
falsely attributes to Amos words he had not spoken.

How are we to account for such a blunder as this?

Our answer is, We have seen that the sceptical writer

to whom we have referred quotes precisely the same
prophecy of Amos, and also asserts that it failed. It

seems most probable" that our Essayist borrowed his

examples of supposed failure from that or some other

similar work, but did' not stop to examine them. And
thus it has come to pass, that he has confounded an

idolatrous priest of a golden calf with a true prophet

of Jehovah ! Here is another specimen of enlightened

Biblical criticism, or rather, let us say with sorrow,

here is another evidence of the character of the ma-
terials from which this Essay is derived, and here is a

proof of the righteous retribution which overtakes

those who fight with " fiery darts of the wicked one," X
against the Holy Spirit of God.

With regard to the predictions in Isaiah xxiii.,

which relate to the destruction of Tyre, any one who
has access to such a common book as Bishop I^ewton's

work on the Prophecies,§ will need no other reply to

the Essayist's objections.

In the instances recited above, the Essayist alleges

* Jer. xxxvi. 31.

f
" Quarterly Review," No. ccxvii. p. 299, for Jan. 1861, and the

" Christian Remembrancer " for the same month. The article in the latter

has been reprinted by the author, the Rev. J. G. Cazenove : see there,

p. 25.

± Eph. vi. 16.

§ Dissertation xi., On the Prophecies concerning Tyre, pp. 145—162.
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that prophecies have not teen fulfilled 'j and now mark
his inconsistency. He suddenly shifts his ground, and
rejects a ^xo^^\^.QQ,y hecause it has heen fulfilled! He
thus writes :

*—" The mention of a name f later than
the supposed age of the prophet is not allowed, as in

other writings, to he taken in evidence of the date,

(Isaiah xlv. 1.)" Wonderful indeed ! Because God,
who sees all things from the beginning, enabled Isaiah

the prophet to do what uninspired writers cannot do,

and to foretell the future, and to name beforehand the

deliverer of His people, therefore the prophecy of

Isaiah is to be rejected ! it was composed after the

event ! How difficult to please is such a critic as this !

He complains of some prophecies because they have
failed, and of others because they have been fulfilled 1

Might he not go and take a seat with the Jewish chil-

dren in the market-place, who in their wayward humour
could neither be pleased with piping nor with mourn-
ing ? :j: Plow is this to be explained ? Is not this the
true account of the matter,—that he will have no
prophecies at all? that the Bible is like any " other
writing?" that it is to be treated as "any other book?"

§ 6. This supposition is confirmed by what follows.

"VTe come now to the root of the evil.

The Essayist does not believe in the Inspiration of
Holy Scripture, according to the ordinary acceptation
of the term.

He asserts that there is no " foundation in the Gos-
pels or Epistles for any of the higher or supernatural
views of inspiration." The Evangelists and Apostles
do not " anywhere lead us to suppose that they were
freefrom error or infirmity^ §

Here is an example of that strange confusion of
thought and expression which prevails throughout this

dissertation. It is perfectly true that the Apostles do
not lead us to suppose that " they were free from error

* Essay, p. 343.

f The name of Cyrus. On the same grounds the Essayist must reject

1 Kings xiii. 2, because it mentions the name of Josiah.

X Luke yii. 32. § Essay, p. 345.
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or infirmity." Indeed, they plainly declare that they
were liable to human frailty. " We are men of like

passions with you," they say.* " In many things we
offend all." f Holy Scri]3ture itself records their fail-

ing§. It relates that St. Mark faltered for a time, and
that St. Paul and St. Barnabas strove together con-

cerning him. :j: It narrates that St. Peter was openly

rebuked by St. Paul because he walked not uprightly. §
But what is all this to the purpose ? Nothing, absolutely

nothing ; except, as we shall presently see, to afford a

more strikmg proof of what the Essayist gainsays, name-
ly, of the Insjpiratio7i of Holy Scripture,

But, first, what are we to say to the Essayist's asser-

tion that " there is not any foundation in the Gospe"'s

for any of the higher or suj)ernatural view of inspira-

tion ? " We flatly deny it. Holy Scripture does assert

its own Inspiration. The word Scrijyture
||

is used in

about fifty places of the New Testament, and though
that word in its ordinary sense simply means writing^

yet in the New Testament it is limited to those partic-

ular writings which the Church calls Scripture ; and
thus it shews that those writings are distinguished from
all other writings in the world. Now Scripture itself

declares, by St. Paul, that " every Scripture is deoirvev-

aro^, or divinely inspired,"^ or. rather, inbreathed by
God, filled with the Divine breath.

Now when we recollect hy whom this assertion was
made, namely by St. Paul, a Hebrew of the Hebrews,**
and to whom it was addressed, namely to Timothy, the
son of a Jewess,tt ^^^ that he had been familiar with
the Hebrew Scriptures from a child

; XX ^'^^ when we
bear in mind also that this sentence occurs in the last

of St. Paul's Epistles ; and when we remember also

the religious reverence and awe with which the He-
brews treated those writings which they called Scrip-

tures,g§ and which they regarded as wholl}^ distinct from
all other writings in the world, and as no other than the

* Acts xiv. 15. f James iii. 2. % Acts xv. 37—39. § Gal. ii. 11—14.

II
7pa(()^. t 2 Tim. iii. 16. ** Phil. iii. 5. f f Acts xvi. 1.

it 2 Tim. iii. 15. §§ See Josephus, c. Apion, i. § 8.
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unerring words, the living oracles, of God ; and when
we also reflect that St. Paul's Divine Master, Jesus
Christ, the Everlasting Son ofGod, sanctioned that belief

and awe ; and when we also consider that the books
of the New Testament were dehvered by the Apostles
and Evangelists to the Church, and were received by
the Church, as of equal authority with the books of the

Old Testament, which had been recognised as Divine
writings by Jesus Christ Himself, and that they are

equally called " Scripture^^ by the Apostles * and by
the Church, we could not have a clearer assertion of the
supernatural origin and Divine authority of all those

writings which the Christian Church Universal receives

as Scripture, than is contained in the declaration of St.

Paul to Timothy, that " Every Scripture is given by
inspiration of God." f

But to proceed, Tlie Essayist, tells us that the
Apostles and Evangelists were not free " from error or

infirmity." What is this to the purpose ? Who ever
supposed that they were ? But how does this affect the
question of Inspiration f Here is another characteristic

of this Essay, which makes it the more dangerous. The
author begins with asserting a truth, and then he joins

an error with it, which, if the reader is not on his guard,

he may be tempted to receive together with the truth

which introduces it.

The Essayist confounds two things which ought to

be kept separate. But let him distinguish the writings

dictated by the Holy Spirit inspiring the Apostles and
Evangelists to write Scripture, from the practice of
those by whose instrumentality Scripture was written.

The men wer^ liable to human infirmities, but the writ-

ings are divine.X The writers assure us that they do
not speak by words " which man's wisdom teacheth,

but words which the Holy Ghost teacheth." § There-

* Cf. 2 Pet. iii. 16.

f On the claims which Holy Scripture itself makes to Inspiration, the

reader may see the additional evidence clearly stated by the Kev. J. W.
Burgon on Inspiration, pp. 53—57, and pp. cxcvii.

± See Augustine, Epist. ad Hieron., xxviii., xl., Ixxii.

§ 1 Oor. ii. 13.
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fore, when we say that Holy Scripture is inspired, we
mean that the Holy Ghost is its Author."^ AYe mean
that it was written by His inspiration, " for our learn-

ing,'' and " to make ns wise unto salvation," and that it

is worthy of its Divine Author, and is the word of the

livino^ God. We mean, that in writing the Scriptures,

the Holy Spirit, who cannot err, used the instrumental-

ity of fallible men, in order that the excellency of the

power of the Gospel might not be of man, but of God
; f

and in order that the perfection of the work done by
means of -imperfect instruments might prove that the

work is not due to the instruments which were used,

but to Him who wrought by them.

"We have adverted to the confusion of ideas which
is observable in the Essayist's allegation against the

writers of Scripture. This confusion of ideas, which is

too frequent in the work, has produced a confusion of

writing. There is an ambiguity of language—may we not

call it an amphibiousness of style—in this Essay, which
is very embarrassing to the reader. In perusing it we
hardly know sometimes whether we are treading on a
solid, or floating in a fluid. AVe cannot tell whether
we are on te?'7rc firina^ or at sea. For instance, in one
place the Essayist expresses a hope that after " sioeep-

ing the house " he may have " found the pearl of great

price.^'' X To say nothing of the confusion here made in

two divine parables, we have in the former part of the

sentence the writer comparing himself to a woman
sweeping the house, and in the latter he has suddenly
become a merchantman, trading for pearls at sea. In
another place he speaks of persons who, having chosen
" the jpath of practical usefulness, should- acknowledge
that it is a narrow path ; for any but a strong swim-
mer will be insensibly drawn out of it by the tide of

public opinion." § He proposes to make a new world
of harmony and order, but it seems more probable that

he may bring back the state of confusion,

—

* Lectures on Inspiration, p. 14. f 2 Cor. iv. 7.

X Essay, p. 414. § Ibid., p. 431.
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" Quern dixere choas, rudis indigestaqiie moles,"

in whicli
" Frigida pugnabant calidis, hnmentia siccis,

Mollia cum duris, sine pondere habentia pondus."*

§ 7. The Essayist says that St. Paul " was corrected

by the course of events in his expectation of the coming
of Christ." f St. Paul, therefore, was in error when
he wrote his first Epistle to the Thessalonians, :j:—for to

that doubtless the Essayist alludes,—in which the
Apostle says that " we^ who are alive and remain till

the Coming of the Lord, shall not prevent them that

are asleep."

This also is no new objection : it has been urged by
the same sceptical writer already cited, § and unhappily
it has derived undue importance from the name of a
celebrated person,! who, if his life had been spared,
would probably have regretted and retracted some of
his rash and unsound assertions on such matters as

these. May God in His mercy grant that this may be
the case with the author of the present Essay !

But what is the fact ? St. Paul is here speaking in

very solemn terms. He declares that he writes by the
inspiration of God. " This we say unto you by the
Word of the LordP T If, therefore, he is in error here,

the error is a grave one indeed. But what, we repeat,

is the fact ? Does St. Paul here assert that he himself
will he alive w^hen Christ comes again ? The Essayist
says that he does, and that his error in this respect was
" corrected by the course of events."

No one who is familiar with the chronology of St.

Paul's Epistles could have written as the Essayist does
here. But he seems to have little respect for such mat-
ters as these. " Discussions respecting the chronology

of St. PauVs Ife^'' he says, "have gone far beyond the

* Ovid. Met. i. 7, 19, 20. f Essay, p. 846. % 1 Thess. iv. 15.

§ Creed of Christendom, p. 18, where it is said that " St. Paul is mani-
festly and admittedly in error in 1 Thess. iv. 15." And again, ibid., p. 25.

ll
Dr. Arnold, Christian Life and Character, p. 490:—"We may

safely and reverently say, that St. Paul, in this instance, entertained and
expressed a belief which the event did not justify." ^ 1 Thess. iv. 15.
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line of utility." * And he is only applying his own prin-

ciple of Interpretation ;
" the history of Christendom is

nothing to him ;
" his " office is to recover the meaning

of the words as they struck on the ears of those who
first read them ; " f ^^^^ liere is 2^ signal proof of the

utter worthlessness of such a principle of interpretation.

Be it so, that the Thessalonians irnagined^ when the

words of that Epistle " first struck on their ears," that

the Day of the Lord was close at hand. But our en-

quiry is, not what they thought, but what St. Paul
oneant. Most readers of St. Paul's Epistles know that

the first Epistle of St. Paul to the Thessalonians was
the fii'st written of all his Epistles, and that the second
Epistle of the Thessalonians was written at the same
place as the first,:}: and very soon after it. Turn, there-

fore, to the second Epistle. In that second Epistle we
read a solemn caution from St. Paul, guarding them
against the notion that the " Day of Christ was at

hand." § If St. Paul had believed, when he wrote his

first Epistle, that he would be alive at Christ's coming,
he believed the same thing when he wrote the second.

Indeed, he would have had a stronger belief then, ^o
" course of events " had intervened to afi"ect that belief,

if he had entertained it. But we see that he did not
entertain it when he wrote the second Epistle. He
cautions the Thessalonians against it. IS^or had he any
such belief when he wrote his first Epistle, and he was
not " corrected in his expectation by the course of
events."

Few persons who have formed any acquaintance
with St. Paul's style can be perplexed by his use of the
pronoun we in this passage,—" TFe which are alive and
remain." It is the habit of the great Apostle to put
himself in the place of others, and to speak, as it were,

from them ; and even to do this when they whom he
identifies with himself are very different from him, and
even opposed to him.

||
St. Paul's " ice " is an uni-

* Essay, p. 393. f P. 338.

X Corinth. § 2 Thess. ii. 2.

II
See, for instance, Rom. iii. 7, and the numerous authorities cited in

a note on 1 Thess. iv. 17, and 1 Cor. iv. 6, \'u 12.
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versal we^ and is applicable to every age. Indeed, this

is the genuine language of inspiration, and if the Essay-

ist had not been resolved to interpret this passage as

one " in any other book," he would not have missed

the sense ; but his error is like a judicial retribution for

unworthy notions of Holy Scripture.

The simple truth is, that the Holy Spirit is speaking

by St. Paul, who utters " by the AYord of the Lord ''

what is here revealed. He is writing an Epistle, not

merely for one Church or one age, but to be read in

the Church of Christ in every country, in every age,

even till the coming of Christ. By St. Paul the Holy
Spirit delivers a solemn warning, which every age must
apply to itself. No age knows when Christ will come,

but every age ought to be prepared for Christ's Coming
to judgment. Every one ought so to believe and live

as if Christ would come in his own day. Therefore

with great wisdom has the Holy Spirit spoken by St.

Paul on this subject in such a language as that which
represents him as contemporaneous with every age.

This is genuine Inspiration. It is the language of the

Eternal Himself.

Once more. We have seen that in the second Epis-

tle to the Thessalonians St. Paul warns his readers

against the supposition that " the day of Christ was at

hand." Therefore when he wrote that Epistle, the

Apostle, who was in frequent peril of death,* did not

expect that he himself would be alive when Christ

came.
About three years after the date of that second

Epistle he wrote his first Epistle to the Corinthians,

and in that Epistle he uses the pronoun " ?/;6 " in the

same manner as he had done in the first Epistle to the

Thessalonians. He says, " We shall not all sleep," that

is, we shall not all die, " but we shall all be changed." f
"Will the Essayist say, after the emphatic words in

which St. Paul himself had disclaimed any such notion

* " We stand in jeopardy every hour. I die daily."

31 ; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 26.

f 1 Cor. XV. 51.
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in the second Epistle to the Thessalonians, that St Paul
expected to be alive at Christ's coming, and that " he
was corrected in that expectation by the course of

events ? " No ; he cannot say it in this case. Nor
ought he to do so in the other. And if he would fol-

low St. Paul's rule for interpreting Scripture, by com-
paring ^ one portion of it with another, he would have
been saved from the presumption of attributing an error

to St. Paul,—or rather to the Holy Spirit, who spake

by St. Paul's mouth.

§ 8. Having charged an Apostle with error the

Essayist becomes more bold, and brings a similar accu-

sation against two Evangelists at once :

—

" One" Evangelist, he says, " supposes the original dwell-

ing-place of our Lord's parents to have been Betlilehem (Matt,

ii. 1, 22), another Nazareth (Luke ii. 4), and they trace his

Genealogy in different ways ; one mentions the thieves blas-

pheming, another has preserved to after-ages the record of the

penitent thief; they appear to differ about the day and hour

of the Crucifixion."*

At the same time the Essayist says " that there is

no appearance of insincerity in them, or want offaithP
No appearance of '' iiisiiicerity ov want of faith^'' in

those holy men whose writings are received by the

Christian Church universal as " given by inspiration

of God !
" Admirable candour, most Christian conde-

scension ! But let us see whether there may not be
here some appearance of inaccuracy and want of learn-

ing and ability, as well as of modesty and humility, on
the part of a writer who deals thus freely with the Gos-
pels. The Essayist would quiet our alarms by assuring

us that though there are, as he alleges, " discrepjancies

of fact " X in Scripture, yet that " when we become
familiar with them they will seem of little consequence
in comparison witli the truths which it unfolds."

We cannot accept the proffered consolation. For,

surely the answer must be, " If the documents are in

error, what will become of the doctrines ? " It is rightly

1 Cor. ii. 13. f Essay, p. 346. % !*• "^20.
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urged, in a recent sceptical publication, against all such

low notions of the Bible as this :
— '' A book cannot be

said to carry with it the authority of being God's Word,
if the same writer may give us in one verse a revela-

tion from the Most High, and in another a blunder of

his own. How can we be certain that the very texts

upon which we rest our doctrines and our hopes may
not be the uninspired portion of it ? " *

In the passage above quoted, the Essayist, as most
scholars know, is only reviving the objections which
have been often refuted already.

Schleiermacher, De Wette, Strauss, Bruno Bauer,

and others,—especially the English Sceptic already

quoted,f who has anticipated the Essayist in almost all

his allegations against the writers of Holy Scripture,

—

have made the same objections before him.

If the Essayist had been disposed to treat this im-

portant subject aright, he would have reminded his

younger readers that St. Matthew and St. Luke wrote
their Gospels with different designs ; the former for the

special benefit of the Jews, and the latter for the Gen-
tile world. This consideration alone would have saved

him from two of his errors in this place. The Holy
Spirit, writing by St. Matthew dwells therefore partic-

ularly on the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem, the city of
David, the city pre-announced by the Hebrew prophet
Micah :j: as the birth-place of the Messiah. St. Mat-
thew thus leads the Jews to acknowledge that Jesus is

the Christ. He lays stress on the birth at Bethlehem,
and with divine wisdom 07nits what is not relevant to

his argument in that Gospel, the previous residence of

* Creed of Christendom, p. 25.

f Ibid,, p. 101 :
—" In this place we must notice the marked discrep-

ancy between Matthew and Luke as to the original residence of Jesus.

Luke speaks of them as living at Nazareth before the birth of Jesus, Mat-

thew as having left their former residence to go to Nazareth only after that

event, and from peculiar considerations. Critics, however, are disposed to

think Matthew right on this occasion." And ibid., p. 97 :
—" The geneal-

ogy of Jesus given by Luke is wholly different from that given by Matthew.

They trace the descent through an entirely different line of ancestry."

X Micah V. 2.
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the parents at Nazaretli. The Holy Spirit, writing by
St. Matthew, omits that incident, but He does not deny
it ; no, with divine foresight He reserves it to be commu-
nicated afterwards, in its proper place ^ by a later Evan-
gelist, St. Luke, in his Gospel, the Gospel of the Gentile

world, to whom it would be welcome intelligence tliat

the Saviour of mankind was conceived in Nazareth^ in

Galilee of the Gentiles. Thus the Holy Spirit shews to

all who are willing to learn, that He knows wdien to

speak and when to be silent. Thus He dispenses suit-

able food to all in due season.*

The Evangelists, (i. e. St. Matthew and St. Luke,)

says the Essayist, trace our Lord's " genealogies in dif-

ferent ways." He means to imply that they contradict

one another.

They trace "' His genealogies in different ways."
Certainly they do : and why ? Because they had two

different desigris. The one, St. Matthew, designed to

shew his readers, especially his Hebrew readers, that

Jesus of Nazareth was the promised seed of Abraham
through Isaac and Jacob, and that He was the King
of the Jews, and came of the royal tribe of Judah, and
inherited the royalties of David and Solomon, and of

the other kings of Judah in succession ; and therefore

he traces His genealogies from Abraham through
David, Solomon, and Kehoboam, and others, who either

were kings of Judah de facto^ or de jure after the cap-

tivity, and thus proves tliat the royal prerogatives of

the house of David were inherited by Him, and that

He was the representative of the kings of Judah by
right of His birth, as the only-begotten son of Mary
the wife of Joseph, the heir of the royal race. This is

* If the reader desires further information on this point, he will find

that the objections reproduced by the Essayist had been already well re-

futed by Dr. Davidson, (formerly Professor in the Lancashire Independent

College,) " Introduction to the Gospels," pp. 116—118. It may well excite

the shame and sorrow of all friends of the Church and Universities, that

sceptical allegations, exploded in Dissenting Colleges, should be revived by
clergymen of the English Church, Professors and Tutors in an English Uni-

versity.
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what tlie Holy Spirit has done by means of the gene-

alogy in the Gospel of St. Matthew.
Are we to murmur against Him because He has

been pleased to do something more than this? Are
we to complain, because by the genealogy in St. Luke^s

Gospel He has traced our Lord's relationship to David
by a line of personal comiection, and has thus shewn
that by natural descent,^ as well as by royal succes-

sion, He is the Son of David ; and further, has carried

up His lineage through Abraham even to Adam and
to God, and thus reminds the readers of that Gospel

that all men., whether Jews or Gentiles, are one family,

children of the same Father, and that as they are all by
nature in the first Adam, so by grace they are all joined

together in the second Adam, Jesus Christ ?

Ought we not, on the contrary, to be thankful to

the Holy Spirit that He has traced our Lord's " gene-

alogy in different ways ? " And what sort of interpre-

tation of Scripture is that, which is blind to these bene-

fits, and would teach us to censure and condemn the

Gospels for the very abundance of the spiritual light

which Almighty God has been graciously pleased to

bestow upon us by their means ?

The Essayist's next objection is, that one Evangelist
" mentions the thieves blaspheming (Matt, xxvii. 44),

another has preserved to after ages the record of the

penitent thief, (Luke xxiii. 39.)"

The writer is hardly bold enough to accuse either

Evangelist of inaccuracy here, and yet he seems desi-

rous of doing so, for otherwise why does he make this

observation, " One Evangelist mentions the thieves

blaspheming, another has preserved the record of tlie

penitent thief? " Yes ; and ought we not to be grate-

ful to both Evangelists for what they have done ? But
if he really means that they are not consistent with one

* Jacob in St. Matthew i. 16 was supposed by ancient writers to have
been the brother of Heli, (Luke iii. 23,) and on the death of the one, the

other brother married his widow, from whom Joseph the husband of Mary
was'born. See on Matt. i. 1 ; and thus Joseph was accounted the son of
the one brother legally, as well as of the other brother naturally.
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another, let him be requested to read what St. Augus-
tine has written on this subject,"^ and he may perhaps

change his opinion.

"They (the Evangelists) appear" also "to differ

about the dayand hour of the crucifixion."

Appear! to whom?
Certainly not to any who have carefully examined

the subject. As to the appearance of discrepancy, it

rests only on a misinterpretation of John xviii. 28,

where it is said that "the Jews went not into Pilate's

judgment-hall lest they should be defiled, but that they

might eat the Passover." Now, whatever may be the

meaning of the words, "eat the Passover," it is quite

certain that St. John places the crucifixion on the same
day as the other three Evangelists.

St. Matthew says that the crucifixion took place
" on the day of thepreparation^^\ (i. e. for the Sabbath

;)

St. Mark says that " it was the preparation^ that is, the

day before the Sabbath ;":j: St. Luke-says, " that day
was \\\Q preparation^ and the Sabbath drew on.''§

"What now does St.John say?—"The Jews therefore,

because it was the preparation^ that the bodies should

not remain on the Sabbath da}', for that Sabbath was
an high day, besought Pilate that their legs might be
broken, and that they might be taken away."|| And
again, St. John says, speaking of our Lord's burial in

the garden :
—"There laid they Jesus therefore because

of the p)reparationy^
Thus all the four Evangelists place the crucifixion

on the same day^ the day of the preparation, or day be-

fore the Sabbath. And yet the Essayist tells us that
" they appear to differ as to the day of the crucifixion

!

"

He asserts also that they differ as to the hour. He
does not let us know the grounds of this assertion.

This is one of the melancholy characteristics of this

book. The writer brings grave charges against holy
men, and he does not state the reasons on which those

charges rest; and thus' he makes it more difiicult to

* De Consensu Evangelistarum, iii. 52. f Matt, xxvii. 62.

X Mark xv. 42. § Luke xxiii. 54. \ John xix. 31. T[ Ibid. 42.
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deal with those charges. This is a cruel way of pro-

ceeding ; not only as regards those who are assaulted,

but cruel also it is v/ith respect to those who see the

wounds after their infliction. They know not why they
were inflicted, and perhaps when they consider the

character and office of the person who inflicts them,
they may think that they w^ere deserved. We shall

see more of this by and by.

What was in the Essayist's mind when he WTote
these words, "The Evangelists appear to difier as to

the hour of the crucifixion ? " We are left to conjecture

on this point. Our surmise is, that as his allegations

are usually repetitions of what has been already object-

ed and answered, he is referring to the supposed dis-

crepancy between Mark xv. 25 and John xix. 14. In
the former Gospel it is said—according to the Roman
mode of reckoning time— that " it was the tliird hour
when they crucified him ;" that is, He was crucified at

nine o'clock in the morning. St. John says, that Pilate

took his place upon the judgment-seat when it was
" about the sixth hour."

Now here was an occasion for a writer on the
" Interpretation of Scripture" to remind his younger
readers that, in order to understand the Bible, they
must know something of the customs of the countries in

wdiich its various books were written. The Essayist,

however, proceeds on a diflferent principle. He slights

such helps as these. " The greater part of his learning

is a knowledge of the text itself;" this is his canon of
criticism, but he seems quite to forget that a true
" knowledge of the text itself," in such matters as these,

can only be derived from a knowledge of a great many
other things^—especially of the circumstances under
wdiicli the text was written.

Let us apply this principle to the question before
us. St. John's Gospel, as all Christian Antiquity tes-

tifies, was written in Asia, and St. John follows the
Asiatic mode of reckoning time.* Therefore we learn

* Perhaps the Author may be permitted to refer to the passages quoted
in a note on St. John iv. 6, in support of this assertion.

17
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two things from St. John's and St. Mark's Gospels.

\Ye are told by St. John that Pilate took his place on
the judgment-seat at six o-dock in the morning ; and
St. Mark informs us, that the sentence of Crucifixion

was pronounced and put in execution at nine dclock.

Where is the contradiction here?

§ 9. " What is Inspiration ?
"

The Essayist asks this question, and his answer to

it is :
—"That idea of Scripture which we gather from

the knowledge of it." "It is a fact which we infer'

from the study of Scripture."

This assertion, we must take leave to say, is based
upon a very erroneous notion of our capacities. It as-

sumes that we are competent to pronounce an opinion

on what it hefits God to say. This surely is a very pre-

sumptuous view of the case. It is a kind of theological

Protagoreanism. " Man is the measure of all things,"

was the bold dogma of the ancient Greek sophist ;* and
according to the Essayist's assertion, Scripture is not to

be Scripture unless it pleases us ! or as tlie similar

notion was described of old by Tertullian,+ "Except
God pleases man. He is not to be any longer God !

"

We must also be allowed to observe that the Essayist's

method of arguing concerning the Inspiration of Scrip-

ture is totally at variance with the plan wdiich Al-
mighty God has been pleased to pursue—ever since

any portion of Scripture was written—to assure us of

its Inspiration.

The divine Author of Scripture did not make tlie

proof of the Inspiration of the Pentateuch to depend "on
the idea which men might gather from the knowledge
of it." Xo ! this indeed would have been a most pre-

carious foundation to build on. Some of tlie ECebrews
took little pains to acquaint themselves Avith the Pen-
tateuch ; others openly violated its laws, and set up
idols in opposition to its divine Author. But still the

Pentateuch was inspired ; and all were bound to

acknowledge its Inspiration. And why ? Because Al-
mighty God had visiUy distinguished the Pentateuch

* See Plato Cratyl., iii. 234. -}• Tertullian. Apolog., c. 5.
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from all other hoolcs^ and had avonched it as His own
Book, by enshrining it by the side of the Ark in the
Holy of Holies.* And when the Son of God Himself
came down from heaven and proved His divine au-
thority by the mighty works recorded in the Gospels,
(which in course of time were received as true and
divine histories by the Roman Empire itself, which at

first persecuted the Christians,) Jesus Christ openly
acknowledged all the books of the Old Testament to

be given by Inspiration of God, and He commanded
all men, as they desire to be saved, to receive those
books as divine.

This is the method which God has adopted for as-

suring mankind that the Old Testament is divinely
inspired. Doubtless a well-constituted mind, full of
reverence for God, and for His holy Word, and humbly
seeking for the truth, and praying for the light of the
Holy Spirit, will see in the Old Testament clear inter-

nal testimonies of its divine origin ; but God has not
made the proof of its inspiration to depend on the idea
which we may gather from the knowledge of it. He has
authenticated it by external evidences and incontrovert-

ihlefacts^ manifest to all ; so that no man in a Christian
land has any just excuse if he does not believe the Old
Testament to be God's holy Word.

He has followed a similar method with regard to

the New Testament.
Jesus Christ established His Church to remain for

ever upon earth
; f He has constituted her to be a

" Witness and Keeper of Holy Writ ;
"
X He promised

to be with her " even to the end of the world," § and
to give to her the Holy Spirit to teach her all things,

and to guide her into all truth,] and to abide with her
for ever.

We may therefore conclude, that whatever the uni-

versal Church of Christ has received as divinely in-

spired Scripture, is the unerring Word of God. Her

* Deut. xxxi. 9, 24—26. f Matt. xvi. 18.

X Thirty-nine Articles, Art. XX. § Matt, xxviii. 20.

II
John xiv. 16, 26 ; xvi. 13.
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testimony in tins respect is the witness of Christ who is

with her ; it is the testimony of the Holy Spirit who is

in her, and speaks by her.

Well, therefore, does the Church of England thus

speak :

^—" In the name of Holy Scripture we do un-

derstand those canonical Books of the Old and 'New
Testament, of whose authority was never any doubt in

the Church. . . . All the Books of the New Testament,
as they are commonly received, we do receive, and ac-

count them Canonical."f
But the Essayist sets at nought this external testi-

mony of Christ and His Church to the inspiration of

Holy Scripture. He would have every man take the

Bible into his hands as a common book, and test it by
his own conscience, or feelings, and then pronounce
judgment upon it.

This is no new theory. It has been put forth in

Germany and in other countries of the world. And
what has been the consequence? Some receive one
part of the Bible, and some another ; some reject one
part, some another ; and if this theory is adopted, there

will be as many different Bibles as there are persons,

and the end of it must be that there will be no Bible at

all, but only a Babel of tongues.

§ 10. "The question of inspiration," says the Essayist,
" though in one sense important, is to the interpreter as if it

were not important ; he is no way called upon to determine a

matter luitli lohich he has nothing to doJ'

In accordance with this proposition, the Essayist
lays down the following rules for expounding Scrip-

ture :

—

" Scripture has one meaning to he gathered from itself,

without a regard to a jniori notions abou its nature and origin.

It is to be interpreted like other hooks.^'\

* In the Thirty-nine Articles, Art. VI.

f The above argument has been stated more in detail in the " Lectures
on Inspiration," quoted above, p. 409. \ Essay, p. 404.
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Again lie says :

—

" We can only ascertain the meaning of Scripture in the

same way as we ascertain that of Sojohocles or of Platoy*
" And it would be well to carry the theory of interpretation of

Scripture no further than in other %uorksy\

And he does not hesitate to suggest an opinion that

differences of Interpretation of Scripture arise from the

fact that Scripture is not treated like any other book,

and that we should attain to unity and uniformity in

interpreting the Bible, if we would agree to lay aside

all questions concerning its inspiration, and if we
would consent to interpret it as a common book,;]: in

the same way as we would interpret a human composi-
tion, e. g. the work of some classical author, " Sopho-
cles or Plato."

Let us consider these propositions :

—

" The question of inspiration is one with which the inter-

preter of Scripture has nothing to do."

"What ! nothing to do with the question whether the

Bible is the Word of God ? Surely this question is im-
portant to the interpreter of Scripture, it is the most
iraportani question with which he can have to do. He
cannot stir a step in interpreting Scripture without
having first settled it.

If Holy Scripture is inspired, then its author is

God: and then the Bible must be interpreted as a book
written by a Being to whom all things are present, and
who contemplates all things at once in the panoramic
view of His own Omniscience. Lord Bacon says,
" The Scriptures heiyig given hy iiispiration^ and not by
human reason, do differ from all other hooks in the

Author ; which by consequence doth draw on some
difference to be used by the expositor. For the In-

diter of them did know four things, which no man at-

tains to know : which are, the mysteries of the king-

dom of glory ; the perfection of the laws of nature

;

* Essay, p. Zll. f P. STS. % Pp. 334, 3Y5—377.
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the secrets of tlie hearts of man ; and the future suc-

cession of ages." * And again he says, " The Scrip-

tures being written to the thoughts of man and to the

succession of all ages^ are 7iot to he interpreted only ac-

cording to the latitude of the proper sense of the place"
(or particular passage of Scripture), " and respectively

towards that present occasion whereupon the words
were nttered ; but have infinite springs and streams of

doctrine to water the Church in every part, ... so that

I do much condemn the interpretation of the Scripture

which is only after the manner as men use to interpret

a profane hoolcP

In a similar spirit of wise criticism, our great philo-

sophical divine, Bishop Butler,f thus writes :
—" The

general design of Scripture may be said to be to give

an account of the world in this single point of view,

as GodJs worlds by which it appears essentially distin-

guished from all other hooJc^sP

Consequently an expositor of Scripture must fail in

his task if he does not do what the Essayist says that

he need not do, and if he does what the Essayist recom-

mends him to do. If the expositor has not first settled

the question whether Scripture is divinely inspired,

and (f lie handles it as he would " any other book,"
he will not be disposed to receive with humility such
Christian precepts or doctrines, and such supernatural

truths, as may be repugnant to his own reason, will,

and appetites. But he will measure them, as indeed
the Essayist and his fellow-labourers do, by the standard
of his own " inner consciousness." He will try them
by what they call their " verifying faculty." X There-

fore those very precepts and doctrines which constitute

the essence of the Gospel may serve as occasions and

* Bacon, Advancement of Learning, p. 265. \ Analogy, ii. vii.

X Essays and Reviews, pp. 31, 32—36, 45 ; cf. pp. 343, 365. The
teaching of " Essays and Reviews" on this point has been thus summed up
by a French critic, of sceptical opinions, in an article upon that volume in

the Revue des denx Mojides for May, 1861, p. 418:—"La Bible ne peut

conserver sa place dans notre vie religieuse qu' a une condition, celle de ne
plus exercer comme jadis une espece de despotisms sur I'esprit humain,
mais de 5' identifier avec la voix de la conscience en nous.^'*
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arguments to liim for rejecting it. If, again, he is in

doubt as to the Inspiration of the Bible, he will set

aside every interpretation of its words which would not

be applied to those words on the supposition that they

were uttered by men unaided by the Holy Spirit, and.

were not dictated by God.
With regard to the Essayist's notion that Scripture

can have only one meaning^ this is manifestly contra-

dicted by Scripture itself. For example, the words of

Scripture, " He hath borne our griefs, and carried our
sorrows," * are declared in one passage of Scripture to

have been fulfilled in Christ's miraculous healing of

men's bodily infirmities
; f and are asserted in another

place:|: to have been accomplished by His bearing our
sins in his own body on the cross.

Here are two meanings assigned in Scripture to the

same text of Scripture. Will not every humble and
devout reader of Scripture thankfully receive both?

The Essayist himself has displayed some remark-
able specimens of the disastrous consequences of his

own theory, as we shall see hereafter.§ Indeed, the

present Essay supplies abundant evidence of the un-

sou'iidness of that theory, which, while it professes

to be conducive to the right understanding of Holy
Scripture, w^ould be utterly destructive of its true in-

terpretation.

The Essayist seems almost to forget, that moral and
spiritual qualifications, as well as intellectual endow-
ments are necessary for the right interpretation of Holy
Scripture. The Scriptures cannot be understood except
through the illumination of the Holy Spirit who wrote
them. He must open our eyes, if we are to see the

wondrous things of God's law. But the Holy Spirit

will not vouchsafe His divine light to those who ven-
ture to treat the Scriptures as a common book. No

:

He will punish them with spiritual blindness. Spir-

itual blindness is the just retribution which they who

* Isa. liii. 4. f Matt. viii. 17. % ^ Pet. ii. 24.

§ e. g. in his comment on St. Matthew's interpretation of Hosea xi. 1.

See below, p. 410.
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handle Scripture with famih'arity hring upon therrr-

selves. "Mysteries are revealed unto the meek." '^

"Those that are meek shall He guide m judgment,
and such as are gentle, them shall He learn His
way." f

Here is the true explanation of the delusion which
seems to have perverted the understanding of the

writer of the present Essay. He has acted on his own
maxim, " Interpret the Scripture like any other book."

He has treated the Bible like a common book. He
tells us that it is of no importance to him whether the

Bible is inspired or no ; and. that he " has nothing to do
with that question." :j: And he defines Inspiration to be
"that idea of Scripture which he himself gathers from
a knowledge of it."§ Thus he has blinded his own
eyes, and he will also extinguish the light of others

who listen to him. IS^ahash the Ammonite said to the

people of Jabesh-Gilead, " On this condition will I

make a covenant with you, that I may thrust out all

your right eyes."
||

The Essayist does the same ; if w^e

are to be scholars of this Biblical Nahash, we must al-

low him to thrust out our right eyes.

As he loves hi& own intellectual and spiritual health

and that of others committed to his care, let him be
earnestly entreated to retrace his steps. Let him not

deem it an unworthy thing to sit down as a scholar at

the feet of Jesus Christ, and to hearken to that Divine
Teacher, who delivers the Holy Scriptures to the world
not as a common book, but as the Word of the living

God, who enabled His Apostles and Evangelists to see

and to expound the meaning of the Old Testament, and
who promises to give the Holy Spirit to those who
meekly receive the Scriptures as the lively oracles of

divine truth. Then the scales will fall from his eyes,

and he will see the light—but not till then.

§ 11. The Essayist has no great veneration for the

ancient Fathers of the Church, and yet he endeavours
to enlist them in his service. And how? In a man-

* Ecclus. iii. 19. f Ps. xxv. 8. X ^ssay, pp. 350, 377.

8 P. 347. 11 1 Sam. xi. 2.
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ner which could hardly have been expected, and would
have greatly surprised them. The question of the In-

spiration of Scripture, he says, " was not determined by
the Fathers of the Church." *

Here it seems to be silently insinuated that the Fa-
thers had no clear view of Inspiration. This must be
the meaning of this sentence, or else it is wholly irrel-

evant to the place where it stands.

Let us grant now—what is quite true—that no an-

cient Council ever met to determine the question of

inspiration, and that no ancient Father has left a trea-

tise on inspiration. Why was this ? Was it because
that question was not determined ? Will the Essayist

venture to say this ? No. It was because the question

was settled^ and because no one in Christendom had
any doubt about it.

We may hope that the Essayist is ignorant of this

fact, for if he is not ignorant of it, he has wilfully calum-
niated the ancient Fathers in a matter of solemn con-

cern ; but if he is ignorant of it, let him be requested

to read the works of the Fathers, and let him name, if

he can, a single Father who had any doubt of the In-

spiration of the Bible. Let him mention any ancient

Interpreter, who ever said that " the inspiration of

Scripture was a matter with which he had nothing to

do," or who ever thought of interpreting the Bible " as

a common book." He cannot do so. And, as far as

positive proof on this subject is concerned, any candid
inquirer may satisfy himself upon it by consulting the

large collections of testimonies gathered from the works
of the ancient Fathers of the Church, by the late vener-

able President of St. Mary Magdalene College, Oxford,

Dr. Ilouth,f and after him by Dr. William Lee, of

Trinity College, Dublin,:|: and by the Kev. B, F. West-
cott, of Trinity College, Cambridge, in his excellent

volume " An Introduction to the Study of the Gos-
pels."§

p. 351, f Routb, Reliquice Sacrce^ vol. v.

X Dr. William Lee on Inspiration, Appendix G, pp. 4*70—501. Lond.
1854.

§ Westcott's Introduction, Appendix B, pp. 383—422. Lond. 1860.
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The testimony of Christian Antiquity may besummed
np in the words of the three hundred and eighteen

Kicene Fathers, which have been received by the uni-

versal Church for fifteen hundred years,—" I believe

in the Holy Ghost, who spake by the prophets."

§ 12. The Reformers also are cited by the Essayist

as favouring his own opinions. " The word (inspira-

tion)," he says, " is but of yesterday, not found in the

earlier confessions of the reformed faith."

The writer lays a heavy tax on the credulity of his

readers,—" The word inspiration is but of yesterday !

"

Have we not the word " inspiration " in our own Au-
thorized Version of the Bible,* and has it not stood

there for two hundred and fifty years? Is not the

word inspiration to be found in that place in the Ge-
nevan version of 1557, and in Cranmer's version of 1539,
and in Tyndale's version of 1534? Is it not as old as

the age of St. Cyprian, who wrote in the third century ?

Does he not say that the Apostles teach us what they
learnt from the precepts of the Lord, being full of the

grace of the inspiration of their Lord?f Does not
Origen say that "the Holy Ghost inspired every one
of the holy prophets and apostles in the Old and Kew
Testament?":]: Kay, is not the word used by St. Jus-

tin Martyr in the second century, who says that the

prophets taught us by divine inspirationf% Does not
St. Irenseus, the scholar of Polycarp, the disciple of St.

John, say that the Prophets received divine inspi-

ration,! and does not all Christian Antiquity testify-

that the Scriptures are deoirvevaroL, given by inspi-

ration^ of God? And if the ancient Fathers wit-

nessed to the tiling^ why should we dispute about the
imrdf

* 2 Tim. iii. 16, where the Vulgate has " divinitus inspiratum."

f
" Dominicse inspirationis pleni."—S. Cyprian, De Oper. et Elee-

mosyn., § 9.

± Origan De Principiis, i. § 4.

§ S. Justin M. Cohort, ad Graec., § 38:

—

dih riis 6 el as iTriirpolas^

II
S. Irenseus e. Haer. iv. 34.

^ In addition to the authorities cited above, the reader may find similar

testimonies in Suicer's Thesaurus on v. ypatfyfjf and on v. \6yos.
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With regard also to the Reformers^ it is equally

certain that they asserted the inspiration of Scripture

in the strongest terms in their public confessions of

faith. Let the Essayist be requested to look again at

the "earlier confessions of the reformed faith."

The Bohemian Confession of 1535 * thus begins :

—

"First of all, we all receive with unanimous consent

the Holy Scriptures which are contained in the Bible,

and were received by our fathers and accounted canon-

ical, as immovably true and most certain, and to be
preferred in all things to all other hoohs^ as sacred

books ought to be preferred to profane, and divine

books to human ;f and to be believed with sincerity

and simplicity of mind ; and that they were delivered

and inspired by God Himself, as Peter and Paul and
others do affirm.

The Helvetic Confession, published in 1536, declares

that they " execrate all who say that the Holy Scrip-

tures are not from the Holy Ghost, or w^io reject any
portion of them ;" and that the " Scriptures are the very
words of God, who speaks to us by them."

The Galhcan Confession, published in 1561, asserts

that the " word contained in the books of Holy Scrip-

ture," which it enumerates, " proceeded from one God,
and are the sum and substance of truth, and that nei-

ther men nor angels may add anything to it, or make
any change in it."

The Scottish Kirk in her Confession affirms that the
" Scriptures were committed to writing through the

Holy Spirit of God."
The Belgic Confession says that the Scriptures contain

" the holy and divine word, not given by human will,

but spoken by men of God, who were inspired by His
spirit," and " that they were written by God's com-
mand ;" and " we believe," say the framers of the

Confession, " all things contained therein."

* Coitus Librorum Symholicorum Ecclesice Reformata:^ ed. Augusti,

Elberfeld, 1827, p. 276 ; in which volume the other Confessions here cited

may be found.

f Art. XVIII.
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Tlie doctrine of the old Lutheran divines, at leastfrom

the end of the sixteenth century. —for it is readily-

allowed that some of the earlier Lutherans were less

explicit in their expressions,—is stated in these words :

*

—''^Inspiration is the act by which God communicated
supernaturally to the mind of the writers of Scripture

not only the ideas of the things which they w^ere to

write, but also the conceptions of the words by which
they were to be expressed. The true author of the Holy
Scripture is God."

Can any language be more explicit ? And yet the

Essayist suggests that the Reformers laid little stress

on the doctrine of the inspiration of the Bible. What
else is the meaning of his language, " the word " inspi-

ration " is but of yesterday, not found in the earlier

Confessions of the reformed faith," taken in connexion

with his assertion that Scripture is to be interpreted

like '' any other book," and that " the question of

inspiration is one with which the interpreter of Scrip-

ture has nothing to do?" Is he ready to adopt the

language of those Confessions to which he appeals ? If

he is not, why did he refer to them ? If he is, must he
not retract almost all that he has said in this Essay on
the subject of Inspiration ?

§ 13. When a person comes before a magistrate to

bring a charge against a neighbour, he is rightly re-

quired to state the particulars of his grievance. He ia

not allowed to say that the man whom he impeaches is

a housebreaker, but he is called upon to specify the

circumstances of some act of burglary upon which he
grounds his charge. And if he cannot do so, he is

justly regarded as guilty of calumny, for injuring his-

neighbour's reputation, and he w-ill have damaged his

own character in the eyes of the whole neighbourhood
by such a slanderous imputation.

It is deeply to be regretted that the Essayist is

chargeable with this wrong. He brings accusations

against others w'liich woukl not be received by any
Justice of the Peace at any Petty Sessions, against the

* See Hase. Hutterus Redivkus^ 8th edition, Lips. 1855, p. 102,
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lowest and least respectable of Her Majesty's subjects*

And who are the persons against whom he prefers these
charges ? The holy Evangelists themselves.

The following example of this mode of dealing now
meets us. He tells us that there are " discrepancies in

the narrative of the Infancy pointed out by Schleier-

macher." ^ Tantamne rem tain negligenter ! Is so

great matter to be dismissed in this loose way ? " Discre-
pancies in the narrative of the Infancy !

" "What do
these words mean \ They look very formidable, and
may well inspire the reader with alarm.

Here is the mischief of the Essay. It teems with
insinuations. It is a whispering-gallery of indistinct

sounds muttering evil.

A young man—one of the writer's own pupils—or
an earnest-minded woman looking to the Essayist as a
Tutor of a College and a Regius Professor at Oxford, for

instruction on the important subject of " the interpre-

tation of Scripture," w^ould be tilled with indefinite

dread and panic in reading such a statement as this,—" There are discrepancies in the narrative of the
Infancy ;

" that is. in the infancy of our Blessed Lord
and Saviour ; discrepancies in the narrative of the Gos-
pels which have hitherto been received as the words of

the Holy Ghost.
But what and where are these discrepancies ? You

bring a charge of discrepancy against the Evangelists.

You indict them of error. But where are your witnesses %

Come forward boldly, and state the particulars of your
charge. Even the heathen populace required this :

—

" Quis delator ? quibus i'ndiciis, quo teste probavit ? "t

But the answer is " Is"!! horum." !N"othing of the kind.
The youthful reader is referred to Schleiermacher ! To
Schleiermacher ! Yerily, a "verbosa et grandis epis-

tola" is tho ground of this terrible accusation, involving

a question of life and death. " Discrepancies pointed
out by Schleiermacher !

" These are to be our reasons

for distrusting the Evangelists. Pointed out where?

* Essay, p. 351. f Juvenal, x. 'TO.
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Dr. Frederick Schleiermacher, as the reader knows, was
a German philosopher and divine who published a

score of volumes. Is the youthful student to search

through them in quest of these " discrepancies in the

narrative of the Infancy ? " Is he to hunt for the needle

in that bundle of hay ?

But perhaps he may have heard that one of the

learned German's works'^ was translated into Euglish
thirty-six years ago ; and if he is fortunate enough to

meet with a copy of that translation, now very scarce,

he may at length discover f the alleged " discrepancies

in the narrative of the Infancy pointed out by Schleier-

macher."
Schleiermacher's work, as I have said, was pub-

lished many years ago, and since that time his alle-

gations have been often refuted.
if

Did the Essayist

know this? We can hardly suppose it. If he did, his

appeal to those exploded objections becomes more cen-

surable ; but if he did not know it, is he well qualified

to write a dissertation " on the Interpretation of Holy
Scripture ?

"

Lest, however, the reader should remain in the state

of embarrassment into which he has been thrown by this

vague charge of discrepancy brought against the holy
Evangelists, let us briefly examine what Schleierma-
cher's objections were, to which the Essayist refers ns.

Schleiermacher says that St. Luke's account of the
Annunciation cannot be true, because if it were, the
Blessed Virgin would certainly have communicated it

to Joseph, and then Joseph would not have formed the
design of putting her away, as stated by St. Matthew.
Schleiermacher, therefore, rejects St. Luke's history of
the Annunciation as a poetical embellishment.

This is a specimen of the kind of Interpretation of

* Dr, F. Schleiermacher, Ueber d. Schriften des LuTcas^ ein kritlscher

Versuch. Berlin, 1817.

f A Critical Essay on the Gospel of St. Luke, by Dr. Frederick Schleier-

macher, with an Introduction by the Translator. London, 1825. See
there in pp. 44—52.

X Particularly, as stated above, hy Dr. Davidson, " Introduction to the
Gospels," pp. 116—119.
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Scripture which tlie Essayist sanctions with his author-

ity when he directs the attention of his youthful readers

to the '' discrepancies pointed out by Sehleierinacher."

Surely any one of those readers, when he comes to

meet this objection face to face, would hardly fail to

perceive that it is as hollow and worthless as it is pre-

sumptuous and profane.

St. Luke himself supplies an answer to it. He
describes the Blessed Virgin Mary as " keeping all

'^

the divine revelations, and " pondering them in her

heart." * A beautiful picture of maiden modesty and
delicate reserve, and of patient waiting and reverent

faith in God. If such was the case after her marriage
with Joseph, as the Evangelist assures us it was, how
much more would it be so before she was united to him,
and while she dwelt apart in virgin privacy at Naza-
reth.

A writer who makes such an objection is not

worthy to be recommended to the young. What a

poor notion must he have of that quiet meekness and
holy piety which are the best ornaments of woman-
hood !

Let us observe also that St. Matthew does not say

that Joseph intimated to Mary any intention of renoun-

cing his purpose of a matrimonial alliance with her.

No : he was only " minded "to do so ; and while he
" thought thereon, the angel of the Lord appeared to

him in a dream, saying, Joseph, thou son of David,
fear not to take unto thee Mary thy w^fe, for that which
is conceived in her is of the Holy C^host." f

The Blessed Virgin " was highly favoured " by God,
and we may be sure that she was under the heavenly
guidance of the Holy Ghost. She was taught by Him
even in her silence. It was a providential thing that

she did not mention to Joseph the angelic communica-
tion. If she had done so, the assertion would have
rested merely on her authority, and he might have been
perplexed, and even have been tempted to doubt the

* Luke ii. 19. f Matt. i. 20, 21.
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fact. It was a providential thing that she went away
from Kazareth soon after the Annunciation, and re-

mained with her cousin Elisabeth * three months ; and
there she received a testimony to the truth of the vision

which had appeared to herself, for she found that it

was true which was spoken by the angel, viz., that
" her cousin Elisabeth had conceived a son in her old

age ;
" f and the fact of the Annunciation had been re-

vealed to Elisabeth.:!:

It was also a providential thing that Joseph did not
communicate to Mary his intention of abandoning his

design of marriage with her. For thus a fit occasion

arose, a dignus vindice nodus^ for the aj)pearance of the

Angel to Joseph in the dream ; and he acted upon that

appearance, and probably he communicated to Mary
the vision vouchsafed to himself. And this act and
communication would elicit from her an account of the
Annunciation, and would be an independent testimony
to it. The dream would confirm the Annunciation, and
the Annunciation would confirm the dream. The
Angel in the dream who says to Joseph in St. Mat-
thew's Gospel " that which is conceived in her is of the
Holy Ghost," shewed that he came from the same divine

Lord who revealed to Mary by Gabriel, as St. Luke re-

lates, " the Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the

power of the Highest shall overshadow thee ; therefore

that holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be
called the Son of God." And so the faith of both
Joseph and Mary would be strengthened by God, and
they would both receive from Him inexpressible com-
fort in their union.

This pairing of visions, vouchsafed to two several

parties, and mutually confirming one another, is char-

acteristic of God's dealings with His saints on great
and worthy occasions. We see it in His dispensations

to Saul and to Ananias,§ and also to Cornelius and to

St. Peter.
II
A writer on the " Interpretation of Scrip-

ture " might have done well to bear in mind this char-

* Luke i. 39, 56. f Ibid. i. 36. % Luke i. 45.

§ Acts ix. 12—17.
I
Acts x. 3—7, 17—19.
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acteristic, and to apply it to the illustration of the
" narrative of the Infancy."

The other " discrepancies " which Schleiermacher

has supposed to exist in the narratives of St. Matthew
and St. Luke are disposed of with equal ease. One
refers to the two genealogies, and has already been
examined.*

He alleges, also, that if the wise men came at all

to Bethlehem, they must have come to Bethlehem hefore
" the presentation in the temple," which was forty days
after the birth. Schleiermacher adds, St. Luke makes
the parents to have returned to Nazareth immediately
after the Presentation. Consequently if Herod, as rep-

resented by St. Matthew, heard from the wise men the

fact of the birth of the King of the Jews, and had issued

his savage order against the children at Bethlehem,
Joseph would never have hazarded the life of the

Infant by going to Jerusalem for the Presentation.

Schleiermacher, therefore, rejects the narrative of St.

Matthew as a poetical fiction, designed " to represent

Jesus as immediately recognised by the heathen,"

"and to establish the right of Christianity to extend
beyond the limits of Judaism." f

In the former instance St. Luke was the poet and
St. Matthew the historian, but now the tables are

turned, and at the bidding of this Berlin necromancer
waving his magical wand, St. Matthew is transformed
into a poet and St. Luke becomes an historian ; St.

Matthew has given us a legend which is to. be rejected

on the authority of St. Luke ! To all this gratuitous

assumption it may be replied. How does our critic

know that the Magi arrived hefore the Presentation ?

There is no ground in the Gospels for such a suppo-
sition, but very much the reverse. The star seems to

have appeared at the Nativity. The Magi, led by the
star, came from a distance, and would hardly arrive at

Bethlehem within forty days after the birth. And if

the time between the birth and their arrival had been
* Above, p. 382.

f Schleiermacher, Critical Essay on the Gospel of Luke, pp. 46—50,
English translation. London, 1825.
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SO short, Herod would have hardly extended his san-

guinaiy order to infants of two years old.* And if the

parents had received the gold of the wise men they

would probably not have presented the ofi'erings of

thej906»?'.t

But it may be objected,—St. Luke tells us that the

parents quitted Bethlehem after the Presentation, and
returned to ISTazareth. Yes ; and he also informs us

that they were in the habit of coming " to Jerusalem

every year for the Passover." % What more probable

than that after the birth at Bethlehem, the city of
David^ where the Messiah was to be born,§ and after

the glorious revelations at Bethlehem in the angelic

vision to the shepherds, Joseph and Mary should have
had a strong yearning for Bethlehem, and that in visit-

ing Jerusalem for the Passover they should come to

Bethlehem, in its neighbourhood, in order to settle there f

Perhaps their return to Nazareth after the Presentation

was only for the sake of arranging their affairs there,

with a view to a migration to Bethlehem, which had
such glorious associations and such gracious attractions

for them ; and when they were there, not any longer

in the stable of the mn^ at the Nativity,
||
but, as St.

Matthew notes, in a hoiise,^ they received the visit and
homage from the wise men coming from the East.

This arrangement of incidents is certainly very prob-

able ;
^^ indeed, anything is more probable than that

St. Matthew, who wrote his Gospel for the Jews, and
published it in Judgea a few years after the Ascension,

should have commenced his narrative with a falsehood,

which any one almost in that country would have been
able to refute. But so far was this from being the case,

that Christians of that age and country not only re-

ceived his Gospel as true, but died cheerfully in defence

of its truth ; and in course of time the Roman mistress

* Matt. ii. 16.
-f-
Luke ii. 24.

X Ibid. ii. 41. § Micah v. 2.

II
Luke ii. 7. i Matt. ii. 11.

** It has already been submitted to the consideration of the student of

Scripture in a note on Matt. ii. 9, with some other reasons not repeated

here.
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of the world, which at first persecuted the Christians,

was convinced that St. Matthew's Gospel is true, and
placed it on thrones in her imperial council-chambers,

and revered it as the Word of God.

Let us now be permitted to put the question,—How
would the Essayist's friends bear it, if a writer holding

a high place in a learned University were to treat his

character in the same way as he has treated that of the

Evangelists f How would they brook it, if a Tutor and
Professor had charged the Essayist with putting forth

fictions as facts ; and if, in support of such imputations,

his accusers had appealed to some voluminous writings,

without any specification of any particular charge ; and
if, after much search, the grounds of that accusation had
been discovered to be frivolous and nugatory, and to

have been already examined and refuted ? Would not
the Essayist's friends and admirers have resented such
dealing as disingenuous and dishonest ? Would they not

have protested against it as calumnious, cowardly, and
base ? Surely they would, and they would have done
rightly. But this is precisely the manner in which
the Essayist himself has treated St. Matthew and St.

Luke. And is it not the duty of thefriends and schol-

ars of the Evangelists to vindicate their credit ? Are
we to sympathize with the Essayist, and to have no
sympathy with the Evangelists ? The Essayist is alive,

and is able to vindicate himself; but the Evangelists

are dead and cannot speak for themselves. Tlierefore

every lover of truth and justice ought to become their

advocate, and to rise up in their defence against such
accusations as these.

Again : if a medical practitioner had mixed poison
with the diet of his patients, and if he had told them
that the poison was wholesome nourishment ; if he had
put deleterious drugs into a beautiful vessel, and had
inscribed upon it the name of some pleasant and health-

ful potion ; if he had thus disarmed their suspicions,

and attracted them by his own fair name, and by that

of some other person commended by his eulogies, would
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he not be more censurable than if he had openly en-

dangered their lives ? Certainly he would. And what
has been done by the writer of this Essay ? He has'

administered poison to the souls of his youthful read-

ers ; he has inscribed a fair name upon the poison, he
has afforded no test for its detection, he has commended
it as a palatable food, he has dispensed it to thousands
and tens of thousands as spiritual nourishment, good
for their souls' health.

§ 14. The Essayist is ready enough to imagine dis-

crepancies in the Gospels, but he does not seem equally

sensitive as to the discrepancies in his own Essay :

—

" Non videmus manticse quod in tergo est."*

But let him shift the wallet from his back and place it

before his eyes, and he may perhaps find it amply stored

with what he imputes to others.

He has assumed the existence of contradictions in

the Gospels ; he says that there " is so much disagree-

ment in facts in the Gospels ;

" f and yet, in another
part of his dissertation, he assures us that it is " a great

fact "—as he terms it—that " the Gospels are for the
most part of common origin 'j ":j: and insisting on this
" great fact^'^ he assumes it as a necessary inference,

that " we can no longer speak of three independent wit-

nesses of the Gospel narrative." §
Here he has revived the obsolete theory, of which

German scholars ^have long since been ashamed, that
the Gospels are from "some common original." A
century ago this notion, which was put forth by Semler
and others, was rightly discarded as chimerical and
ridiculous by J. G. Kosenmiiller,

||
For who had ever

seen that original Gospel ? Who among the ancients

had ever mentioned it ? It was a mere legendary fic-

tion of critics eager to find some support for their own
baseless hypotheses. And the Essayist, now in the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century, has disinterred that the-

* CatuU. XX. 21. f Essay, p. 370. % P. 371. § Ibid.

II
Scholia in llatthccum, 1787 ; cf. Meyer's Einleitung to St. Mat-

thew's Gospel, § 4.
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oiy from its grave, where it has slept quietly for some
time ; he would galvanize into new life this crazy skel-

eton, and set it up for our admiration ; and in his afiec-

tion for it he would have us relinquish our own belief

in the living reality of the three synoptical Gospels,
" as independent witnesses " of our Lord's history

!

And yet, mark his own discrepancy ! he charges those

same witnesses with inconsistencies ! They are all de-

pendent on one common account ; and yet they are at

variance with one another! They, do not even agree in

the " original dwelling-place of our Lord's parents ;
" '^

they " trace His genealogy in different ways ;
" and

besides other differences which he assumes, there are

the " discrepancies in the narrative of the Infancy point-

ed out by Schleiermacher."

Observe, also, the modesty with which this super-
annuated theory of a common origin of the Gospels is

put forth. Ancient writers, from Papias the disciple of
8t. John and L-enseus the scholar ofPolycarp, have agreed
in testifying that there was a connection between St.

Mark's Gospel and the holy apostle St. Peter, who calls

Mark " his son ;
" f and Biblical critics, and readers of

the E^ew Testament generally, have recognised an in-

ternal evidence of the truth of that ancient testimony
in the interesting fact that St. Peter's failings are

dwelt upon with particular emphasis in the Gospel of

St, Mark. But observe the Essayist's diffidence. In
spite of all that ancient testimony, confirmed by inter-

nal proof, St. Mark is only to be a copyist of an apoc-
ryphal original Gospel, which never had any existence

except in the Essayist's imagination ! And the testi-

mony of Irenseus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and
a host of other ancient writers, who agree in asserting

the connection of St. Mark's Gospel with St. Peter, is

summarily dismissed by the Essayist with this con-
temptuous sentence :

—

*' It is evident that no weight can be given to traditional

statements of facts about the authorship [of the Gospels]
; as,

* Essay, p. 346. \ 1 Pet. v. 13.
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for example, that respecting St Mark being tlie interpreter of

St. Peter ; because the Fathers who have handed down these

statements were ignorant or unobservant of the great fact which

is proved bj interna 1 evidence [qu. of their ' discrepancies ? ']

that they [the Gospels] are for the most part of common origin''*

Anotlier specimen of our author's modesty and con-

sistency may here be noticed. He says in one place

very truly, that " Scripture is to be interpreted from
itself," " JSTon nisi ex Scriptura Scripturam potes inter-

pretari." f But how does he apply his own rule in

other parts of his Essay ? As we shall see hereafter, he
will not accept the interpretations of the Old Testa-

ment which are given by the Holy Sj^irit in the I^ew.

And yet " Scripture is to be interpreted from itself!
"

He says that there "is hardly any quotation in the

Epistles of the JSTew Testament from the Prophets, in

which the meaning is based on the original sense ;
"
J

and he earnestly warns his pupils against accepting

more them one meaning § of a prophecy ; and he asserts

that the only true meaning of Scripture is that which
is to be gathered from Scripture interpreted like any
other hook '^ and therefore he rejects those meanings
which are assigned by the Evangelists in Scripture

themselves to prophecies of the Old Testament !
||
And

yet we are gravely assured by the Essayist that we can-

not interpret Scripture except from Scri'pture itself

!

It may perhaps be asked by the reader, ' How does
the Essayist reconcile his mode of treating the JS'ew

Testament, with the reverent affection, which is often

professed in this Essay, for the person of our Blessed
Lord ? Our Blessed Lord Himself is the Author of
these interpretations of the prophecies of the Old Testa-

ment, either directly in His own person, or mediately
by His Apostles or Evangelists. How can the Essay-
ist's rejection of the teaching accord with veneration
for the Teacher ?

'

This question has evidently presented itself to his

* Essay, p. 371. \ Pp. 382, 384. 1 P. 406.

§ P. 404 ; cf. 377, 378. | See p. 358.
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mind ; and it is answered by means of one of tliose un-

happy expedients, which the Essayist found already

made to his hand in the magazine of German theology

from which his materials are derived.

All who are familiar with the history of German
Protestantism will at once anticipate the reply. It is

supplied by the theory of accoimnodatwn. That theory
was propomided about a century ago by Semler * and
others.f It is well described by the late revered Hugh
James Hose, in one of his Sermons preached before the

University of Cambridge in 1825 : %
—" Semler invent-

ed an hypothesis to get rid of what offended him in the

New Testament. He contended that we are not to take
all the declarations of Scripture as addressed to us, but
to consider them as in many points adapted to \]iqfeel-
ings and dispositions of the age when they originated.

This was the origin of that famous theory of accommo-
dation^ which Semler carried to great lengths, but

* Compare the account in the " Historical Sketch of German Protes-

tantism," by G, H. Dewar, M.A,, p. 107 :
—" Semler, thirty years Professor

at Halle, was the founder of what is called the historical method of inter-

pretation. The principal feature of this system is, that every passage of
Scripture is to be interpreted with reference to the time and circumstances
under which it was delivered. True as this principle in a certain sense may
be, it is easy to perceive that in the sense in which it has been used by
Semler and his successors, and as a foundation for the so-called doctrine of
accommodation^ it must lead to a total abandonment of the doctrine of the
Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures. If in speaking of the expectation of
a Messiah, of His own miraculous birth, of the effusion of the Holy Ghost,
of a future judgment, of a heaven and a hell, of angels and of evil spirits,

Jesus and His Apostles were only accommodating themselves to the precon-
ceived opinions and errors of the Jews, in order to gain an influence over
them, and thus induce them to submit to the pure and spiritual require-
ments of the Gospel, which Semler, educated among the Pietists, consid-
ered of more importance than a distinctive belief;—if, I say, on such points
as these, Jesus and His Apostles were accommodating themselves to Jewish
prejudices, surely .the volume of Holy Scripture would be of a very similar

character with the fables of ^sop, which, in order to convey to children
some useful lesson, endeavour to excite their attention and please their

fancy by absurd and unnatural fictions ; and surely then the words of Scrip-

ture cannot have emanated from that Holy Spirit with whom is neither
falsehood nor deceit ; surely it cannot claim our reverence ; it cannot be
unto us a rule of faith, or an instructor in holiness."

f Eckermann, Van Hemert, Kirsten, Vogel, &c., &c.

X On the State of the Protestant Religion in Germany, p. 447.
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which, in the hands of his followers, became the most
formidable weapon ever devised against Christianity.

Whatever men were disinclined to receive in the New
Testament, and could not with decency reject, while

they called themselves Christians and retained the Scrip-

ture, they got rid of by this theory." They "main-
tained that the Apostles, and even Jesus Himself, had
adai?ted Himself^ not only in His way of teaching, but
in His doctrines, to the prejudices of the Jews." . . .

" When the prophecies of the Old Testament were cited,

then a23peal was made to the interpreters on the new
plan, who asserted constantly that there were no 2oro'phe-

cies to hefounds or (what was perhaps stranger still) that

there was nothing in the Old Testament clear enough
to argue from, witliout danger of arbitrary conclusions."*
" I cannot," says the same excellent writer,-)- " mention
this theory (of accommodation) without adding to it an
expression of the strongest abhorrence. Strange, in-

deed, must m-en's notions be of a divine, or even of a

sincere human teacher, when they can believe that He
would endeavour to recommend a practical system of

the most lofty virtues by a sacrifice of truth."

Yet this is the idea which the Essayist seems to have
formed, or rather reproduced, of our Blessed Lord, and
His Apostles and Evangelists.

Having said that there is scarcely any prophecy of

the Old Testament which is interpreted in the New ac-

cording to its original sense," X he adds, that we are

not to be surprised at this ; for we ought to be prepared
to see Scripture interpreted according to the " ideas of
the age or country in which it was written^'' and there-

fore we ought not to insist " on the applications which
the New Testament makes of passages in the Old, as

their original meaning ;
" § and he puts a question to

which he himself has already suggested the ans^ver, " Is

the Interpretation of the Old Testament in the New to

be regarded as the meaning of the original text, or an

accommodation of it to the thoughts of other times \ "
||

* On the State of the Protestant ReUgion in Germany. f Ibid., p. 48.

X Essay, p. 406. § P. 407.

'

||
P. 3V0.
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The Essayist professes a feeling of reverence for the
Divine Saviour of the world ; but how can this question

be reconciled with such a professsion ? Christ is " the
Way, the Truth, and the Life ;

" * and " He came to

bear witness to the truth ;
" f and He sternly denounc-

ed the sins and errors of the Jews and their teachers
;

and therefore He suffered death at their hands. And
yet we are to entertain the question, whether He was
not guilty of equivocation, dissimulation, and cow-
ardice ! and whether He did not adapt His language to

the prejudices of His hearers ; and whether His teach-

ing is any longer to be regarded as of universal appli-

cation, or only to have a temporary and local signifi-

cance, accommodated with dexterous pliancy to the tem-
per and circumstances of the times in which His lan-

guage was uttered

!

This theory of accommodation being once assumed
to be true, there is no limit to its application. All the
teaching of Christ and His Apostles must eventually
disappear under its withering' influence. The doctrines

of Christianity will soon be treated as merely ephem-
eral ideas, or floating fashions adapted to the spirit

of the age in which they were first published. Indeed,
as is well known, these disastrous results have already
followed from that theory ofaccommodation. It brought
forth an abundant harvest of unbelief. " The lessons

of Sender," the author of that theory, " have not been
lost," says the writer just quoted. " The evil seed which
he committed to the earth produced an hundredfold

;

and even the sower himself would have contemplated
with surprise and horror the evil and poisonous crop
which has sprung from the seed he planted .... In the
works of Semler's followers there is a daringness of dis-

belief, a wantonness of blasphemy, which in a professed
unbeliever we should expect and understand, but when
we turn from the worlts where it is found to the page
which records the name and situation of the writers^ and
when we find that to many of them is entrusted the sol-

emn charge of educating the younger brethren^ and to all

* John xiv. 6. f Ibid, xviii. 37.

18
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is coinmittcd that still more solemn charge of feeding
and watching over Christ's floch on earthy there would
be no consolation for the Christian heart, "were it not

persuaded that God has some great end in view, some
great lesson to teach, in allowing so dreadful a pest to

infest this portion of His vineyard, and to threaten the

destruction of all that is dear, sacred, and holy." "^

Such were the fruits of Sender's theory of accommo-
dation, in the Universities, schools, and parish churches

of Germany. It is now revived in England ; and if it

is allowed to take root among us, its consequences will

be the same here.

§ 15. Having impeached the historical veracity of

the Evangelists, the Essayist does not hesitate also to

impugn their authority in interpreting the prophecies

of the Old Testament. He discards their interpreta-

tions as obsolete. Their expositions might do well

enough formerly, but the world is now becoming wiser.

Listen to his words : \—
" The time will come, when educated men will be no more

able to believe that the words, ' Out of Egypt have I called My
Son, 'I

were intended hy the Prophet to refer to the return of

Joseph and Mary out of Egypt, than they are now able to

believe the Roman Catholic exposition of Gen. iii. 15, 'Ipsa

conteret caput tuum.'
"

The reader is aware that " the Koman Catholic ex-

postion " of that passage in the Book of Genesis is

grounded upon a perversion of the Hebrew original.

According to that exposition, the words of God to the

serpent are interpreted as if they signified " She shall

bruise thy head," and those words are applied by the

Church of Rome to the Virgin Mary ; whereas the words
clearly mean " It shall bruise thy head," and, as all

Christian antiquity testifies,§ they refer to the Seed of

the woman, which is Christ.

* Hugh James Rose's Discourses, preached before the University of
Cambridge, on the " State of the Protestant Religion in Germany," p. 58.

\ Essay, p. 418. % Hosea xi. 1 ; Matt. ii. 15.

§ See Rom. xv. 20 ; St. Leo Magn. Serm. de Nativ. ii. ; St. Jerome,
Quaestion. Hebr. in Gen., torn. ii. p. 110; and the Benedictine note on
Gen. iii. 15.
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Here, therefore, is a glaring misrepresentation of a

most important text of the Old Testament ; and yet

the Essayist tells ns " the time is coming, when educated
men " will acknowledge that the interpretation which
the holy Evangelist St. Matthew gives of the w^ords of

the Prophet, Hosea xi. 2, " Out of Egypt have I called

My Son," is not more credible than that glaring mis-

representation !

The Essayist has not much respect for the early

Fathers ; he '^ has no delight in the voluminous litera-

ture which has overgrown the text " * of the Gospels.

If he had been more conversant with it, perhaps he
might have been preserved from raising this objection

to St. Matthew, by which he has brought himself into

the company of Julian the Apostate, who made the

same accusation against the Evangelist f fifteen centu-

ries ago.

Let us consider the allegation.

The Essayist says :

—

" The time is coming, when educated men will no more be

able to believe that the words, ' Out of Egypt have I called

My Son, were intended by the Prophet (Hosea) to refer to the

return of Joseph and Mary from Egypt, than they are now
able to believe the Roman Cathohc exposition of Gen. iii. 15."

On the other hand, an Evangelist, St. Matthew,
assures us, that those words of Hosea were fulfilled in
that return. St. Matthew thus writes, if

—"When he
(Joseph) arose, he took the young child and His mother
by night, and departed into Egypt, and was there until

the death of Herod, that it might hefulfilled which was
spoken of (or hy) the Lord, by (or through^) the Prophet
(Hosea), Out of Egypt have I called My Son."

The Essayist intimates that the Evangelist has made
a mistake here ; otherwise his remark is wholly un-

meaning. The Evangelist is wrong ; and " the time is

coming when educated men " will discover his error,

and correct it, and discard the interpretation of Hosea
which St. Matthew would impose upon them.

* Essay, p. 338. f See St. Jerome on Hosea xi.

X Matt. ii. 15. § 5ia.
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But what is tlie fact ? Has St. Matthew misinter-

preted Hosea ?

Assuredly not. Tbe truth is, that the Essayist has

been caught in the snare which he has laid for others.

He had advised us to " interi^ret Scripture as any other

book," ^ that is, as a human composition. He also

assures us that no passage of Scripture can have any

more tha?i one meaning^ f and that one meaning " is to

be gathered from (Scripture) itself" without regard to

its nature or origin ; and again, " Scripture has one

meaning,—the meaning Avhicli it had to the mind of the

Prophet or Evangelist . . . who iirst uttered it." And
again, " We have no reason to attribute to the Prophet
any second or hidden sense, different from that wliich

appears on the surface,'''' X
These are his famous canons of Interpretation. Un-

fortunately for himself he has applied them here. He
tries the prophecy of Hosea by his own critical stand-

ard, and finds that Hosea is speaking of Israel coming
i'oYt\\fro7n Egpijt. And Hosea is to have but " one mean-
ing ;

" and that meaning is '* the meaning which is on
the surface^^ the meaning which may be gathered from
Hosea's writings, treated " like any other book." Hosea
meant to refer to Israel's coming out of Egypt. His
prophecy refers to that coming, and therefore^ argues

the Essayist, it cannot refer to anything else. Conse-

quently St. Matthew is wrong in saying that " Joseph
took the young child and Ilis mother by night, and
departed into Egyj^t ; and was there until the death of

Herod, that it might he fulfilled which was spoken by
the Lord through the Prophet, Out of Egypt have I

called My Son ; " and " the time is coming when edu-

cated men " will reject this interpretation.

In contemplating such reasoning we are lost in aston-

ishment. The vanity and self-conceit of the human
heart is indeed great, and scarcely any common exhibi-

tion of it ought to cause much surprise. But surely

this is a phenomenon almost unparalleled. The Essay-

ist correcting the Evangelist ! The Essayist in the

* Essay, pp. 350, 377. f Pp. 404, 378. % P. 380.
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nineteentli century correcting St. Matthew—a Hebrew
by birth, a companion and apostle of Jesus Christ, and
writing a Gospel for Hebrew Christians which was re-

ceived by them as a divine work ! The Essayist cor-

recting St. Matthew in the interpretation of Hebrew
prophecy ! This is something almost beyond the pow-
ers of all human conception.

Consider also, if haply it be true, that the Scriptures

are not " like any other book," and if St. Matthew
wrote under the guidance of the Holy Spirit of God,
and if his Gospel is indeed, what all Christendom for

eighteen hundred years has believed it to be, a divinely

inspired work, then we have this fearful phenomenon—

•

the Essayist correcting the Holy Ghost

!

When, however, we come to analyze this strange

prodigy, it is not altogether inexplicable. Holy Scrip-

ture enables us to explain it. The first requisite for
" the Interpretation of Scripture " is humility. The
second is reverence for Scripture. If we rely on our-

selves and our own intelligence, and if we disparage

Scripture and treat it " as any other book," then Al-
mighty God, "Who is the Author of Scripture, will pun-
ish us by our own devices. He will " choose our delu-

sions." ^ He will " chastise us by our wickedness," and
" reprove us by our backslidings," f and " give us the

reward of our own hands." :[: Our presumption and our
irreverence will be the instruments of our punishment

;

we shall have provoked God to withdraw His Holy Spirit

from us and to give us over to spiritual blindness, and
then we shall display to the world that most wretched
spectacle, the spectacle of men professing themselves
wise, and vaunting their own intelligence, and setting

themselves up to be censors of the Evangelists, and to en-

lighten the Holy Spirit Himself! Miserable ignorance

!

pitiful infatuation! the fruit of arrogance and irreverence.

And is not this the spectacle before us ? The Essayist

comes forward to instruct the world in his new method
to be used for the interpretation of Scripture. He puts
forth with oracular authority his own canons of Biblical

* Isa. Ixvi. 4. f Jer. ii. 19. J Isa. iii. 11.
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criticism. We have seen what those canons are and how
he applies them. And yet, after all this show of knowl-

edge, he convicts himself of ignorance concerning the

authorship of prophecy ; and he deprives himself, and
r would rob his scholars, of all the beautiful imagery
which they may derive from the illumination of the

Holy Ghost, teaching them to recognise in Israel a type

of Jesus Christ. This is a specimen of the glorious gain

which the rising generation is to receive from this new
method of Interpretation.

He takes for granted, that because he hhnself can-

not see the meaning which St. Matthew assigns to

Hosea's prophecy, and because that meaning does not
" appear on the surface," and because the Prophet
Hosea himself may not have had that meaning fully

revealed to him,

—

therefore the prophecy of Hosea has

no such meaning ! But let us ask one question. Did
any educated man, who has reflected seriously on the

prophecies, ever imagine that the Prophets themselves

were the original authors of those prophecies ? * Has
not the whole Church of Christ always held " that the

Holy Ghost spake by the Prophets ? '' And let us also

ask this, Is not the Holy Ghost, speaking by the Evan-
gelist St. Matthew, to be believed, when He tells us

what was in His own divine mind when He spake by
the Prophet Hosea ? Is the Essayist to be permitted

to come forward and enlighten the Holy Spirit, and to

inform Him that He had no such meaning as that

which He Himself assures us that He had ?

Can any arrogance in the world be conceived

greater than this ?

A writer in a celebrated periodical f thus speaks :

—

" Tlie position of Professor Jowett has a significance

* On this 6uV)ject the reader may refer to St, Augustine, De Doct.

Christ., iii. 39 ; Bp. Butler, Anal., ii. vii. ; Bp. Sherlock on Prophecy, ii.

p. 21 ; Bp. Marsh on the Interpretation of the Bible, Lect. x. p. 443, cf.

p. 403 ; Dr. W. Lee on Inspiration, x. p. 198, 199. The passages may be

seen quoted in the present writer's Lectures on Interpretation, pp. 80—89.

f Edinburgh Review, No. 230, for April, 1861, p. 476, where this

Essay is thus chaxacterized :
—" Professor Jowett has furnished what may
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of its own. Since the termination of the great move-
ment of the ' Tracts for the Times,' he is the only man
in tiie University of Oxford who has exercised a moral
and spiritual influence at all corresponding to that

which was once wielded by John Henry Newman."
The parallel here is remarkable, and suggests some

ominous forebodings. Dr. Newman has unhappily
fallen away from the Church of England, and has led

many others into the communion of that Church which
has devised the monstrous interpretation, rightly cen^

sured by the Essayist, of Gen. iii. 15, which refers that

text to the Virgin Mary. He has accepted the teach-

ing of that Church, which, mainly on the groundwork
of that text,* has lately put forth a new dogma of
faith, and anathematizes all who do not believe that

new dogma, namely, the Immaculate Conception of the
Blessed Virgin. This is one of the Komish interpre-

tations which Dr. Newman and his followers have now
solemnly bound themselves to receive, in opposition to

Scripture, Councils, and Fathers of the Church.
Whether the Papal mode of Interpretation is not

quite as safe as that propounded by the Essayist, may
well admit of a doubt ; and whether the consequences
of the Essayist's method, if adopted in our schools and
colleges, will not be at least as calamitous as those of

the Iloman, deserves carefully to be considered : espe-

cially if it be indeed true, as the Reviewer affirms, that

the Essayist exercises so commanding an influence in

the University of Oxford, that, to quote the Reviewer's
words, *' he stands confessedly master of the situation

in the eyes of the rising generation of English students
and theologians." f

be termed a valuable supplement to his work on St. Paul. It is intended
to clear away some of the misconceptions which have prevented Biblical

students from deriving the full advantages to be reaped from the sacred
records, and to point out what those advantages are." These words of the
Reviewer suggest sorrowful reflections ; at the same time they will awaken
the energies of those who feel a reverent regard for the sacred records, and
will excite them to greater vigilance and zeal in their behalf.

* See the Papal Decree promulgating that new Article of the " Im-
maculate Conception," Dec. 8, 1854, and appealing to that text in its sup-
port, f Edinburgh Review, No. 230, p. 476.
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Is tliis really the case with the University of Ox-
ford,—the University of Jewel, Hooker, Sanderson,

and Bull ? If it indeed be true, " how are the mighty
fallen !

"

Snrely " the time is coming, when educated men
will be no more able to believe " that such notions as

these concerning the Interpretation of Scripture were
propounded as valuable discoveries in an Essay pub-
lished by a Tutor in a distinguished College, and a
Regius Professor in that University, and that the
Author of that Essay exercised the greatest influence

among all his contemporaries there, and stood " con-

fessedly master of the situation in the eyes of the rising

generation of English students and theologians,"—than
they are now able to believe the Eoman Catholic ex-

position of Gen. iii. 15, or any other strange dogma or
portentous figment which the Roman Chm'ch would
impose on a credulous world. And if it be really true

that the Author of this Essay does exercise that dom-
inant influence over the " minds of the rising generation

of English students and theologians," then it is high time
that all who feel a loyal attachment to the Church of

England, and who are animated with a generous zeal

for the intellectual reputation and for the moral and
spiritual character of our ancient Universities, should

consider well, whether they are content that the teach-

ing of that Church and of those Universities should be
abandoned and discarded as obsolete and erroneous,

and that the opinions promulgated in this Essay should
henceforth be adopted in their place.

§ 16. Let us now proceed to examine the probable
consequences of this system of Interpretation.

In the year 1771 a celebrated German theologian,

J. S. Semler, already mentioned, published at Halle
his " Plan for the Liberal Teaching of Christian Doc-
trine." * Semler had been educated among the Pietists^

as they were called, who thought that outward forms
and confessions of faith were not of much use for the

maintenance of spiritual life, and who disparaged

* Instittifio ad Doctrinam Christianam liberaliter discendam.
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human learning and theological science as of little

benefit to vital devotion. With them religions emo-
tions constituted true spiritnality. With them fervour

and enthusiasm were almost everything, but ecclesias-

tical organization and order were of very little account.

They professed a laudable zeal for practical piety and
moral virtue, but they did not ground them on the

principles of Christian doctrine and on the articles of

the Christian faith. They regarded the Bible with rev-

erence ; but they had no sound foundation of belief in

its inspu^ation, nor any safe guidance for its interpre-

tation. They appealed to their own inner conscious-

ness and spiritual illumination for direction in these

two questions,—What is the Bible ? and. How is it to

be understood ? They separated the Scriptures from
the Church, to which the Scriptures were delivered by
God. They did not regard the Bible as a heavenly
message, authenticated, delivered, and interpreted by
a divinely appointed messenger, the universal Church
of Christ ; but they looked on it as like some wondrous
aerolite, which had fallen down from heaven they

knew not how.
Semler, in course of time, came under the influence

of the philosophical divines of the school of Wolff,

whose theories developed themselves into Eationalism.

From the Pietists he had brought with him a sanguine

confidence in his own opinions, not restrained by the

correctives and controls of the public authority and
judgment of the universal Church, as declared in her

foi-mularies and practice. To quote the language of an

English divine, who has drawn an accurate ]3ortrait of

his character,*—'^ He never hesitated to desert sober,

substantial truth for striking but partial views,, subtle

error, and ingenious theory. To this quality he added
others, which are very frequent ingredients in such a

character,—an %indoiibting estimation for all his own
sj)eculations^ and a rash boldness in bringing them into

* Hugh James Rose, Discourses, p. 47 ; referring to the Life of Semler

in Eichhorn's Allgem. Bihl.^ vol. v. part i. A biographical account of

Semler has also been given by Tholuck, Verm. Schri/ten^ ii. p. 39, &c.

18*
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public view." And from his new rationalistic teachers

he derived that adventurous spirit which he applied in

the free handling of Holy Scripture, and which he ex-

erted in endeavouring to emancipate it, as he said, from
traditional modes of treatment, and from that conven-

tional language by which its meaning, as he alleged,

had hitherto been obscured.

What Semler was at Halle in the middle of the

eighteenth century, that the Essayist seems to be at

Oxford in the nineteenth. ' If we might venture to

form an opinion from his mode of writing, we might
suppose him to have been trained, like Semler, among
some who have little reverence for the authority of the

Christian Church, and have paid little attention to her

principles, her polity, and her history ; and not having
laid any solid foundation in this necessary knowledge,
he appears to have entered boldly into theological

speculations, with little guidance but that of a warm
imagination and an unhesitating reliance on himself.

The resemblance between Semler's " Free-handling

of Christian Doctrine " and the Oxford Professor's Es-

say is remarkable. Indeed, there is scarcely a single

point in the Oxford Essay which was not anticipated

by Semler a hundred years ago.

Semler made his own conscience to be a criterion

of Inspiration. He tells us that " whatever he found in

Scripture to be conducive to his own good, that he held

to he divinely inspired^ * He adds, that " he will not
however dispute or contend with any one who main-
tains the Inspiration of other books of Scripture which
he finds of no use to himself." In fact, the Inspiration

of the Bible was with him purely subjective. His only
knowledge of the Inspiration of the Scripture was the
" idea which he himself formed of it."

This notion, as we have seen, is precisely that of the

Essayist.f '' Inspiration," he says, " is that idea of

* P. 256. " Quicquid in Scripturae illo corpore invenio mihi ixp^Kifiov

irpbs Sida(rKa\lau, vphs ^Keyxo^i iUud est 0e6iryfv<rTovy seu ad Deum aucto-"

rem a me referendum est."

t See Essay, p. 347.
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Scripture which we gather from the knowledge of it.

. . It is a fact which w^e infer from the study of it."

As for the InterpretaUoii of Scripture, that, said

Semler, must also be left to the private consciousness

of each individual ; so that every man is at liberty to

take the Bible into his hands and to extract the best

meaning he can from it, without reference to external

aids.

Similarly the Essayist assures us that any one who
has a tolerable knowledge of Greek may set up for an
interpreter of the ^N'ew Testament. " When the mean-
ing of Greek words is once known, the young student

has almost all the real materials which are possessed by
the greatest Biblical scholar in the book itself." *

Semler also alleged that the doctrines now professed

by the Christian Church are, in great measure, of recent

formation, and are due to the influence of the Creeds
on the Interpretation of Scripture. The doctrines of

our Lord's Divinity, of Original Siiijf and of Grace

* Essay, p. 384.

f See Semler, ibid., pp. 175, 197, 199, and the following account from
Dewar, p. 109 :

—" The formation of the orthodox doctrine Semler attrib-

utes to certain hypotheses, which he supposes to have been framed from
time to time, and to have given, as it were, a tone to the Interpretation of
Scripture. Among these are, at an early period, the hypothesis of the

Divinity of Jesus, and, somewhat later, the Augustinian doctrine of Origi-

nal Sin, that of Grace, of Predestination, and various others. It is deserv-

ing of mention, that Semler introduces this whole subject for the purpose
of shewing how injuriously pre-existing theories or ideas, or, as he terms
them, hypotheses, operate upon the true Interpretation of Scripture. He
is indeed a consistent rationalist. He calls himself a Christian, and lays

great stress upon. spirituality of feeling. He adnuts the authority of the

Bible ; but he meets with certain passages in it, which have been supposed
to prove certain doctrines,—doctrines which are not in accordance with the

results to which the exercise of his own reasoning powers has led him. To
these passages he can readily give another interpretation, so as to make
them mean something very different, or nothing at all. But the fact that

for many ages, aye, even from the time of the Apostles, the interpretation

which he rejects had been the one received, he cannot so easily get rid of.

He resorts therefore to the ingenious theory of assigning to the opinions or

hypotheses of the early Fathers the origin of the articles of our faith, and
supposes that in support of the doctrines thus framed^ was invented an
interpretation of Scripture which is not the true one, and that a new and
more liberal method must henceforth be adopted. These hypotheses,—in

other words this tradition of the Church,—he, as a rationalist, consistently

rejects; but inasmuch as with them he rejects all that we hold to be the
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are, he supposed, the results of pre-existing theories and
hypotheses applied by expositors to the handling of

Scripture.

Here, too, he is imitated by the Essayist,* who
speaks of " an attempt to adapt the truths of Scriptui-e

to the doctrines of the Creeds ; '' and asks, '' How can
the Nicene or Athanasian Creed be a proper instrument

for the interpretation of Scripture ? " and says that great

difficulties would be introduced into the Gospels by the

attempt to identify them with the Creeds. How dif-

ferent is the language of our Eeformers in our eighth

Article, and in the Reformatio Legum^-\ where they say
that, " in interpreting Scripture in sermons, the preacher
should ever have the Creeds in his view."

The Christian Church builds human duty on the

foundation oifaith in the doctrines of the Gospel. But
Semler laid little stress on the articles of the Christian

Creed. He relied on the moral sense of mankind, ir-

respective of 'divine revelation of supernatural truths,

such as the doctrine of Christ's Divinity, the Incarna-

tion, and Atonement.
The Essayist's system of ethics is framed on the

same plan. " In religion," he says,:]: " are two opposite

poles^ of trath and action, of doctrine and practice, of

idea and fact ;
" as if doctrine were not the basis of

duty, but were only revealed to supply materials to feed

the imagination.

It was a favourite hypothesis with Semler, that there

were different schools of Christian doctrine in primitive

times, even among the Apostles themselves ; and that

consequently to maintain any uniform system of teach-

ing, or any fixed formulary of faith, is inconsistent with

most sacred doctrines of the Christian faith,—doctrines which, by his own
shewing, not only are contained in the tradition of the Fathers, but which
that tradition, if its authority be admitted, proves to be contained in Scrip-

ture,—he malies it manifest that the written Word is not sufficient to pro-

tect the pure faith from the attacks of human reason ; he proves to us that

the voice of Catholic consent is a testimony with which the Christian Church
cannot afford to dispense."

* See Essays, pp. 363—355. f De Summa Trinitate, cap. xiiL

X Essay, p. 356.
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1

the structure of Scripture, and with the facts of primi-

tive history.*

In a like spirit the Essayist ventures to assert that
" the first teachers had a separate and individual mode
of regarding the Gospel ; " f as if the Apostle did not
teach that there is " one Faith," and did not exhort all

to " speak the same thing."

Semler depreciates the use of verbal criticism in the

interpretation of Scripture ; :j: and in this respect also he
has anticipated the Essayist, who says that " there seem
to be reasons for doubting whether any considerable

light can be thrown on the Kew Testament from inquiry

into the language." §
Semler also imagined the Gospels to be not independ-

ent compositions, but to have been derived from some
common document, now lost. So does the Essayist.]

Semler also treats as of little account the interpre-

tations of the Old Testament which are given in the

Kew.^T As we have already seen,** he explains away
those interpretations by his theory of accommodation^
according to which, our Lord is assumed to have adapted
His language to the circumstances of the age in which
He taught. Here also he has preceded the Essayist.

hat there are errors and con-
• here likewise he has been

Semler also assures us t

tradictions in Scripture : f-

followed by the Essayist. X:

Semler taught his scho ars to treat Holy Scripture
as a common book : here likewise we have a parallel

in the Essay before us. §§

Let us now pause, and enquire, "What were the
practical results of Semler's teaching ?

Frederick Bahrdt was a young man ofgreat promise.

* Cf. Hugh James Rose, p. 51.

f Essay, p. 426 ; cf. p. 354. % Semler, p. 222.

§ Essay, p. 393. See also pp. 392, 405.

f See above, p. 404.

^ Semler, p. 223, " Anceps atque incerta regula Yeteris Testamenti
libros explicandos esse ex Novi Testamenti libris."

** See above, pp. 407, 408. f f Semler, pp. 249, 251.

XX See above, pp. 380, 397. §§ See Essay, pp. 350, 377, 378, 404.
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He was gifted with a lively temper, a quick fancy, and
wonderful versatility. He was an ardent admirer of
Semler. The effect of Sender's influence on him is thus
described by a learned German author :

*—" The study
of Semler's critical writings had brought him to the per-

suasion that Scripture is a mere human book. ' I con-

sidered Revelation,' he says, in his autobiography,

f

' as a common and natural incident of Providence. I

regarded Moses, Jesus, as I did Confucius, Luther, Sem-
ler, and myself, as instruments in the hand of Provi-
dence. I was convinced that these, and similar men,
had drawn only from the source of Reason.' It was in

this sense that he treated the Gospel history in his writ-

ings. The Gospel narrative was changed by him into

a sentimental romance. He had become a disciple of

Naturalism."
He taught these doctrines as a Professor at Halle,

the University of Semler. Strange to say, Semler him-
self, who had nurtured Bahrdt by his own teaching,

and who was then at the head of the theological faculty

at Halle, was constrained to deliver an of&cial protest

against the scholar whom he himself had trained !

Semler censured Bahrdt. But, exclaims the Ger-
man writer from whom I am quoting :—:[:

" Qiiis tulerit Gracchos de seditione querentes ?

"

Who could endure Semler protesting against Ration-
alism ? " Bahrdt," says he, " had right on his side

when he wrote against Semler, whose works had con-
tributed to destroy in him the last vestige of the
Church's faith." Semler, whose teaching had made
Bahrdt what he was, in vain attempted to restrain the
effects of his own teaching. The pupil outran the
master. Bahrdt carried Semler's principles to their

logical results. He became an unbeliever, a preacher
of infidelity ; he had married a virtuous woman, but
he deserted her for the vicious indulgence of his

* Dr. KaihmSj Der innere Gang des Protestantismus ; (Leipzig, I860,)

p. 100.

f iv. 119. X Kahnis, p. 99 ; cf. Bahrdt's Zeben, iv. p. 61.
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appetites in riot and debanchery ;* he professed to

ground liis system on Natural Reason and Morality

;

he even said that, he had a mission from heaven to

emancipate mankind from the thraldom of superstition,

and he boasted to be the teacher of spiritual illu-

mination ; but in practice he was a libertine and a
profligate, a victim of sensuality and impurity. At
length he died at Halle, a miserable death, broken in

mind, and wasted in body with a loathsome disease, in

the year 1792.

Such is a specimen of the fruits of Semler's teach-

ing in the last century.

The revival of that teaching in one of our Univer-
sities in our own day may well inspire sorrow and
alarm. It is probable, that the Essayist himself may
soon be constrained to censure the errors and to weep
over the miseries of some who have imbibed his opin-

ions, and who may be excited by youthful passions

and sanguine self-conlidence to develope those opinions

in their full dimensions, and to act upon them in their

lives : but his eflbrts will then be in vain. Sender
endeavoured to reclaim his pupil Bahrdt ; but it was
too late.

Therefore in the name of God, and in the name
of those for whom Christ died, let the Essayist be
solemnly entreated to reconsider the opinions put forth

in this Essay ; and if he sees reason to believe them
to be erroneous, let him be implored to retract them.

It will be a noble task, worthy of the high place which
he holds in one of the greatest Universities of the

world, to set an example of genuine love of truth by a
public avowal of error.

In the meantime, we may cherish a hope, that, under
God's gracious dispensation, the discussion of the ques-

tions revived in this Essay may be made conducive to

great good. We are all now called upon to examine
the reason for which wef believe the Scriptures to be
the "VYord of God ; and it behoves us to consider well,

whether* Almighty God, who has given us the Scrip-

* Cf. Kahnis, pp. 92, 93.
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tures, has not also given ns external as well as internal

evidence of their Inspiration ; and whether He has not

also afforded us sure guidance for their right Interpre-

tation, in the consentient faith and practice of the Uni-
versal Church of Christ.

If by means of this examination we attain to clearer

views on these essential questions, we shall have great

cause to thank Him, whose special prerogative it is to

elicit good from evil, and who makes the propagation

of error to be a great and glorious occasion for the

clearer manifestation of Truth.
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Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford,
Dec. 21, 1861.

My dear Sir,

In responding to your request that I would add my name
to the list of those who have taken upon themselves the task

of defending the cause of revealed truth from the cavils and

doubts that have been unhappily raised against it by the pub-

lication of the "Essays and Reviews," I do so with great

diffidence, as neither competent by my learning or my leisure

to enter minutely into the controversies which have been pro-

moted by the work in question.

There are, however, one or two points on which both as a

Christian man, as a clergyman, and as a cultivator of science,

I am glad of the opportunity of expressing my opinion, and I

therefore thank you for the honour you have done me, and
which I attribute to my office rather than to myself, in request-

ing it from me.
In the first place, then, I would say that, in common, I

hope, with thousands of my fellow-countrymen, I have been

deeply grieved, not only at the nature and spirit of several of

the articles of the book in question, but at the circumstances

under which it has appeared. That philosophic truth, when it

is clearly recognised, should be followed at all hazards and in-

dependently of all consequences, I am willing to admit ; and I

trust I have had too long and severe a training in mathematics

and the natural sciences to put me in danger of erring on the
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side of bigotry in religion, or of the reception of any doctrines

on the mere plea of authority or tradition. But when I am
introduced to a book, not written by one -hand but by many,

and containing fragmentary essays, and reviews uncalled for by
any particular occasion, w4iose only unity of purpose seems to

be that of a deliberate attack on many of the fundamental

principles of our most holy faith, and when I find that, with a

single exception, all the writers are men bound by most

stringent obligations to defend and to teach religion such as it

has been delivered to us by our forefathers in the Liturgy and

the articles of the Church of England,—w^hen I see this, I am
grieved, I repeat it, at the scandal of the spectacle presented.

If, up to this time, we have been mistaken in our faith, and

in the objects of our love and reverence ;
if at this time it is

requisite, for the advancepient of abstract truth, that we should

sit at the feet of these new Gamaliels and be untaught almost

every principle of speculative and of practical religion ; if it is

really true that w^itli regard to the inspiration and authority

of the Old and New Testament w^e have been mistaken ; if

projDhecy, and miracles, and all the old foundations of our faith,

"

are proved to be the weak props that they are here represented

to be,—let us, after deep and mature study, yet with bitter

tears of regret and disappointment,—let us, I say, give them

up ; let us, with our new instructors, ransack the sacred pages

for disagreements and contradictions ; let us use the knowledge

of morality which the sacred Word has given us, to prove that

the morahty inculcated in that Word is indefensible
;

let us

give up every cheering hope which the sure confidence of the

truth of that Word has given us, and be henceforth the con-

verts of that new intellectual rehgion which has refined away
all that was tangible, consolatory, and real in the old. But if

we be driven by the necessity of truth and consistency to do

this, we may still grieve that it has fallen to the lot of the

sworn defenders of orthodox Christianity to be its executioners.

Unwelcome it is at any time to a tender heart to be the bearer

of intelligence which is painful or grievous, and most unwel-

come will we still believe that it has been to the Essayists to

follow their convictions of the demands of truth to their con-

sequence, and to proclaim, in a volume which has been read by
tens of thousands, that the faith of themselves and of their an-

cestors is a delusion, and that they must now construct for

themselves a new, and for the most part a negative, religion.

And, that clergymen should feel compelled (by w^hat necessity
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we know not) to do this, who are bound by most holy vows
to defend the ancient faith, defined as it is and hmited by an-

cient creeds, is of all the grievous circumstances connected

with this book the most unfortunate, and that which has given
(almost alone) notoriety to the work, and such scandal to the

community at large.

But surely when men of deep wisdom and learning, most
of them occupying responsible situations in society, unite to-

gether for so serious a purpose as to convince us that the or-

dinary grounds on which we hold our faith are no longer ten-

able, (for there must have been some settled plan of action in

the collection of a series of Essays like those in question,

having at least one determinate object,) we might at least ex-

pect that each subject would be well argued out. To the

Christian, whose fundamental article of faith is the resurrection

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ from the dead, the most
stupendous of all miracles, there should have been given, not a
fragmentary Essay, controverting the evidence deducible from
miracles, (if not, hy implication, denying their possibility,) but
a clear and convincing statement, proving, beyond the pos-

sibility of mistake, that the Christian miracles are false.

Facts should have been discussed first and theory afterwards

;

and, in a matter so momentous, if regard for truth imposed
upon a clerffytnan the necessity of so painful an office as the

disproof of th« ordinary belief in the Christian miracles, not
only should the writer's convictions be clear, but his facts and
his inferences should be incapable of contradiction.

Again, if, in the casual discussion of the prophecies of the

Old Testament it became necessary to disavow the pertinency

of those which ordinary Christians have, ever since the estab-

lishment of Christianity, believed to refer to the Messiah,—if it

were necessary to revive in these days, with very little varia-

tion, the deistical notions of the last century, for the purpose
of proving that our faith, as founded on prophecy, is worthless,

—we have a right to expect that such an attempt at disproof

would be supported by profound wisdom as well as learning,

and on grounds totally different from any which have been
familiar—too familiar—to English readers. Bishop Chandler's

admirable "Defence of Christianity," and Bishop Kidder's ''De-

monstration of the Messias against the Jews," if the writer of

the article to which I refer had read them, (which seems doubt-

ful from the vague way in which they are quoted to support his

own views,) might have taught him better the connection be-
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tween the old and the new dispensations, and the indispensable

need of prophecy in the scheme of salvation.

But I need not tell the readers of the " Essays and Re-

views," or you, Sir, that there is nothing worked out. Doubts

and difficulties respecting numerous points of our faith are sug-

gested, but rarely proved valid ; cruel insinuations against the

fundamentals of the Christian faith are sometimes obscurely

hinted at and sometimes broadly given, sufficient to shake the

faith of the young and the ignorant, but without the solutions

which would deprive them of their power to do harm, and with-

out the discussion which would call for an elaborate answer

from the learned orthodox divine. When, too, the barriers

and safeguards of ordinary Christianity have been sufficiently

battered by our author, a new scheme of Christianity is put

before us to rebuild our rehgion ; a scheme in which every-

thing is mysticised and spiritualized, and in comparison with

which the Christianity of the Neo-Platonists was plain common-
sense. And, if the subject were not so awfully important, it

would be simply amusing to follow the critic in his fondling

admiration of the German philosopher. A mild rebuke here,

a dash of unqualified admiration there ; here an attempt to

render the transcendental language and ideas of the German
mind intelligible to English readers on points where the well-

trained English mind can see nothing but baseless speculation

and a perverse ingenuity in distorting plain facts, bordering on
the ludicrous.

I did expect, when I read these Essays, to find something
which would have better repaid the labour of reading such a
heavy and miscellaneous collection of fragmentary papers.

I thought that, if I were forced to disagree with the conclusions

of the writers, I should at least have an intellectual treat ; that

I should at least see indicated the sources of these new dis-

coveries which are to put the evidences of our faith upon so

different a footing ; and that I should have been benefited by
the critical disquisitions of some of our best English scholars.

I need not tell you. Sir, that I was disappointed to a great

extent in my expectations ; though it would be unjust to say
that there are not in some of the Essays some things both
original and instructive, nor that there are some whose chief

fault is that they are in bad company. Still the general im-

pression left on the mind was that of weariness and dissatisfac-

tion, both with the matter and manner of the book as well as

with its doctrines.
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Eut enough of this ;—my province is not to analyse or to

criticise the details of the articles in the " Essays and Re-
views." This has probably been done, by far abler hands, in

the body of the " Replies." It is sufi&cient for me to express

my opinion that as literary productions the Essays cannot be
rated very high. Some have evidently been written hastily,

and might in any other case have put in a plea for indulgence,

but certainly not in this. As a whole, they have had a ten-

dency to invalidate the evidences of Christianity, and to shake

the confidence of Christians ; and though the writers could not

have foreseen the notoriety or the excitement which they have,

from circumstances quite independent of their own merits, pro-

duced in the public mind, they are equally answerable for any
bad effects which may be produced by them. If they are

right in their general statements and deductions, then alas for

our holy faith, which, till this time, we have cherished as our

greatest treasure ! If they are wrong, who can properly esti-

mate the mischief which they have done !

I fear that I have already written you too long a letter

before I have come to the point which especially concerns me
as a man of science, and on which you desired my opinion;

namely, the bearings of astronomical research on the arguments

of the " Essays and Reviews."

The only article in which the assumed antagonism of the

physical sciences to the Bible record is treated of, is that on the
*' Mosaic Cosmogony," by Mr. C. "W. Goodwin, and the dis-

cussion has more to do with geology than with astronomy.

This, indeed, might be expected from the nature of the case.

The earth is man's dwelling-place, and it concerns him to know
its origin and its history, while the hosts of heaven, the sun and
the moon, the planets and the stars, though equally the work
of the same Divine Creator, and included in the inspired record

of His works, are rather the objects of man's study and admi-

ration than of his interested inquiries.

Imagine now for a moment that we were in the condition

of the ancient heathen world, without a revelation of God's
doings and purposes, and left to our own vague and uncertain

guesses about our origin and our destiny. What w^ould be the

order of our inquiries and of our cravings after knowledge of

ourselves and of the universe of God ? Assuming, as the

later philosophers did, a great First Cause or Author of all

things, would not the first yearnings of our souls be to learn

what is the relation of this Almighty Being to ourselves, and
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to the world wliicli we inhabit ? And, imagining all the wants
of the soul longing after some direct manifestation from God,

some authenticated record bearing the impress, as far as human
words can do so of His majesty, could we imagine anything

more sublime or more worthy of Him than the commencement
of that record which we believe to have come from Him :

" In

the beginning God created the heaven and the earth." Criti-

cism finds no place, either on physical or philological grounds,

for analysing the sublime simplicity of this opening message

from the Creator to His creatures. The boasted light of mod-
ern science can add nothing to it, and take away nothing

from it.

The record does not limit the time, nor the succession of the

intervals of time, when the Almighty Architect commenced
and added to the works of creation ; and the religious neces-

sities of man do not require the knowledge of the infinite past.

Let imagination here revel as she will, and she can scarcely go
too far ; let her imagine past duration so far back as the pow-
ers of numbers will allow ; let her listen to the fiats of the

Almighty, at intervals of enormous length, filling up the skies

with glittering orbs, and, as a last work, preparing by succes-

sive steps the habitable earth for man's dwelling-place, and she

cannot go beyond or misinterpret the opening of the divine

record, "In the beginning God created the heaven and the

earth."

Quite as little can criticism have to do with the second

statement concerning creation, " And the earth was without

form and void." The sublime simplicity of this statement of

the primeval state of the earth is worthy of the divine inspira-

tion which we claim for it, and its truth is unquestioned by
scientific investigation. Imagination here may come again into

play, and legitimately -exercise her functions, for science can

do but little either to substantiate or controvert this record of

the origin of our globe. A happy scientific guess of a great

astronomer (we can scarcely call it a theory) has shewn that,

assuming the matter which now constitutes the solar system

to have once been a nebulous mass, intensely heated and ex-

tending beyond the distances of the now existing planets, it is con-

sistent with physical laws to suppose that the exterior of this

mass would cool by the radiation of heat into the void spaces

beyond, and would contract or become condensed in cooling.

As the velocity of rotation (originally assumed) would neces-

sarily increase with the decreasing distance from the centre of
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motion, an exterior zone of vapour might become detached

from the rest, the central attraction being no longer able to

balance the increased centrifugal force. In general, if this

zone were not of uniform density it might break up into de-

tached masses, and these would ultimately coalesce into one

mass, liaving rotation on its axis and revolution round the sun
in the same direction and in a nearly circular orbit, and thus

the formation of the planetary masses would be accounted for.

La Place himself supposes, indeed, that, the sun himself being

a solid body originally,* his heated atmosphere would thus pro-

duce planets ; but this would really explain so little, that such

a theory is hardly worth framing or contending for, and it is

equally vahd to suppose the whole mass of which the sun and
planets are composed to have been originally nebulous.

Now we may say of this theory, which has been discussed

beyond its merits, that it would probably never have been
framed if the constitution of the nebulse which we see in the

heavens had been understood as well as it is now. Many of

them which appeared, in telescopes of moderate power, to be
mere masses of nebulous light, have been resolved into con-

geries or aggregations of stars when seen through Lord Rosse's

large reflecting telescope ; and even in cases wherein this res-

olution has not taken place, there is observed a curdling, or

unequal distribution, of the nebulous matter, which makes it.

appear probable that a still greater optical power would resolve

these masses also. We may also observe of the theory, that

even granting it a high probability as explaining more phe-

nomena of the planetary movements than any other, it after

all explains very little. "We have still to assume that the neb-

ulous mass out of which the sun and the planets were formed
was created at some time or other ; that it was in a state of

most violent heat ; that on it were impressed those laws of

condensation by which solid worlds were formed out of it ; and,

finally, that it had an initial velocity round an axis. It re-

moves the Creator one step farther from us than if we were to

suppose that the sun and each planet were made by His direct

personal agency and interference ; and this is all. We have
still to account for the innumerable, wonderful, and posterior

adaptations by which the earth was accommodated to the

physical nature of man—a most complicated set of arrange-

* He afterwards, however, imagines a preceding nebulous condition of
the sun, for he says, " Dans cet etat, la plan^te ressemblait parfaitement au
soleil h I'etat de nebuleuse, ou nous venons de le considerer,"
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ments being necessary not only with regard to the earth itself,

but also with regard to the orbit which it describes in space.

As bearing, however, on the verse we are discussing, it is

important to observe that the earth was once in a fluid state.

This is distinctly proved as any problem in pure mathematics,

by comparing the ellipticity which we know it to have by
direct measurement, or by the law of the increase of gravity in

going from the equator to the poles, with that which calcu-

lation proves it ought to have had (with its known time of

rotation) on the supposition that it was once a fluid mass.

And this harmonizes admirably with the desolate condition

which the Scripture asserts that it had while cooling down and
becoming solid. "The earth was without form and void,"

—or rather ,
" desolate and void,"—" and darkness was upon

the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the

face of the waters." Think as you will, favourably or other-

wise, of the nebular theory, substitute for it any other which
is consistent with known facts ;—nothing can exceed in truth

and grandeur these words of the inspired historian. Like the

bold touches of a great artist, they create a picture which no
after addition or refinement can improve.

The only passage besides these which concerns me as an
astronomer is that which describes with equal majesty the

works of the Creator beyond the earth :
—

" And God said,

Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide

the day from the night ; and let them be for signs, and for

seasons, and for days, and years : and let them be for lights in

the firmament of the heaven, to give hght upon the earth : and
it was so.

" And God made two great lights ; the greater light to

rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night : He made
the stars also. And God set them in the firmament of the

heaven to give light upon the earth, and to rule over the day
and over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness

:

and God saw that it was good."

The most keen-eyed hypercriticism should see nothing to

object to as unworthy of an inspired pen in this grand assertion

of God's creation of the sun and moon and stars, and of the

provision which He made by them for the necessities and con-

venience of His creatures. But our critic, Mr. Goodwin, thinks

otherwise. Their office is a poor and unworthy one. " They
are set in the firmament of heaven to give light to the earth . . .

to serve as the means of measuring time. . . . This is the most
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prominent office assigned to them. The formation of the stars

is mentioned in the most cursory manner." Rarely has it been
my lot to see so much bad reasoning and petty criticism in so

small a compass. As far as man is concerned, and to man is

revelation addressed, what more important or more suitable

office could these glorious orbs of heaven answer than to min-
ister to his convenience ? It may be that they answer other,

but scarcely higher, purposes in the general economy of God's
providence. The sun himself, astronomy has already taught

us, journeys with wonderful celerity through space and in an
orbit whose dimensions we scarcely can conceive : he carries

with him in their orderly march the grand array of the planets

his satellites ; all have a mission known only to the Creator,

but utterly beyond the sphere of man's destinies or his wants.

To us they are the dividers of our days and nights, and of our
summer and winter. They bring to us seed-time and harvest,

rain and drought, heat and cold ; and when we look with
humble and thankful hearts towards the Author of these bene-
fits, the inspired record comes to the aid of our religious thank-
fulness, and tells us that " God made them."

But " the formation of the stars is mentioned in the most
cursory manner." I answer, and so is the formation of light

:

—" And God said, Let there be hght, and there was light."

And yet one of the greatest of Greek critics considered this as

one of the most remarkable instances of the subhme which he
could quote

;
and critics as well informed as our author may be

of the same opinion here. To my own mind the impression
from childhood has been that of the sublime brevity of the as-

sertion, " He made the stars also." There are men who meas-
ure everything by the carpenter's two-foot rule, who would ap-

ply the same canons to every possible variety of circumstances,

and who would look to the Book of Job for a treatise on nat-

ural philosophy. But does not the rule hold in this case which
I propounded just now, only with still greater pertinency ?

The stars are removed still farther from the sphere of man's
destiny. Those glittering orbs are placed in general at dis-

tances even yet unmeasured. We have made some good
guesses at their number, and at the law of their distribution,

and we have measured the distance of one or more from our
own globe : but, of the purposes which they answer in the
economy of God's creation we know nothing whatever, and
quite as little do we know certainly of their physical origin.

When we look at them on a fine winter's night traversing

19
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the blue vault of heaven in calm and glorious majesty, the

coldest amongst us feels the message sent us by their Creator,
" God made the stars also."

Of all the writers in the book of " Essays and Reviews"
Mr. Goodwin is the most candid. Other writers contradict

the revealed word with at least a semblance of regret. Not
thus does our critic contradict the inspired prophet Moses.

His mission is to prove him incorrect, and this he attempts to

do with the utmost straightforwardness. The old story of Gali-

leo is revived for our edification, but the lesson to be derived

from it is very different from that which the great philosopher

ever dreamt of. The celebrated text, " The world is estab-

Hshed, it cannot be moved," implies " the sacred penman's ig-

norance of the fact that the earth does move." Measured by
the two-foot rule this is the unanswerable fact. Yet I cannot

but think that a httle consideration would teach our critic, as

it has taught many others, that we need not assume this. The
earth undoubtedly to its inhabitants is immoveable ; and if the

sacred penman intended, as he manifestly did, to indicate in poet-

ical language the perfect stability of man's dwelhng-place and
security of God's people, he could not have used a better term.

Again, no palliation can be admitted in favour of Moses.

Do we meekly suggest that the Bible was not intended to teach

science ?—we are met with the reply that the first chapter of

Genesis "is intended, in part, to teach and convey at least

some physical truth." Undoubtedly it is, but not according to

the measurement of the two-foot rule. It teaches, contrary to

all Oriental and all Grecian and Roman cosmogonies, that God
is the sole Author of all the things of which our senses are

cognizant. He made the earth, and He made the heavens ; the

earth for man's use, and the heavens partly for his use, and
partly, as far as we are concerned, for the satisfaction of his

reasonable faculties.

But it is not necessary that I should follow Mr. Goodwin
through all the instances of his criticism, or shew more clearly

than he himself has done, how earnest he is to destroy the

credit of the inspired author of the cosmogony. I would rather

conclude this too long letter with a few remarks on the gen-

eral arrangement of the separate acts of creative power, which
may help in some measure to a better understanding of the

whole narrative, and which I do not remember to have seen
insisted on. The three acts of the great drama are, the forma-

tion of the earth ; of the orbs of heaven ; and of living crea-
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tures. This is tlie natural order of events according to that rule

which I have insisted upon for the proper interpretation of all

Bible history, namely, the nearness or the remoteness of man's

interests, in the narrative ; and this rule is adhered to without

a single deviation. The first verse having asserted the fact

that God is the Creator of all things in heaven and earth, the

narrative from the second to the thirteenth verse is occupied

exclusively with the preparation of the earth for its inhabitants

;

.there is not a single passage in it which is not most rigorously

confined to this. I have nothing to do with the scientific ob-

jections and real difficulties which may be met with in detailed

passages ; they may be safely left to the care of our excellent

Geological Professor ; but, I repeat, everything has relation to

this earth in its various stages of formation : the dreary dark-

ness of the primeval chaos ; the introduction of light, (whether
by this is meant the introduction of the property of light in the

formation of the luminiferous ether, or the piercing through of

the rays of those luminaries afterwards mentioned ,) the separa-

tion of the clouds and vapours above from the dry land and the

water on the surface of the earth ; the fertilization of the ground
and the introduction of all plants and vegetables fit for the use

of its future inhabitants.

Then follows, from the fourteenth to the nineteenth verse,

the creation of the heavenly bodies ; and, finally, fi-om the

twentieth verse to the end of the chapter, the creation of all

the inferior animals, and of man.
I do not trouble myself, nor you, Sir, with discussing the

meaning of the days within which the separate acts of creation

are included. Mr. Goodwin is quite right in reminding us that

some school-books still teach to the ignorant that the earth is

six thousand years old, and that it (he should have said all

things) was created in six days. No well-educated person of

the present day shares in this delusion ; but if any there be
Mr. Goodwin's two little rudimentary treatises on astronomy
and geology, which increase the bulk of his Essay, will teach
them better. We know that we cannot expand our ideas of

God's universe too much, both as to space and time. "With
Him a thousand years are but as one day ; and, if we take a
thousand years as the unit of our counting, we shall require still

an incalculable number of such units to enumerate the sum
of creation-periods, and to fathom the depths of space through
which He has scattered the milhons of His stars. Whatever
be the meaning of the six days, ending with the seventh day's
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mystical and symbolical rest, indisputably we cannot accept

them in their literal meaning. They serve apparently as the

divisions of the record of creation, lest the mind may be too

much burdened and perplexed by all these wonderful acts;

but they as plainly do not denote the order of succession of all

the individual creations. Something is symbolized, and the

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews uses the symbol ; and
this, the only mystical fact in the whole narrative, we may
surely, in all reverence, leave unexplained, without detracting

at all from the credit or the veracity of this wonderful record.

During the writing of this letter I find my own mind
cleared and elevated. I see, by this additional study of the

record of creation, more clearly than I ever saw before, its lucid

order, its divine simplicity, its internal evidence of bearing the

impress of that D'vine Spirit that dictated the narrative ; and
I wish that I could make others see with me how harmless are

the shafts of ordinary criticism when directed against this, the

ost wonderful chapter of God's revealed "Word.

I am, my dear Sir,

Yours very faithfully,

ROBERT MAIN.
James Parker, Esq.

n.

University Museum, Oxford,
June 11, 1861.

My DEAR Sir,

The question which you have done me the honour to ask,

touching the bearing of geological discovery on religious be-

lief, as experienced by myself, is the more agreeable for me to

answer, because I know how readily your own mind has re-

ceived the great truths now established regarding the ancient

natural history of the earth, and how constantly you have

favoured the free and unrestrained teaching of them from the

Chair of Geology in this University.

During the last eight years, in sixteen courses of lectures,

embracing geology in every form, involving questions of force

and time, of the succession of life and changes of physical con-

dition, there has never been produced in my own mind, nor,
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SO .far as I know, in the minds of my hearers, the slightest im-

pression that we are considering facts and laws in any degree

opposed to Christian faith, to the inferences from natural theol-

ogy, or to the deductions from Scripture.

How, indeed, could it be otherwise ? Seeing that, in com-
mon with all the most experienced geologists of this age and
nation, in agreement with the conclusions of Conybeare, and
the lectures of Buckland and Sedgwick, I see in the vast geo-

logic record which we are invited, if not compelled, to read,

not an anti-Mosaic history of the creation of man, but pre-

Mosaic tables of stone, inscribed by the hand of the Divine

Master, and bearing indisputable traces of His earlier works,

earlier co-ordinations of the appointed powers of nature, earlier

terms of the one creative series, whose latest period includes

the history of man.
Thus viewed, the two great problems on which we are in-

tent,—the physical history of the earlier world, and the moral
and religious history of man,—appear in natural sequence and
relationship, not in unfriendly contrast, or perplexed and sus-

picious alliance. The evidence proper to each inquiry is kept

clearly separate : we do not seek our Christianity in the rocks,

nor our geology in the Bible ; we do not confound two inde-

pendent records ; but, examining each by the appropriate

means of interpretation, we adopt the conclusions which fairly

spring from each, under the guidance of sound criticism and
with the aid of healthy discussion.

There are points of contact between the two histories. The
great system of physical causes and effects is ever moving on-

wards, gathering what is present into what is past, and giving

us hints, if not measures, of the lapse of time and the changes

of nature. The physical events which happen on the earth in

our days are but a continuation of its earUer history ; and the

ages during which man has existed on the earth, though hmited

within a few thousand years, are linked with a far longer

stretch of earthly time, and serve at least as a unit for com-
puting the vast integral of past duration.

The conclusions reached by this kind of computation are at

present quite indeterminate, whether they relate to the whole
or any particular part of the periods which have passed away.

Equally indeterminate are those inferences concerning the

length of time during which man may have existed on the

earth, which are based on the few, and as yet insufficiently ex-

amined, cases of the discovery of the remains or works of men,
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in bone-caves, gravel-beds, and other superficial deposits. They
belong to the latest period of which geology takes cognizance

;

they are comparatively modern ; but we can apply no sure

computation to them, founded on the geological evidence.

If it ever could be a serious question whether a diligent and

philosophical study of nature were likely to lead to habits of

mind unfitted for dealing with the evidences of the truth and

authority of the Gospel, I would venture to reply,—and not

for geology only,—that this kind of study is eminently fitted to

train the mind in the right methods of estimating the prob-

ability of remarkable and unusual occurrences, and to touch the

heart with a susceptibihty of gratitude for the effects of God's

goodness, whether we perceive or not the method and motive

of His working. His ways are often past finding out in the

physical not less than in the moral world ; our notion of the

laws by which He regulates the changes of nature is but a

feeble copy of the truly divine idea ; we must not say to Him,
as He to the ocean, " Thus far and no farther ;

" but rather,

—

thankful for the knowledge already imparted, and conscious of

its imperfection, but hopeful of future progress,—we may look

forward, and look higher, even towards the Fountain of life,

and thought, and hope, for some further exhibition of His

goodness, some clearer manifestation of His designs, than can

be had in this stage of our existence.

On the whole, I believe, and am satisfied, that geology has

added to the defences of natural theology, established no results

hostile to the evidences of revelation, and encouraged no dis-

position of mind unfavourable to a fair appreciation of those

evidences. In this faith I cheerfully abide, and remain, ever,

Yours very truly,

JOHN PHILLIPS,
To THE Rev. Dr. Cotton,

pROTOST OF Worcester College, Oxford.
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